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ABSTRACT

C itin g  A ngkor: 
T he "C am bodian Arts" in  th e  A ge o f R estoration  1918-2K)00 

Ingrid  M uan

This th esis presents a survey of art training and visual procduction in  

Cambodia from  th e beginning of the 20th century to the present. TThe thesis 

begins w ith  a  consideration of the colonial establishm ent o f a  French- 

adm inistered “School of Cambodian Arts” which was m eant to sshape and 

control artistic production throughout the country. At th is im stitution, 

existing form s of practice were “corrected” and students w ere trainesd to m ass 

produce hand-m ade “authentic” Cambodian art objects.

Following independence, the definition of “Cambodian Arts” proposed by this 

colonial system  of production was rethought. During the 1950s am d 1960s, 

painters w orking from observation laid claim  to a “modern Khmer ^painting” 

while institu tional reforms at the School of Cambodian Arts introduced what 

were considered “m odem  subjects” (representational drawing* design, 

contemporary architecture and advertising). This shift in  visual! regim es 

was cut off, however, by the devastating events of the 1970s. Moire recent 

forms of “m odem  Cambodian art” from the 1990s, have turned a w a y  from 

observation, borrowing such tropes of W estern modernism as the m a rk  of the 

brush and th e singular gesture w ith which to stake their claim  to “the new. 

All these post-independence forms carry w ith  them  lingering tra ces of a 

colonial regim e which emphasized the model and its m ultiple copies-
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Through, a survey of these colonial and post-independence forms of visual 

production, th is thesis provides a first account of the 20th century in a place 

which art history has alm ost exclusively considered in  term s of the temples 

of Angkor (9th - 14th century CE). Just as art history h as w ritten out the 

colonial processes through w hich th ese  tem ples were “re-discovered” and 

m onum entalised, so it has refused to consider more recent forms of visual 

production in  Cambodia. A consideration of 20th century visu al production 

in  Cambodia cannot depend on th e seem ingly self-evident categories of 

artists and coherent bodies o f w ork estabbshed by canonical accounts of 

W estern modernism; instead, th is th esis focuses on an in stitu tion  and the 

successive regim es of training through which it introduced and enforced the 

concept of “the Cambodian Arts”.
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In trod u ction

Khmer civilization contributed nothing to civilization except Art. I t  is more 
true o fancien t Cambodia than o f any country that ever existed, that the one 
fa c t o f  their history is their Art-history

-A d Reinhardt (1961) "Angkor and Art'"

U ntil recently, if  the art o f Southeast Asia was studied at all, then what was 

studied was the past. Scholarship has focused almost exclusively on the monumental 

remains o f  the kingdoms of Champa (VietNam), Ayutthaya (Thailand), Pagan 

(Myanmar), and Angkor (Cambodia). W ith the demise o f these kingdoms, Southeast 

Asian art history fell silent and the canonical story o f  “modem art” was firmly located 

in the “W est” (beginning in Europe, centered in Paris, ending in New York). In the 

last ten years, a num ber o f studies and exhibitions have tried to redress this temporal 

geography by examining visual production in  Southeast Asia during the 20th century." 

Still, w ithin these accounts and displays, Cam bodia remains a blank. So strong is the 

lure o f  the famous temples o f  Angkor (9th— l^cen tu ries  CE), that art history 

seemingly cannot adm it a more contemporary Cambodian art.

1 Ad Reinhardt was a well known American abstracc paincer during the 1950s and 60s. This 
passage is taken from his essay for a catalogue accompanying the 1961 exhibition of Khmer 
sculpture at the Asia Society.

" See Contemporary art in Asia: traditions /  tensions (The Asia Society, 1996); The Birth of 
Modern Art in Southeast Asia: Artists and Movements ed. Ushiroshoji & Kawanchaikul 
(Fukuoka Art Museum / Japan Foundation, 1997); Modern Asian Art. John Clark 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998); and for individual countries neighboring 
Cambodia, Apinan Poshyananda's Modern Art in Thailand in the 19th and 20th Centuries. 
(PhD diss, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, 1990) and Nora Taylor's Artist and the State: the 
politics o f painting and national identity in Hanoi. Viet Nam. (PhD diss, Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University, 1997).
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Beginning w ith their supposed “rediscovery” in the 1860s, the  temples of Angkor 

became the centerpiece for the colonial inscription o f a quintessential Khmer culture'.3 

Claims o f  a deserted Angkor “rediscovered”, are at best peculiar, given the presence o f 

m onastic communities at the site since the 13th century. N o t only were parts o f the 

temples in continuous use, but A ngkor Vat was visited and described by Europeans 

and Japanese long before the European reception of Henri M ouhot's 1863 account 

suddenly fabricates a “rediscovery”.4 W hat this date does however mark is the 

beginning o f  monumentalization, tha t is, the "site"-ing o f the temples as “sights”, as 

“wonders o f  the world”.

W ith  their eventual clearing and literal reconstruction, the  temples o f Angkor 

became the magnificent example against which the present fell short. In their 

frequent treatises on art education and preservation, French planners expressed dismay 

over w hat they saw as an increasing "disdain" for "ancestral traditions". Instead o f 

following ways o f making found in the  glories o f their past, th e  artists o f  Indochina 

began producing "ever more disastrous pastiches", "unfortunate accommodations o f 

W estern motifs" resulting in "a kind o f  composite style, a detestable hybrid art". It 

was against this "degenerate", "decadent", "mixed" "confusion" that the School o f

3 “Cambodia” and “Cambodians” refer to the modern nation state and its inhabitants who 
are ethnically diverse. "Khmer" is the name of the majority ethnic group living in Cambodia 
today. In developing a picture of "authendc art" for what was to become the nation of 
Cambodia, French administrators suggested that particular forms of art were the biological 
destiny o f  this ethnicity. In what follows, I use "Cambodian Arts" to refer to the visual 
objects which colonial policy linked to the emerging nadon. See Penny Edwards’ recent 
dissertation Cambodge: The Cultivation o f a Nation 1860-1945 for a  wonderful analysis of 
the construction of Cambodia as a nation.

4 Henri Mouhot, Travels in Indochina. Siam. Cambodia, and Laos (London: John Murray, 
1864). Mouhot's account was serialised in Le Tour du Monde in 1863.
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3

Cam bodian Arts was established in  1918.s Together w ith the adjoining Albert Sarraut 

M useum, the School would provide "an institution capable... o f assuming the 

teaching and the safeguarding o f  Khm er arts and crafts".6 The school training those 

producing the culture o f the future was founded with the same stroke as the massive 

efforts to restore the particular cultural past o f Angkor. Together, the restoration, 

safe-guarding, and propagation o f  this “Khmer culture” sealed off a kind o f preserve in 

which the artists o f the future w ould simply repeat the outlines o f  the past.

M y dissertation takes this stereotype o f  a colonial project o f  cultural engineering as 

its starting point and then presents a narrative o f  the forms o f  visual production 

subsequendy produced in Cam bodia. W hile many recent projects have investigated 

colonial institutions and policies, few have tried to follow such formations into 

independence, thus analysing how  colonial formations transm uted and re-figured 

themselves to, in many cases, become standards of “native” authenticity. The state o f 

the present is too often sim ply indicted as the direct result o f  a now distant 

colonialisation without the necessary proofs o f  such assertions being clearly traced. I 

say this in order to explain my tide which has become perhaps a misnomer, bu t a 

productive one. I first visited A ngkor in M ay 1992 when the enormous international 

effort to arrange a free and fair election flooded Cambodia w ith aid, advisors, and

5 Quoted terms in the preceding sentences are from Trois Ecoles d'Art de L'Indochine 
(1931). See also the series of articles published by George Groslier in Revue Indochinoise 
(1918-1919), his longer presentation o f the Cambodian Arts in “L'Enseignement et la mise 
en pratique des Arts indigenes 1918-1930” (1931) as well as Henri Marchal, "Reflexions sur 
l'art moderne cambodgien", France-Asie (1949).

6 Baudoin, Inauguration du Musee Albert Sarraut et de L'Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens 
(1920).
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attention.7 The counterpart to this political invasion was a perhaps equally excessive 

influx o f what I call Restoration Culture, the national and international effort to 

enshrine the temples o f Angkor as the cultural and economic centerpiece o f a newly 

reconstructed Cam bodia. An unofficial United Nations o f  restoration teams quickly 

appeared after the Paris Peace Accords, and was soon spending enormous sums of 

money to restore the temples.8 At the same time, painters began to produce multiples 

o f Angkor and the image o f  the temples was seemingly everywhere (figure 1).

Officially, this Restoration Culture labors in the name o f  Cambodia. Angkor is 

being "returned" as "the true spiritual center o f the Khm er people", "the symbol o f 

the country... the source for the Khmer people of... identity recovered".9 But Angkor 

has also become the property o f  "mankind" through its designation as a "heritage- 

belonging to the whole o f  humanity".10 In the less high minded rhetoric o f  some 

Cambodian officials, the temples as W orld Heritage simply serve to lure all o f 

humanity to visit them , thus providing the "resources" w ith which Cambodia will

The United Nations Transitional Authority for Cambodia served as the first of the UN 
peace-keeping missions which have marked the 1990s. The chief goal of UNTAC was to 
ensure a "free and fair” election so that the "will” of the Cambodian people would be known.

8 Restoration teams working at the temples during the 1990s have included the national 
teams of France, Japan, Indonesia, Germany, and China, as well as private teams sponsored 
by the World Monument Fund (a US based foundation), the Hungarian Angkor Foundation, 
and Sophia University (Japan). Overwhelmed by the number of requests for temples to 
restore, Richard Englehardt, the UNESCO representative in Phnom Penh from 1991-1994, 
warned of a "'Disneyland effect' in which each donor nation carries out its own interpretation 
of what Angkor should look like... Everyone now wants to produce a before and after 
photograph".

’ Y. Ishizawa (Japanese restoration team, Sophia University) and Federico Mayor (director 
general of UNESCO).

10 Federico Mayor, director general of UNESCO, Speech at Angkor Wat. November 30, 
1991.
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6

rebuild, its econom y.11 The vastness o f the efforts to “safeguard” the temples masks the 

outright violence with which Restoration C ulture clears the present from  its sites, 

writing out the contemporary from the scholarly work which is their com plem ent.1' 

It feels sometimes, a painter told me, as if  there is no room for the present.13

I had initially thought that this contemporary Restoration Culture was simply a 

replication o f  a colonial project pursued w ith the same scale and producing the same 

effects. W hat I found however, at least in the area o f visual production, was that it 

was only m uch more recendy that the image o f  the temples has come to so haunt the 

pictures being produced in Cambodia. Initially banned from the School o f 

Cambodian Arts as a foreign form o f representation, the view o f the temples was never

" In the preliminary “Zoning and Environmental Management Plan for che Siem Reap / 
Angkor Region”, Peter Aderhold oudines a "high-price policy" intended to target "culturally 
motivated tourists... coming from great distances", drawn from "markets" in "Europe, Japan, 
North America and New Zealand/Australia". The "carrying capacity” of the temples are 
spatially limited, thus restricting the potential numbers o f daily visitors. Alderhold therefore 
suggests limiting domestic tourism as well as restricting road access from Thailand. A curious 
planning discourse results in which, on che one hand, Angkor is "given back” to the 
Cambodian people as the embodiment of their culture, while on che other, che viewing of chis 
cultural symbol is reserved for the "distant" and "culturally motivated" "Western" tourist. 
Whose culture, we might ask, is being "returned" (and to whom) when a Japanese restored, 
French reconstructed, Khmer temple is used to develop "high end" international tourism?

12 A ready example o f such excisions is provided in any guidebook or scholarly treatment of 
the temples. In plan after plan, each temple floats in a pristine field of whice. Some of what 
is erased becomes dear to the visitor to Angkor Vat. For today che ancient temple is 
surrounded by two flourishing contemporary vat complexes where one finds newly painted 
narrative cycles and freshly cast concrete sculptures. These current visual forms do not figure 
on the page of art history however. Nor for that matter do the souvenir stands which cluster 
around the monument o f the present. Instead the present is rendered blank and the ideal 
temple is retrojected into an original and fictive time, to be studied "as it was". Restoration 
Culture labors to inscribe this representation on the real: temples are cleared (of jungle, 
worshippers and souvenir sellers) so that they can be framed as emblems of the past to be 
viewed from afar.

13 Anonymous comment, Phnom Penh, February 1999.
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part o f  the training offered there.14 Instead, the early School fashioned portable

objects, styled with ornaments, designated as Khmer, distilled from temple surfaces;

these objects were initially sold more to French civil servants living in Cambodia than

to the tourists who began to visit the temples. Nor was the image o f Angkor an

overwhelming theme for painting during the post-independence years. Instead,

"modern painters" turned to the countryside and other forms o f living tradition in

order to inflect the modern with enough Cambodian content to qualify it as "modern

Khmer art". I t  is only recendy then that the m onum ent has come to so infect

painting and to so determine cultural policy.1’

*  *  *

To fill in the present of a place which is constructed as past, is not to claim that 

another version o f  “modern art” can simply be uncovered and added to an art history 

which will thus become ever more inclusive w ithout changing its fundamental shape.16

14 See my discussion of the early curriculum of the School in Chapter Two.

15 The more tragic ramifications of such a policy can be seen at the Royal University of Fine 
Arts, the institution which runs through my account as a central force for determining forms 
of visual production throughout the 20th century. Through recent international grants 
directly linked to the restoration o f Angkor, the Departments o f Archaeology and 
Architecture have received funding and staff development programs which have enabled them 
to become fully functioning Departments. The Department o f Plastic Arts, located on the 
same campus as the other two Departments, has been left out of this funding. The 
Department has been repeatedly and explicitly told that its exclusion from this funding is due 
to its "irrelevance" for the restoration efforts at Angkor. Today at the Department, talk often 
turns to ways in which the Department of Plastic Arts could reconnect itself to the temples. 
"We could make new sculptures to replace the old ones?", one professor asked me hopefully, 
measuring my reaction to see whether such a plan would interest the foreigners of whom I am 
often the test example.

16 I am arguing against recent projects that seem to suggest that “modern art” (taken in the 
stylistic sense o f  Iooking-(beIatedly)-like-Western modernism) can be found everywhere and 
that the conventional armature of named "artists" and coherent "bodies of work" can simply 
be exported unproblematically. In such accounts, the particular trajectory of Western 
modernism towards abstraction has been generalized into “the” aesthetic response to 
modernization rather than one possible, culturally specific response.
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8

Rather m y  project encountered many forms which initially bewildered me as an art 

historian since they had seemingly no relation to the familiar stylistic progression o f 

canonical modernism. Still the objects I encountered were things o f the 20th century 

and almost all o f them were labeled "art" by those who promoted them.

It soon became clear to me that terms would have to be reconsidered, for as John 

Clark has explained, there are many ways to define "modern art". If  - borrowing from 

the experience o f Western modernism - we define "modern art" as the objects 

generated from  a particular attitude, the "deliberate putting behind o f the past by 

distancing o f  the artwork from an earlier set o f artistic tastes", then this rupture o f 

rejection only occurs in Cambodia in the 1950s.'7 But if  we instead decide, as I have 

done, that modernity comes with colonialism (1863) and that cultural responses to 

modernisation are what constitute modern art, then the objects made during the first 

four decades o f  the twentieth century in Cambodia must also be "modern art" despite 

their seemingly “traditional” forms. To let these objects into the story, uncovers a 

curious contradiction since, at the same time that Parisian innovations were building 

the canon o f  modern art, a French-sponsored project o f cultural engineering was 

foreclosing such expressions in Cambodia in favor o f a (re)constructed traditional 

past.

' John Clark, Modern Asian Art (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998). The "new" 
which is embraced in 1950s Cambodia (see Chapter Four) will seem surprising to those 
imbued with now standardized progressions o f the avant-garde from the turn of the century 
to Abstract Expressionism, for what becomes “modern Khmer art” is representational 
painting, precisely what canonical Western modernism refutes.
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9

Here we run into that other term  "art", for the cultural policies o f  the Protectorate 

acted in the name o f  the "Cam bodian Arts".18 From the outside perhaps, the temples 

and their sculptures, the vats and their paintings, the decorated carts, and the silver 

boxes which French administrators encountered when they first tu rned  their attention 

to culture, could be designated as "art". But within the turn  o f the century society in 

which these forms were being produced, their meaning lay much m ore in their use for 

ceremonies o f  worship and everyday life than in a visual contem plation that turned 

them  into objects w ith purely aesthetic and financial value. I begin m y story with the 

collision o f these two systems, tha t is, a t the moment when an im ported system, self

consciously declaring itself to be the  protector of "Cambodian Arts", encounters the 

existing practices o f  the countryside and the court during the early years o f  the 20th

19century.

There are no "histories" - already synthesized accounts - o f visual production in 

20‘h-century Cambodia, although several recent works have touched upon art training 

during the colonial period.'0 Therefore, in a straightforward sense, this dissertation

18 I use "Protectorate" to designate the period of French colonial rule in Cambodia which 
lasted from 1863 - 1953.

19 See here my account of the responses to the survey taken in 1917, Chapter One. For a 
discussion of the marker "Cambodian", see Penny Edward's recent dissertation Cam bodge. 
The impulse to construct and market something specified as "Cambodian art" is of course 
part of that emergence of the modern nation state described in the work of Benedict 
Anderson and Thongchai Winichakul. As John Clark has put it: "as the state has mapped 
itself internally as a unit with hegemony over a restricted territory, so it has constructed itself 
externally as one unit in an international system of like entities", a mapping which often 
requires the formation of a national art as well as a broader national culture. See Clark, 
Modern Asian Art. p. 18.

See Gwendolyn Wright, The Politics of Design in French Colonial Urbanism. Nadine 
Andre-Pallois, L'Indochine: Un Lieu d'exchange culturel? and Penny Edwards. Cambodge: 
The Cultivation of a Nation 1860-1945.
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simply provides a first overview o f a field. It is with this aim  in mind, that I have kept 

a wide time range and a broad brush rather than pursuing more limited and 

theoretical discussions o f  specific areas. Much o f what follows certainly deserves more 

detailed and thoughtful attention in the future.

The primary source o f  information on the state o f the arts and the development o f  

the colonial art school are found in the voluminous writings o f  George Groslier, the 

chief architect and im plem entor o f  the "doctrine" for Cam bodian Arts. In C hapter 

One, I summarize Groslier's representation o f the Cam bodian Axts at the turn o f  the 

century and oudine the crisis that he proclaimed. I then use a discussion o f  the 

responses to his 1917 survey, and a brief overview o f commissions during the first two 

decades o f the 20th century, to throw the foundational claims on which he based his 

"rescue" into question. T he same impulses to borrow the strange which are often 

listed among the primary tactics o f  early Western m odernism (cubism), are largely 

eliminated by Groslier's rescue, cut off at their beginning by the promise o f  a market 

for “model”, "traditional" objects.

In  Chapter Two, I try to uncover and describe the actual curriculum o f  the 

School after Groslier's takeover, leaving aside the rhetoric with which his rescue has 

often been represented. T hrough this analysis, we come to see that Groslier's claim to 

provide a "sanctuary" for "authentic" Cambodian Art was largely fictional. Instead, 

the School (with Groslier a t its head) became a design center for a set o f  "new" 

traditional objects that were then mass hand-produced by ever greater numbers o f 

associated artists for a foreign market. During the time that Groslier was installing his 

system of production, he relied upon many o f the methods associated with modern 

forms o f product development and industrial manufacturing (e.g. division o f labor,
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streamlining, marketing, managing the relation o f production to consumption). The 

School and its associated Corporations thus paradoxically became a factory for hand

made goods. In the later sections o f this chapter I examine how individual artisans 

fitted into this factory, how the factory developed into a booming business, and how, 

in perhaps the most fitting response to its success, the entrepreneur Say made a 

machine for mass-producing jewelery which so horrified Groslier just before his death.

Chapter Three turns from the School to examine the broader culture o f  display 

which developed under the Protectorate and then continued into the period o f 

independence. I use this chapter as a bridge to the post-independence period, 

sketching the broader visual culture in which specific forms of visual production 

found their meaning. M y account shows how objects that were once exhibited for 

wonder became products for sale through the colonial restructurings o f Tang T ok (the 

annual festival celebrating the King's birthday). I then follow these displays into the 

period o f independence to describe how they became once again imbued w ith wonder 

o f  a very different kind. During the 1950s, a massive campaign to present "the image 

o f  America" to Cambodians led to exhibitions, films, and illustrated publications, all 

meant to picture a way o f life and convert Cambodians to it. What was “sold” was 

primarily an ideology and thus such exhibitions and publications were offered for free. 

A similar campaign o f  image production is subsequendy undertaken by Sihanouk’s 

Sangkum (1955-70) in order to promote a view o f Cam bodia that tried to reconcile 

contradictions between "modern" and "Khmer" installed under the Protectorate.'1

21 The Sangkum Reastr Niyum was the name of the political party founded by King Sihanouk 
in 1955 when he abdicated from the throne in order to enter politics. The party presided for 
the next 15 years (1955-1970), a period which is often remembered today in Cambodia by 
simply "the Sangkum" (the society).
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"Modern" visual forms played a crucial role in the image o f the Sangkum 

developed by then-Prime Minister Sihanouk. C hapter Four looks more closely at the 

development o f  "modern painting" at Groslier's School while tracing the transition o f 

this institution to the Royal University o f  Fine Arts. "Modern" in the Cam bodian 

visual arts o f the 1950s and 1960s came to mean representation based on seeing, thus 

substituting the immediacy o f perception for the repetition o f  production plans. Still 

this "modern painting" remained a form o f nostalgia, since it took the countryside 

and a way o f life untouched by modernisation as its prim ary themes.

Groslier’s legacy o f  object production did not, however, simply disappear. In 

Chapter Five, I turn to a consideration o f the after-life o f  his system, surveying certain 

forms o f souvenir innovation in Siem Reap and Phnom  Penh from the 1950s to the 

present. In  these more recent manifestations, the impulses o f Groslier's system return 

in oddly perverse forms. The contemporary images which I discuss can also however 

be read as the wake o f  the 1970s, that ten year period during which the promise o f a 

modern Cambodia offered by the Sangkum was torn apart."*

Chapter Six charts the aftermath o f this disaster on training and visual production 

in Cambodia today, providing a brief survey o f  the contemporary “Cambodian Arts”. 

While old "masters" recapitulate an image o f "authentic" Cambodian art that Groslier 

would surely have approved of, young professors sent to socialist-bloc countries 

during the 1980s reiterate aspirations for a "modern Khmer art" which, however,

“ The US sponsored Lon Nol regime was ushered in by a 1970 coup. Despite enormous US 
aid, the regime (which from the start was marked with an almost surreal ineptness) eventually 
fell to the Khmer Rouge in April of 1975. The DK regime, which ruled from 1975 to January 
1979, is now "famous" for the deaths and devastation which it inflicted on its own people.
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cakes a very different form than that proposed during the Sangkum. Between these 

competing claims to "Cambodian art", the majority o f painters and  sculptures today 

are "workers" who labor at a distance from the remains o f  Groslier's School, making 

no appeal to the category of "artist". Using skills o f representation and replication 

learned through apprenticeship, they produce by hand the mechanical images which 

coat m odern public spaces.

I have struggled to cover what might be considered an overly ambitious range of 

time by insisting on holding colonialism and independence together. In doing so, I 

have bridged chat curious gap between documents o f  the archives and  memories o f the 

living. A lm ost all o f  my account o f  the colonial era School is derived from Groslier's 

published writings as well as the many extraordinary reports and evaluations, 

previously unknow n, which I found in the National Archives o f  Cambodia. My 

analysis o f  che "image o f America" which infused the first decade o f  Cambodian 

independence relies on newly declassified materials found at the US National Archives 

in College Park, Maryland. W ith independence, my account shifts to rely upon the 

memories o f  those w ith whom I have spent the last three years. M y final chapters 

thus are pieced together from conversations, stories, pictures and often contradictory 

memories. All representations are always already misrepresentations. Still, I have tried 

to listen well. As Jean Laplanche has so beautifully put it, "the past already has 

something deposited in it that demands to be deciphered, which is che message o f the 

other person".23

23 Jean Laplanche, "Notes on Nachtraglichkeit", in Essays on Ocherness. London: 
Routledge, 1999.
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I have also struggled with language, For much o f  the Khmer which I translate 

refuses the illusion o f equivalence. For passages which I thought might be o f 

particular interest to those who read Khmer, I have included the original passage in 

the footnotes. All translations from the French and the Khmer are mine unless 

otherwise noted. I have included many pictures in my text. I do so for two reasons. 

For many readers in the West, die terrain which I cover will be unfamiliar, so that the 

images can perhaps help them to visualise what the text discusses. In Cambodia, few 

people have the luxury to engage in such enterprises o f  collecting and assembling, and 

I hope that through the presentation o f  this survey, I can provide a useful text to those 

who have been so generous to me.
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C hapter O ne: T h e  C risis

In  a 1913 photograph, we find "the place o f  the weaver" to be under the house 

(figure 2). Although those pictured were probably assembled for the photograph, the 

casualness o f their pose, the presence o f the children, and the fact that the loom is 

located just under the hom e’s front door, indicate that weaving - in the Cambodia o f 

1913 - is itself an activity woven into the flow o f everyday life.' Skip to almost ten 

years later (figure 3) and we find that the place o f  the weaver has been extracted from 

the flow o f family life and now is found in a solitary cleared room with nothing bu t a 

loom. The weaver pictured still stops to look at the camera however, just as the 

woman under her house did before. Another ten years later still (figure 4), and the 

head o f  the weaver is in perfect alignment with her loom; she has simply become part 

o f the machinery for diagramming proper technique.

This chapter investigates some of the things which might have fostered and forced 

the pictured change. W e know quite clearly one version of the "decline" and 

subsequent "renaissance" o f  the "Cambodian arts" from the turn o f the century until 

the 1940s, thanks to the magisterial writings o f  George Groslier (figure 5). Groslier 

was dogged and prolific in his explanation, defense, and propagation of the "doctrine"

' See the survey responses from August and September 1917 for descriptions of artisanal 
practices in the countryside just before the colonial restructuring of art training [NAC 
#15200 (RSC)]. In what follows, all references to files in the National Archives of 
Cambodia (NAC) are followed by their file number and the collection in which they are 
found, in this case, the collection of the Resident Superieur. I use “Cambodia” to designate 
the region in which the modern day nation state was emerging during the first few decades of 
the 20’h century. See Edwards’ Cambodge for a wonderful treatment of the construction of 
the nation state.
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Figure 2
“A loom under the house, the place o f the weaver”, 1913

N M C  Photography Collection, Groslier photo and caption If99

Figure 3: Weaver at the School o f Cambodian Arts, 1922
N M C  Photography Collection; H 40

Figure 4: Weaver at the School o f Cambodian Arts, 1930
N M C  Photography Collection; H 376
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which he developed for the “Cambodian arts”.' In articles spanning the nearly thirty- 

year period during which he ran the Ecole des Arts cambodgiens, the Musee Albert 

Sarraut, as well as the larger Direction des Arts cambodgiens, Groslier repeatedly 

outlined the underlying premises, the everyday operational details, as well as his future 

plans for these institutions and the system o f  cultural management which they 

installed.3

Since Groslier's writings give the most accessible and complete description of 

Cam bodian visual arts during the early 20th  century, they have often been taken as 

“objective” descriptions rather than as carefully placed publicity pieces whose equally 

im portant aim  was to convince colonial authorities and the French public at large of

The "doctrine" is elaborated in George Groslier, "La convalescence des Arts cambodgiens” 
in Revue Indochinoise May/June 1919 (vol.31 #5), p.871 and "L'Enseignement et la mise en 
pratique des Arts Indigenes", Extrait du Bulletin de 1'Academe des Sciences Coloniales vol. 
16 (Paris: Societe d'Editions 1931), p.l, also published as Les Arts Indigenes au Cambodge 
1918-1936 for the Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques, Paris, 1937 (Hanoi: 
Imprimerie d'Extreme Orient, 1937). All subsequent references to these two texts are 
followed by C or E followed by the page number. Groslier's writings include: "La tradition 
cambodgienne", Revue Indochinoise vol.29 #5 (May 1918); "L'Agonie de I'Art cambodgien" 
Revue Indochinoise vol.29 #6 (June 1918); "La prise en charge des Arts cambodgiens" 
Revue Indochinoise vol.30 #9 (September 1918); "La convalescence des Arcs cambodgiens", 
Revue Indochinoise vol.30 #10 (October 1918); "La convalescence des Arts cambodigens” 
(revised article) Revue Indochinoise vol.31 #5 (May / June 1919) reprinted as a separate 
booklet (Hanoi, Imprimerie d'Extreme Orient, 1919); Inauguration du Musee Albert 
Sarraut et de 1'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens Phnom Penh: Imprimerie du Protectorat, 1920; 
"Ce qui a ete fait au Cambodge pour la pratique et la protection des Arts indigenes", Arts ec 
Archeologies khmers vol.l 1926; "Etude sur la psychologie de I'artisan cambodgien", Arcs et 
Archeologies khmers, vol.l, parts I and II, 1926; "La Fin d'un Art", parts one and two, 
Revue des Arts Asiatiques. Tome VI, 1929-30 #3 September / #4 December) ; Trois Ecoles 
d'Art de L'Indochine. Hanoi: Imprimerie d'Extreme Orient, 1931 and in English 
"Contemporary Cambodian Art studied in the light of its past forms", Eastern Art (College 
Art Association 1930). For a bibliography of Groslier's writings see Franpais Martini, 
"George Groslier 1887-1945" in France-Asie. vol.7 #66-7 (1951) Saigon.

3 I subsequendy use the following English translations and abbreviations: School of 
Cambodian Arts, Albert Sarraut Museum and DAC to refer to these three institutions. The 
Direction des Arts cambodgiens emerged in the early 1920s as the administrative organ 
overseeing the School, the Museum and the Corporations.
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the merits o f  Groslier's project. Sources confirm, as we will see, that Groslier did 

provide perceptive accounts o f  conditions in a colony poised on the cusp o f 

modernity. There are also however aspects o f  his picture that other histories throw in 

a more dubious light. I t is im portant today to reassess Groslier's representations and 

assumptions since they provided the intellectual bases on which definitions o f art and 

artistic identity - as well as institutional structures in which to develop and maintain 

such definitions - were constructed for colonial Cambodia. As later chapters will 

describe, these definitions and the policies they generate have had a curious and 

lingering half-life in post-independence Cambodia. As a friend laughingly remarked 

recently while watching workers struggling for weeks to sledgehammer away the 

stubborn base o f the colonial M onument to the Dead: "the French built good 

foundations"/

W hat better place to start than with the triumphal inauguration of the complex 

which, for Groslier, was the physical embodiment o f the links he tried to establish 

between the past and present, a complex o f  buildings which still today provide the 

focus for "cultural tourist" visits to Phnom Penh.5 O n April 13, 1920 the newly-built 

Museum w ith its accompanying School was inaugurated by colonial, royal, and

4 Peter Arfamis, early October 1999. The Monument to the Dead of World War I was 
built in 1924-5 on a site in front o f the present-day French embassy. Sections of it still 
remain today both displayed in front and stored behind the National Museum of Cambodia.

5 The 1992 ZEMP Report on the preservation and development o f the temples of Angkor 
(UNDP, 1994) discusses the desirability of "high end cultural tourism", urging limits on 
regional tourism of a primarily religious nature since each of the temples has a very limited 
"carrying capacity".
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monastic dignitaries. Through surviving photographs o f  the event, we can imagine 

the mom ent when Baudoin, the Resident Superieur o f  Cambodia, rose to speak 

(figure 6).6 The inauguration o f the buildings, Baudoin proclaimed, marked the 

"realisation o f  a project" to "create an official autonomous institution" able to 

assume the tutelage and safeguarding o f  Khmer arts and crafts". By rescuing these 

arts from a "slow agony" o f  "degeneration and even decadence" that was leading 

irremediably towards their annihilation", the M useum / School complex would 

"bring to life those crafts which have already disappeared", while "maintaining the 

others in their traditions".' T he main themes o f  Groslier’s project are all here: a threat 

was identified, a crisis proclaimed, a rescue performed, and a certain kind o f 

regeneration fostered, bu t one which would have to be continually "safeguarded" and 

"maintained". Tutelage - the training o f the future - was immediately sutured to 

conserving the past. Things that had disappeared were to be brought back, while 

those that still existed were to be kept as they were. Change was seemingly banished 

from this scenario.

T he end o f  an art

The inauguration was a curious scene if  we consider that Groslier's writings 

repeatedly indicted the French themselves for the "slow agony" which Baudoin

6 I subsequendy use RSC when referring to the various Resident Superieur's who come to 
figure in my account. For a recording of the largely ceremonial speech by the Palace
Minister, see mfAjfifTjfifiH'ntil (sic)#9 (NAC Newspaper Collection).

Baudoin, Inauguration (pamphlet, NMC library), p.2. All subsequent references to this 
text are followed by (I, page, name of speaker). I use NMC for the present day National 
Museum of Cambodia, formerly the Albert Sarraut Museum.
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lamented. O ur appearance on these shores," Groslier wrote, "provoked such a 

disturbance, that the past can no longer guarantee the Future".8 The "turmoil" o f 

W estern civilisation installing itself' had "completely upset Khmer society".9 For 

Cambodia, the coming o f the French was "like an old man walking along his path": 

"the automobile comes, blows its horn, he turns around, sees it too late, it is not 

possible for him  to avoid it and the old man thus dies on the road".10 "Suddenly 

something is dead", Groslier announced dramatically to the assembled dignitaries in 

1920: "Enamel on metal is dead, damascene, niello. Give to my words their literal 

meaning: there is no longer a single Cambodian practicing these artistic industries 

which sail prospered during the reigns o f  the Kings Ang Duong and N orodom ”.'1

According to Groslier, it was the "unheard-of force and rapidity" with which new 

Western influences had entered the country, that had easily "finished off' Cambodian 

art "with a single blow".12 A system o f newly cut roads quickly allowed a "network o f

* Groslier, George. "Ce qui a ete fait au Cambodge pour la pratique et la protection des arts 
indigenes", Arts et Archeologies Khmers vol.l, p. 467. All subsequent references to this text 
are followed by (CQ, page).

9 Groslier, George. "Etude sur la psychologie de 1’artisan cambodgien", Arts et Archeologies 
khmers. vol.l, parts I and II, p. 128. All subsequent references to this text are followed by 
(psyl, page) for part one and (psyll, page) for part two.

10 Groslier, George. "La Fin d'un Art", parts one and two, Revue des Arts Asiatiques. vol.6, 
1929-30 (#3 September / #4 December) p. 176. All subsequent references to this text are 
followed by (FAI, page) for part one and (FAII, page) for part cwo.

" I, p. 19, Groslier. Damascene is a process of incising gold or silver inlay onto bronze or 
other metals, while niello is a process which leaves a black inlay on silver. See Anne Richter, 
The Tewelerv of Southeast Asia (London: Thames and Hudson, 2000).

'* "L'Enseignement ec la mise en pratique des Arts Indigenes", Extrait du Bulletin de 
1’Academe des Sciences Coloniales vol. XVI (Paris: Societe, d'Editions 1931), p.5.
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circulation that produced "enormous social change” (figure 7).13 "The European 

colonist , Groslier wrote knowingly, "was not a spectator"; he did not simply 

contem plate the landscape"(FAII, p.244). Instead he quickly penetrated into the 

remotest areas and there engaged in "unceasing activity"(FAII, p.244). T he aims o f 

the European were "never, let us well note, to maintain the Cambodian plan [and] to 

defend the local traditions, b u t always to uproot them"(FAII, p.244). It was no t only 

the European who began to make use o f  the new roads however. Cam bodians 

themselves who, according to Groslier were a "people immobilized for centuries", 

were "suddenly seized with an excessive wanderlust [and] began in the space o f  ten 

years, to tour around the country and to travel through it, part by part, not at all in 

order to establish an active circulation o f its blood, but instead with the goal o f  

multiplying contacts as quickly as possible with the Europeans" (FAI, p .180). I t was 

objects however which traveled most quickly through these new networks, and 

Groslier marveled at the speed w ith which "100 litde courts (with artisanal 

workshops) and 900 pagodas" had become inundated with "chinaware from the 

Grand Depot, table stands o f  Louis Phillipe... religious imagery from M unich... 

percales and flowered cottons im ported from England"(Rl925). The "barrel o f  

cement", the "ton o f  iron", the "case o f European trinkets", all penetrated easily (FAI, 

p. 180). The influx o f these things precipitated what Groslier called "the disaster": 

"bad W estern taste" came in the form o f  "the catalogues o f  St. Etienne, the trinkets o f

13 FAI, p i 80. According to Groslier, in 1900 there were only fifty kilometers o f surfaced 
roads in Cambodia and no cars. The first automobile arrived in 1912, and by 1914 there 
were 30 tourist cars, 5 public transport vehicles and six hundred kilometers of road. By 1929, 
there were 2400 kilometers of roads along with 1840 tourist cars, 820 buses and 270
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cheap household vendors, objects o f the lowest aesthetic value, the dining rooms of 

Henry II, the gaudy ties, the mechanical lamps, our stamped metal mantelpieces, our 

tinsel jewellery."'4 In  a word, "all our bric-a-brac takes the road to Cam bodia and 

finds a place o f  honor w ith the heads o f  the provinces as well as the Royal 

Palace"(R1925). Through the "careless childishness" o f  an attraction to the foreign, 

the indigenous elite had almost killed what for Groslier was Cam bodia's greatest 

resource (FAII, p.247). N o longer commissioning high-quality work from local 

artisans, the Cam bodian aristocracy instead rushed to "replace" native objects "with 

Western luxuries"(E, p .5). Since the "precise moment" that "the Cambodian 

aristocracy have come into contact with us", Groslier lamented, Cam bodian art had 

"been in its death throes": “T he native who, since the time of Angkor, had need o f

nothing and received nothing from the West, living by his own resources and through 

his own means, suddenly discovered that he had all kinds o f needs: a pair o f  shoes, a 

watch, a sparkplug, a yard o f English crepe, a bicycle, a hac. By 1915, one could not 

find a dignitary who did not possess or at least consult the catalogue o f the 

Manufacture d'Armes de Saint-Etienne”.15 Stripped o f its "indigenous clientele", local

transportation trucks (FAI, p .179-180). The increase in tourism during the 1920s is 
illuminated by these figures.

14 George Groslier "Rapport sur les Arts indigenes au Cambodge: Le etat au moment de la 
reprise par l’Administration fran^aise et expose historique du Service des Arts cambodgiens 
1918-1924", May 7, 1925 [NA.C #11322 (RSC)]. All subsequent references to this Report 
are followed by (R1925). The report pages are unnumbered.

15 FAI, p. 181 and Groslier, George. "La tradition cambodgienne", Revue Indochinoise 
vol.29 #5 (May 1918) p.468. All subsequent references to this text are followed by (TC, 
page).
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arts "lost the reason to form themselves" (E , p.5) and thus "the principal arts o f the 

country... collapsed like a house o f  cards"(FAI, p .181).

Groslier understood this turn to the VO'est as an attempt by the indigenous elite to 

"refind their lost prestige"(TC, p.459). W ith  the increase o f French presence and 

power, the displaced class o f Cambodian officials attempted to "acquire our [French] 

standing, which they know [only] from  its exteriors"(TC, p.459). Copying the 

visually recognised signs for Frenchness, “the Balat o f the provinces no longer 

impressed his village with his sculpted lifter, but instead with a phonograph, shoes, 

white pants, a helmet. His silhouette becomes French. Then comes the irresistible 

automobile and the distance betw een the people and the governor is 

reestablished”(FAII, p.248-9). Through h is  shift in taste, the Balat pu t three types o f 

artisans out o f  work: the wood sculptor w h o  once carved the decorative details o f  his 

litter, the ivory carver who once prepared its  ornate balustrades, and the lacquerer who 

once finished its glossy interior (FAI, p .1 8 2 ).16 Unemployed, such masters ceased to 

train apprentices and abandoned their crafts, returning to the rice fields to support 

their families. "The years pass", Groslier concluded, "men die, forgotten, lost in the 

countryside with no notice of their death, no inquiry or inventory o f  w hat they take 

offwith them"(I, p .19, Groslier).

If one o f Groslier's repeated themes was this supposed abandonm ent and the 

consequent "end o f  an art", he also described, in passing, forms o f  contem porary

16 While Groslier reserved his harshest criticisms for court and provincial authorities such as 
the Balat, he also reprimanded the Buddhist clergy. As Groslier put it, instead of serving as a 
"sacred power" which would shelter and preserve indigenous artisans, the monks instead 
began to wear "robes made of English cloth", had their "religious images printed in 
Germany", and became "the biggest client of the  importers of cement"(FAII, p.247).
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production chat were ongoing and even increasing. Faced with a m arket flooded with 

French goods, Groslier's "humble Khm er artist" found it impossible to "oppose his 

tradition to ours, especially since he works under our com m and."1' Those artisans 

who did continue to work, began to "make concessions" and "alterations", 

incorporating aspects o f  foreign goods into their products (Ag, p.549). Through the 

"disastrous teaching o f lamentable peddlers' wares,"(R1925) indigenous forms 

"hybridized" incorporating "imported objects... techniques...[and] materials"(E, p.5). 

Others echoed Groslier’s cries. Already around 1910 Henri Marchal had observed "a 

certain degeneration, a beginning o f decadence" in "the motifs o f  the m ost recent art": 

“the influence o f the West, and models o f  deplorable taste introduced by cinema, 

illustrated magazines, and trinkets in the market, had made themselves felt amongst 

artisans used to transm itting from father to son, by tradition, ancestral motifs in 

which the art o f  A ngkor was reflected".18 "Passing easily" from the local and 

traditional to a "mixed style o f Chinese, Japanese, or o f European forms"(I, p.3, 

Baudoin), Khmer artisans transformed themselves into "copyists o f  the European," 

producing "miserable failures" imitating "the caraytids o f Erechteion, an impressionist

'' Groslier, George. "L'Agonie de 1'art Cambodgien" Revue Indochinoise vol.29 #6 (June 
1918). p.552. All subsequent references to this text are followed by (Ag, page).

18 See Henri Marchal, "L’art cambodgien moderne", Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes
Indochinoises de Saigon, #65 (1913) and Henri Marchal, "Reflexions sur I'art moderne 
cambodgien", France-Asie. (1949), p.346. Henri Marchal became conservator o f Angkor after 
the murder of the first conservator, Jean Commaille in 1916. He introduced the technique of 
an as tylosis for restoration work at Angkor following a trip to the Dutch Indies in che early 
1930s. Marchal lived in Siem Reap until his death in 1970. For more on colonial cinema see 
Ingrid Muan and Ly Daravuth, "A survey o f Cambodian film" in Film in Southeast Asia: 
Views from the Region (ed. David Hanan, Vietnam Film Institute / SEAPAVAA, 2000).
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landscape... Lalique jewelery"(I, p.16, Groslier).19 Those masters who were still 

training apprentices transmitted these "contaminated forms o f art" to them (E, p.5). 

Allowed to continue on such a "decadent path", the Khmer would end up as a 

completely em ptied people" whose sole remaining talent would be that of 

"plagiarizing"(I, p .16, Groslier).

These descriptions o f doom were meant, o f  course, to legitimate Groslier’s 

enormous project o f  "restoring” the "arts o f a people.”20 I t was against these 

contem porary "failures" that an "authentic", "true" - and "past" - Cambodian art was 

to be excavated and reborn, thus healing "the break in the chain o f  tradition provoked 

by W estern influences and the conditions o f contemporary life"(E, p.2). It is

im portant to repeat, however, that even in Groslier's own account o f crisis, aesthetic 

production had no t ended: it was just that the hybrid and often Westernized forms 

that had began to appear did not match the ethno-national portrait o f  "Cambodian 

art" that the French were developing.

The "art" o f  the "Cambodian people"

W hat then was the "art" o f the "Cambodian people" according to Groslier?*' 

"Peoples", to Groslier, had "an art", an unchanging artistic identity which "reflected"

l> Also see Tardieu's description of the situation in Cambodia in his letter to the RSC in 
1924 NAC #17502 (RSC).

*° Groslier, George. Trois Ecoles d’Art de l’lndochine. Hanoi: Imprimerie d’Extreme 
Orient, 1931, p-24. All subsequent references to this text are followed by (TE, page).

21 George Groslier (b. 1887) was the first French baby born in Phnom Penh (his father was 
an official in the early Protectorate). He left the city when he was very young in order to be 
educated in France. Groslier trained as a painter at the Ecole Nationale des Beaux Arts, 
studying with Bouguereau, Toudouze and Maignan. By the time he returned to "stabilize"
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a "national mentality", "developed" and "refined" over centuries, incorporating 

aspects o f  the "climate, flora and fauna" o f  the specific place in which they lived (I, 

p.13-14, Groslier). The art of "a people" manifested "their feelings", "their past", "the 

essence o f  their race"(I, p. 14, Groslier). "Cambodian art", for Groslier, "did not 

evolve in its principles nor in its essence"(I, p .15, Groslier). Rather, through a "fixed" 

program, independent from the observation o f nature, a canon o f representation was 

established and "transmitted from generation to generation" over centuries (I, p. 15, 

Groslier). Such transmission was "not just obedience to an established formula" nor 

was it "the desire to imitate". Rather, for Groslier, it spoke to "something stronger, 

more imperious - a latent aesthetic" which revealed a "Cambodian temperament", an 

"ancient soul"(TC, p.465).

T he individual artisan "submitted" to the "obligations" o f this temperament by 

following long established "vocabularies"(psyll, p.213, E,p.3) His primary function 

was "to obey", "perpetuating indefinitely the same facts" by "executing to perfection" 

forms which the past dictated to him (psyll, p.213). The artist therefore "obeyed the 

art", "not the art the artist"(psyl, p .131). Rather than expressing individuality, 

Khmer artisans "reflected the whole o f their race in a single o f  their works"(psyll, 

p.209). In  the Cambodian context then, "art didn't try to set itself free"; rather it

the arts, he had already made several "artistic and archaeological study missions" to Angkor 
(1910-11, and 1913). It was these missions which formed the base on which Groslier built 
his conception o f the Cambodian Arts. Groslier was mobilized and served in Romania 
during WWI before returning to Cambodia permanently in 1917. See Nadine Andre-Pallois, 
L'Indochine: un lieu d'echange culturel. p. 153-6; Penny Edwards, Cambodge. p.206; NAC 
#8336 (RSC) and NAC #17499 (RSC) which contains early correspondence by Groslier's 
father, a civil servant in Cambodia, as well as grade reports from the young Groslier's studies 
in France. In a retrospectively amusing anecdote, the young George Groslier was given a 
three day suspension from school for passing his drawing of a female nude to fellow students. 
Groslier's official resume is found in NAC #11887 (RSC).
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com plied to the service" o f  w hat was already established (psyll, p.213). Individual 

artisans were "feted" to make certain forms, given their "heredity", heritage, and 

surroundings; the artist o f  Groslier's time was "identical to that o f the Angkorian 

Khm er" using "the same aesthetic and the same methods o f  work."”

T o  Groslier, all spheres o f  "authentic" Cam bodian life were steeped in the ethno- 

national aesthetic which he oudined: "one finds in the temple the same art, the same 

technique, and the same motifs as in the palace, the house, and on utensils"(psyll, 

p.213). "Everything" was a "pretext for (art) handwork... in a rich client's house [fust] 

as in th e  pagoda or the furniture o f  a farmer”(C Q , p .83). Although there was an 

"elite" group o f artisans working in the Palace, the work which they produced 

"differentiated itself from popular art, neither by its forms nor by its inspiration, but 

only by the richness o f the materials used and... by the perfection o f its making"(E, 

p.4). W o rk  commissioned w ithin such a milieu was always a communally recognized 

object w hose only variables were the dimensions and quality o f the materials as 

determ ined by the client. W hether the clientele was "religious, princely, or popular", 

it w ould  always commission "the same things w ithout ceasing”(psyl, p .129). 

Together, artisan and client made up "an artistic people who all know what is

See Psyll, p.212, 214, 215 and George Groslier, "Resume Historique de 1'Ecole et du 
Service des Arts", 1922 in NAC #11887 (RSC). Groslier is obviously comparing Cambodia 
to that other context of emerging French modernism in which the "artist" was meant to 
"disobey" and refuse the service o f tradition. Groslier frequendy made use of "Khmer" in 
order to differentiate this "native" group from "Annamite" and "Chinese" who might, 
Groslier admitted, have lived in Cambodia for several generations but who were not, in his 
formulation, "native". See in particular Groslier's letter on "Annamite" students transferring 
from the Ecole professionnelle to his newly founded school in NAC #17633 (RSC).
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beautiful and who understand and love the beauty and the ideal o f a race"(psyl, 

p.129).

l he passing down o f artistic knowledge from generation to generation required 

only the "simple contact" o f  a master and an apprentice in order for "an alphabet and 

formulas" to be learned: "the atavism, the milieu, the omnipresence o f the art, did the 

rest"(E, p.4). Exchange between master and apprentice consisted o f commands which 

were "not personal", but which showed that "they were thousand times older than the 

master", stemming from "a distant origin, sacred and mysterious"(psyI, p .131). Thus 

"the master obeyed the teaching just like the student"(psyl, p .131). Inherited forms 

were "never considered... w ith  a critical air" since they inherently "fit" an apprentice 

already "used to them like the trees which surround him"(psyl, 131). "Art was in the 

air" and "all breathed it" w ith a "strange universality"(FAII, p.253). Tradition chus 

"traced the alleys in the park, ordered the beds and gave them over to the planting o f  

flowers and the laying o f  stones"(psyI, p. 131). I f  upon consideration we find that we 

have as yet seen no actual art objects or discussed any particular stylistic traits, then 

this reflects the sweepingly general plane on which many o f Groslier's descriptions o f  

Cambodian art operated. T h e  fact that such a thing as "Cambodian art" had to exist, 

a problematic assumption as we shall see, was never questioned. The specific forms 

and the precise method o f transmission rarely enter Groslier's broadly poetic 

descriptions o f the "park" which he came to oversee.

That the "park" was in danger however was never in doubt. In fact, the broad 

characteristics o f Cam bodian art that Groslier sketched left it, in his view, inherendy 

open to decline. Simply its coherence and omnipresence made it vulnerable since 

"made from a single block, it falls as a single block"(E, p.5). As an "applied art, or if
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one wishes, a utilitarian art", it was "most fragile" and "easily doom ed to disappear" 

since objects no longer used would simply be thrown away, replaced by new and 

different ones (CQ, p .84). W hen local objects were abandoned in favor o f  "cheaply 

made objects" from the West, it was not just the object which was abandoned but also 

the pretext for traditional arts", the field for making "applied art" itself (E, p.5). 

Despite the inherent, age old "temperament" which Groslier claimed for the artisan, 

the contemporary artisans o f his descriptions turned out to be entirely fickle, able and 

willing to quickly assimilate anything and through such borrowings to "end" their art. 

Habituated to a system o f commissions which "imitated the past", Groslier's artisan 

could and did "imitate all other examples" as well (Ag, p.552). Told  to "make this", 

regardless o f what it was, the artisan would "never object": "he [would] never 

contradict you - even if  what you wished harmed his tradition" since, to Groslier, the 

Cambodian artisan “lacked the critical spirit and the independence necessary for such 

an outburst. Told three times to make something anti-traditional, there is a strong 

risk that he will continue in the future, every time, to make it so, since he is servile 

and has a real faculty for assimilation (Ag, p.552). Ironically, the tradition o f oral 

transmission from generation to generation (an "authentic" indigenous practice if 

there ever was one) was seen to seal the fate o f  Cambodian art. W ith  no written 

documents passing down traditional knowledges from generation to generation, once 

artisans assimilated themselves to other ways o f making, chese "distortions" were all 

that would be transmitted to future apprentices.23 Cambodian art, in Groslier's

23 Groslier was not alone in condemning oral transmission despite its "inherent" "native" 
"authenticity". See for example Baudoin who in his inaugural speech called for "eliminating
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scenario, fell "victim to its [own] absolutism which was unable to support the least 

wound. All blows were fatal [to it]"(TC, p.469). It could only die.

M ore measured and specific accounts o f  the shifts by which fairly hermetic local 

communities were pulled into a broader colonial economic netw ork are also found in 

Groslier's writings. In the countryside o f  1917, for example, lengths o f imported 

cloth began to replace hand-woven sampots since m anufactured French cloth cost less 

than a quarter the price o f  a sampot and took  only "two minutes" to buy rather than 

three to four m onths to make (FAI, p. 182). The lacquered wood bowls used by 

monks to gather food had been copied and began to be m ade by machine in Europe, 

"embossed and enameled just like wash basins"(FAI, p. 183). Again, such factory 

bowls sold for half the price o f lacquered w ood bowls and elim inated the two month 

period required to make and dry them. W hile such products from abroad came to 

replace things that had previously been m ade in the hom e, local production itself 

began to replace traditional materials w ith materials brought from afar. Cement was 

here Groslier's greacest villain. W here previously 16 strong and long wood logs had to 

be found to form the central columns o f  a temple, after 1900, Groslier noted 

despairingly, all the head monk had to do was "write a letter to an importer"(FAI, 

p .185)- "Eight days later" almost any am ount o f  cement, iron, and gravel arrived with 

a "specialised Chinese supervisor" and an expert in m ixing cement; "there you had 

your pagoda", Groslier concluded (FAI, p. 185). The "m olds o f  the entrepreneur" 

used to make the columns and decorative details "circulated from province to

the ignorant hands imbued only with oral traditions that mark the age of decadence in the 
arts and crafts” (I, p.7-8, Baudoin).
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province" resulting in "serial pagodas"(FAI, p .185). W here once finely carved wood 

detailing finished such V at projects, cement ornaments quickly became the norm. 

W hy should a wood fronton be carved - a process taking three to four months and 

costing far more - when the entrepreneurs’ molds could be used cheaply to cast 

cem ent ones in the span o f  a few days? The ubiquity and social importance o f Vats 

only added to the rapidity o f  change since Vat building projects served as 

"instantaneous propaganda" for reinforced cement and m old-making (FAI, p. 185).

By 1917 then, for Groslier, "one found oneself in the presence o f an unknown 

being, an art strange to itself'(E , p .l) . It was necessary, Groslier declared, "to go 

backwards thirty years in order to re-find the national art in its authentic forms and in 

the last stages o f its natural and historical evolution”.24 I t  was in this retrospection, 

that Groslier found the "magnificent role" of the French. “W e profit from procedures 

that they [the Cambodians] ignore,” he announced, “[we know] research methods 

that they don 't even imagine. It is here above all that French methods have found 

their place, their purpose, their magnificent role”(I, p.20, Groslier). Thanks to the 

French "knowledge of investigation"(I, p .20, Groslier) and through their "awakening, 

diffusion, and expansion o f  historical study”, it would be "possible to make better 

know n the true character o f  Khm er civilization, to revive the local art industries, and 

to re-find forgotten ancient processes"(I, p.7, Baudoin). Through a process o f 

"nutrition and selection", colonial authorities would distill a pure and "authentic"

'4 E, p.6. We will return to Groslier’s theory of change in Chapter Two. Although, as we 
have seen, he oudined a broad notion o f an unchanging tradition, passed down for centuries, 
he also accepted that this tradition would change. It must do so "naturally" however, within 
its own evolution rather than through the unnatural impact and influence o f the West.
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Cambodian art, "rendering accessible to its practitioners, and thanks to our methods 

o f  research, their history, their past, their literature, their ritual, their conventions, the 

works o f art of their ancestors which time, war, [and] sales... have dispersed or 

destroyed”(I, p.20, Groslier). "Above all, it [was] a matter o f  fixing the past for the 

present", Groslier declared.'5 That the Khmer "were incapable o f doing so 

themselves" was due to "social misfortunes" and "the long vassalages which have 

broken their roots"(I, p.26, Groslier).

According to Groslier, two "personalities" had been fatefully brought together in 

the colonial arena.26 I f  the Cambodian artistic personality centered on faith in an 

unchanging canon of representation, then "prodigious evolution" and "radical 

transformation" were hallmarks o f the "French people", whose artistic identity was 

marked by a continual progression o f  styles (I, p .17, Groslier). W ithin the colonial 

context, these two "personalities" had to negotiate a suitable relationship. W hile for 

Groslier a general colonial education (concerning "intellectual matters") should 

introduce ideas o f "universal usage" from the outside (thus presumably drawing from 

the side o f "prodigious evolution" and change), art education should instead tune 

itself to the specific "sensibility", "mentality", "outlook", "feelings", and "genius" o f 

the local "race"(I, p .14, Groslier). While Groslier had no objection to "the less 

regrettable blows" by which Cambodians would become "a people o f waistcoats and 

opera hats... that no longer pu t hot coals under their new mothers, that drink proper

25 Groslier, "La prise en charge des Arts cambodgiens" Revue Indochinoise vol.30 #9
(September 1918), p.253. All subsequent references to chis text are followed by (PC, page).
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water, clean their wounds with antiseptic... and make use o f proper pens"(TC, p.469), 

it was regrettable if  through such reforms the Cambodians would come to lose "their 

patient chiselers, their weavers... and [their] vigorous sculptors in wood"(TC, p.469). 

In other words, artisanal hand labor was to be preserved while modernising projects in 

other areas could proceed.

In the Cam bodian context in particular, the "spirit" of "the native" (which after 

all "contained the spirit o f his forefathers") had to be treated with an "attitude of 

respect" since remaining examples o f  Angkorian art showed that this spirit had created 

"a classical art", "of the same standing as ours”, "as complete and as old as ours"(I, 

p. 14, 17, Groslier). By what "foolish national vanity" then, Groslier asked, could the 

French - those supposed "children and propagandists o f all liberties” - "presume to 

introduce [their] aesthetic formulas" into an established civilisation whose own art had 

been "tested and tried" "through centuries o f independent practice?"(I, p.15, 

Groslier). Instead o f "pretending to teach Cambodians how to translate their forms 

and their thoughts into French," a "protectionist" form of art education was to be 

established in which Khmer "artisans" would teach Khmer students how to make 

Khmer art (E, p. 15). "We are neither in France nor [for chat matter] in Annam or 

Cochinchine", Groslier warned, "for a different people and a different art, there must 

be different methods o f  teaching" (TE, p.26-7).

Surveying the countryside

“ On July 13, 1917, a note postale from the RSC to all Residents of Cambodia 
(accompanying Groslier's survey NAC #8126 (RSC)) urged the maintenance of the "proper 
personality" of “the Cambodian”.
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Appointed in 1917 to "stabilize the administration" o f  the existing School of 

Cambodian Decorative Arts in the Royal Palace, Groslier arrived in  Cam bodia on 

what was to be a temporary mission o f  a partly military nature.27 T h e  "organising of 

the School o f  Cam bodian Arts" quickly took over his mission and would become his 

life's work."8 T o  Groslier, the  first step in "taking charge" o f  the Cam bodian arts was 

to "recognize" the art, "to see it freely practiced and, at least, before giving it quinine, 

to know if  it had a fever”."9 O ne could not simply plunge in, "teaching an un- 

nameable mix o f  principles"(PC, p.258). Instead, the "treatment" w ould depend on 

the "diagnosis", and any diagnosis had to be based on a thorough exam ination (E,p.9; 

R1925). T o  proceed in this way, Groslier explained, was to "operate in  the manner o f 

a well run excavation where the earth which one displaces is itself a teacher by what it 

brings into the free air, by the  position and state in which it is found"(PC, p.258). It 

was only after such a careful excavation that the arts could "finally" be "taken in 

charge"(PC, p.258).

CQ, p.87. The Palace School was officially called the Ecole des Arts decoratifs 
cambodgiens. See Nadine Andre-Pallois, L'Indochine: un lieu d'echange culturel. p. 153-6; 
Penny Edwards, Cambodge: The cultivation of a Nation 1860-1945 p.206; and NAC #8338 
(RSC) for more on Groslier’s early missions. Groslier’s resume found in NAC #11887 
(RSC) lists an “aviation mission” under military service which seemingly brought him to 
Indochina in 1917.

"s CQ,p.87. Groslier is surprisingly silent over previous French proposals to administer the 
Cambodian arts. Already in 1906, Jean Commaille (conservator of Angkor until his murder 
in 1916 and a painter in his own right) oudined a full plan for a French-administered art 
school. Much of what he wrote is later taken up in one form or another by Groslier without 
acknowledgement. See Commaille's August 13, 1906 "Note sur le fonctionnement d'une 
ecole des arts industriels au Cambodge" [NAC #2014 (RSC)].

"J E,p.9. While Groslier was initially focused on what we would call the visual arts, his 
concerns by the late 1920s included classical dance and other forms of performance. See 
NAC #8338 (RSC) for one example of this expansion.
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In  the summer o f 1917, Groslier and. RSC Baudoin initiated a survey o f the 

Cam bodian countryside through which they hoped to gather "complete 

documentation" on existing artisans and artisanal practices.30 Groslier's subsequent 

descriptions o f  decline and crisis drew heavily on his interpretations o f  the results o f  

this survey, as well as his particular assessment o f  the state o f  the existing Palace 

school. The divide between countryside and Palace reflected two different spheres o f  

art production in turn-of-the-century Cambodia. W hile a range of anonymous and 

variously trained artisans worked, as we will see, on a sporadic basis in the 

countryside, an elite group o f  the best artisans were gathered at the court, working on 

a full time basis as what Groslier termed "privileged slaves", "maintained, nourished, 

and protected in exchange for their work"(E, p.4). W hile Groslier came to diagnose 

decadence and hybridization in the Palace and the city, he declared "agony" and 

impending death among the artisans o f the countryside.31

Groslier's survey was presumably distributed to all the provinces o f Cam bodia 

although only some o f the responses remain today in the National Archives o f 

Cam bodia (figure 8).32 Groslier’s descriptions o f the survey responses contradict the

30 July 13, 1917 note postale from the RSC to all the Residents of Cambodia accompanying 
Groslier's survey questions [NAC #8126 (RSC)]. Also see the July 13, 1917 note postale in 
NAC#1141 (RSC) as well as NAC#8126 (RSC) and NAC#15200 (RSC) for survey 
responses.

31 Again Groslier's comments show his dislike of the "Khmer aristocracy”. The "lounge suits 
and coffee grinders of rich Cambodian interiors" for him had none of the "duration” which 
"the words tradition and custom imply". Instead, true "intact" Cambodian tradition could 
still be found among the "popular masses" of the countryside who remained the precarious 
"depository of all the vestiges of the past"(CT, p.46l-22).

3* I use the following nine responses, some in Khmer, some in French translation. The 
documents are handwritten and names of those who signed the documents are almost 
impossible to decipher:
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Figure 8 : One page from a reply to the survey dated August 10, 1917

N A C  if15200 (RSC)
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actual responses which survive today. For example, Groslier declared quite 

dramatically in one o f  his texts that "only one hundred and thirty" surviving artisans 

could be found" among a population o f one and a h a lf million when he began his 

project o f reformation in 1917 (E, p.6). Moreover, o f  these "remaining" artisans, 

many were "obliged to devote themselves to the work o f  the soil in order to live"(E, 

p.6). In  Phnom Penh alone, Groslier noted, “not counting the artisans o f the Royal 

Palace who work for the King (about twenty), we have found 16 jewelers, 1 enameler, 

1 goldsmith, 3 statue casters, 1 maker o f  headdresses for dance, 8 sculptors, 2 painters 

and an  undetermined num ber o f wom en who know weaving but haven't practiced it 

for 20 years"(E, p.6).

A  simple analysis o f  the numbers found in Groslier's descriptions compared to che 

surviving survey responses indicate that the calculations he used to arrive at one 

hundred and thirty surviving artisans are dubious at best. C ounting the twenty palace 

artisans which Groslier noted but then inexplicably left ou t o f  his figures, we can add 

the thirty-two artisans he found in Phnom  Penh, the forty-eight jewelers which one of 

the remaining responses listed as practicing in the city o f  Battambang alone, add the 

seventeen artisans o f all sorts listed in another reply from  Siem Reap, and we already

a. Prey Veng, September 14, 1917 [NAC #15200 (RSC)]
b. No location given, August 10, 1917 [NAC #15200 (RSC)]
c. Pailin, August 14, 1917 [NAC #8126 (RSC)]
d. No location given August 24, 1917 [NAC #15200 (RSC)]
e. Ba Phnom, no date [NAC #15200 (RSC)]
f. August 29, 1917 Heng, Chaufaitkhet Siem Reap [NAC #8126 (RSC)]
g. September 10, 1917, Chaufaikhet Sisophon [NAC #8126 (RSC)]
h. No date, Roun, Chaufaikhet Battambang [NAC #8126 (RSC)]
i. October 18, 1917 Resident Battambang [NAC #8126 (RSC)]
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reach one hundred and seventeen.33 I f  we add the "undetermined" number o f 

w om an weavers in these areas (also inexplicably left out o f  Groslier’s figures), we 

already have at least 130 practicing artisans using only two o f the survey responses. 

Groslier was already discussing the im m inent disappearance o f  Cam bodian art in a 

report o f  July 27, 1917, a m onth before the earliest survey replies could have been 

returned to him .34 His reading o f  the crisis was therefore already determined and 

survey responses were either to be pu t to the service o f  this image o f  crisis or were 

simply to be ignored.

Since Groslier frequendy referred to the numbers he derived from the survey as 

p roo f o f  the state of crisis in which he found Cambodian art upon his appointment, 

we should perhaps more carefully reconsider other aspects o f  the survey as well.35 The 

questions themselves were perhaps incomprehensible in the context o f  the countryside

33 See survey responses NAC #8126 (RSC).

34 This July 27, 1917 report is not in the NAC buc is referred to in the First Trimester 
Report o f the School dated April 15, 1918 [NAC #394 (RSC)]. The RSC’s cover letter 
accompany-ing the survey is dated July 13, 1917, indicating that the survey was sent out 
sometime after that date.

35 The afterlife of Groslier's figures is alarming. The figure of 130 surviving artisans is quoted 
as fact in an account forty years later (see Claude Fillieux, Merveilleux Cambodge. Peris, 
1962 p.218) as well as in Eugene Teston and Maurice Percheron's encyclopedic L'Indochine 
Moderne (Paris: Librarie de France, 1932) which in turn comes to serve as a much quoted 
source o f facts for later studies (for example, Edwards, p.216). Groslier's reading of crisis as a 
whole is also frequendy repeated in later travel accounts, indicating the success with which 
he promoted his story. In Virginia Thompson's French Indochina. (NY: Macmillan, 1937) 
for example, Groslier's claims and complaints are reiterated almost verbatim, ending with: "it 
was almost impossible to find a Khmer who could teach native arts. Westernism had been 
such a solvent of local artistic traditions that the whole people needed a re-education in their 
own culture"(p.355). As we will come to see, none of this is very accurate. It is however 
interesting to note how easily convincing and palatable we find such mea culpa descriptions 
of the inroads of modernity and colonialism into so-called traditional societies. As I try to 
show, the remaining documentary evidence presents a more complicated and resistant 
picture.
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o f turn-of-che-century Cambodia. For example, the survey asked provincial 

authorities to note the num ber o f Cambodian artisans "enjoying a certain reputation 

among the people" in the categories o f  painting, sculpting and making o f  musical 

instruments, jewelery, "modeling", bronze casting, and weaving.36 Responses from 

rural provinces struggled to find properly "reputable" artisans fitting into the given 

categories. In a reply from Ba Phnom, Prey Veng Province, for example, the 

respondent explained that there were no artisans with a "famous enough name" but 

that there were some who knew their craft "only a litde", not "precisely". It is not 

clear whether the six jewelers and three painters mentioned in this response were 

"counted" in Groslier's 130 artisans or not, but from adding the numbers in the 

remaining survey responses, it seems that they were not. Instead of the coherent and 

full time practice which Groslier was searching for, response after response explained 

that tflfi (hand laborers) made things only when they were "rented" to do so.3' Thus

they "waited" for the "opportunity" of a festival or the building o f a wat, occasions for

36 The distinction drawn between sculptors (tfl&tjlfOand modelers ( t f l f i c i S u )  seems to have
been one of making form by subtraction (sculpting) versus building form by addition 
(modeling). Thus sculptors would be those who carve wood or stone by removing material, 
while modelers would be chose who use clay, wax or cement to build up a form.

37 Sculptors and painters were designated by the Khmer painting", sculpture",

tflfi being a term used to designate all kinds of hand laborers. Groslier noted that some 

architects and draftsmen were called gfi, a pronoun of higher standing which indicated that
the person drawing the plan or making the design enjoyed a slighdy higher status. Groslier 
added that "the difference which we [in the West] make between artist and artisan - a very 
modern [difference] moreover - doesn't seem to be known in Cambodia"(Psyl, p. 125). In its 
later incarnations, Groslier's School seems to have introduced this modern designation which
today distinguishes t i t f i f i B f  (worker painters) from those associated with the School fiJCUJfir
(artists). See Chapter 6 for more on this distinction.
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practice which occurred, only sporadically. W hen such occasions d id  not present 

themselves, these artisans farmed, sold other things, and held all sorts o f  other jobs. It 

was not therefore evident that their identity as "a painter", "a sculptor", "a weaver" 

would in fact be the first category by which they were recognized.

The survey also inquired whether artisans o f the countryside “made work and 

stored it with the goal o f selling".38 Responses showed that few did so. Instead they 

produced w hat was needed and spent the rest o f their time on other activities. An 

economy o f practice is thus described in which villagers made things as "artisans" only 

when the social milieu required it. W hen a vat was repainted, painters worked. 

W hen new clothes were required, weavers wove. The work produced was noc 

necessarily im portant for the "art" quality o f its execution, but rather for its presence 

and use w ithin the particular social context.3’

After requesting the number o f artisans found to fit into the listed categories, 

Groslier asked about patronage, sales practices, and "why the artisans abandon their 

skilled work to do other things for money?" T o farm, sell, or pursue other activities, 

according to this question, was to "abandon" what we have come to call a 

"profession". Based on the picture o f pre-Protectorate Cambodia which Groslier built 

for himself, all artisans had previously had "lucrative" full-time careers, living as they 

did "amongst a religious people with a passion for celebrations, for color, jewelery, 

music, theater, and also vanities"(psyl, p .128). Actual survey descriptions o f  artisanal

38 Survey questions and responses, Ba Phnom, NAC #15200 (RSC).

39 The work was often described in the responses as "ordinary" and "unskilled". As one 
typical response had it, there were several artisans in the official’s area who "knew how to
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practices in  the countryside o f  1917 indicate that artisanal production instead 

occurred only sporadically, unevenly, and for specific local uses. Surely part o f  the 

impulse to imagine a Cam bodian countryside dotted with artisans fully supported by 

a native clientele came from the oft-repeated colonial notion o f  the Cambodian 

people as the builders o f  Angkor and thus as inherent decorators and artisans. If  

through the lens o f  the French, Cam bodia should have had a landscape full o f  the 

sculptors o f  Angkor, it is at least partially understandable that they read decline and 

decay into the actual practices which they encountered in their present. Although 

some o f  the survey responses did use tropes o f  abandonment and  loss to describe this 

presumed prior fullness, other responses directly rejected such nostalgia/0 The 

ChaufaiKhet o f Siem Reap for example wrote: "I have observed that all these artists do 

no t throw  away and abandon the artisanal practices that they are used to doing from 

long ago. I f  someone comes to rent them, they practice them . If  someone doesn't 

come to rent them, they stop and instead farm or follow other professions". In this 

statem ent there was no dramatic shift and no emergency, no rapid abandonment 

either by the artisans or their clientele. Similarly, the Chaufaikhet o f Battambang 

explained that he had "not seen that art making practices in the province were 

abandoned and thrown away", a response which the French translation turns into "I 

have no t observed the complete abandonm ent of ancient art". W hen something is

make various types of things, but not so beautifully". Response dated August 24, 1917 
[NAC #15200 (RSC)].

40 In an example of the former, the Pailin account, written by the French delegate to 
Battambang, lamented that the "remaining artisans" in his province were "mediocre for the 
most part, and losing from day to day the practice of their craft". The report curiously 
added however that these same "remaining" artisans continued to "inspire themselves from 
traditions to which they show a respectful fidelity" [NAC #8126 (RSC)].
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commissioned, he added matter-of-factly, they make it. W hen nothing is 

commissioned, they do other things.

Survey replies from more urban areas in 1917 did describe "professions" w ith 

artisans working everyday on their craft, building up stock, and selling it on a regular 

basis. In Pailin (an area rich in precious stones), for example, two jewelers were 

attached to their profession" while in nearby Battambang, forty-eight practicing 

jewelers were able to "continuously practice their skill, responding to the needs o f  a 

large clientele". Even in these urban areas however, painters and sculptors still only 

practiced their crafts occasionally when there were ceremonies, constructions o f 

pagodas, or other events which required their work. Painting and sculpture therefore 

meant not so much the production o f self-contained objects, transported and sold for 

visual pleasure, but rather remained site-specific, made for a particular place and event 

which had local social meaning. Such site-specificity did not, as we shall see, fit into 

the aims o f producing portable objects which were to be so important for Groslier's 

reconfigured School.

The divisions noticed in the survey responses between the rural and the urban 

underscore the fact that ‘Cambodge’ was probably two quite different places in 

1917.4' Whereas a largely agrarian countryside continued to follow century old habits 

w ith only some penetration by colonial policies, urban pockets underwent rapid

41 Here and throughout I draw on Penny Edward's wonderful work on ‘Cambodge', that 
curious colonial construction which was physically and culturally mapped' and molded' onto 
the territory which we today call Cambodia. See Edward’s Cambodge. p.3, 9-10. I also 
however wish to remember that such constructions are rooted in a physical reality, more or 
less accessible, which might make che seamless dream of a nation much more problematic on 
the ground.
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change. The body o f the nation was thus divided into two parts: a countryside knit 

perhaps more closely to the neighboring peasants o f  other countries than to the urban 

pockets o f its own nation which were increasingly exposed to the foreign and the 

modern.4'  While city jewelers and some rural weavers began to produce surplus goods 

to sell to merchants, production in the countryside remained, in the astute words o f  

one survey reply, "very m uch a contribution shown on the occasion of the brilliant 

celebrations o f  the com m unity rather than the practice o f a real profession".43

Because making, as represented in the survey responses seems to have been almost 

entirely commission based, work produced would seem to reflect public taste. W hile 

several survey responses noted changes in what local publics were commissioning, 

these changes were not described as the abandonments or dramatic declines which 

Groslier would later portray. A  reply from Prey Veng noted that "many" practicing 

artisans were "making in the new style", while "not so many" made "according to the 

old". This was because "people in the villages today very much like things o f  a new 

style". As for "the traditional things in the countryside from before", the people 

"throw them away and d on 't care for or preserve these things”. In addition, the reply 

noted, "people from foreign countries" (literally "people from the outside") were 

coming to the countryside; if  they "see old things that are still good", they "buy them 

to take away".44 A reply from August I0 ‘h, 1917 concurred, noting that objects "not

41 Thongchai Winichakul, Siam Mapped: A Hiscorv of the Geobodv of a Nation (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 1994).

43 Response from the Chaufaikhet, Pailin NAC #8126 (RSC).

44 ^ jW f T w n r g r p e q n jO R r p s m m f t i r u u f  ti ru w trn arm fi jw r  rrfirStf rg rsrrrrtn : uS  rm n r te  r u in  u r n s  
r t i f f y u t w s i f ir B ' i :  |: R n n t n n r u R 9 o r 9 l  r a w fu w r in n B ln m tn 8 g fi(u r9 (W |T rtm r i0 m 9 m rifC D T irr i tjd iflrdn r
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following traditional styles" were being made because new styles were considered 

beautiful and easier than the old style".45 This reply concluded with equanim ity that 

those clients and artisans alike who found the traditional better, followed the 

traditional, while those who liked the new, commissioned according to the new.

The notion o f  an ongoing native public commissioning work according to 

changing tastes is certainly at odds w ith Groslier's lament o f  artisans completely 

abandoned by their patrons. Groslier's account o f  crisis does not allow for any 

"authentic" local transformation. T o  change could only mean to die. Here we should 

perhaps recall that what came to be called "modern art" in the French context grew in 

part out o f  similar fascinations and borrowings o f  the strange and foreign. Groslier's 

colleague, the future director o f the School o f Cambodian Axts, Andre Silice, 

confirmed the existence o f  an ongoing native clientele, at least for jewelery.'6 

"Cambodians o f all classes", Silice wrote in the mid-1920s, "have a real passion for 

objects o f  precious metal, either o f gold or pure silver, and the most humble h u t has a 

box for betel or tobacco made o f silver"(Silice, p .241). "The poorest woman borrows 

a chain or a bracelet from a more fortunate one in order to appear at a festival", and

roBir^rinrjpsrf mmtraffretfijnwftcmtronnmpi Response from Prey Veng in NAC #15200 
(RSC).

45 iircsieHraTfntrffrsu^scffnmHftraunn/isifiH-fi/rsisrciicffrtnfirijffmtjiroeisrsu^rsjftrinfygunjdififuu 

u n r u i R f j r f i o f i m u 9 r 8 u i j 9 : ' i  r i r r m r u u t r n a n r n r n ; t i t d i & niSrnmuuunan:9lenu:cimnr!Hriwjfij9prhium» n h c/ i u » * i r» ■* j C w vj
98'inrrn Response dated August 10, 1917 in NAC #15200 (RSC).
w

46 Silice, Andre. "Exemples d'art cambodgien contemporain" (part 2) in Arts ec Archeologie 
Khmers. vol.2 #2 (1925) p.24l. All subsequent references to this text are followed by (Silice, 
page).
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all the money patiently pu t aside sou by sou is always converted into ornaments o f 

virgin gold: chains, rings, ear studs, or bracelets which they commission as much as it 

is possible (Silice, p .2 4 l). Here no crisis o r  decline is noted and while perhaps the 

styles and the objects commissioned changed, the basic impulse to own and display 

remained steady. "The art o f  jewelery must prosper", Silice concluded, "in a country 

where everything tha t surrounds the King is in precious metal"(Silice, p.241).

Painting the Palace

W hat then o f  tha t other site o f production which served as the highest example o f 

Cambodian arts? I f  the organisation o f  the countryside was one area on which 

Groslier's rescue would focus, then the other site o f  French fascination was certainly 

the Royal Palace. W ith in  the walls o f the Palace, an elite group o f artisans worked for 

the King. It was these artisans who would come to form the core personnel o f 

Groslier's School o f  Cambodian Arts (see C hapter Two). As such, these "masters” are 

curious characters on whom  both decadence and authenticity are painted. As rescued 

“masters” o f  ateliers, they come to guarantee the purity o f  the newly founded school as 

indigenous sanctuary. As corrupted and decadent Palace workers, prior to the 

establishing o f the School, they supposedly had no discipline, made shockingly hybrid 

work, and ceased to train students. W hat is left out o f  this judgement is the curious 

set o f limitations placed upon the masters as the French began to "stabilize" artistic 

production between 1907 and 1918. By briefly reviewing the history o f  the most 

public o f commissions from this time, we come to see what roles were left available to 

the Palace “masters” and how they had to reconfigure themselves to fit into the new 

institutions which they, after all, participated in founding.
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An early personnel dossier o f Mdas, "head o f the painters" in the Palace, gives us a 

small glimpse at the workshops prior to French involvement.4' From the ages o f 21 to 

25, Meas served as a scribe or "literary person" in the Palace. A t the age o f 25 he was 

ordered to learn to make paintings ( tilfTtiifTSr) from "an English man called Mr.

Holland w ho was paid by the King.48 Steadily accumulating honorary tides 

throughout his service, Meas worked as a painter in the Royal Palace for 38 years. 

Mr. H olland probably came to Phnom Penh through the close links maintained 

(often by force) between the Cambodian and Thai courts.49 It was perhaps through 

this exchange as well that the large Reamker murals (similar to those repeatedly 

represented on the walls o f the Thai palace since the 18 th century) were painted in the 

Palace in Phnom  Penh during 1903-4 by Tep N im it Mak and about 40 apprentices 

o f the Palace workshops (Figure 9).50 As far as we know, there was no French

“Dossier Personnel Meas, chef des ouvriers peintres du Palais”, 1902-3 [NAC #12974 
(RSC)]. AH subsequent references to Meas are from this file.

48 Two unsigned panels hanging in the National Museum of Cambodia offices today indicate 
that there were painters working in a representational style (fiBfHrrururrri) around 1910. The
two panels show somewhat awkward renderings of the Palace and its surrounding grounds; 
Khmer language tides written in the paintings suggest that they were painted by 
Cambodians.

4> Old painters today will say that long ago painters to the Cambodian king were all trained 
at the Thai court. Conversations with Chet Chan 1997 - 2000.

50 La Pagoda d'Argent ; Polish Restoration Report 1993; Francois Bizot, Ramaker EFEO 
1989, p.62. The Reamker is the Khmer version of the Indian epic, the Ramayana. Solange 
Bernard claims that Tep Nimit Mak's grandfather was a sculptor and that Tep Nimit Mak 
himself studied drawing at Vat Botum Vadei in Phnom Penh between 1868-1874 with a 
monk called Yous who "had never been touched by French influence". In addition to the 
Reamker, Tep Nimit Mak apparendy made a series of paintings on canvas in 1906 depicting 
scenes from the Reamker, while these canvases were in the National Museum at the time of 
Bernard's writing, they seem to have since disappeared. See Solange Bernard, "L'Imagerie 
Populaire", France Asie #37-8, April / May 1949.
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involvement in this project and T ep N im it M ak was in com plete charge o f  the design 

and execution o f the painting following the wishes o f the  King.5' A t che time 

"architect o f  the Palace", Tep N im it M ak was later to become "indigenous director" 

o f  Groslier's refigured School.52

W e can perhaps find it surprising then, that for the Marseilles Exposition o f 1906 

(as for all the previous and subsequent colonial expositions) the  "Palais du Cambodge" 

was no t designed by this respected Khm er architect. Rather the actual architect o f the 

building (ironically a melange o f  foreign elements just as "hybrid" and "decadent" as 

the contemporary "failures" being condemned in Cambodia) was Lagisquet who 

w orked under the direction o f Vildieu, head architect for the Indochina section o f  the 

Exposition (Figure 10).53 O ne could perhaps explain this away by saying that the use 

o f  European architects for the Marseilles Exposition was easier, given the distance 

from  the colony and the difficulty o f  transposing a Khmer architect into the context 

o f  an international exposition. Leaving aside the fact that a contingent of "native 

workers" (possibly the palace artisans?) were sent to complete the French designed

51 This project has left no trace in the NAC although the powerful Palace Minister, Thiounn, 
later wrote a manuscript describing the scenes represented around the walled courtyard. A 
letter of October 13'h, 1923 from the publisher Van Oest rejected the manuscript for 
publication, explaining that the project was too expensive and that the publishing house "was 
and would always be dedicated" to publishing books on "monuments from the more distant 
past". See NAC #9890 (RSC).

5' Groslier eulogized OknhaTep Nimit Mak as an "old and faithful native collaborator". See 
retirement letters in NAC #11124 (RSC) and Groslier, Recherches sur les Cambodgiens. 
p-399.

53 The decorative moldings for the Marseilles pavilons were designed by two French 
sculptors, Brobeker and Raynaud, after molds and originals in the Trocadero. See Exposition 
Coloniale. Marseilles 1906 album, NM C library. Also see Edwards, p .177-8.
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pavilions in Marseilles, we can instead turn to several local commissions for public art 

works in order to chart the peculiar trajectory o f "Cambodian style" during the first 

decade o f  the 20th century.54 Considering that making seems to have been structured 

around the commission, we will come to see how disastrous this trajectory must have 

been for the “masters” o f the Royal Palace.

In March o f  1906, a competition was announced for a m onum ent in Phnom 

Penh to honor Daniel Fab re, architect and Head o f Public W orks.55 The competition 

announcement lauded Fabre as the "incontestable creator o f the city o f  Phnom Penh", 

praising his "ardstic conceptions" which have managed to "marvelously assimilate 

Khmer art", "beautifully adapting it to our architecture". By October 1908, the 

committee for the m onum ent had awarded the commission not to any of the Palace 

“masters” but rather to the French sculptor Finot and the French architect Dufour. 

This can perhaps be dismissed with the explanation that it was only natural for a 

French civil servant to be commemorated by a French designed monument. But what 

of the monument commemorating the retrocession o f provinces from Siam, that 

monumental return which brought Angkor back under the purvey o f the 

Protectorate? In March 1908, presumably after a similar public competirion, the 

commission for a "commemorative monument to the reign o f H M  Sisovath and the 

reuniting o f Cambodia with the old provinces o f Battambang" was awarded to

54 An arrete of December 8, 1904 Uournal Officiell decreed that M. Henri Vildieu would be 
"executing under his direction in Indochina, characteristic pavilions which will be sent and 
set up at Marseilles by native workers".

55 NAC #4651 (RSC). All subsequent references to the Fabre monument are taken from this 
file. For more on the early development of Phnom Penh’s architecture see Phnom Penh: 
developpement urbain ec patrimoine. Atelier parisien d’urbanisme, 1997.
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Theodore Riviere, a visiting French sculptor.56 Consisting o f  a life-size bronze statue 

o f Sisovath, seated on  his throne, flanked by two bas-reliefs o f fired clay, almost the 

entire sculpting o f  this m onum ent was done in France (Figure 11). The Protectorate 

paid for the transportation and the m onum ent was installed at the base o f  Vat Phnom  

in early 1909. In a progress report written in the summer o f 1908, Riviere explained 

that he had "taken all care to preserve, beside the modern facture, the antique 

character o f  Khmer a rt”. The Palace "masters” were left to supply the "portico in 

sculpted stone and masonry as well as the base... for the statue", "following the designs 

and under the direction o f  M . Theodore Riviere".5' Thus the “masters” o f the Royal 

Palace had become simply "workers" m eant to "follow” French-designed "antique" 

Khmer art.58

Perhaps the most peculiar ongoing set o f  commissions were those o f the Royal 

Palace itself. U nder RSC Outrey, the existing Palace was surveyed and a "program" of 

rebuilding was elaborated in the hope o f producing a coherent "ensemble o f 

buildings".59 In 1912, a new "Salle des Fetes" (tfTldSCDTUTtfj:) was built replacing the old

56 NAC #1994 (RSC). All subsequent references to Riviere and the commission are drawn 
from this file.

57 NAC #1994 (RSC).

58 See Edwards pages 89-92 for an account o f this monument as a secular symbol o f the 
emerging nation.

59 NAC #23706 (RSC). O n April 25, 1912, the head engineer of Public Works wrote to the 
RSC indicating that plans of the Palace would be drawn up, and that none other than 
Vildieu (principal architect for the Marseilles Exposition) would study the general 
reconstruction. The "original" Palace buildings were built in the late 1860s and 1870s by a 
similar mix of French and Cambodian characters. See Edwards, p.82-4 for a discussion of 
these earlier constructions. In an April 12, 1912 letter, King Sisovath himself had asked 
GGI Sarraut for a wide range of projects including improved irrigation systems, better road
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pavilion whose cramped quarters were "a source o f continual difficulty during che 

necessary receptions for Royal ceremonies”.60 The new building, the competition 

prospectus announced, was to "be inspired by Cambodian style particularly in its roof 

and for its decorations" (figure 12).61 The M inister o f the Palace would provide the 

successful (foreign) bidder with "Cambodian workers" in order to ensure the 

"execution o f a work of Khmer art". A t the inauguration o f the new building, RSC 

O utrey praised the manner in which the Salle des Fetes had "preserved in its exterior 

forms, the  lines and silhouettes o f  the beautiful Cambodian buildings which 

contribute to giving [the] Kingdom a particular cachet o f elegance and aesthetic 

beauty".6* "We have made every effort", he continued, "to respect" this aesthetic 

(despite, he could have added, the use o f cement introduced to Indochina by the 

company o f his builders, the "distinguished entrepreneurs" Richaud and Papa). It is 

the description o f a more ordinary observer at the inauguration which interests us here

and communication networks, more hospitals and schools, and finally "reconstruction of 
most o f  my Palace of which the majority o f buildings, built of wood and dating from more 
than 50 years, are threatened with ruin" [NAC #23706 (RSC)]. It was perhaps appropriate 
that the Palace reconstruction came at the end of a list o f modernising requests since colonial 
authorities were eager to improve what they considered the abysmal hygiene of the private 
Royal quarters. The Palace reconstruction projects were curiously contradictory given their 
appeals to modern technology, building materials, and hygiene on the one hand, and their 
invocation o f authentic (traditional) Cambodian architecture on the other.

60 Report to the RSC, September 10, 1914 [NAC #23706 (RSC)]. When asking for his new 
Palace buildings, King Sisovath cleverly reminded the French authorities that the increasing 
number o f French civil servants in the colony required the Palace to have larger spaces in 
which to receive all of them (noted in Outrey's May 24, 1912 Report, [NAC #23706 
(RSC)]).

61 Competition brochure, NAC #23706 (RSC). All subsequent quotes regarding the Salle 
des Fetes are taken from this brochure.

6~ RSC Outrey as quoted in E. Menetrier. "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh" Revue 
Indochinoise #10 (October 1912).
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the most however. T he new building, M enetrier wrote, was "built in  the m ost pure 

Cam bodian style" and its platform was "decorated with very beautiful Khmer 

paintings owing to the brush o f M. Lamorte" (figure 12).63 Ethno-national style was 

thus dislodged from  the identity o f the painter so that "Khmer paintings" and 

Cambodian style could flow from the plans and  brushes o f French nationals.

The following year, a new Salle des Danses (CStntlri) was built in "reinforced

concrete w ith decorations inspired by Khmer art".64 Construction began in February 

1913 and the hall was completed by January 1914 (Figure 13). As w ith  the Salle des 

Fetes, "workers o f  Cambodian art from the Royal Palace" w ould complete the 

decorative moldings "following maquette models and approximate details" provided 

by the construction firm o f Richaud and Papa. The interior paintings and 

decorations o f the Dance Hall would be entrusted to "European artists" approved by 

the King. The commission for the ceiling paintings depicting C am bodian dancers 

and scenes from the Reamker, was given to Augustin Carrera in M arch o f  1913.65 The 

paintings were to be painted on large canvases in Paris and then retouched on site in

63 E. Menetrier. "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh" Revue Indochinois #10 (October 
1912), p.341. The inauguration of the Salle des Fetes took place on September 10, 1912.

64 Letter from the RSC to the GGI, October 4, 1914 [NAC #23706 (RSC)]. The jury met 
in December 1912 to pick the winning bid [NAC #10204 (RSC)]. Subsequent quotes are 
from NAC #10204 (RSC).

65 Contract dated March 4, 1913 [NAC #9755 (RSC)]. The commission listed thirteen 
ceiling niches to be painted. The large central ceiling painting was to depict the 
"transformation of the warriors of Indrajit into angels and dancers". Six side niches framed 
by ornaments were to depict Cambodian dancers in particular poses, some surrounded by 
other figures. Two additional niches would portray celestial dancers while shaped panels 
would add "ornamental decoration" to the ensemble. A final panel at the front o f the hall 
would show the Bayon. These paintings still decorate the hall today.
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Figure 13
Above: Exterior o f the Salle des Danses (OgCTtDT) 

Below: Interior view o f the ceiling with paintings by Carrera
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order to fit their tones to the architectural setting (figure 13).66 Sketches were 

approved on March 18, 1913 by a committee which included Thiounn, O knha Tep 

Nimit Mak, as well as four other French administrators.67 Later reports noted that the 

finished paintings were already rolled and sent for shipping to Marseilles by January 

1915. The war interceded however and Carrera was mobilized while the paintings 

remained rolled in Marseilles for another ten years. They finally arrived in Phnom  

Penh in 1925 and were approved by a committee including Stoeckel and Thiounn.68

We might ask then what had happened in all this to Oknha Tep N im it Mak, 

painter and "architect o f  the Palace" (as the French continued to call him despite 

having replaced him with their own architects, engineers, construction companies, 

and painters).69 O n April 1st, 1913, the Head Engineer for Public Works wrote to the 

RSC attaching a schematic plan for the new Salle des Danses and explaining that "the 

architect o f  His Majesty" would prepare "Cambodian molds" as architectural details

66 NAC #9755 (RSC). All subsequent references to the Carrera commission are taken from 
this file.

6' The committee changed the color of the eight-headed elephant of the central panel to 
white in keeping with its iconography which Carrera obviously didn't know. It is somewhat 
shocking today to see the yeaks and apsaras rendered by a French painter working in Paris 
from quick snapshots and limited knowledge. Odd details such as an inexplicable garland of 
geese creep into the indigenous iconography.

68 NAC #9755 (RSC). The central panel has a visible signature with the dates 1913-6. It is 
difficult to get permission to photograph these paintings and the photograph included here is 
taken from outside the palace wall. My students at the Department of Plastic Arts did not 
necessarily believe the history I have related here until we went to look at the paintings. 
Only when they saw the Carrera signature in the middle canvas did they recognize the 
paintings, and the Palace in general, as anything other than the essence of “Khmer art” which 
they are promoted as today.

c> See Groslier, Recherches sur les Cambodgiens (1921) p.399-
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to be subm itted for approval before any commencement o f  work".'0 A series o f 

letters from T hiounn  to the RSC kept him  abreast o f  the progress o f  Tep Nimit 

M aks "supplementary ornaments in reinforced cement", describing their details and 

repeatedly asking for permission to proceed.71 In other words, the designs even for the 

incidental detailing were no longer in the hands o f the royal “masters” who had 

simply become m inor executors o f  French plans. In his speech at the opening 

ceremony for the Salle des Fetes, RSC O utrey had praised "that admirable artist 

Lamorte... who has been the real introducer o f  our decorative art to chis country".'* "I 

should no longer neglect", the RSC continued, "to m ention to Your Majesty the 

name o f the Cam bodian archicect o f your Palace who has been the drafter and 

executor o f  all the sculpted motifs which ornament so elegantly the exterior facades of 

this pleasing building". Curiously enough, after such a prelude, the RSC never 

mentioned O knha Tep N im it M ak by name in his speech. As to the "decorative" and 

"Khmer" paintings o f  Lamorte, it is certainly retrospectively ironic that decorative art 

would need to be "introduced" to a country whose people were so often characterized 

by their colonial keepers as inherendy "decorative".'3

° “Construction et decoration du Salle de Danse (Chan Chhaya), Palais Royal 1913-1927” 
[NAC #9755 (RSC)]. This file includes the Thiounn letters mentioned in what follows.

1 Letter from December 29, 1913 [NAC #9755 (RSC)]. Tep Nimit Mak’s cement 
ornaments were described as "following the proposition of the Engineer charged with the 
construction of the said Salle" in a December 10, 1913 letter. Tep Nimit Mak himself wrote 
on July 22, 1913 requesting payment for the balustrades "commissioned by Birabin, 
Engineer of Richaud and Papa".

71 Outrey’s speech is reproduced in E. Menetrier. "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh"
Revue Indochinois #10 (October 1912).

73 On the Khmer as inherently decorative, see for example, Henri Marchal, "L’art 
cambodgien moderne" Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Indochinoises de Saigon #65 (2nd
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Ac approximately the same time as the Salle des Fetes and the Dance Hall, a new 

T hrone Hall (§h? §om) was being built for King Sisowath by the Societe

Cochinchinoise de Beton arme (reinforced concrete). 4 The same scenario was 

repeated. The competition prospectus explained that "His Excellency, the M inister o f  

che Palace will graciously intervene to indicate co the Entrepreneur, Cambodian 

workers [who can be used] in view of producing a w ork o f Khmer art": "Cambodian 

molds /  decorations will be executed under the direction and the responsibility o f  the 

entrepreneurs by the Cam bodian artisans o f  the Royal Palace".75 W hile the ceiling 

paintings for the Throne Hall were charged to a French company in Saigon which 

“employed exclusively Annamite labor", the paintings on the far wall o f the new 

Throne Hall were commissioned from Francois de Marliave, holder o f the Prix 

d ’Indochine.76 The subject o f  his work was again to be the Reamker and Marliave

semester, 1913) Saigon, p.72 : "the Cambodian is before all else and especially a decoracor". 
This natural impulse to decorate spills out all over the country: temples, carts, clothing, and 
even the sand of prison yards provide surfaces for decoration since, for "the Cambodians", 
"everything is a pretext for decoration and ornamentation". I can only note here in passing 
how this double structure relates to larger debates o f the “decorative” and the “modern”. 
The decorative was cast out of international modernism and thus is assignment to Cambodia 
ensures the country’s location in the past. But this was not enough as the RSC’s comments 
show. N ot only does the “decorative” become an inherent characteristic of “the Khmer” but 
it is introduced there, paradoxically, by a Frenchman.

,4 Report by the Engineer, April 25, 1914 [NAC #23706 (RSC)]

'5 Competition prospectus, printed 1914 [NAC #23706 (RSC)] and Proces verbal, October 
11,1913 [NAC #23706 (RSC)].

6 FAI, p. 184 and NAC #17661 (RSC). All subsequent references to the de Marliave 
commission are taken from this file. Today, the guards at the Palace are firmly convinced 
that not only are the ceiling paintings utterly "Khmer" but that they were painted by Oknha 
Tep Nim it M ak A similar amnesia haunts a recent coffee table book on the Palace which is 
littered with colonial photographs but which writes out the history of the buildings as 
French-Khmer concoctions. See Julio Jeldres & Somkid Chaijitvanit, The Royal Palace of 
Phnom Penh and Cambodian Royal Life (Bangkok: Post Books, 1999).
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would again develop his sketches and complete the paintings in Paris.77 In a letter 

thanking the RSC for his hospitality during a stay in Phnom Penh, Marliave promised 

to 'remain as much as possible within the character o f the tradition". A subsequent 

letter from the painter transmitting the first set o f sketches, suggested that eventually

gold highlights" should be added to the headdresses and clothing o f  the figures in 

order to bring the paintings “closer to Cambodian taste".'8 Despite these efforts, 

Marliave’s sketches do no t seem to have been entirely acceptable to the designers of 

the Palace since the French architect for the project wrote back to the painter 

requesting that he reconsider the dark tonality o f his pictures and suggesting that he 

return to Phnom Penh in order to "study the paintings o f the Reamker in the Palace" 

(Tep N im it M ak goes unnamed). These paintings, the architect suggested, might 

offer more accurate models for "the poses of your characters and the details of 

costume indispensable for exacdy rendering your subjects o f decoration". The 

architect closed his letter by reiterating the importance that "the different buildings 

that we are constructing in the Palace be treated in the same way from a decorative 

point o f view"; thus "every effort is made to conserve in their decoration the essential 

characteristics o f  Cam bodian art". O n  April 10, 1914, de Marliave sent a set o f new

Scenes were to include: "the crossing of the sea by the army of monkeys"; the "extinction 
of the sacred fire, guarded by the goddess Surya, by the arrow of Preah Ream"; and the 
"transformation of the soldiers of the army of Andrajit into devadas and dancers". Andre- 
Pallois interprets the feet that a French painter came to paint the theme of the Reamker as "a 
good example of cultural exchange": "it is no longer a matter of seeking to promote the 
French empire" but rather of "putting a local tradition first"(p.99). My account instead tries 
to trace the power relations through which the keepers of Cambodian style were no longer 
Palace “masters” but became French painters and planners.

8 NAC #17661 (RSC). All subsequent references to the de Marliave commission are taken 
from this file.
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sketches to the RSC, writing that he hoped they would please "m ore than the first, as 

I have scrupulously conformed myself to the character o f  the C am bodian murals".

From  the trajectory o f  commissions traced above, we can see that it is inaccurate 

to say, as Groslier often did, that it was the "Khmer aristocracy" who abandoned its 

artisans, a t least in the context o f  the Palace, that quintessential example of 

"Cam bodian style". Rather, from the turn o f the century until the time Groslier took 

over the School, the palace “masters” were systematically excluded from public 

commissions and Palace projects. It was a history which Groslier would conveniently 

leave o u t o f  his reading o f crisis. This is all the more surprising since Groslier himself 

was implicated in the painting o f  the Palace. And through his later change o f heart, 

we can come to see the fundamental principles which would shape his reformed 

School.

Groslier had made several painting and research trips to the land o f his birth prior 

to his perm anent return in 1917. W hile he spent most o f  his time at Angkor, 

painting and photographing the ruins, Groslier was also present in Phnom Penh at 

times it seems.79 In  February 1914, the RSC signed a contract w ith Groslier to paint 

scenes for the Throne Hall but "only for the paintings that have no t been confided to 

de M arliave".80 The contract called for "a decorative ensemble" o f three large 

paintings, one on Brahmanism, one on Buddhism, and one "establishing the relation

7> For an account of Groslier's activities, see the recommendation written for him by the 
President of the Cambodian committee of the Societe d'Angkor pour la Conservation des 
Monuments Anciens de 1'Indochine in NAC #2007 (RSC).

80 See NAC #17661 (RSC). All subsequent references to the Groslier contract are from this 
file.
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between the two"(figure 14). The work itself was seemingly co be painted in France, 

but the contract allowed for a round-trip passage from Marseilles to Phnom Penh so 

that Groslier could check the "tonalities" o f the work w ithin "the interior architectural 

ensemble".81

Although de Marliave's sketches were officially accepted on July 31, 1914, 

Groslier and Silice (who would become Groslier’s vice-director in 1918 and later 

became the second director o f  the School o f Cambodian Arts in the 1920s) continued 

to jockey for the commission, especially after de Marliave was mobilized for the War. 

In a M arch 2, 1915 letter, the architect for the Throne Hall noted that Andre Silice, 

"a painter and holder o f  the Indochine prize", had come to see him about che 

possibility o f taking over the de Marliave commission.8" T he architect suggested that 

de Marliave had probably been killed in the war and that his contract could thus 

legally be dissolved. N oting that the money already paid to de Marliave was probably 

lost and that Silice was willing to do all the work simply for the remaining one third, 

the architect ventured the opinion that it would be o f  no risk to accept Silice's 

proposition, provided his work was of "a sufficient artistic value", something the 

architect hastened to add he had no qualifications to judge. Asking the RSC for 

permission to commission sketches from Silice, the architect made no mention o f the

81 The contracc explained that the relatively high price of che proposed Groslier paintings was 
due to the fact that the work would use "none of the conventional motifs" of Carrera’s 
commissions (possibly decorative commissions other chan the paintings in the Dance Hall 
described above). In addition, Groslier's paintings would be "entirely realized by Groslier" 
and would "provide the clear pictorial work necessary to frame the throne". For the further 
ranglings over the contract and Groslier's attempt to take over Marliave's space see NAC 
#17661 (RSC) and Figure 14.

82 NAC #17661 (RSC).
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Figure 14
Groslier sketch o f the wall area o f the Throne Hall 

to be covered by the de Marliave commission and his own proposed paintings.

[NAC #17661 (RSC)]
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supposed Groslier contract nor did anything ever seemingly come out o f  the proposed 

Silice commission. A lthough de Marliave re-appeared in France, alive and well after 

the war, the commission was eventually abandoned and today, the walls where the 

proposed paintings should have been placed are simply covered with decorative 

stenciling.

Groslier had already approached the Royal Palace once before. In October 1911, 

during one o f  his early painting and research missions, Groslier wrote to the King, 

explaining that "having dedicated many months o f  steady work to your Cambodia, o f 

which I am the first French baby and where my father has passed twenty years o f his 

career as administrator, I would like to be able to say upon returning to France that I 

have been noticed and encouraged by a King who is a friend o f Art".83 Asking 

permission to paint the King's portrait, Groslier noted that Sisowath's descendants, 

"following your generous example", would treasure the idea of a portrait gallery "of 

the rulers o f  Cambodia" o f  which "this portrait will be the first" and for which the 

King "will have given the idea and will have the honor o f having created it". 

Permission for the portrait was granted but King Sisowath was apparently away at the 

time and we do not know if  the portrait was ever painted.84

83 NAC #2007 (RSC). All subsequent references in the paragraph are to this file.

84 The idea for this portraic gallery later haunts Groslier as he attempted to procure objects 
from the Palace collection for his new museum in the early 1920s. Although Groslier 
himself claimed that the Palace was in "complete agreement" with his Museum, 
correspondence from the RSC's office clearly stated that: "the King does not wish that 
anything belonging to the Palace be able to leave even temporarily" (the issue had already 
been raised through requests to borrow objects from the Palace collections for early 
Exhibitions abroad). Instead, just recently (i.e. during the course of the building of 
Groslier's Museum), the King had "expressed the wish" to make his own Museum within the 
Palace in the Ho-Prea-Roup, the "building of statues and portraits which presently serves the 
Ministry and where the offices of the secretary of accounting for the Royal Palace are found".
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Between these early forays into painting "Cambodian style" commissions, and his 

takeover o f the art school, Groslier appears to have changed his mind.85 In the 1920s, 

he would write that it was in fact official examples o f  culture like the Royal Palace 

which had gready contributed to the decline o f the “Cambodian arts”. Setting "an 

example from on high", the new Palace buildings had only served to "lure" the 

aristocracy away from their traditional wooden homes, causing them to build villas o f 

concrete with "ornaments in stucco or cement”.86 "N ot a single sculptor, not a single 

carpenter, in short no t a single Cambodian artisan" had been involved in the 

construction o f the Palace buildings, Groslier lamented: "all had been confided to 

European architects and entrepreneurs”.87 That such hybrid buildings became models

Renamed the "Museum o f the Royal Palace", the building was to display "the statues and 
portraits of the Kings of Cambodia, those of the royal family, the Ministers and the 
Mandarins who have rendered eminent service to the Kingdom". As the Palace Minister 
Thiounn put it pointedly, "this creation of a Museum fits well with the desire o f the 
deceased King who had built this building in the intention of putting there the portraits of 
the Kings of Cambodia". See correspondance in NAC #9076 (RSC).

85 I hope that through my detailed descriptions it will be clear that my project provides one 
particular example of what can more generally be called the complexity of colonialism. 
Colonial policies were rarely univocal or unchanging. Even within one person, as we see 
here, a dramatic shift in understanding can occur over time. In thinking through the 
complexities of the colonial encounter I am indebted to the work of Nicholas Thomas, 
especially his discussion of postcolonial theory in Colonialism’s Culture.

86 FAI, p. 184. Showing the curious seduction by which the old becomes the authentic, 
Groslier declared thac the previous Throne Hall had "not [had] a single foreign hand 
touching it”(FAI, p.184) while the previous Salle des Danses was "the most pure 
architectural jewel which the Palace still had"(Ag, p.550). What Groslier had conveniently 
forgotten was that these old and “pure” Palace buildings were in fact also colonial 
concoctions through which earlier French architects and Khmer authorities had engineered 
suitably regal Cambodian palaces. As Penny Edwards has described, French plans and 
foreign materials produced buildings in a "Cambodian style". See Edwards, p.83.

87 FAI, p. 184. This statement is curious since Groslier came to work closely with Oknha 
Tep Nimit Mak from 1918-24 at the School. Either Mak himself considered his input into 
the buildings as less than "involvement", or Groslier simply wrote out the anonymous 
Cambodian workers who labored to actually make the planned structures.
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for later art was due to an "ignorant" public, Groslier added, which allowed "good- 

willed but badly enlightened" European architects to get away with such follies.88 No 

longer knowing their own traditions, the Cam bodian public ceased to demand 

correctness. T he  bronze sculptures o f  dancers, for example, inaccurately represented 

classical gestures by following the "harmful influence" o f "certain motives o f 

decorative painting"(PC, p.262). The “decorative painting” which these mistaken 

efforts made use o f  were none other than Lamorte's and Carrera's "Cam bodian style" 

commissions, conveniently located in the Palace where the “masters” o f  the Royal 

workshops could study them on a daily basis. It seems that once such “Cambodian 

style” images began to be produced by the hands o f Cambodian “masters”, they were 

deemed inauthentic and distorted, corrupting a prior purity to which there was no 

longer access except through French research.

This was n o t to say, Groslier noted, that French influence on the Royal workshops 

had always been so destructive.89 Already in the I7 th  century, through official visitors 

and their gifts, or through the passage o f merchants, examples o f  trinkets and 

furnishings in  Louis XIV style had entered the region we today call Cambodia,

,8 Ag, p.550. Groslier himself drew the plans and oversaw construction of the buildings for 
che Albert Sarraut Museum and the School of Cambodian Arts.

89 Foreign influences had always come co Cambodia, Groslier noted. One could even say, 
Groslier wrote, that Cambodia was founded on combining different strands of influence 
(that of Brahmanic India with preexisting local religions) and that this "continuous exchange 
of traditions, assimilated, juxtaposed or refused" - this "constant rejuvenation" and "regime 
of impregnation and successive births" - was the quintessential character of Cambodian art 
(TC, p.267). As Nora Taylor has recendy pointed out in her dissertation on 20th century 
Vietnamese art, there is a larger framework of Southeast Asian hybridity through which 
elements of the "foreign" were continually localised and incorporated into existing 
indigenous traditions."(p. 19). Official policy at Groslier's School would come to firmly 
reject such incorporations however.
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particularly affecting the workshops o f the Royal Palace. "Influenced by these 

models , the Royal ateliers o f  the 18th and 19th centuries introduced French 

decorative elements ("roses, bases o f acanthus leaves") into their works (psyl, p .136).

Let us not make a mistake here", Groslier added (psyl, p .137). It was only because 

o f the analogies and deep resonances between the floral patterning o f Louis XIV style 

and Cam bodian ornam ent that these adaptations worked. They were "only accepted 

because they found a corresponding m otif in Khmer aesthetics" and could be "usefully 

incorporated" into existing Cambodian art, "completing it, varying it without 

affecting its meaning, its national principles, arid its free expression"(psyI, p .l37).M 

These "new elements" taken from abroad did not affect "the forms, nor the 

proportions, nor the general aspect o f  the works; they didn't replace anything which 

thus became absent" (psyl, p. 137). Instead, secured to ancient indigenous 

foundations, the foreign elements "submitted to finishing touches" which 

"harmonized them" into Cambodian "supports" and Khmer "surroundings"(psyl, 

p .137). In contrast, the Palace workshops o f 1917 had, for Groslier, become sites of 

wholesale copying and complete decadence. As he derisively described it, in the 

workshops o f 1917 one found artisans "copying the plate o f man from the illustrated 

Larousse" and designing "furniture for the Palace from [French] catalogues"(CQ, 

P-89).

In Groslier's account of things then, a Palace filled with decadence joined a 

countryside in decay. "Artists grow old", "most have no students" and "each day we
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aid in a new  disappearance: yesterday it was gilding, sampots, dances - today it is 

foundry and  architecture - tomorrow it will be sculpture. The situation is grave, more 

dire chan I know  how to say"(Ag, p.557). Rediscovering three aging and supposedly 

unemployed artisans, Groslier exclaimed excicedly: "Voila! Three specialists who are

taking their last breaths! There could be others! To the rescue!"(Ag, p .559). As we 

shall see in the next chapter, through Groslier's "rescue", the School o f Cambodian 

Arts was founded to "nurture" the future while the M useum Albert Sarraut was 

established to  "conserve" the past (I, p.20, Groslier). Housed together in a single 

complex, students simply had to "cross a courtyard" in order to study from "concrete 

examples" o f  "expressive forms" while the very presence o f "indigenous pedagogy... 

w ithout any W estern influence" would ensure the continuadon o f  the best o f  Khmer 

art (E, p .2). "Nadve masters" were recruited, students were assembled, and 

instruction proceeded within a "sanctuary" administered by the French (E, p-3).

w Groslier gave as an example the Louis XIV console, still found in the Palace at the time of 
his writing which was an "admirable" piece, "of very pure style, and of an uncontestable 
authenticity"(psyl, p. 136).
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Chapter T w o: T he Rescue

As soon as art begins to issue forth  from  a mold, it is no longer art. One can 
pour Notre Dame de Paris into a m old and reproduce i t  a hundred times but 
we cannot say that the French art o f  the 12th to 14th centuries has thereby 
perpetuated i ts e l f '

The School o f  Cambodian Arcs, established in 1918, was really che Palace 

workshops "placed under the authority o f a French director, chosen and  named with 

[the Palace's] agreement by the Adm inistration o f the Protectorate".2 T he French- 

directed School remained within the workshop area o f the Palace until its new 

building complex was completed in April 1920. As the first director, Groslier quickly 

established several assistant positions for Europeans. Already in January 1918, Jean 

Stoeckel was considered a "collaborateur" o f  che School, while the painter Andre Silice 

officially joined the administration a year la ter/ An "indigenous" adm inistration was 

installed under Groslier and his assistants, wich Tep Nimit M ak (the Palace architect)

1 George Groslier, "Contemporary Cambodian Art scudied in the light o f  its past forms", 
Eastern Art. ed. Jayne &C Warner, College Art Association, Philadelphia, 1930, p. 127.

Royal Ordinance December 14, 1917, reprinted in Recueil des Acres du Gouvernement 
Cambodgien 1920, Imprimerie Nouvelle Albert Portail. A ceremony laying the first stone of 
the complex which would hold che newly reorganised School and its proposed complimenc, 
the Museum, was held on August 15th, 1917. See NAC #5603 (RSC).

3 European personnel seem to have been divided into technical personnel (recruited from 
among established French artists recognized either by three acceptances to Salons, or "from 
among personalities whose work and previous production attests to an undeniable knowledge 
of the arts and history of Indochina"), and administrative personnel (recruited from the 
general pool o f colonial civil servants). Stoeckel was an independendy wealchy friend of 
Groslier while Silice was a painter with a good background in Chinese and Japanese arts. 
Scoeckel’s first “mission” for the School was a 1918 study tour of “craft techniques” and their 
development in France. He officially became one of the two assistant directors o f the School 
in January o f 1920. See NAC #8330, 11887 (RSC) and CQ, p. 106.
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as the indigenous director".4 T he existing ateliers o f  the Palace workshops were 

slightly reconfigured to, as Groslier pu t it, "correspond, to the arts” as "practiced in 

Cambodia". The resulring ateliers were: 1. "Drawing" (dessin) and "architecture", 2. 

M odeling in wax and clay (which included pottery and mold making), 3- Foundry, 4. 

Jewelery (silver-smithing, gem-setting, damascene, enamel on metal), 5. Cabinet- 

making (including the lacquering and gilding o f furniture), and  6. Weaving.5 The 

first five ateliers were exclusively for male students and teachers, while the atelier o f 

weaving was exclusively for female teachers and students.

Each atelier was headed by a "master", "chosen by the Europeans".6 Despite this 

description, most o f the heads o f  the ateliers, as well as their students, were simply 

transferred from the Palace workshops and continued on in re-named positions at the 

re-figured School.7 Groslier used descriptions o f a decrepit and decadent Palace 

workshop to promote his takeover. In one of his accounts he claimed, for example,

4 Royal Ordonnance, December 14, 1917. The "native" administrative personnel also 
included a director of the storeroom and sales area, an accountant and a typist.

5 RSC Baudoin's report to the GGI, April 13, 1922 [NAC#11886 (RSC)]. The only real 
change to the existing Palace workshops was to establish a separate furniture-making atelier 
while incorporating ivory sculpture into the general sculpture atelier. Advanced students in 
the atelier of “dessin” trained to become "traditional painters" as well.

6 George Groslier, "Resume Historique de 1’Ecole et du Service des Arts", April 13, 1922 
[NAC #11887 (RSC)].

7 From the remaining personnel files in the NAC, we can ascertain that at least five of the 
original six ateliers was headed by an artisan from the Palace workshops. Personnel transferred 
to the School in early 1918 (with the year they entered service in the Palace if known or a ? if 
unknown) included: atelier of dessin: Tep Nimit Mak (1889), Men Im (1894); atelier of 
weaving: Tep Yem (?); atelier of jewellery: Manh Phoeuk (1904), Nhem (?), Noun Ou (?); 
atelier of carpentry: Ouk Nhem (1904), Rath Mao (1897); atelier o f foundry: Men Chay 
(1893). In addition, Menh Ek, the storeroom manager and accountant in the Royal Palace 
since 1901, continued in that capacity at the newly re-figured school. Pech Ros, employed in 
the Palace since 1895, soon became the head of a separate atelier of lacquer making and Lim 
Pen, a worker in the Palace since 1885, headed the atelier of mask-making. See NAC #6062, 
#7151, #7244, #7245, #8336, #11124, #11126, #11127, #11128 (RSC).
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that che workshops had virtually ceased training and that "only ten students ...of 

whom the eldest was 16" could be found there in 1917.* Letters from Thiounn at the 

time o f Groslier's take over, as well as a diagram charting the transition, sharply 

contradict these claims. In one letter Thiounn suggested seven "skilled and willing 

jewelers" as possible teachers for the jewelery atelier alone, while providing lists o f  27 

'youths between the ages o f  10 and 29" who wished to enter as apprentices in the 

atelier o f  “dessin” (figures 15, 16)7

Groslier himself preferred to emphasize the continuity between his School and the 

practices o f the countryside, that "repository" of tradition. He described the newly re

figured school as a simple transplantation o f the relations o f  apprenticeship once 

found in artisanal family workshops o f the countryside. A  state stipend and a 

dormitory replaced the usual lodging of the apprentice in the workshop, but the 

"familial feeling", the "frame, the milieu, the language [and] the methods” all 

remained the same.10 T he heads o f the ateliers were encouraged to "practice their arc 

freely as if they were at their own home", teaching "as they had learned it 

themselves”(R1925). O nly "local or traditional tools and materials" were to be used 

and "only the known rules o f  their ancestors" were to be "applied"; thus training was 

to return to the way it was “in Cambodia before the arrival o f  the French”(R1925).

8 See RI925 and CQ, p.89 for Groslier's accounts of the Palace Workshops.

9 Letter from Thiounn to the RSC, May 18, 1917 [NAC #8342 (RSC)].

10 NAC #17503 (RSC) and Psyl, p. 134. In addition to che elite training offered by the Palace 
workshops, artisans had traditionally learned their skills either in the vat (common for 
painters, architects, and sculptors) or in private mostly familial ateliers ("Gilders, lacquerers, 
jewelers, casters, potters, and weavers"). Skills were often passed down within extended 
families all living around che area of making. See Psyl, p. 126-127.
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The one restriction placed upon these "masters" was that they "purge all Western 

influence" from their teaching (psyl, p .134).

Now it m ight seem a curious mandate for a School so deliberately brought under 

French control to insist that all Western influence be purged. As Groslier described 

it, the role o f  the Protectorate was to "administer" a "sanctuary", providing a "very 

unobtrusive" oversight which "respected from above all the Cambodianisms and the 

personality o f  the art taken in hand"(E, p.2-3). The incredibility o f  a supposedly 

unintrusive position "above" is underscored by the repeated insistence with which this 

policy was spelled out. "We don 't expand on the pedagogical methods o f the 

[Cambodian] master", Groslier declared: "No change is to be brought to their habits, 

their working methods, or the materials they use”(TE, p.27; E, p.3). The Protectorate 

does not "make itself felt in the interior of the system" and "no one [has] ceased to 

speak or act Cambodian"(E, p.2). Foreign administrators worked simply to 

"suppress" forces assaulting the "art taken in charge", thus opening a space for "pure" 

Cambodian art to be freely practiced, "safe from French influence and naturally 

following the evolution of [this] people"(E, p.2; TE, p.26-7). Despite his own 

training as a painter, Groslier would never teach at the school. "I am not Khmer", he 

declared, and the "fundamental principle" o f  the School was "only to make 

Cambodian art and only to have it be made by Cambodians”.11 The doctrine o f the 

"impenetrable sphere" o f  pure "Cambodian art" is shown clearly by the absence of

" “I am not Khmer” is quoted from R1925. See also the letter of June 22, 1938 from the 
Head of the Educational Service to the Director o f Public Instruction for Indochina, spelling 
out this hands-off approach as official policy [NAC #9084 (RSC)].
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French, personnel in official photos taken o f the School and its students shortly after it 

was put under Groslier and his French colleagues (figures 17, 18).

T he Fixing o f  Form: “D essin”12

But was this "rescue" so innocent after all? For all his protestations o f  non

interference, Groslier adm itted that he and his assistants had not "simply crossed our 

arms"(R1925). Their initial oversight o f the Palace workshops had allowed 

"inexperienced" (French) personnel to "observe" the “masters” with their students, 

studying their "temperament" and thus familiarizing themselves w ith the art "taken in 

charge."13 Through these observations, Groslier and his assistants were able to "codify 

the teaching o f  Cambodian art as it conformed to the psychology o f the master and 

the student", establishing "albums" o f "models" and "fixing forms": “we classify their 

work, we group their models, sharpen a thousand details, and, leaning over our 

culture o f  culture [bouillon de culture], we discuss its actions and reactions. Thus, 

masked by our apparent discretion and our so-called abstention, we seek our way with 

religious respect for the arts confided to us.M It was in the curious task o f  "sheltering" 

while furtively (and not so furtively) shaping, that Groslier found a role "befitting our 

civilisation and our French administration"(R 1925).

'* I translate the French “dessin” and its verb “dessiner” as “drawing” but wish to keep in 
mind its other inflections of “design” and thus the developing o f plans.

13 Groslier, " Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts", 1922 [NAC #11887 
(RSC)].

14 R1925 and Groslier, "Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts" 1922 [NAC 
#11887 (RSC)].
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Figure 17

The School of Cambodian Arts, 1918 
Above, teaching personnel and “attached workers”; Below: students

N AC  #17503 (RSC)
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Figure 18 : Teachers, students, and workers of the School o f Cambodian Arts and the Albert Sarraut Museum, 1920

Inauguration du Mttsee Albert Sarraut et de I'Ecole des Arts cambodviens. Phnom Penh: Imprimerie du Protectorat, 1920,

ooo
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By che time the School moved into its new buildings,, the fixing o f form had led to 

che introduction o f a crucial change. All students en tering  the School - except for the 

weavers and thus the females - began to spend an initial poeriod o f  study in an atelier o f 

drawing designated in  French reports by the term "dessin".15 Groslier himself 

acknowledged that this initial drawing course was "tbie only definite [curricular] 

action, deliberately taken" by the foreign administration during the first few years of 

che School's operation.16 This admission seems to ind ica te  that the notion o f studying 

drawing before becoming a sculptor, a silversmith, o r a m ask-m aker, for example, was 

not an existing practice and that, prior to the re-organisatrlon o f the School in 1917-8, 

each o f these crafts was learned directly through worknng with a master o f them, 

starting with small practical tasks and gradually being assigned more complicated 

ones. This is not to say however that there was no indigenous practice o f drawing, 

only that drawing prior to 1918 had perhaps been linnited co those intending to 

become painters o f vats and illustrated manuscripts (altho*ugh perhaps they too simply 

learned co draw as the preparatory sketch for a p a in tin g  rather chan as an isolated 

subject, studied exclusively for a period of time beFore painting).1' T hat the

15 In Khmer, the atelier was called fiSftmofl, literally “old” or “a_ncienc painting”. This Khmer
term has taken on the meanings which Groslier’s school instilled. Thus the term is understood 
today to designate both the kind of drawing I discuss below, as well as traditional painting 
which follows long established canons of representation.

16 Groslier, "Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts", 1922 [NAC #11887 
(RSC)].

l/ The fact that the Khmer language has no separate term for “‘drawing” would indicate that 
drawn oudines were considered part of “painting”. Even prior to Groslier’s intervention, che 
field of painting might not have been as "pure" and sepaurate from Western forms of 
representation as we might think. The Palace painter Meas (Chapter One) had after all 
studied with Mr. Holland, perhaps rendering the awkward bird 's eye views of che Palace, dated 
1910, now hanging in the upstairs lobby of the National Musenum. Bastian, traveling in Siem 
Reap in late 1863, was given a Sino-Khmer draftsman, Xang KSiien, who not only helped the
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introduction o f  a basic drawing course for all students contrasted to traditional 

training, and was actually perceived as different from the training available in 

independent ateliers, was confirmed by Silice who noted that the son o f  a jeweler 

unaffiliated with, the School had requested admission in 1923, although he could have 

learned jeweiery m aking in his father's house. Artisans, Silice explained, were "little 

by Iitde desiring to learn to draw (dessiner)".18

It is easy to misread the particularity o f  the kind of drawing which Groslier 

introduced to his School. W hen a W esterner reads that study was based on 

traditional models emanating from the ancient Khmer monuments" or that "all 

teaching followed classical models", we tend to assume that this kind o f  study meant 

observing and sketching (I, p.2, Baudoin). In Chapter One, I indicated that notions 

of Cam bodia as the land of Angkor seduced the French into assuming that the 

country should be full o f  “artists”. It is perhaps a similar lure o f  the m onum ent which 

leads us to make the easy - but false - link o f  the famous temples o f  Angkor to the 

early School. T hus, for example, Edwards claims that Groslier "led his students on 

regular visits to Angkor" although no m ention o f such trips are found in any o f  the 

meticulously detailed budgets and annual reports which remain from the School.'9 It

scholar take rubbings of reliefs and inscriptions but also made plausible sketches (i.e. 
representational drawings) o f various figures and elements of che temples according co 
Bastian's instructions. See Bastian's Die Geschichce der Indochinese: Reise durch Kamboia 
nach Cochinchine. vol.4Jena: Hermann Costennoble, 1868.

18 "Rapport sur la situation de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens pendant l'annee scolaire”, 1924 
[NAC #763 (RSC)].

19 Edwards lists her source for this information as Teston and Percheron, the same dubious 
encyclopedia which cited Groslier's crisis figures of 130 surviving artisans as fact. See 
Edwards, pg.218. Groslier never had "students" per se although as we shall see, he did teach 
the teachers. See NAC #17503 (RSC).
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was instead, as we shall see, the students from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Hanoi who 

would paint views o f Angkor.'0 Through the curriculum o f Groslier’s School, a 

particular and supposedly indigenous form of representation was to be "rescued", thus 

returning native" art to its "authentic" pattern o f "evolution”(TE, p.26-7). It was 

precisely the view o f Angkor - or any view for that matter - which was prohibited from 

this system. Despite vague appeals to the monument and its sculptures, the models 

used for initial training at the School o f Cambodian Arts were resolutely two 

dimensional ones, far from the perspective, light, and shade o f  a view. Drawing from 

observation, after nature, was no t a "universal", Groslier warned. Rather it was a 

particular form, "proper for our Latin and Western schools, absolutely conforming to 

our [French] temperament and to the goals o f our art”.2' To introduce such a 

"foreign aesthetic" into the Cam bodian context would be to "block" Cambodian 

students before they would "know themselves".”

It is o f  course ironic that in order to "know themselves" students would have to 

study drawing, something which seems not to have been used to train the "authentic" 

artisans o f the past. Indeed, in order to know themselves and produce "pure" Khmer 

art, students were threaded through a system permeated by French oversight and 

regulation, despite Groslier's claims to the contrary. "All correction o f work", wrote 

Thiounn in an official memorandum on the teaching methodology to be introduced

In 1938, students from Hanoi came to paint at Angkor with the donor of the trip, a Mr.
Messner. The thirty paintings which they completed were then shown in Phnom Penh at the
Salle de Mairie, a venue which would have attracted a primarily foreign audience. See NAC 
#12268 (RSC).

21 Letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)]).

22 Letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)]).
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at the newly restructured School, "will be made by the Director o f  the School [i.e. 

Groslier] or the H ead o f the Atelier to the teacher, who will [then] transm it it to the 

student . In this way, teaching (i.e. the contact o f  student with masters) was left 

pure and 'indigenous" while control - the correcting which determines right and 

wrong - was kept w ith those "above". The head o f the atelier, Groslier explained, 

knows that the administration doesn't keep an eye on the student but rather on him 

himself [the “master”], and that he will be responsible for all things and that it is co 

him that complaints will be addressed when a scudent is at fault".24

After its opening in January 1918, che school soon filled with the maximum 

number o f students it could hold and Groslier described ever more applicants ac his 

door.25 An "aspirant" class o f  potential students was therefore formed and allowed to

‘3 See the reprint of official ordinances and arretes in Arts ec Archeologies Khmers vol. 1. 1924.

Dossiers of student work were kept by each atelier with each piece of work numbered and 
dated. Ac the end of a designated period of study, a group of teachers, with the Director 
[Groslier], would consider these dossiers for "che quality and quantity of production, the 
progress [the student] has accomplished and the time which this progress had required". Such 
a "means of evaluation", Groslier explained, avoided the "precariousness of an exam" and 
allowed for "an ongoing observation of che whole based on concrete testimony". Such 
evaluations also fostered an "excellent system" of internal competition which allowed che level 
of the School to rise without seeming intervention. Less skilled students of the second year 
class were repeatedly evaluated in relation to che most skilled students of the first year class. 
Through such comparison, "the student will be pushed by the desire to rise to the higher class, 
followed by the fear of being overtaken and surpassed by a student of a lower class". See 
"Rapport crimestriel sur Ie fonccionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", 1918 [NAC 
#394 (RSC)], "Rapport de fin d'annee sur le role ec le fonctionnement de I'Ecole des Arts 
cambodgiens", January 15, 1919, [NAC #17503 (RSC)], "Resume Historique de I’Ecole et du 
Service des Arts", April 13, 1922 and che file on che re-tiding of personnel, 1922 [NAC 
#11887 (RSC)] as well as R1925.

'5 An initial limit of eighty students at the School was expanded to 125 by 1920 (see R1925). 
Once accepted into che School, students received stipends and could live on the grounds. 
While Groslier claimed that these privileges were not used as "bait" (C, p.873), former 
students of the School in the 1950s and 1960s remember the stipends and boarding privileges 
as the primary reason poor young men entered the School. Conversations with Chet Chan, 
An Sok, Sam Kem Chang 1997-2000.
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study in the introductory course o f  drawing, without receiving any stipend, while 

waiting for a place to open in the official ranks of the students (R1925). Although 

Groslier noted the dangers o f  "inundating the country with artists", he was also keenly 

aware o f  the bad publicity which the Protectorate would receive if, "in our role as 

protectors o f  indigenous art", too many potential applicants were turned away.'6 The 

demand for places in the School allowed for continuous pressure on accepted students 

and the atelier o f  “dessin”, with its mix o f aspirants and already accepted students, was 

described as the largest and most competitive atelier o f the School/'

T he introductory drawing course that Groslier developed, studied "floral and 

ornamental designs" (presumably the system o f  Khmer ornaments called ftJ70) as well

as the application o f  "the Cambodian canon" to representations o f  "mythological 

heroes, the  Buddha, and the divinities"(C, p.876). A series o f  examples were 

"followed" in the "order o f their progressive difficulty".28 Som Samai, a silversmith 

who entered the school in the mid-1930s, remembers an instruction almost identical 

to the one found today in classes o f fTSrunon or "ancient painting" at the Department

o f Plastic Arts that has evolved from Groslier's School.29 Here students learn rules o f 

representation, studying entirely from diagrams hung at the front o f  the class room

26 "Rapport trimestriel sur le fbnctionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", April 15, 1918 
[NAC #394 (RSC)].

27 "Rapport de la fin d'annee", January 8th, 1923 [NAC #17503 (RSC)].

28 "Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Service des Arts Cambodgien", September 10, 1924 
[NAC #2017 (RSC)]. See also "Rapport de la fin d’annee”, 1920 [NAC #8336 (RSC)].

29 Conversation with Som Samai, March 2000.
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(figures 19, 20, 21, 22). T he point is to learn the proper proportions (31 Si) and

relationships o f  line in order to eventually be able to render the canonical 

representation o f  the ornam ent o r figure without a visual example. In other words, the 

student is supposed to so absorb the forms presented by repeating them over and over 

again, that he or she gains fluency in a language o f  form built ou t o f the progression o f 

examples studied.30 W ithin this canon, a distinction perhaps needs to be made 

between figures and fiJIU (ornaments) (figures 19, 21).

The temples o f  Angkor have been the primary focus o f  archaeological and art 

historical research on Cambodia. W hile much o f this work has concerned itself with 

accurately mapping the temples, dating them, studying the meaning o f  their 

architectural layouts, and considering the techniques by which the temples m ight have 

been built (or should be restored), more purely art historical work has focused on the 

surfaces o f the temples and the reliefs found there.3' Reading up from individually

30 Pen Tra, who entered the School o f Cambodian Arts in 1947, still remembers the rigorous 
introduction to "traditional drawing" given to all male students entering the School. Learning 
proceeded by "making according to" (rfffTO) examples of simple and later complex ornaments.
Tests for competency consisted of giving the students the name of a particular ornament 
without providing them with the visual example. The degree to which they had absorbed and 
could reproduce the given traditional form in all its intricate details and proportions 
determined their level of skill. Conversation with Pen Tra, November 1997.

31 “Classical” art historical scholarship on Cambodia can be roughly divided into two 
categories. In the first are the plans, surveys, inscription translations, and early histories 
produced under che auspices of the Ecole Frangaise d'Extreme Orient during the Protectorate. 
In the second are more recent studies produced over the last twenty years at an increasing 
distance from the turbulence of recent Cambodian history. These later have tended towards 
the coffee table variety in the US, towards continued archaeological scholarship in Paris, and 
towards often excessively scientific restoration studies in Japan. We can look forward to the 
new research which is beginning to come out of the Department o f Archaeology in Phnom 
Penh and will surely change this landscape considerably. See the recendy published Bulletin 
o f the Students of the Department o f Archaeology (#1, November 2000, Reyum) for a short 
description of recent theses 1996-2000.
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Figure 19 
Foundations Drawing Class 

Department o f  Plastic Arts, Royal University o f  Fine Arts, 1999
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Figure 20
Diagram used for teaching “traditional painting and drawing” 

Department o f  Plastic Arts, Royal University o f Fine Arts, 1999
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Figure 21

Drawing lesson on “kbach” (ornament)
Department o f  Plastic Arts, Royal University o f Fine Arts, 1999
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identified figures to stories, and then to whole temples o f  meaning, such accounts 

largely ignore the vast areas o f  ornam ent which surround the figurative iconography 

(figure 23).3~ T he method Groslier established for the School's drawing course seems 

to have been distilled from this figurative focus at the expense o f  the ornamental. In so 

doing, he installed a particular frame o f copying which has come to haunt subsequent 

visual production.

Cam bodian art, Groslier announced, was a "literary... cerebral and religious art" 

springing from "a legend, a philosophical speculation, a religious precept". Its "spirit 

o f decoration" was to "remain as far away from nature as possible".33 Where, Groslier 

asked (appealing to figurative examples) could a living garuda be found for the 

students to study? From what natural sources did the many-armed Siva arise? A 

monkey was always already a "legendary figure" drawn in a "conventional pose", its 

rendering having nothing to do with a monkey observed and everything to do with 

rules o f representation passed down over generations (figure 24).34 In what has come 

down to us fiSfUnftfl ("old painting"), figures are represented with given characteristics

and in a lim ited set o f poses.35 O ne can thus conceivably learn the entire pantheon of 

figures by mastering the proportion and colors of each character as well as the form o f

3‘ See Eleanor Manikka's, Angkor Wat: Time. Space and Kingship. (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1997) for a recent version of such a reading.

33 Letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)]).

34 Letter from Groslier to the GGI, November 24, 1924 [NAC #17502 (RSC)].

35 Here I would like to thank Chet Chan for the many conversations we have had between 
1997-2000. See our forthcoming Reamker manual (Phnom Penh: Reyum 2001).
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Figure 23 
Angkor Vat

Wall detail with an apsara and an unfinished area o f  “kbach”
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Figure 24

Hanuman, 
a character from the Reamker.

Classroom diagram used for 
teaching foundation courses at 

the D epartm ent o f  Plastic Arts. 
Side view on the left; three- 

quarters view on the right.
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their standard, poses.36 This is a system o f representation that can, perhaps, be 

catalogued, diagrammed, presented and thus learned through two dimensional 

examples. Such a procedure becomes more questionable however when one considers 

HJItJ , the ornamental language o f form which together with the figures, makes up

w hat can be called a culturally specific system o f representation.

In the names given to ftpo (ornaments) and in the stories artists tell while

explaining their progression o f  development, many o f these forms are distilled from 

natural ones “the fish egg", [RURfUJR "the lotus petal", fgfTljTitJ "the teeth o f

the buffalo") (figure 25). T he logic through which each o f these simple forms is 

internally divided into ever greater complexity is a process, a series o f  gestures, an 

ongoing procedure o f comparing and dividing. I t is perhaps impossible to retrieve 

how  this language o f ornam ent was once passed down, prior to the diagrams o f the 

School o f Cambodian Art. Groslier himself marveled at the drawing-less base from 

which masterpieces seem to have sprung fully formed.37 I f  learning prior to the 

"School" and the "class" occurred in smaller settings o f making - that is, the master 

w ith a few apprentices m aking things together - than something of that experience is

36 The figures most commonly depicted in traditional painting are primarily those taken from 
the Reamker (the Khmer version of the Ramayana) and from Buddhist stories. In the 1960s, a 
kind o f “modern traditional painting” developed which used some of the characteristics, of 
representation found in traditional painting in order to construct imaginary scenes of village 
life in the Cambodian countryside. Conversations with Duong Saree and Pen Tra, 1997- 
2000 .

37 "Architecture? Never a plan drawn: direct construction with precision. Weaving? The most 
complicated designs, the most astonishing assemblages o f colors born from the thought of the 
weaver as she pursues her craft" (FAII, p.253).
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Figure 25 
Various “kbach” ornaments.

Top, a progression o f  the lotus petal ornament; middle, the fish egg ornament; 
bottom left, fish tooth ornament; bottom right, water buffalo tooth ornament.

Drawings by Chan Vittarin (top) and Sin Chan Than (bottom)
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perhaps recaptured (albeit in a translated form itself steeped in the colonial training o f 

Groslier s school) by watching Som Samai chisel or Chet Chan draw today.33 Their 

designs flow, covering surfaces w ith no armature o f the grid. Each form devolves 

from a preceding one and the spoken explanation always connects "this which comes 

from this which comes from that w hich divides here and then goes there". The sense 

o f a process o f  thinking form gained in such watching is perhaps closer to the 

experience o f  a master showing a few apprentices how to carve than it is to the group 

viewings o f  a single diagram which came to constitute "the lesson" o f the School 

(figure 19, 21). Faced with large numbers o f  students, transmission o f  the ornaments 

and the figures had to be standardized to allow learning in groups rather than the 

watching o f  a process by a few (figure 26). Groslier's method o f "fixing form" took 

the marks remaining from a process o f  thought and arrested each step, cutting the 

pattern ou t o f  its progression and pinning it onto a grid where its proportions and 

internal relations became more im portant for the copyist than its sequential relation to 

the p rior and subsequent form. T he grid divided the ornam ent and its progression 

into frozen sections, each analyzed individually for an internal system o f proportions 

which could then be copied in order to replicate (figure 22). It is this logic which we 

will see haunting visual production in contemporary Cambodia in the last Chapter o f 

my story.

38 Conversations with Som Samai, Sin Chan Than and Chet Chan 1997-2000. Som Samai 
was trained as a silversmith in the colonial School beginning in the 1930s; Sin Chan Than 
studied sculpture at the School in the late 1940s to early 1950s; Chet Chan was trained as a 
"traditional painter" at the School in the early 1960s. All three have taught at the School for 
many years.
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Figure 26 : School of Cambodian Arts 
Above, a drawing class, 1920? Below, students in a large classroom, 1920

Above: L’Enseignement et la mise en pratique des Arts irtdivihies Pamphlet, N M C  library 
Below: N M C  Photography Collection H 229
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Generic appeals to the monumental tradition used to elicit public support and 

understanding for the School, have often obscured this exclusively two-dimensional 

foundation o f  the curriculum, as well as the way in which three-dimensional models 

were used w ithin it. As former students o f the colonial school remember, students did 

view the collecrion o f  the Museum, but they never drew from it. Instead they went to 

study the sculptures in order to gain understanding o f the proportions o f  

representation explicated in the diagrams o f  the class.39 Look Kru Saim remembers 

being sent repeatedly by his teacher to "look at” - but not to sketch - a particular 

sculpture in the M useum.1'0 He was asked each time upon his return whether he now 

"understood" proportion. I f  we do not then immediately transfer Western notions o f 

what it means to "follow classical models" (we sketch them), we can see that 

Baudoin's description at the Inauguration was quite precise: "All teaching follows 

classical models... vestiges o f ancient m onum ents or objects from the [Museum] 

collection [that are] o f  a pure traditional style", he explained. Through the "daily 

viewing" o f such "remains", students would come to "make masterpieces which reveal 

their talent, their genius", their "true personality"(I, p.2-3, Baudoin).

Groslier thus insisted on an absolute difference: "we are neither in France nor in 

Annam or Cochinchina", he proclaimed, "for a different people and a different art, 

there must be different methods o f teaching"(TE, p.26-7). The reference to two o f  

the three administrative divisions o f  what we today call Vietnam was deliberate. In 

1924, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts d'Indochine was founded in Hanoi, largely through

39 Conversation with Som Samai, Sin Chan Than and Look Kru Saim, 1997-2000.

40 Look Kru Saim, June 2000. Admittedly this happened in the 1950s but was repeatedly 
described to me as the "traditional" way of learning by artisans trained at Groslier's School.
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the urgings, energy, and vision o f V ictor Tardieu.41 Tardieu and Groslier immediately 

clashed over the models proposed by their two schools, spurred on by Protectorate 

plans for graduates o f the new School in  H anoi to fan out across Indochina, teaching 

representational drawing from the life model.41

T he School in Hanoi had set the "deep study" of the hum an figure at its core, 

thus installing the typical base o f  W estern academic training. Such study, for 

Tardieu, developed "accuracy o f the eye" which he claimed was, for all cultures, the 

"first instrument" o f the artist.43 Tardieu's School also encouraged students to 

consider what forms o f  local artisanal production could be borrowed and transfigured 

into contemporary "art". Indeed, in the ensuing cultural geography mapped by the 

two institutions, students in Hanoi came to learn a kind o f universal "art" (beaux-arts) 

unqualified by a national adjective, while students at the School in Phnom  Penh were

11 See Trois Ecole de 1’Indochine and Painters of the Fine Arts College o f Indochina for more 
detailed descriptions of this school as well as Nora Taylor's The Artist and the State: the 
politics of painting and national identity in Hanoi. VietNam (PhD Diss. Cornell, 1997)

42 In addition to the obvious racial problems associated with the Protectorate's proposal 
("Annamites cannot come to teach Cambodians in Cambodia"), Groslier noted that drawing 
from the nude model as well as the teaching of anatomy were completely impossible within 
Cambodian society. Not even "among the lowest prostitutes", would a willing female model 
be found and as for anatomy, "the simple glimpse of a human skull would be enough to empty 
the class of students without even speaking o f the scandal that such subjects would cause 
among the general population". Tardieu replied that Groslier was simply fantasizing about his 
own preferences for models, suggesting that it would not be difficult to find male prisoners 
who could be used as models, agreeing that loin clothes could be used if full nudity was 
considered too risque. See Tardieu's letter to the RSC, 1924 NAC #17502 (RSC) and 
Groslier's response to the GGI, November 24, 1924 NAC #17502 (RSC).

43 Drawing thus, for Tardieu, was "the fundamental base of the arts" and the human form 
provided the "summary" for "all possible forms and by consequence, all the varied cases, and 
all the difficulties of drawing". See Tardieu’s letter to the RSC, 1924 [NAC #17503 (RSC)]. 
All subsequent quotes of Tardieu are taken from this letter.
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inculcated into a particular art qualified by the ethno-national label "Cambodian".44 

To Tardieu, the "complete opposition" which Groslier insisted upon between 

Cambodian art" and the art o f  "Western peoples" was too absolute. All art was at 

least partly based on the experience o f  nature, he claimed, just as all systems o f 

representation (including the W estern perspectival one) were "unnatural" 

conventions. T he coming o f  modernity, for Tardieu, necessitated that the arts o f  all 

nations be "disengaged" from their "narrow traditionalism" through the introduction 

o f ' 'new methods".45 The arts o f Indochina should thus be allowed (or impelled) to 

"evolve" as in "all [other] branches o f  hum an activity". Why, in the face o f other 

modernising impulses brought by the French to Indochina, Tardieu queried, should 

"art alone... remain stationary, immovably attached to ancient formulas?" H adn 't art 

"always been the faithful translator o f the thoughts o f the people" so that the social 

changes brought by colonialism would necessitate changes in art as well?46 To 

continue to train and enforce established "traditional arts" was to encourage a "false"

44 In French perceptions of Indochina, "Annamices" were often considered more advanced 
(and more troublesome) than the Cambodians who were seen to slumber in the past. The 
School in Hanoi thus emphasized the "development of indigenous art" while the Phnom Penh 
School was designed to "conserve" the traditional arts. For more on this double art policy see 
NAC #9084 (RSC) and Taylor, p. 63-4. The School in Hanoi was meant to accept students 
from all over Indochina who wished to study "art". In fact very few Cambodian students were 
accepted and those who were, seem to have struggled. See NAC #8118 (RSC) on Lean Pean, 
a Cambodian painting student in Hanoi during the 1930s.

45 Wasn't this, Tardieu added slyly, precisely what Cambodians had always done according to 
Groslier and Silice's own learned descriptions of the Chinese and South Asian roots for 
Cambodian art: "If the Khmer were at a certain moment impregnated by Chinese methods, 
why can't they be impregnated with other methods as well?", Tardieu asked.

46 As we have seen, Groslier admitted these social changes, noting that it was a "vain and more
over impossible pursuit" to "fight against the auto, the highway, and reinforced concrete"(E, 
p.7). Although he could not "recapture" the society which had produced and patronized 
"pure" Cambodian art, his system would ensure the continuation (or re-creation) of forms of
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art 'in absolute contradiction with the ideas o f  the time [and] in complete discord 

with the ambiance o f the civilisation".4'

Although he vehemendy objected to Tardieu's formulations, Groslier himself had 

imported drawing, establishing it as a "fundamental base" which we can say 

transformed the teaching o f  Cambodian art. T he drawing that Groslier introduced 

was not however that o f  the monumental model or the view of finished temples and 

sculptures. Rather, the drawing which Groslier introduced was based on his 

conception o f the building o f Angkor and thus was a model o f  production. In 

Groslier's imaginary reconstruction o f the process through which classical sculptural 

monuments like Angkor Vat had been so quickly constructed, the initial design was in 

the hands o f "a specialist" or "an architect", while the actual work was then completed 

by hundreds o f  sculptors (psyll,p.206). O ne artisan "traced the dessin" while others 

"did the chiseling": "the hand which executed did not betray [the hand] which 

sketched "(psyl, p.133).48 Drawing thus was a blueprint for making things. "Never", 

Groslier wrote, "have the Cambodians been dessinateurs or painters other than to 

prepare the sculpture o f  a pillar, a fronton, the form o f a tray, the color o f  a silk"(PC,

production which he imagined from that former context, only now such an “art” would be 
produced for foreign consumers.

47 See Tardieu's letter to the RSC, 1924 [NAC #17503 (RSC)] for all the quotes in this 
paragraph.

48 Here Groslier conveniendy forgot that he had introduced drawing as plan and that, at least 
in the time immediately preceding his restructuring, the practices of the countryside showed 
that drawing had not served in the way that he imagined it had in Angkorian times.
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p.257). Magnificent in its "preparatory role", "drawing for drawing's sake", Groslier 

announced, "did not exist in Cambodia"(PC, p.257).49

T he fixing o f  form: m odels

After an initial period o f  study in the drawing course o f  the School o f Cambodian 

Arts, during which students absorbed ornaments and figures conforming to a precise 

format o f  relative proportion and linear clarity, they then graduated into ateliers o f 

specialisation where they learned to make particular things. H ere they encountered 

another system o f fixing form. "Concrete examples", three dimensional "models", 

were presented for em ulation and the curriculum consisted o f learning to replicate 

these models perfecdy. A bsent from the everyday contact o f  the classroom, Groslier 

and his foreign assistants were always present through these models. For it was the 

"role o f the French", having excavated and researched "the national art in its authentic 

forms and in the last stages o f  its natural and historical evolution", to establish and 

impose true models "of the m ost pure style" and "the most full o f  instruction”.50

49 The reference to (and the refusal of) “drawing for drawing’s sake” is simply one of many 
instances in which Groslier constructed his conception of Cambodian visual art in antithesis to 
the development of modem art in France. A curious triangulation emerges in which the form 
of representation used by Groslier in his own paintings is seen as conservative and passe in 
relation to the French avant-garde and definitions of Western modernism: in the context of 
Cambodia however, Groslier’s own style of painting, prohibited under colonialism, will 
become the “modern” of independence. I look forward to developing this more in the future.

50 I, p.20; E, p.6; C, p.875. Where in this "dying and crudely mixed art", Groslier asked 
dramatically, could "drops o f still pure blood be found?"(E, p. 1-2). What "seeds" could be 
used for a "still possible flowering"? (E, p. 1). His answer were the diagrams and models which 
provided the "only means for arresting the decadence of Cambodian Art". See Comite de 
Perfectionnement de l'Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens: Proces-verbal, July 27, 1918 [NAC #8341 
(RSC)] and E, p.2.
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Two types o f  models were developed a t che School o f Cambodian Arts. O ne was 

the actual antique object re-found (or at least its copy), while the other was a new 

object created by the ateliers at the School based on the research o f the past. T he first 

kind o f model was integrally tied to the collecting activity o f the Museum, while the 

second type o f  model came to preoccupy the ateliers o f the School.

During 1918 and 1919, above and beyond their teaching duties, the “masters” 

were charged with collecting "authentic models": "Continually on the look out for 

ancient objects scattered throughout the capital", the masters were to "beat the bush 

[as in] hunting"(C, p.873, 878). D uring this time apparently, "a day d id n 't pass 

w ithout a professor... a student, their parents or their relatives bringing to the 

administration - either for deposit, for examination, or to sell - an object o f  

Cambodian art"(C, p.873). In fact, "intense competition" developed to deliver such 

models to the School leading to a "veritable draining o f interesting objects" from the 

countryside o f which the School became “the beneficiary"(C, p.873).5' Although 

Groslier read this competition as indicative o f  the masters’ "interest" in establishing a 

set of models which would serve as pedagogical examples, the collecting m ight also 

have been motivated by the fact that m oney was given for objects o f interest, a 

practice which allowed the procurer to make "a lucrative business"(C, p.873). Objects 

desired as models which could not be bought were borrowed and passed on to the

51 Groslier expressed great hope for further “drainage” noting that monks seemed to "approve” 
of his "protectionism" and began to "deposit [in the Museum] interesting pieces that they 
possess and that are being hunted by very rapacious European collectors"(C873-874). See 
correspondence in NAC #8333 (RSCj for notes on foreign collectors entering the countryside.
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ateliers for copying before recurning them to their owners.52 Objects which for one 

reason or another, could not be purchased or copied were photographed.53 The 

photographic archive o f the School thus in and o f itself became a "precious 

m onum ent"(C , p.883). In addition to front, side, and back photographs, "additional 

documents, vertical sections o f  objects [and] plans" were ordered for any object that 

was to become a model.54

Early reports on the ateliers show how central the copying o f  models was. By 

April 1918, the cabinetmaking atelier had already completed "a perfum e cupboard 

modeled on antiquity, sculpted doors after the false doors o f Angkor Vat, a wood 

platform with eight sculpted feet modeled after the ancient one found in Thbong 

Khmum" as well as many smaller implements all "modeled after those old ones used 

by the natives".55 The foundry atelier was making bells "after ancient ones found in 

the earth and from bell ornaments depicted in the bas-reliefs [of Angkor Vat and the 

Bayon]" as well as "four statues modeled after ancient examples lent by a European 

[collector]".56 D uring 1919, the atelier o f  foundry was "solely occupied with re-

52 "Forced to refind, among the natives and among collectors, ancient models of pure style", 
the administration had such examples "reproduced to the millimeter... as a means of definitely 
saving them from a disappearance which was certain a brief time ago". See Comite de 
Perfectionnement de 1'EcoIe des Arts cambodgiens, July 27, 1918 [NAC #8341 (RSC)].

53 "It is perhaps not possible to buy everything nor to copy everything", Groslier wrote. See
NAC #17503 (RSC).

54 C, p.883. See NAC #17503 (RSC) and the letter of Prince Phanuvong, Minister of the 
Interior, to the RSC, January 8, 1919 [NAC #8342 (RSC)].

55 "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnement de 1'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", April 15, 1918 
[NAC #394 (RSC)].

56 "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnement de l'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", April 15, 1918 
[NAC #394 (RSC)].
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copying ancient statues lent by individuals" in order t o  "fix the representations o f 

divinities in the m odern Cam bodian pantheon".57 O ne je~weler was "making copies o f 

all the link chains" o f  the "national jewelery", while anoth-er one was making copies o f 

all the belts (PC, p.260).

The obsessive collecting and copying o f  the "auttientic", undertaken by the 

Museum, the School, and the larger administration, is  perhaps best captured in 

Groslier’s own description o f  an octopus. The initial "organism " established in 1918 

could not simply begin to "produce". Instead, it h a d  to "absorb... fill, and fix 

itself'(PC, p.258). T he "organism" was thus like an  "octopus", each of whose 

"tentacles" concerned itself with a particular (in G roslier's view, dying) "artistic 

industry": "The jewelery tentacle wanders through the co u n try  sucking in formulas, 

processes, traditions, examples [and] materials which are in  this way centralised by a 

handful o f  skilled workers who will fix them. The same action  is undertaken by the 

sculpture and architecture tentacles" (PC, p.258).58

Models were not only searched for and collected, b u t dhey were also made anew at 

the School. As Groslier described the process, he  would provide "general

57 Groslier noted the "importance" of this "iconographic work". The atelier of foundry at first 
trained no students and simply produced models. Each atelier- had a group of assistants or 
“attached workers” who were already established as makers o f objects. They worked under the 
“masters”, producing model objects. These “workers” not only increased the productivity of 
each atelier but also served as examples for students of how  to work. As the Royal 
Ordonnance of 1917 pur it, the "attached workers" were primarily hired to "rapidly produce 
models and examples which the entering students were incapable o f making." See the Royal 
Ordonnance of December 14, 1917, "Resume Historique de l’Ecole et du Service des Arts", 
April 13th 1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)], and R1925.

58 In the early days of the "organism" (1918), "the octopus was working in Phnom Penh" since 
"one must begin in the places most frequented by the European,, where the old things are the 
most rare and the most threatened". In subsequent years howewer, native inspectors (one of 
whom was to be a "dessinateur") would circulate in the country and continue the "collection 
of examples following the ancient arts"(PC, p.258).
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specifications" to the "workers" who w ould then "draw an ensemble o f conclusions": 

from the general sketches which I have given, to the detailed drawings tha t were 

completed, the Cam bodian personality has every place in which to manifest itself'.59 

Given the recent introduction o f drawing, as well as the foreign origin o f  the impulse 

to install a model-based production, it is hard to find much room here for the so- 

called "indigenous personality".

A more detailed description o f  the process o f creating a "new” model is found in 

one o f  Groslier's articles.60 A "dessinateur", a jeweler, and an enameler, all working at 

the School, were assigned to together create a new model for a Cambodian rice spoon. 

The three were left unhampered by the administration in order to "see where they 

would go by themselves"(PC, p.259). W hile the three worked, "the corresponding 

tentacle" o f  the administration "excavated documents". The bas-reliefs (o f Angkor 

Vat and the Bayon) were "interrogated" but "in this particular case they don'c 

respond"(PC, p.259).6' Therefore examples were sought in the countryside where 

"authentic models o f good indigenous style" could still be found (PC, p .262). 

Through com paring these possible models with the plans of the “dessinateur”, the 

jeweler, and the enameler, a process o f  "confrontation" and "editing" ensued in which 

"absolutely noth ing  new was added" but "the best parts o f  each specimen" were joined 

together (PC ,p.259). "Slowly" and "prudently", the designs were "corrected"(PC,

59 See NAC #17503 (RSC).

60 Groslier, "La prise en charge des Arts cambodgiens", Revue Indochinoise vol.30, #9, 
September 1918.

61 The images in the bas reliefs found on Angkor Vat and the Bayon were often used as a 
source for "new" ancient models. See PC, p.260 for an example of a “mongkot” in Angkorian 
style developed from the reliefs.
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p.259). A t a final meeting in front o f  the finished design all the personnel o f  the 

school ( 'the 39 best artisans o f the country who knew that nothing foreign could be 

tolerated and 'who had all seen a Cam bodian rice spoon") were "invited to give their 

opinion (PC, p.259). The "definite design" was thus decided and the process passed 

to the execution" stage in which an actual spoon was made according to the 

approved plans.

In  these descriptions, the design precedes the actual object. Indeed, in order to 

create a new model it was not simply the jeweler and the enameler who were called to 

participate, bu t also the "dessinateur". A  base o f  drawing haunts the models, and we 

can thus see tha t initial training in the drawing atelier had another purpose. The 

initial training in drawing gave all male graduates o f the School literacy in reading 

diagrams, thus ensuring that they could produce a three dimensional "model" from a 

two dimensional "plan". The "graphic knowledge" which they thus gained in the

introductory drawing course was "indispensable" for making things within Groslier's

62system.

Groslier often illustrated his articles w ith examples of "degenerate art", produced 

just before his takeover o f the School, set in contrast to "models" made in the ateliers 

o f the School during its first few m onths under his direction (figure 27).63 Several 

distinctions were made in such comparisons o f "before" and "after". W hat Groslier 

seemingly objected to in the so-called “degenerate” objects was what he termed their

62 "Resume Historique de 1'Ecole et du Service des Arts", April 13th, 1922 [NAC #11887 
(RSC)].

63 CQ, p.89, also E and C,reprint.
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incoherence", their "lack o f  composition", their "lack o f unity", their clumsy 

proportions. The way in  which such objects included, “foreign elements” to produce 

a Sino-Cambodian" style w ith the "badly executed" figurative details was to be 

eliminated in the models o f  the School. Indeed, at least in the early comparisons o f 

silver objects, the School models are marked by a decided withdrawal o f  the figure in 

favor o f strongly centered ornamental compositions (figure 28).64 The animals and 

people scattered in the m ore nature-based floral patterns found on the "degenerate” 

boxes, were replaced w ith  the "manual perfection" and the "extraordinary precision” 

o f  a central fHTTld (a master ornament) surrounded by "organising" vines (figures 29,

30).65 The linear clarity o f  the diagram sections, learned in the first lessons o f  the 

School, could now easily be imposed onto any o f the surfaces which would come to 

comprise the model objects.

T he Renaissance

In a charitable analysis o f  Groslier's project, one could follow his explanations as a 

genuine attem pt to return an art to its proper evolution through the reconstruction of 

an indigenous form o f representation. The drawing course thus would provide the 

"traditional base" - the "proportions, the principal limits, the canon" - from which a

M When I asked a randomly assembled group of professors at the Department o f Plastic Arts 
what they thought of these comparisons, they unanimously agreed that Groslier's "after" 
images are the "better" work. This is perhaps nothing more than a tribute to the influence of 
Groslier and the impact of his pedagogy.

65 Groslier also noted that his "models" had in general improved their "quality”, offering 
better joints for silver boxes and higher quality bronze for cast figures. Sin Chan Than, 
Toung Sophon, Chet Chan and the late Im Chan discussed these examples with me. See also 
Psyl, p.131 and letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)]).
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Figure 29 
Silver boxes

A model box o f  the School o f Cambodian Arts compared to a “degenerate” “Sino- 
Cambodian” box with “incoherent composition” and a “lack o f unity” in its relief.

Photography Collection, National Archives o f Cambodia
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Figure 30

Comparison between a model box o f  the School o f Cambodian Arts and a “degenerate 
Cambodian box” with “crude decoration” and “poorly executed animals and figures”

George Groslier. La convalescence des Arts cambodgiens Hanoi: Imprim erie d'Extreme Orient, 1919.
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student learned "his" art. Three dimensional models subsequently guided the use o f

this two dimensional canon for the production o f  portable objects. Having achieved

fluency in their "native" language o f form, Groslier envisioned artisans “inventing"

new  objects within the established traditional frame.66 Indeed, Groslier repeatedly

objected to accusations that his School was simply teaching students to be copyists o f

the past.67 Rather, he asserted that his curriculum allowed for "authentic" change:

W ho still insists tha t the Cambodian arts are being immobilized and that 
artisans are made into copyists? W e have on  the contrary remolded their 
lives... To the young Cambodians o f  tom orrow who have, under our 
guidance, learned about their ancient national traditions and who will 
create new things i f  these old ones are not sufficient, we have given them 
confidence in themselves and conferred to them  the liberty to depart in 
the ways that their instincts tell them to.68

T he "dying patient" [Cambodian art] that Groslier had received in 1918, had first to

be "brought back to life"; when the patient was once again "truly strong" (a condition

Groslier predicted would be reached by the late 1920s) he would be free to "go where

he wishes and will follow the habits which appear to him as the best”(R1925). U nder

the "umbrella" o f a reconstructed "tradition", a "slow evolution" would occur

66 Letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)]).

67 A highly critical report o f Groslier's School was sent to Protectorate officials by the direccor 
of an applied arts school in Hanoi who had visited Phnom Penh in 1922. What most upset 
the visitor was the exclusive use of "graphic models" in the introductory drawing course. 
Whereas drawing from three dimensional casts and sculptures was permissible (and would 
soon find its place in the curriculum in Hanoi), the exclusive copying from che two 
dimensional would "imprison" students in repetition. See the letter from Groslier to the RSC 
in reply to a report by the unnamed Director of the Ecole des arts appliques, Hanoi; 
September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)].

“ R1925. Edwards assertion that Groslier "blackballed attempts to influence or improve the 
template of tradition" (p.217) would have to be unpacked and reassessed in light of Groslier's 
theory of change sketched here. As I try to show, the template of tradition was in fact the 
production of an ever increasing number of "new" "traditional" objects.
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producing "a contemporary art in the light of classical art '.69 "The goal, the idea of

the school", RSC Baudoin echoed, was "to rejuvenate and to render the Cambodian

conscious. That is all":

The Cambodian will do as he wishes. O ne gives back oxygen to his 
blood, stimulating his imagination. One puts at his disposition the 
classical elements which he will assimilate according to his new 
aspirations, his new needs, his new ideas. O ne fortifies him with the 
medication most suited to his body, the closest to him... In the current 
[climate in which] artistic nourishment is made up o f  Siamese 
mannerism, Chinese ingenuity, and various opportunisms, che School o f  
Art offers the national dish, the essential herb, the elemental rice"(CC#l 
p.271-2).

In the shelter o f the School, students would "turn ou t indigenous". 0 W ith  "habit" 

and "instinct" restored, they would be free to create new objects. Having "acted only 

to place a living seed in a sun which it recognized as fertile", the French 

administration would then "efface itself (I, p.26, Groslier).

The Factory o f  Tradition

The less charitable analysis which I will offer here also begins with Groslier's claim 

to be resurrecting “authentic” Angkorian method and thus to return an art to its 

proper path. One artisan "traced the dessin", Groslier tells us, while others "did the 

chiseling"; "the hand which executes does not betray [the hand] which sketched"(psyl, 

p .133). The teams working on the temples were "sculpting machines" for which "a 

design is given" and there was no individual interpretation of it; the goal was to "work

6> Psyl, p.135-6 and letter from RSC Baudoin to the GGI, April 13, 1922 [NAC #11886 
(RSC)].

11 "Resume Historique de 1'EcoIe et du Service des Arts", April 13th 1922 [NAC #11887 
(RSC)].
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well in the "service o f  a perfection" which would appear seamless (psyl, p. 133, psyll, 

p.208). W e can read this as a description o f  a curious kind o f hand-made mass 

production.

Through Groslier's rescue, the School would come to serve as the designer for an 

assembly o f  hand workers constituting "machines" which produced model objects. 

Already in 1918, we find the atelier o f  drawing o f the School preoccupied with 

drawing models destined for the ateliers o f jewelery, foundry, masks, carpentry, 

sculpture, molding, weaving and statues in clay”.71 During the first few months o f 

1918, the atelier produced "drawings o f boxes and objects o f all sorts... about 200 

objects".72 Already in their second year, students o f the atelier were said to have 

"nothing more to learn" and could therefore "work" at producing plans.'3 The 

graduating exams for the drawing atelier consisted largely in testing the ability o f 

students to make designs for model objects. O ne exam, for example, required "a floral 

m otif chosen by the student for a piece o f jewelery [as well as] a drawing o f a naga 

with two garudas for a sculpture (my emphasis)."74 It is more clear now why Groslier

See "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnemenc de I'Ecole des arts" (1918) [NAC #394 
(RSC)], "Rapport sur le fonctionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens" (1919) and 
"Rapport de la fin d'annde" (1920) [NAC #8336 (RSC)].

7'  See "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnement de I'Ecole des arts", 1918 [NAC #394 
(RSC)], "Rapport sur le fonctionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", 1919 and, 
"Rapport de la fin d'annee", 1920 [NAC #8336 (RSC)].

/3 "Rapport sur le fonctionnement de 1'ecole des Arts cambodgiens", 1919 [NAC #8336 
(RSC)].

74 See the report of January 31, 1931 [NAC #17508 (RSC)]. The exam in 1933 consisted 
similarly of "a decorative floral motif for a piece of jewelery" along with a scene from the 
Reamker. Exams also included a "discussion of a favorite design" and a drawing "after a 
traditional model". See the Report of April 1, 1933 [NAC #17508 (RSC)] and "Resume 
Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts”, April 13th 1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)].
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distilled his two-dimensional diagrams from  the figurative canon o f  representation, 

cutting ornam ental processes o f  developing form into sections and m ounting them 

(following the canon o f figures) as front, side and three-quarter representations. Such 

slices allowed the planning o f objects so that, for example, the lid o f  a “model" silver 

box could sim ply replicate the diagrams on the wall o f the classroom (figure 29).

The experience o f the initial drawing class prepared the makers o f  objects for such 

thinking. Seemingly dislodged from any social context, the ornam ents simply became 

patterns to be learned and fixed onto objects, thus marking them  as generically 

“Cam bodian”. T he meaning o f the patterns and their uses in particular locations was 

bleached ou t o f  this method o f transmission which presented fijld (ornaments) as

formal patterns to be studied and copied through relations o f  proportion on a page. ’ 

Progressing through the curriculum o f the School, students learned to follow plans 

affixing these ornaments to varying objects which they produced in multiples. When 

Groslier insisted that drawing was essential for artisans to be able to "realise the art 

which they practice", he meant that making, within the "organism" he was creating, 

would mean hand production o f objects in multiples based on a set o f  plans 

( C ,p .8 7 6 ) .76

s A residual memory of the meaning and place of use for Rptf (ornaments) is still present 
today. See our forthcoming manual on Kbach (Reyum, 2002).

c‘ Under Groslier's "doctrine", an inter-linked "treatment" was prescribed for the "agony" of 
the arts (E, p.8). The School, the Museum and the Corporations were "placed under a single 
administration charged with regulating the cohesion of their functioning and with establishing 
a perpetual equilibrium between demand and production"(E, p.8). This Direction des Arts 
cambodgiens (DAC) was established on December 31, 1919. From its inception, the DAC 
was headed by Groslier and day to day control o f the School was gradually transferred to Silice 
and his assistants, although Groslier remained very much in control of the entire system until
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The grounds for such a system had already been laid in early attempts by the 

Protectorate to restructure the existing Palace workshops.77 As part o f  the 1912 

reforms, Palace artisans underwent a test in which they made a w ork o f art "for which 

[the artisan] himself had chosen the model.",s The models used were apparendy 

deemed insufficient since, shordy thereafter, several o f the artisans retained in the 

Palace workshops were sent to the Ecole professionnelle in order to "prepare under the 

direction o f  the director o f that establishment, Lapierre, an album  o f Cambodian 

drawings" which were to "serve as models in all the other ateliers"(RO)./9 Groslier 

would later take great pains to differentiate his School o f Cam bodian Arts from the 

Ecole professionnelle which trained workers for the various industries already existing 

or envisioned by the Protectorate. The two Schools were "opposites", Groslier 

declared, w ith the Ecole professionnelle "connected to progress" while the School o f 

Cam bodian A rt was "connected to tradition"; one "valued the mechanical and the

his death in 1945. See the file on redding of personnel and development o f the Direction des 
Arts cambodgiens, 1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)].

A Royal Ordonnance of January 1, 1907 "classified" artisansal production in the Palace into 
the broad categories of "jewelery and art works" or "clothing, embroidery, weaving". The 1912 
restructuring further divided these two categories into distinct ateliers, although it is not clear 
how stricdy this was enforced. The resulting ateliers were: 1. Drawing, 2. Modeling, sculpture 
on wood, and furniture making, 3. Ivory sculpture, 4. Bronze and brass casting, 5- Jewelery, 
and 6. Weaving, embroidery and lace-making. See Ag, p.554-6 and NAC #417 (RSC).

78 Royal Ordonnance of April 17, 1912 in NAC #417 (RSC). Subsequent references to this 
Royal Ordonnance are followed by (RO).

7> It is likely that the models used by the Palace artisans included too many foreign elements 
for Groslier’s taste (see his description of the Palace workshops cited at the end of Chapter 
One). The new models made at the Ecole professionnelle were specified as "Cambodian” 
although their designer seems to have been at least in large part, Lapierre, a Frenchman. 
Lapierre had been appointed director o f the newly founded Ecole professionnelle on May 26, 
1903 [arrete 208, Bulletin Administratifl. See also NAC #394 (RSC); "Organisation de 
I'Ecole Professionnelle", October 10, 1907 [NAC #481 (RSC)]; a restructuring arrete of July 
19, 1911 (Tournal Officiel). and discussion of this restructuring in NAC #760 (RSC).
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multiple", while the other "valued the hand and the single work".80 Despite this 

declaration, the early transfer o f  models from the Ecole professionnelle to the School 

foretold the way in which Groslier’s School, and its resulting system o f production, 

would refute the single work in favor o f hand-made multiples.81

M ore elements o f the 1912 restructurings o f  the Palace workshops need to be 

considered as a prehistory to the later School o f  Cam bodian Arts and its Corporations. 

The objects produced by the exam o f  the “masters” o f  the workshops were specifically 

designated as "works of art for sale" and the existing workshops were divided into "a 

School" and "a store".82 Right from the start then, training - the development and 

inculcation o f proper models - was tied to sales. Through "a better distribution o f 

labor”, "a more rational organisation o f the various ateliers", "a more rigorous 

regulation o f the work", and "a more methodical organisation of the production", the 

Royal ateliers - and the "Cambodian arts" in general - were to be made profitable 

(RO). Groslier singled out these 1912 initiatives as "the first effort made in the goal 

o f  developing and perfecting Cambodian arts" although he lamented the lax 

implementation of the reforms, using Prince Monivong's "inexperience" and

m Letter from Groslier to Stoeckel, January 16, 1918 [NAC #8342 (RSC)] and "Resume 
Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts", April 13, 1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)].

81 For success measured by the production of multiples from given models, see for example "Le 
Service des Arts cambodgiens, Statistique 1923” [NAC #17503 (RSC)], and "Le Service des 
Arts cambodgiens, Statistique 1925" [NAC #2017 (RSC)].

8‘ The School was called the "Ecole Royale des Arts decoratifs" and the store was called the 
"Magasin central". See NAC #417 (RSC), Royal Ordonnance of April 17, 1912. Magasin 
can also mean store room although Menetrier’s 1912 description of Tang Tok clearly states 
that the Royal workshops had a new store meant to sell high quality objects to the general 
public. See "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh", Revue Indochinoise #10 (October 1912) 
as well as my discussion of Tang Tok in Chapter Three.
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negligence to justify his take over.83 Under Groslier's oversight, the "currency" o f  

tradition would be revalued by fixing its marks to new products.84

O n  April 24, 1917, King Sisowath and the RSC discussed the final restructuring 

tha t would bring the Palace workshops under complete French control. In a 

sum m ary o f the audience, Thiounn, the M inister o f  the Palace, noted the 

administration's ideas" to establish "a big art school" in Phnom  Penh in order to 

have Khmer artisans "make art things according to the good old models and 

ornam ents from before".85 "As in  previous reigns", T h iounn  explained pointedly, the 

m ajority o f things w hich the Palace workshops had made were for the King and for 

the Vats which the K ing had built. It was for this reason that the Palace workshops, 

while never producing great financial shortfalls, had also never showed huge profits 

since their aim was n o t to produce surplus goods for sale to the general public, bu t

s3 Ag, p.555. The 1912 restructuring put the Palace School and its store under the "general 
direction" of Prince Monivong with "a Committee of Surveillance" comprised of Cambodian 
and French officials. This oversight committee seems to have actually had "permanent control 
of the functioning of the School and the Magazin" with the Chef du Service de 
I'Enseignement (a French administrator) "more specifically charged with the technical 
direction and the organisation o f work at the School" (RO).

M At the time of his takeover, Groslier wrote, "tradition" had become "a useless currency" 
which the Cambodians "could not exchange at our counters" (R1925)- A similar linkage of 
training to sales had already been suggested by Jean Commaille in 1906. Commaille had been 
sent on a "mission" to "study the workmanship of Cambodian art and to help in publicising it 
in order to attempt to eliminate the dispersion without profit of works of ancient value which 
mark the eras of Khmer art". To bring "profit” to the arts of the colony, Commaille 
recommended "using the artistic spirit of the Cambodians and the taste which one still feels 
among them to train artisans capable of expanding their livelihood and producing in a 
minimum of time, objects o f art that can be sold commercially both here and in France". The 
School founded for such training would be successful, Commaille wrote, "on the day that the 
receipts resulting from sales of its products balanced its expenses and when the students would 
give to local arts a new impetus". Through the profitable sale o f objects of "tradition" to a 
certain public, "Cambodian art” would be reborn. See Commaille’s August 13, 1906 "Note 
sur le fonctionnement d'une ecole des arts industriels au Cambodge" [NAC #2014 (RSC)].

85 Letter from Thiounn to the RSC, May 12, 1917 [NAC #8342 (RSC)]. Subsequent 
references in this paragraph are to this letter.
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rather to serve the King and  his building projects, both within the Palace and 

throughout the countryside. In  the standard form o f  such official letters, a summary 

o f  the content o f the letter is inscribed in a short phrase to the left o f the body o f  the 

letter's text. The French summary reads: "A sujet de la creation d 'une Ecole des

beaux-arts dans la Capitale" ("on the subject o f  the creation o f a School o f  Fine Arts in 

the capital"). The Khm er on the other hand reads ftnrG16ffnRRrcnJfijroSlf9r^rjp0r^fi

or, "about the idea to make increasingly m ore Khmer art things". The meaning o f  the 

"rescue" in the Cam bodian version was seen to lie in an increase in production then, 

while the French version emphasized the "creation" o f  a School not yet qualified with 

the adjective "Cambodian".86

The description o f the production o f  the "new" rice spoon makes this double 

inflection clearer. For Groslier, the work o f  the School to collect and create models 

while training students to replicate them, was "a good work, a captivating work... and 

very French, where conservation doubles as resurrection"(PC, p.258). The School 

was no t to simply be a "sanctuary" however in which "pure" objects would be made in 

order to be kept in the M useum, "conserved" and "fixed" as "numbers in a vitrine".S/ 

Rather, the School would be the central force for a much greater "resurrection", a 

project o f  cultural cleansing and rejuvenation in which objects o f  imagined former

** Subsequent accounts have often described the 1918 takeover as the “creation” of the School 
of Cambodian Arts, thus wiping out the connection of the School to existing institutions 
which I try to oudine and emphasize here.

87 Comite de Perfectionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens, July 27, 1918 [NAC #8341 
(RSC)].
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years would be mass produced for an endrely different market.88 As such, the Khmer 

summary o f  the King's audience is perhaps the more accurate since the School was to 

serve as the design center for a planned production which dramatically increase the 

num ber o f  art objects produced and thus the number o f artisans employed.

The School, Groslier wrote, functioned like "a heart", "absorbing a tainted blood 

and making it pure".89 Having "demanded from the people" their "forgotten models", 

their "formulas known only to some" and their unemployed and unrecognized 

artisans, the School would return to the people, "pure models", "their formulas 

compiled and completed" as well as "the means for existing."90 T he School thus not 

only undertook a whole scale "purification" o f art but promised that in so doing it 

would create large scale employment. Rather than build an elite "art o f the 

laboratory", confined w ithin the walls o f his urban School, Groslier aspired to an 

expansive and complete "organisation" o f "indigenous art"(E, p. 21). In no other 

colony, Groslier wrote proudly, would the "colonial governments take in hand the 

local art and its past, preserving the buyer and the seller at once [and] assuring the 

synchronicity o f the production and the markets"(C, p. 884). Having been "taken in 

charge", "identified", and "fixed", Cambodian art was to be "developed"(R1925).

88 Comite de Perfectionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgien, July 27, 1918 [NAC #8341 
(RSC)]. This larger aim of purifying national culture had already been outlined in the 1917 
survey. A proposed "art ministry" (jTWfiftjSl), located in Phnom Penh, would attempt to
connect and organise artisans throughout Cambodia by "encouraging them" and offering 
them "commissions based on classical models". See NAC #15200 (RSC).

89 "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", April 15, 1918 
[NAC #394 (RSC)]

90 "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens”, April 15, 1918 
[NAC #394 (RSC)].
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But how was the art o f  an entire people to be "organised"? Again Groslier 

invoked figurative drawing to make his point. W hat use would it be, he asked, to 

change a Cam bodian artist from a drafter o f an "extraordinary fabled monkey" to a 

drawer o f 'naturalistic monkeys" when in France, "100,000 artists and decorators" 

able to draw such naturalistic monkeys live "in misery?"91 It was only by "being and 

remaining stricdy Cam bodian that they will find a clientele and can live w ithout fear 

o f  the enormous international competition which could erase them in a few 

years"(R1925). T o  remain "native" was the "only means" to "be original and 

seductive".9- "W hat traveler", Groslier continued, would "buy on the banks o f the 

Mekong, in view o f  Angkor, a work which comes from the French school, a table 

made as in San Francisco, an ornament pastiched from the rue de la Paix, a tree 

branch copied after nature?"93 Instead the tourist would: “only be interested because 

the art is indigenous, Cambodian, and thus different from W estern art. O ne can 't see 

a French or British custom er demanding from a Khmer weaver a cloth that was woven 

after European patterns. T he goal was not to train the craft so that it echoed French 

handicraft but to use and develop it for what it offered in its uniqueness... as 

Cambodian”(E, p.9). I f  the place o f the machine and the modern was already held by 

France, the "uniqueness" o f Cambodia would be the "hand-made" and the

” Letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 [NAC #2008 (RSC)].

92 "Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts”, April 13, 1922 [NAC #11887 
(RSC)].

93 R1925. We could say that Groslier has retrospectively been proven wrong in light of che 
burgeoning market for handmade copies of Western masterpieces found in Viecnam and 
produced in "painting factories" in Hong Kong and the Philippines. Here the cheapness of 
the duplicating hand has allowed "real" oil on canvas duplicates to grace homes in the West for 
reasonable prices.
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traditional". In  the curious geography o f consumption that would ensue, 

Cambodians w ould produce "traditional" hand-made things for a distant clientele 

while relying on  French manufactured goods for their everyday m odern lives (figure 

31). Groslier understood only too well the order of modernity that still shapes 

Cambodia today: “In our age, as all the great countries o f the O rien t and Asia 

modernize themselves, the West becomes more and more the client o f  the traditional 

arts that they abandon. I f  they were to make Turkish carpets and only sell them in 

Turkey, they w ould go bankrupt. And it is because they had only Cambodians for 

their clients tha t Cam bodian arts have collapsed in the last forty years.”94

T he "Cam bodian arts", from 1918 onward, would not be made then for the 

rapidly changing local society which had become fascinated with the "new". Rather 

the “Cam bodian arts” w ould be produced for a foreign patron on which they would 

entirely depend for their continued health. By "seducing" this foreign patron, the 

"Cambodian arts" (that is, objects made by hand following designated pure models) 

would provide w ork for many artisans. I t was only "by opening up markets for him" 

that "the native" would be "brought back to his traditional arts", and it was only 

through "glimpsing the certainty o f a remunerative future" - "a precise future and a

94 E, p.7. Groslier repeatedly warned against the "internationalisation" of the arts, urging the 
local to remain specific. He briefly won his dispute with Tardieu when, after Tardieu's death, 
the "practical aims” of colonial art training were reinstated at the School of Hanoi. As the 
Minister of the Colonies put it in ordering the reforms in Hanoi: "a School of Fine Arts 
should not simply be the replication of metropolitan teaching which will not find its normal 
markets in the Far East and which thus risks producing artists without a real vocation or 
employment. It is, on the contrary by renewing the close relations with the sources of 
indigenous arts and with the popular crafts that the School of Fine Arts [in the Far East] can 
pursue active and useful work from the social point of view as from the economic point of 
view”. See the letter from the Ministry of the Colonies to the GGI, May 10, 1938 [NAC 
#9084 (RSC)] and Nora Taylor, The Artist and the State for reforms of the late 1930s at the 
art school in Hanoi.
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secure clientele" - that students (and independent artisans) would follow Groslier's 

models.95

In the spring o f 1918, Groslier posted notices in conversational Khmer 

throughout Phnom Penh, explaining the idea for the Corporations Cambodgiennes 

which would spread the models o f the School throughout the Protectorate.16 School 

models (fir), "completely true to ancient Khmer style", would be made available free o f

charge to any independent artisans who wished to use o f  them. At the same time, 

these models would be displayed for foreign visitors to see them. The School (and 

later the larger arts administration o f the DAC) would simply serve as a liason between 

foreigners who wished to buy such objects and independent artisans who knew how to 

make them. Such a system, the Notice summarized succinctly, would solve the present 

dilemma that "no one knows you". "Dispersed in the villages and suburbs, without 

outlets or signs", the Cambodian artisan to Groslier, was "unfindable", "unable to 

defend his art and make the least publicity".9' Tourists for their part, Groslier 

continued, were "always rushed... and don 't speak Khmer"(R1925). Besides they were

K The effort to reconstruct traditional art was simply one example of more general efforts to 
bring elements of the colony into circulation and thus to convert them into value. The 
"resurgence of native arts", Groslier wrote once, should really be "the principle goal of a 
commercial organisation rather than of an artistic or pedagogical organisation"(E, p.6). What 
"unlimited markets", RSC Baudoin echoed, would greet "local fabrications recalling the 
ancient style"(I, p.8, Baudoin). See the letter from RSC Baudoin to the GGI, April 13, 1922 
[NAC #11886 (RSC)] and "Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts", April 13, 
1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)].

96 m fitn if if tn s p R p r ir rc fu m s y r :  yr? rfcutfifi rrq n m  sfi chfi nfi rd r re1 (Rfi ngtii April 1918 [NACi i
#394 (RSC)]. I use Corporations to refer to this organisation. The Khmer text simply calls 
the Corporations "groups" (JTf'Ef) ; the name used today for the School store is Anfll'FiU 
(Sachivakam).

97 E, p.2 and R1925.
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completely ignorant o f  Cambodian art, apt to buy anything no m atter what the 

price (E, p.21). Imagine, Groslier exclaimed, if by accident "an American discovered 

an artisan”. This "miracle cannot go beyond an exchange o f  smiles since the 

Cambodian, lacking foresight and a spendthrift, never makes anything in advance 

[and] only works on commission [after] having received the sums which allow him  to 

buy his raw m aterials"(Rl925). No tourist in transit "will leave a commission and 

advance money to a native who doesn't have a boutique or a name"(R1925). Even if 

the foreigner risked such a thing, the artisan - that "mass without rigor, without 

definite form, w ithout initiative" - would not be able "to submit to the formalities of 

customs fees [and] delivery"(E, p.21). Given this state o f  affairs, Groslier concluded, it 

was "necessary" to establish an "attentive intermediary" who could serve as the link 

between "all those people destined not to meet each other"(R1925).

Through the plan set forth in Groslier's Notice, "we can make them know you" 

and there will be "m uch profit".98 "Corporations", o r guilds, were to be formed which 

would represent the "six great arts o f Cambodia".99 Commissions placed by foreign 

visitors for copies o f  the models on display would be relayed to the Corporation 

members through their elected representatives.100 A  sample o f the particular model

98 mfitmfiftngpRjitirmcunrsffr: HRdajtiifirrGCUiisfidiasifinfifdrrslRfijTifinutji [NAC #394 (RSC)].
i i

All subsequent references to the 1918 Notice are taken from this file.

99 C, p.879. The initial Corporations were jewelery, painting and temple planning, foundry, 
weaving, sculpture of all kinds, and furniture-making and carpentry. By 1931, the separate 
carpentry and furniture-making Corporation had been eliminated (or possibly transferred ro 
Public Works) and furniture making was included in the sculpture Corporation. See E, p.29 
and CC1942, p.31.

100 Drawing comparison to the deeply established and respected local temple culture, the 
Notice compared the proposed system of representation to that in which the head monk spoke
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commissioned would be given to  the executing artisan so that he o r she would "always 

know about the work that you have to do". "H urry up and sign your name", the 

Notice urged: "Who signs first, will get to make first". "All o f you", the Notice added 

in a curiously threatening passage, "clearly understand that the School has more power 

than all o f  you together since the School is the representative o f  the King and the 

administration". In the coming years, a "big building" was to be built (the Museum) 

in which the models would be even more advantageously displayed and even more 

visitors w ould come and commission work. Artisans were to "begin to prepare for this 

now" by joining the Corporations and starting production according to the models. 

If  at present "there are not many things" in the "troubled" country o f  Cambodia, 

"tomorrow", the Notice concluded, "there will be many things and after tomorrow 

there will be always more and more".

T he response to Groslier's Notice was apparently not overwhelming. Although an 

initial meeting attracted 170 people, Groslier's proposal was met with 

incomprehension and subsequent membership meetings attracted 50 and then only 

20 artisans(R1925). These 20 artisans became the founding members o f the 

Corporation along with (or possibly the number already included) the heads o f the 

ateliers from  the School. "W e start from zero", Groslier declared, explaining that the 

first step was the "education o f  the work force".'01 N one o f the initial members o f the

for the whole Vat community. The representative of each Corporation would meet with the 
director of the School once or twice a month to receive new commissions and deliver 
completed work. This representative also chose who to assign the commissioned work to, 
although the finished product, as we will see, had to be approved by Groslier.

101 "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts Cambodgiens", 1924 [NAC #2017 
(RSC)].
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Corporations had studied at Groslier's school and thus they were not yet "purified".10' 

Knowing neither "how to draw nor how to compose works in our taste", the 

independent artisans were also not yet a "reliable” o r "obedient" workforce.103 Still 

Groslier regarded the formation of the Corportions as an important "hot iron" in the 

wound" since they allowed the "purifying action o f the School" to immediately 

'extend outside o f  its walls" through the establishment o f "models" from which the 

"work force" would produce.'04

Let us reread the last few lines carefully, for Groslier wrote that the independent 

artisans did no t yet know "how to draw" (and thus presumably couldn't understand 

the model plans offered by the School). Nor, he continued, did these artisans know 

"how to compose works in our taste". Indeed, in his Inauguration speech, Groslier 

explained that the role o f the administration in the Corporation was to "signal to [the 

Cambodian artisan] where they excel, that which we Europeans like the best, that 

which they can consequently sell in the greatest numbers and at the highest prices; to 

organise the w ork and its output; to regulate production according to 

consumption"(I, p.20, Groslier). Groslier had left room for such a role in his picture 

o f  "Cambodian art", sketched in Chapter One. T he "commands" o f  "tradition" were 

"not personal", he claimed, and because these "commands" were "thousand times

10' To Groslier, although "most of our models were executed by the best artisans in the 
capital", these models were made "in a fashion very inferior to those made by our students who 
are still in the ateliers" (my emphasis). Indeed, Groslier looked forward to the day when all 
practicing artisans in the Corporations would be graduates of the School. See Groslier, 
"Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des Arts", 1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)].

103 Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens, 1924 [NAC #2017 
(RSC)], my emphasis added.

104 C, p.880 and Comite de Perfectionnement de I'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens, July 27, 1918 
[NAC #8341 (RSC)].
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older chan the master", the master came t o  "obey the teaching just like the 

student"(psyl, p. 131). Groslier did in face c o m e  co teach "Cambodian art" at the 

School, bu t no t to the students. As T hiounn explained it in 1917, Groslier was to 

"ensure the artistic education o f the professors"-105 To that end, he was n o t only to 

"fix the curriculum [and] proceed with the establishm ent o f models", bu t he was also 

to "teach a course on Cambodian art to all the Heads o f  the Ateliers and the 

professors".106 Through these three tasks, G roslier became the designer o f  "cradition", 

that "distant origin, sacred and mysterious" fronn which commands would come chat 

even the masters would obey. Thus a partLcular tradicion was constructed for 

contemporary purposes (psyl, p. 131).

The captions which accompany the m o dels  presented in Groslier's and Silice's 

articles are instructive in this regard.107 For desjpite invocations o f  a "rescue" and a 

return to "authenticity", a considerable empha_sis on innovation is found in their 

descriptions. U nder an illustration o f spoons, font example, the caption reads "classical 

and modern examples o f a Cambodian rice spoom" which can be "adapted to Western

105 Thiounn, Discussion of the rules and regulations governing che School of Cambodian Arts 
December 15, 1917 [NAC #8332 (RSC)].

>06 q’kiounn, Discussion of the rules and regulations governing the School of Cambodian Arts 
December 15, 1917 [NAC #8332 (RSC)]. Groslier described these courses more vaguely as 
forums "permitting discussion of all che national arts an d  art industries by the most reputable 
and skilled specialists of the Kingdom"(CQ, p. 106).

107 See the series o f photographs of models found im the National Archives o f Cambodia 
photography collection, Groslier’s 1925 Report, Silice’s "Exemples d’Art cambodgien 
contemporain", in Arts et Archeologie Khmers as well as Groslier’s articles “L’Enseignment et 
la Mise en Pratique des Arts indigenes 1918-19350” and “La Convalescence des Arcs 
cambodgiens”.
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uses" (figure 32 ).108 Below a tea set o f  "traditional form", we find a geometric tea set 

described as "classical decor" (presumably the head o f  Rahu) adapted to "universal 

forms o f  usage” (figure 33). Here the diagrams o f tradition have fitted easily onto 

new forms dem anded by their market. Indeed, the school, Groslier wrote, would not 

"direct an art" because "an art is always and only directed by a clientele".109 The fickle 

Cam bodian artisan o f  Groslier's initial sketch (whose adaptability had once been said 

to threaten the very essence o f  Cam bodian art) was now revalued and praised for his 

"flexibility" and "versatility". The signs o f  "classical" decoration, inculcated in the 

drawing course, could be affixed to any o f  the surfaces o f  objects dem anded by the 

foreign clientele. Cigarette holders, ash trays, mirrors, and boxes, were all to be 

"developed" a t the School and then hand produced in multiples by the associated 

artisans; for bigger expositions and special events, larger objects like cabinets could be 

traditionally coated (figure 34). T he key remained the client for whom the 

adm inistration "waited” and then “watched... noting his reactions, his buying power... 

his needs, his critiques and his pleasures"(CC1942, p .15). It was the client "above all

1011 "Classical" seems to have referred to ornaments and figures taken from the Angkorian era 
while "modern” seems to have referred to anything after Angkor as yet seemingly untouched 
by outside influence. Again, I want to thank che professors of che Department o f Plastic Arts 
for discussing these examples with me. They immediately noted that "classical" meant Angkor 
and that images such as the clothed monkeys did not yet exist in Angkorian times and thus are
M J  f tmodem .

109 An art is also directed by "an artisanar", the quote added as an afterthought. See Les 
Corporations Cambodgiennes Phnom Penh: Imprimerie Henry, 1942, p.39 hereafter refered 
to by (CC, page). I would like to thank Penny Edwards for alerting me to this reference and 
Darryl Collins for bringing a copy of it back from Australia for me.
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Figure 33 
Models of the Corporations.

Above, a tea service with “traditional forms”.
Below, a coffee service using “classical decoration adapted to forms of universal use”.

L'Fnseimement et la m ist en pratique des Arts indivbies (microfilm. New York Public Library)
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Figure 34
Cabinet prepared by the School o f Cambodian Arts 

for the Exposition intemationale des Arts decoradfs, Paris 1923.

N M C  Photography Collection A66
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who has a say" and while "forgotten models" were to be "put [back] into circulation", 

they could and  should be "modified to the taste o f  the day" (CC1942, p.49)."°

Despite Groslier's ode to the tourist, it was in fact the local foreign clientele which 

provided for most o f  the sales o f  the Corporations during the 1920s."1 H igh hopes 

had initially been pinned on the "Americans who travel", but they turned ou t to "buy 

almost nothing", leaving the local French o f Indochina as the "most regular" clientele 

(CC1942, p.43). Although Groslier was pleased with their repeat purchases, he soon 

realised that their patronage also presented a problem since there were only so many 

silver boxes and silk scarves that they could be convinced to buy. To keep their 

continued patronage, a steady stream o f  new products would have to be made, a

110 The "role" o f the administration was to keep an "equilibrium", "regulating without cease” 
in order to adjust production to consumption (CC1942, p. 11-12). Preparations for big 
foreign exhibitions or special events had to be "managed” so that the sales office could "sell 
thousands o f objects without the labor force noticing"(CCl942, p. 11). With the increase in 
tourism, a pronounced tourist season emerged. By building up stocks rather than waiting for 
commissions, the administration managed the irregularities of this seasonality as well. Minute 
records were kept of objects sold, numbers of clients, and numbers of artisans employed. 
Based on these accumulated records o f ”22 years o f operations", plans could be made in 
advance for each subsequent year's production with stocks of each model accumulated so that 
the visitor could take the desired piece with him or her immediately (C C l942, p. 12). 
Groslier’s planning always aimed to fulfill slighdy less than actual demand. Thus for example 
if an estimated 25 jewelers should be trained to meet demand, only 20 would actually be 
admitted to the school; if 100 bracelets were commissioned, only 80 would be supplied. This 
was in order to ensure that demand always exceeded supply and that artisans were always 
working at their "maximum" (CC1942, p.13).

Foreign visitors to the temples of Angkor from June 10, 1924 to July 10, 1925 numbered in 
total 832 of which 426 were foreign residents o f Indochina. The remainder included: 55 
French from France, 173 Americans, 79 Annamites, 8 Siamese, 46 English, 29 Japanese, 8 
Chinese, 3 Dutch, 3 Danish, 1 Belgian, and 1 Swiss. See NAC #8353 (RSC). For figures on 
their purchases see, for example, "Le Service des Arts cambodgiens, Statistique 1923" [NAC 
#17503 (RSC)], and "Le Service des Arts cambodgiens, Statistique 1925" [NAC #2017 
(RSC)].
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process which the "richness" o f the "decorative art o f  Cambodia", according to 

Groslier, allowed to "proceed to infinity".112

T he ateliers o f  the School not only developed and designed new objects within 

established areas o f  making bu t they also experimented with "resurrecting" presumed 

traditional processes and materials. During the early 1920s, the jewelery atelier 

experimented w ith several o f the ancient processes which Groslier had lamented as lost 

in his inauguration speech. Damascene (the inlaying o f  silver o r gold on bronze) was 

taught and ongoing experiments tested the use of various enameling processes in the 

hope o f making colored bronze bowls and vases which would expand the markets 

available to the foundry atelier.113 T he furniture-making section experimented with 

lacquer-finished furniture, while ivory carving and various forms of inlaying were 

researched in order to improve the fortunes o f the wood sculpture atelier.114

Graduates from Groslier's School were soon helping with the diversification o f the 

product line. Using the vocabulary o f diagrams and models with which they had been 

imbued, former students began to design new traditional objects, thus "creating their 

own models" which they "brought [to the School] to be corrected".115 These 

innovations were spurred on by the "interventions" o f  the Corporations sales office.

"Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens", 1924 [NAC #2017 
(RSC)].

113 See the Reports from 1923, 1924, 1925, 1931 and 1932 in NAC #763, #2010, #2017, 
#17503 #16445 (RSC).

114 “Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens” [NAC #2017 (RSC)] 
first version by Groslier dated January 10, 1924 / second version signed by Silice dated 
September 10, 1924).

115 "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens", 1924 [NAC #2010 
(RSC)].
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If, for example, "the same designs or colors o f  silk were appearing too often" or the 

"same chiseled cup turned into an object made mechanically, without thinking", the 

administration intervened (E, p.33). I f  a "scarf design" sold "only a little” and its 

color was "not appreciated by the clientele", the particular object would no longer be 

purchased by the Sales Office after a certain announced date (CC1942, p. 15). "Voila, 

the work force awakes”, Groslier wrote: “W ouldn't it be foolish to continue [to make 

an object] which will then remain on their hands?"(E, p.33). Such "economic" 

interventions were complimented by "artistic" ones. Public competitions were 

announced "in order to provoke the creation o f new  [traditional] forms"(E, p.33)- 

The Sales Office would, for example, display a recently discovered old silk, 

announcing that "all silks inspired by this model" w ould be bought for a higher price 

than usual (E, p.33). Through such strategies, "from one day to the next, a new 

model o f art is born" and the "exploitation o f an object whose repetition has become 

machine-like is ended"(E, p.33).

Sales at the Corporations determined the structure o f  the School as well, since it 

was the primary training site for the "work force". As Groslier put it: "if one sees an 

atelier o f 6 founders and another o f  30 jewelers, this only means that in the course o f  

the last three years, one has sold a proportion o f 6 bronze objects to every 30 pieces o f  

jewelery".116 Admission o f  provincial students was similarly regulated by an analysis o f  

the "state o f the art industries in each province, the available raw materials, and the 

possibilities for sales that are either found in the province or through liaison with the

116 CC1942, p.39 and "Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens", 
1924 [NAC #2017 (RSC)].
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capital . 7 By the 1930s, this system o f regulation had made clear how Iitde the 

School resembled the sanctuary it had once claimed to be. "A certain num ber o f 

teachers", Silice wrote, "no longer respond to the needs for which they have been 

engaged".'18 These "authentic" and ancient artisans had become, in his words, 

useless". An "evolution" had produced a "considerable development" in "certain 

branches o f  Khmer art" while leaving others behind."9 This evolution was spurred by 

"the necessity o f giving the means o f making a living to our former students" and thus 

was determined not by "habit", "instinct", or the "frame o f tradition" which Groslier 

claimed.'20 Rather, evolution had resulted from an engagement with a new market of 

foreigners who determ ined the shape o f things. From the early conception of 

Cambodia as a land o f sculpture, for example, which had led to the initial placement 

o f a large num ber o f students into the study o f wood sculpture, by the early 1930s, 

the atelier had been reduced to six students, a num ber which Silice explained was 

sufficient to respond to "a feeble demand".121 N o longer was it possible "to hope and

117 Through a period of study by select "emmissaries" to the School, provincial industries 
would be "perfected", "revived", "renewed", and "improved", thus bringing "prosperity" to che 
"industry". Two annex schools were established in the early 1920s, the pottery decoration 
school of Kompong Chhnang, and a stone sculpture school in Pursat. See CC#1, p.275; 
Letter from RSC Baudoin to che Residents of Pursat, Battambang, Kompong Chhnang, 
Kompong Cham, Kompong Thom], September 3, 1919; and Letter from the Resident of 
Kompong Cham to Groslier, September 15, 1919 in NAC #11886 (RSC).

118 Letter from Silice to the Chef local du service de I'enseignement; May 21, 1932 [NAC 
#11886 (RSC)] .

119 See NAC #11886, 16445, 17503 (RSC).

120 Letter from Silice to the Chef local du service de I'enseignement, May 21, 1932 [NAC 
#11886 (RSC)]

1' 1 Letter from Silice to the Chef local du service de I'enseignement, May 21, 1932 [NAC 
#11886 (RSC)]. Once the "foremost atelier of the School", the atelier o f  sculpture had
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envision that sculpture on wood will now have the favor that it once had", Silice 

wrote. O n  the other hand, the atelier o f  jewelery had "undergone a considerable 

expansion" w ithin Groslier’s “organism”, in response to the shift in clientele through 

which "Khmers have become Europeans".122

"After a circuit across the ages and the country", all visits by foreigners were to 

come to "a successful end" in the Museum / School complex (figures 35, 36).'~J 

Faced with the temples o f Angkor, Groslier explained, tourists were "beset" with 

questions. The first question was always "what has become o f these audacious 

builders o f  the past?"124 Having traversed the monuments o f Angkor and viewed the 

collections o f the Museum, a short visit to the School would already supply the 

answer, since the visitor would see there "the splendor o f  antiquity", "perpetuated" in 

present practices (CQ, p .105) (figures 37, 38, 39). But what, the tourist then 

wondered, did the "present day Cambodian make?" If the Cambodian no longer

become "che least frequented because of the few markets open to sculptors". See also Silice's 
1933 Report [NAC #16445 (RSC)].

Letter from Silice to the Chef local du service de I'enseignement, May 21, 1932 [NAC 
#11886 (RSC)]. By 1940, the sculpture atelier was reduced to a single professor when Roller 
noted that a retiring professor did not need to be replaced because of the small number of 
students. No form of making was ever completely eliminated however since the 
administration realised that taste shifted and clienteles re-form themselves. It was thus "an 
obligation" of the School co "conserve proven forms of making" for the day that they would 
find their proper form and thus a market. Groslier frequendy wrote of the need co avoid 
having graduates take up new vocations other than those that chey had been crained for at the 
School since this would give the School a bad reputation. See "Rapport sur le Fonctionnement 
du Service des Arts cambodgiens", 1924 [NAC #2017 (RSC)]

123 In order to guarantee a clientele, a "solid chain” had co be forged becween "the ancient 
capital and the new one". The links in Groslier's chain included: "protection of the artists and 
artisans, Corporations, School of Arts, conservation of ancient Cambodge... publicity, [and] 
tourism" with a "tourist route" developing between che "two poles” of the temples and che 
Museum / School. See Groslier's report on the Museum, October 7, 1918 [NAC #17663 
(RSC)].

124 Groslier's report on the Museum, October 7, 1918, [NAC #17663 (RSC)].
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Figure 36
Models, Corporations catalogue 

Above, silver rings; below, silver boxes

Rephotographed from the photography collection ofSom  Samai
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Figure 38

The team of mold-makers associated with the School of Cambodian Arts and the Albert Sarraut Museum. 
From a series of photographs taken in 1930 documenting techniques of making and activities at the School.

N M C  Photography Collection II363
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Figure 39
Student in the jewelery section of the School of Cambodian Arts.

From a series o f photographs taken in 1930 documenting techniques o f making.

N M C  Photography Collection H 390
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builc audaciously, what was he doing? The reply was already found in Groslier's third 

question: W hat can be brought from this legendary country that will recall its dignity 

to us and  will reveal it to the West?"(CQ, p. 105) It was the small portable object - 

the high quality souvenir — that provided his answer, and it was the production o f 

such objects that would preoccupy the Corporations and the School o f  Cambodian 

Arts for alm ost forty years.

T he Masters

It is hard to know what the so far unnamed "masters" of Groslier's School thought 

o f  all this (figure 40).1-5 The personnel files which remain in the National Archives o f 

Cam bodia are a random assortment which have survived through the accidents o f 

history. In  these files the teachers appear as they were recorded by the French, marked 

for certain characteristics and ignored for others. It is still instructive, however, to 

again com pare Groslier's official representations to details found in these archival 

remains.

In his reports o f  the early School, Groslier glowingly and frequently reported that 

"not a defection [was] noticed" during the "difficult time of beginning".126 The old 

teachers from  the Palace had worked with "initiadve", "confidence", and "dedication" 

to ground the new institution on firm foundations.1'7 The masters had blossomed in

u5 The “masters” were primarily men, and the curriculum which Groslier installed was for the 
male students. I look forward to being able to spend more time in the Archives trying to find 
out about the preserve of women, the weaving section, headed for so long by the sisters Nosei 
and Lelcha, one o f whom is pictured here.

126 C, p.872 and NAC #17503 (RSC).

127 NAC #17503 (RSC).
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Dyeing silk thread.
The woman pictured is either the teacher Lekha or the teacher Nosei. Lekha and 
Nosei were sisters who taught weaving at the School o f Cambodian Arts from the late 
1920s through the 1950s. The photograph is from a series taken in 1930 docu
menting techniques o f making.

N M C  Photography Collection H 375
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the new version o f  the School, "boosted by the confidence... publicly put in [them] 

by the French administration"(R1925). The ease with which the personnel had 

settled into the routines o f the School, Groslier added, was all the more surprising 

since the masters were "a group o f individuals already aging, considered by their 

people as members o f  an elite"(C, p.872) (figure 41). Suddenly the members o f this 

group had found themselves "from one day to the next, under a serious discipline, a 

method and a regularity" (C,p. 872).

A  very different picture o f  the first year o f the School is found in an "anonymous 

request" o f  August 1918, addressed not to Groslier but rather to his superior, the 

RSC.1'8 T he "old functionaries' ', as the group of teachers writing the letter called 

themselves, opened with praise for the new "tranquility" which they had supposedly 

found under the recently established French administration o f  the School. Such 

administrations were renown, the teachers continued, for "not perm itting Cambodian 

functionaries to oppress those under their authority". It was for this reason that the 

teachers were appealing to the RSC, since in actual fact, Tep N im it M ak (the former 

palace architect who had become the first "indigenous director" o f the School) was

1‘8 Letter from the old functionaries to the RSC, August 1918 [NAC #8342 (RSC)]. All 
subsequent references are to this letter. Additional snippets of unrest appear in Groslier's own 
reports, despite his retrospective claims of "no defections". The first trimester report on the 
School noted that a jeweler called Nhem, highly recommended by the Minister of the Palace 
"at the moment when I [Groslier] formed the personnel of the School and lacked a base on 
which to guide my judgement”, had not "produced the indispensable efforts which were 
demanded of him" and had been dismissed. In addition, Oknha Noun Ou, who had headed 
the atelier o f jewelery in the Palace before becoming head of the jewelery atelier of the School 
had "difficulty adjusting to close supervision". Groslier wanted to dismiss him but "upon the 
insistence o f  the Minister of the Palace, I have left the status quo... Moreover [Noun Ou] 
seems to have understood that he only hung by a thread and no longer called attention to 
himself. He seems to me to be an opium smoker". See "Rapport trimestriel sur Ie 
fonctionnement de I'EcoIe des arts cambodgiens", April 15, 1918 [NAC #394 (RSC)].
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such an oppressor. Mak, the letter claimed, was only supporting those teachers who 

"please him  by giving h im  either money or other gifts”. Through this system younger 

artisans were being promoted at the expense o f  older ones. "Those who are truly 

capable", "bringing all their good will to their work" and having "confidence in their 

own capacity" so that they "do not [need to] seek to please", were not rewarded and 

received poor evaluations. Although some would claim that such evaluations were in 

the hands o f the French director (Groslier), the teachers continued, it was really Mak 

who, as the conduit for all the information reaching Groslier, had caused such 

decisions to taken be based on misinformation. Mak's motives were clear to the 

writers o f the letter: “[Mak] does not seek to allow the development o f progress

among Cambodians. H e does not wish Cambodians to be instructed; he wants all the 

services to be solely directed by himself in the interest o f preventing the loss o f  his 

benefits”. Examples o f  Mak's dishonesty and abuse of power could readily be 

provided, the writers continued. But Groslier had so far "ignored all the facts related 

above" and continued to give Mak free rein.1'9 It was possible, the writers added, that 

Groslier did not even know  that "in this School there are two parties, the one o f Mao 

and the other o f  M ak". Translating the situation into terms that would have been 

more easily understandable for the RSC in 1918, the writers concluded: "these two 

parties can be compared to France and Germany who are presently at war: the party 

o f Mao is that o f  France and the party o f  M ak is that of Germany". If  Groslier

u) When Mak wished to do someone a favor, the masters added, he simply told Groslier "that 
it [was] a request from the Minister of the Palace" and Groslier "hearing only that it [was] a 
request from the Palace, always agreed and never refused". In 1918, Groslier was angling for 
access to the Royal Treasury in order to chose objects for his Museum. See NAC #9076 
(RSC).
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continued to only listen to one party (i.e. the party o f Germany), he would "have 

troubles".

We did not know whether the RSC responded but Mao was soon transferred to 

the administration o f the Corporations while Tep N im it Mak remained ac the School 

as a trusted 'collaborateur" until his retirement at the end o f 1923.130 T he letter o f the 

disgrunded teachers oudined another division in the School however through which 

younger artisans were being promoted at the expense of older ones. The teaching 

personnel were soon divided between “masters” transferred from the Palace workshops 

(who were accustomed to working for the King within the pre-restructuring context 

oudined above), and the first graduates o f  the refigured School who increasingly took 

over the ateliers and Corporations as the 1920s progressed.131 Am ong the first group 

we find a striking amount o f "fatigue", among the second group we find an 

understandable am ount o f "devotion". In reviewing their files, we can see that it

130 Groslier eulogized Tep Nimit Mak upon his retirement: "The cooperation which he has 
brought to the organising of the School and its subsequent functioning is immeasurable. His 
extremely wide knowledge of all the Khmer arts has permitted us to coordinate their study and 
to fix their traditions. Most of our teachers are his students. Thanks to his prestige among the 
better artisans of Phnom Penh, we have been able to rapidly organise the Corporations and 
win their confidence. He is therefore not only a master craftsman of great value... but also a 
devoted servant o f the Protectorate whose good will has never been lacking". See NAC 
#11124 (RSC). For the first few years of the School, Oknha Reachna Prasoer Mao appears on 
its lists as a painter and architect described as "young" and "dedicated" (CQ,p.l05). He was 
subsequendy transferred to the Corporations where he served as an inspector. He returned to 
the School in 1925 (after Mak's retirement) and served there as head of the atelier of drawing 
until the 1940s. See NAC #426 (RSC).

131 Groslier frequently noted that he looked forward to the day when the Corporations and the 
School could be filled with graduates of the School who had grown up within its regime and 
were accustomed to its "discipline". See "Resume Historique de I'Ecole et du Service des 
Arts", 1922 [NAC #11887 (RSC)].
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proved m ore difficult than Groslier officially admitted to fit those accustomed to 

other ways o f  making into his system o f production.132

M any o f  the masters transferred to the new School from the Palace workshops 

were o ld  enough to have experienced the enure course o f  restructurings and 

redirectings which I have traced. T hus for example, Rath M ao had worked as a 

furniture maker in the Palace since 1897, well before the first 1907 Protectorate 

sponsored restructurings.133 Although his early service was commended, by 1931, 

Brecq (an interim  director o f  the School o f  Cambodian Arts) found Rath Mao "very 

slow in everything that he does, very irregular in his production. H e could do better 

with a little more energy and punctuality". Plans were made to replace him  with his 

son whose "professional value" was "slightly higher", and Rath M ao was dismissed 

from the School in June o f 1932.

M en C hay became head o f the foundry atelier o f the new School, having served in 

the Palace since 1893-134 Despite early evaluations praising him as "a very good caster 

who knows his skill in depth", by 1926 he was "working somewhat slowly", and by 

1927, his service was deemed only "passable". M en Chay "is skilled", Stoeckel (the

13‘ A much later account, in a different context, admitted as much: "Like most peasant
societies, [Cambodian] life is organised so that the rural population is dependent for very little 
outside o f the family and the village. Obtaining their participation in the economic life of the 
country will be a long-range problem of the first order...." See "Economic Capabilities of 
Cambodia", Despatch #104 October 13, 1955 851H.O0/10-1355 in RG 59 General Records 
of the Department o f State Indochina: Internal Affairs and Foreign Affairs 1955-59 
Microfilm C0008 Reel 44.

133 Personnel file, Mao Rath [NAC #7244 (RSC)]. All subsequent quotes on Mao Rath are 
taken from this file. Generally the names in these personnel files are presented with their 
family name first and their given name second, following the order o f names in the Khmer 
language. I use the names as they appear in the French language evaluations.

134 Personnel file, Men Chay [NAC #11126 (RSC)]. All subsequent quotes on Men Chay are 
taken from this file.
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interim  director o f  the School at the time) wrote, "but lacking in the energy for 

directing his atelier". "Often nonchalant", M en Chay was "the object o f  several 

reproofs on this subject". In a June 2, 1927 letter, M en Chay asked for 29 days leave, 

citing a feeling o f "general fatigue". His personnel file was closed with this request.

In  1921, an atelier o f  lacquer was established at the School and Pech Ros, an 

artisan who had worked in the Palace since 1895, was appointed to head it (figure 

42).135 Again, evaluations from the early 1920s noted his special aptitude as a "good 

lacquer worker and painter" who "knows the art o f  lacquer thoroughly". By 1927 

however, Pech Ros was described as "a little nonchalant" and subsequent evaluations 

note a "lack o f reliability" and a "slowness" which increasingly crept into the master's 

work. By 1932, Pech Ros was, in Silice's eyes, "a good lacquer worker but unevenly 

devoted to his work which he could do better if  he wished to take care". H e "works 

very well", Silice added, "under the conditions o f  being closely watched". Frequently 

absent during 1933 because o f  a "lack o f energy", Pech Ros died on April 30, 1934.136

O thers had to be watched closely as well as they aged. Chau Pol, one o f the 

members o f  the first Cam bodian mold-making team, was early on described as "very 

reliable... active and intelligent", giving "complete satisfaction in the accomplishment 

o f the difficult and delicate task" by which inscriptions and sculpture molds were

135 Groslier Report to the Director of the EFEO, June 11, 1921 [NAC #1993 (RSC)] and 
[NAC #7245 (RSC)] and Personnel file, Pech Ros. Despite Pech Ros's presence in the Palace 
since 1895, the School's lacquer atelier was described as having "brought back the art of 
lacquer which had been lost".

136 I have managed to put some of the “masters” from these files together with what are 
probably their photographs in the National Museum of Cambodia collection. Without the 
interventions of the late Sam Yang, I would never have been permitted access to this important 
archive o f photographs.
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Figure 42 : Pech Ros, the head o f the lacquer section, School o f Cambodian Arts.
From a series o f photographs taken in 1930 documenting techniques o f making at the School.

N M C  Photography Collection H 3S I
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collected throughout Cambodia.137 By the late 1920s however, although hee was still 

described as a "good sculpture worker who knows his craft deeply", C hau Pol had 

become irregular , still knowing how to "work admirably when he wisLhes" but 

needing to be watched very closely". In the end, Chau Pol had become "a ^character 

that was sometimes difficult. One must know  it to understand it". In all o f these 

descriptions o f  the older Palace masters, it was not their knowledge or their skiill which 

was in question. Rather their productivity and their commitment to the ethic o f 

production, instilled by the new School, was in doubt.

O ne o f  the few old masters to receive unqualified praise from his; French 

evaluators was Lim Pen, the old mask-maker who had served "N orodom  aand then 

Sisowath for 30 years, making masks and accessories for the dances and arram ging the 

ritual ceremonies o f  the royal dancers"(figure 43).138 Lim Pen worked " w ithout 

failing" and, as Silice described it, "was still at his work table three days beefore his

13 Personnel file, Chau Pol [NAC #10653 (RSC)]. All subsequent references to Cham Pol are 
taken from this file. During a leave in 1920, Groslier studied che "most recenc proceedures of 
mold-making" at the Louvre and the Trocadero in order to establish a mold-making sservice at 
the School. The establishment of the mold-making section was considered importamt to the 
"publicity" efforts o f the colonial administration as it would allow the dispersion of »copies of 
Cambodian sculpture throughout the world. While in Paris, Groslier apparendy emgaged a 
French mold-maker to come to Cambodia for six months in order to "train a team *-of native 
mold-makers". The students chosen for training under the Frenchman were already 
"accomplished draftsmen and modelers in wax"; it is not entirely clear whether these students 
were the “Annamites” transferred from the Ecole professionnelle to form the firest mold- 
making team at the School or not. By 1923, the school mold-making team was dispaatched to 
make a complete catalogue o f the inscriptions o f Cambodia. "In the course of his travels", 
Chau Pol had "discovered several unknown inscriptions and has brought to the Mluseum a 
great number o f rare pieces". He had been "charged with delicate missions into the imterior of 
the country" and had completed them satisfactorily. See files NAC #1993, #833C0, #8341 
(RSC) as well as Keo Vang’s personnel dossier in Box 264 (RSC).

l3K "Rapport de la fin d’annee", 1920 [NAC #8336 (RSC)]. See also the letter from Silice to 
the Local Director o f the Service ofTeaching; May 21, 1932 [NAC #11886 (RSC)].
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Figure 43

Lim Pen, the mask-maker, at work at the School of Cambodian Arts.
From a series o f  photographs taken in 1930 documenting techniques o f  making.

N M C  Photography Collection H 395
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death . 3 Perhaps the reason that Lim Pen remained satisfactory throughout his 

evaluations was that mask-making was one o f those "ancient" arts which was simply 

preserved for a future day. W ithout an expected production quota, the work o f his 

atelier rem ained much as it had always been, focused on the repair and possible new 

commission o f  the few masks required by the Royal Ballet each year. T he ateliers of 

foundry, lacquer work, and mold-making, on the other hand (where we find Men 

Chay, Pech Ros, and Chau Pol), were considered production sites where many objects 

were to be made, thus installing a logic o f making in which the Palace masters became 

"fatigued".

A somewhat different inflection o f  the difficulty o f the transition is displayed by 

the case o f  Tep Saly, the "typing secretary" o f the School from 1918 to 1938 (figure 

44). H aving served as a Palace functionary since 1913, Tep Saly was transferred to 

the School o f  Cambodian Arts in 1918.MO While at first, Tep Saly was described as 

"very devoted", "very precise and punctual", performing the duties o f  typist and 

interpreter w ith "pleasure and regularity", by 1926 he had become "sour" and 

"argumentative", a condition which caused him  to make "unjustified claims". By the 

late 1920s, Tep Saly was spending most o f his typing time composing a flood of 

garbled letters in French which he sent, in a shocking breach o f  protocol, directly to 

the Governor General of Indochina. The letters requested a higher position in the

133 Letter from Silice to the Local Director of the Service of Teaching; May 21, 1932 [NAC 
#11886 (RSC)]. A lump payment of three months salary was made to Lim Pen's widow, 
Ouch, upon his death. As the RSC put it, "this widow seems worthy o f attention, given the 
long and good service rendered by her deceased husband." Letter from RSC Silvestre to 
Directeur de I'EcoIe des AC, June 13, 1932 [NAC #11886 (RSC)].

140 NAC #7097 (RSC). All subsequent references to Tep Saly are taken from this file.
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Tep Saly, late 1920s?

N AC  #7097 (RSC)
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colonial administration, more suited to the standing which Tep Saly saw in 

ceremonial tides granted him by the Palace.141 Having eventually received a terse 

reprimand from the G G I (conveyed indirectly via the RSC), Tep Saly decided to use 

his typewriter to raise his standing by his own means. By keeping much o f Groslier's 

correspondence during the early days o f  the School, Tep Saly had access to the 

addresses o f various dignitaries and scholars who soon received elaborately typed 

"honorary Buddhist diplomas" courtesy o f  the art school secretary.'42 Replying to the 

deluge o f  inquiries from the recipients o f  these mysterious diplomas, the RSC 

explained that "this diplom a is printed w ithout authorization by an author who is 

stricken by a mysterious madness causing him  to pretend to be the president o f  an 

organisation which only exists in his imagination". Despite reprimands and a hearing 

on his mental health, Tep Saly remained at the School as a secretary.

It was during his later years at the School o f  Cambodian Arts that Tep Saly began 

to compose a series o f  accounts o f his family history which laid the grounds for his 

most persistent claim: "I am the heir to the throne o f the Kingdom o f Vientiane,

141 Tep Saly played with the trope of protection and the Protectorate in these letters: "I have 
been waiting for my missive to be appreciated and hoping that it would be taken seriously and 
placed intimately close to the GGI when I ask him to be my protector. What is his reaction? 
... With the hope that the French flag of the GGI is flying over me, I am very well aware that 1 
am in its shadow and I hope that the GGI will give me the pleasure of meeting my request 
with success. I put myself under the protection of GGI". Eventually the secretary's many 
letters were answered by a terse letter from RSC Silvestre to Groslier in September o f 1927 
asking him to convey to Tep Saly "the proper path o f hierarchy". The title o f Prea Prasor 
Chanda, given by the King to Tep Saly, is "purely honorific and does not give him the right to 
claim to obtain employment in the Cambodian Administration", the RSC explained. "It is his 
duty, if he wishes to enter into this latter, to present himself for one of the required 
examinations, instituted for this purpose" [NAC #7097 (RSC)].

142 The diplomas, which recognized the "religious merit" and "devotion" of each receipient, 
granted them admission to a rather vague association of "honorary Buddhists". Recipients 
included Sylvain Levi, George Cofcdes, as well as various Thai princes and monks.
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Laos he w rote in April 1929, "I beg you, M onsieur Resident Superieur to recognize 

me as such... and to allow me to benefit from all the rights which are enjoyed by 

Laotian Princes". In  the history which Tep Saly left us, he lays claim to the lineage o f 

a splinter group o f  the royal family o f  Vientiane which had moved south into 

Cambodia during the early 1800s, fleeing both the repeated wars with Siam as well as 

internal rivalries over succession to the throne o f Vientiane. Remaining in "temporary 

sojourn" in Cam bodia, the family slowly lost memory o f its royal roots. Learning of 

his royal lineage through the death-bed confession o f his father, Tep Saly decided to 

take the implications o f  such a heritage seriously. By the early 1930s, he had printed 

royal birth certificates for his five children as well as a royal marriage certificate for his 

wife. O n  the occasion o f the birth o f  his sixth child, a Prince, he sent royal birth 

certificates and  letters o f  announcement directly to the highest colonial authorities. A 

specially created Laotian insignia was stam ped on his frequent letters o f request and he 

printed a nam e card for himself announcing (despite the fact that he has lived in 

Phnom Penh for his entire life) that the "heir apparent to the throne o f the Kingdom 

o f Vientiane" was residing "provisionally [in] Phnom  Penh".

The official reaction to all this was predictable. In reply to a steady deluge of 

letters requesting recognition o f the art school secretary's royal roots, the RSC replied 

concisely, "this request is incomprehensible"; “it appears that the interested party is 

soliciting a lifetime salary due to his pretense o f being a Laotian prince. It is 

incontestable that this secretary is no t in full possession of his mental faculties.” 

Despite the "incontestability" o f  his "madness", Tep Saly remained in the 

employment o f  the School o f Cam bodian A rt until the end of the 1930s. While 

frequent m ention was made o f his "insanity" and "terrible" state o f "mental
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derangement", his performance, his manner o f service and all other aspects o f 

employment were repeatedly described as "very good", "very satisfactory", and "very 

proper . 3 A 1932 evaluation explained that "besides the fact that this secretary 

believes that he descended from the royal family o f Laos, there is nothing else to 

reproach about his service". Increasingly frequent administrative requests to commit 

him to the asylum in Saigon were just as frequently rejected by the medical board of 

the Phnom  Penh hospital which noted the "harmlessness" o f  his "delusions '. The 

sequence o f medical hearings, letters o f  reprimand and repeated evaluations o f his 

competence seem to have finally exhausted Tep Saly. At one o f  the last hearings into 

his sanity, asked why he had persisted in writing letters long after he had been 

repeatedly told to stop, Tep Saly gave the simple explanation that his requests had

never been adequately answered by those to whom they were addressed and so he felt

he had to continue to try to be recognized by them. His final request to the

Protectorate comes in December 1937. Tep Saly wrote: “I have served the

Administration for 20 years w ithout interruption and have never requested or 

obtained a leave o f absence. N ow  I am feeling cired and am in need o f  rest in order to 

stabilize my failing health”. As w ith so many o f his letters, it is unclear whether he 

ever received a direct answer. Disciplinary proceedings dragged on throughout the 

next year and a final terse exchange led to his last typed letter: "I have the honor", 

Tep Saly wrote, "of respectfully begging you to accept my resignation effective as of 

January 1938. I no longer wish to remain in the Administration".

143 Despite an administrative note from the mid-1950s declaring that "this comedy has lasted 
long enough", Tep Saly was promoted in January of 1937 "because of his seniority" within the 
ranks of the civil servants.
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Meas Ponn (figure 45) was hired by the School o f  Cambodian Arts as a typing 

secretary in 1929, partly in order to take over duties which Tep Saly seemed incapable 

o f completing.144 M eas Ponn was young (19 years old) and thus w ould in a sense 

grow up within G roslier’s administration. It is in this younger generation that we 

leave the "fatigued" and come to the "devoted". Early evaluations noted that Meas 

Ponn was "very good, very reliable, regular and assiduous, knowing French well and 

sufficient for typing". H e remained "serious and punctual", "devoted and reliable" 

throughout the 1930s, a period in which his duties gradually expanded to include 

accounting as well as oversight o f all salaries and raw materials. By 1939, Roller 

singled out Meas Ponn's "very good memory for texts and rules”, calling him  "a 

model o f  devotion, courage and zeal". In the turbulent years o f  the early 1940s 

(perhaps in light o f  increasing security concerns and the necessity to rely on trusted 

personnel) Groslier transferred Meas Ponn temporarily to the M useum, describing 

him as an "advanced" or "evolved" (evolue) secretary, capable o f  any o f  the tasks 

confided to him. Shortly thereafter, during the months o f virtual independence 

(1945) to which I will return in Chapter 4, Meas Ponn was named D irector o f the 

School o f  Cam bodian Arts, the first Cambodian to occupy the position. French 

administrators however continued to oversee and evaluate the School. O ne such 

evaluation from 1948 described Meas Ponn as: “a serious functionary, more than

good willing. H e directs with competence the School o f Cam bodian Arts where 

development has n o t ceased despite the reduced means put at [the institution’s] 

disposition. H e faithfully executes, without oversight, the orders that are given. He

144 Meas Ponn, personnel file [NAC #20169 (RSC)]. All subsequent references to Meas Ponn
are taken from this file.
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Meas Ponn, 1929
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takes initiative and never recoils from responsibility.” In  what was to be the final

evaluation o f Meas Ponn in 1950 at age 41, he was described as:

an excellent functionary who should have a rapid and brilliant career in 
the Administration. I can only appreciate his real value at the School o f  
Cambodian Arts o f which he has been the head for several years. 
Moreover, he has given me complete satisfaction in giving proof o f  his 
efforts and his activities for the good progress o f  this scholarly institution.
His authority and his technical knowledge have made him a collaborator 
o f the first order".M5

A year later, on November 8, 1951, Meas Ponn died at the Hospital Preah Ket 

Mealea, Phnom Penh, from an unspecified illness.

Similar devotion is found in the career o fT uon  Keo, a graduate o f  one o f  the first 

classes o f the School in the early 1920s (figure 46).146 Trained as a "dessinateur", he 

was sent to Kompong Chhnang in 1924 to take over and run the existing ceramics 

decoration training program. It appears that Groslier did not take m uch interest in 

existing forms o f local ceramic production during the initial period in which he was 

transforming the Palace workshops into the School o f  Cambodian Arts. T he "only 

one hundred and thirty" surviving artisans which Groslier claimed to have discovered 

in Cambodia in 1917 did no t seem to include local populations o f potters. O ther 

colonial authorities had however begun to notice and commission w ork from

145 Full control of the Museum, and the larger arts administration was ceded by the French to 
the Cambodians at a ceremony on August 9, 1951- In the speeches, much was made of the 
technical and scientific foundations of the past half-century on which, the argument ran, 
French involvement in restoration and research would continue to build while respecting the 
new national sovereignty of Cambodia. See Textes et Documents concernant le 
fonctionnement de 1'EFEO sur le territoire du Rovaume du Cambodge (Hanoi: EFEO, 1952) 
NMC library.

,4fi Tuon Keo, personnel file [NAC #11128]. All subsequent references to Tuon Keo are taken 
from this file.
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Tuon Keo, 1932
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Kom pong Chhnang. In 1917, for example, the RSC ordered a sec o f  "painted plates" 

from  the region while in M arch o f  1919, the Director o f Agricultural and 

Commercial Services requested that 3500 flower pots be m ade.147 T he letter for this 

second commission seems to have been accompanied by a real French flowerpot. As 

the Director explained it, the French flower pot would be "o f interest to the natives” 

since they would be "inspired by this model to improve their fabrication". Noc only 

should they "imitate the form" o f the French pot, but chey must try to "obtain a 

firing, if not similar [to it] than better than that which they ordinarily achieve".'43 

Shortly thereafter, M adame Michel, the director o f  the residential school in Kompong 

C hhnang, initiated a program in "the art o f painting on plates" as part o f a broader 

initiative to develop m ore vocational training opportunities.144 Michel hired a 

"Cambodian painter" to teach courses in drawing and several students from these 

classes began applying their lessons to pots, producing decorated ceramics which 

M ichel then marketed.150

T he initiative o f Michel and her school o f decorative painting soon came to the 

attention of Groslier.15' Com plaining that he had "never been consulted for the

147 See correspondance in NAC #3780, #15371 (RSC) for these commissions.

148 Letter from the Director of Agricultural and Commercial Services to the Resident of 
Kompong Chhnang, March 1919 [NAC #15371 (RSC)].

149 Conseil de Residence, Session de 10 Juin, 1920 [NAC #4746 (RSC)]. The correspondence 
refers simply to "Madame Michel" and we do not know her full name. See NAC #1985 
(RSC).

150 Letter from the Administrator of Civil Services to the RSC, January 13, 1922 [NAC #1985 
(RSC)].

151 Lecter from Groslier to the RSC, January 20, 1922 [NAC #1985 (RSC)]. All subsequent 
references in this section are to this letter.
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organisation o f  this section o f Cam bodian art and the training o f students", Groslier 

noted that M ichel would have benefited from the advice which his institution would 

have happily" provided her with. Such counsel would have avoided the unfortunate 

hiring o f  a "drop-out" from the School o f  Cambodian Arts, "a bad Cam bodian artist", 

"a painter after postcards and photographs" who had begun to "make oil paintings" 

on the plates o f  Kompong Chhnang. It was premature to decide, Groslier added, 

"whether the decoration o f plates is a Khmer family industry" since research into the 

subject had no t yet been conducted in depth. "Charming works" could possibly be 

made, but only, Groslier claimed, "on the condition that the Cambodian 

temperament manifests itself in all its originality". W hat Groslier seems to have 

objected to was the introduction o f  a view. The postcards and photographs used by 

the "bad artist" implied that the painter was painting scenes, views which presumably 

used perspective and modeling and thus strayed from the resolutely linear surface 

proposed by the diagrams o f the School in Phnom Penh. The Kompong Chhnang 

program therefore had to be brought "back in control".

Colonial authorities were quick to support Groslier’s complaints and by 1924, the 

Kompong C hhnang training program had been put under the "technical control" of 

the School o f Cam bodian Arts.152 Through the new link to Phnom Penh, "models" 

were provided and "suitable directives" were given to ensure "the maintenance of

152 For the incorporation of the Kompong Chhnang school into the DAC (Groslier's larger art 
administration) and its relation to the School in Phnom Penh see "Rapport sur le 
Fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens", December 31, 1924 [NAC #2010 (RSC)]. 
This is simply one example of how Groslier attempted to consolidate control of the arts 
throughout Cambodia. A similar stone sculpture initiative, begun by another French civil 
servant in Pursat, was similarly brought under Groslier's control in the early 1920s.
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Khmer tradition".153 Tuon Keo was appointed the technical director and only teacher 

o f the annex school in Kompong Chhnang.154 He quickly established an introductory 

six m onths drawing course, identical to the one found at the School in Phnom Penh. 

Here all students learned "Cambodian mocifs" prior to learning to "paint [them] on 

baked clay or wood".155 T he "drop out" who preceded T uon  Keo must also have 

studied in the introductory drawing course in Phnom Penh, before leaving the School; 

the models he had chosen for ceramics were however very different than those 

installed by Tuon Keo and Groslier. Throughout the 1920s, T uon  Keo used both the 

geometric patterns found on ancient ceramics undug at Phnom  Kulen, and the linear 

scenes o f  figures defined as "traditional painting" at the School o f  Cambodian Arts as 

his only "authentic" models (figure 47).156

In using such models, T uon  Keo was repeatedly described by Protectorate reports 

as a "very good worker", "a very good draftsman", "devoted", "conscientious", "always 

giving complete satisfaction".157 He was also described as "very active and very 

devoted" in raising the Kompong Chhnang atelier to "new levels o f  prosperity" by 

"organising the sale o f [his student's products]" and providing "very pretty dish 

models" for the 1931 Colonial Exposition. In these evaluations, this development

153 Letter from the RSC to the Resident of Kompong Chhnang, January 23, 1922 [NAC 
#1985 (RSC)].

154 Personnel file, Tuon Keo [NAC #11128 (RSC)].

155 Internal Rules of the Annex School of Kompong Chhnang, 1924 [NAC #1222 (RSC)].

15<i See "Rapport trimestriel sur le fonctionnemenc de l'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens", 1918
[NAC #394 (RSC)] for an early account of Groslier's interest in the Phnom Kulen ceramics as
models o f production.

157 Personnel file, Tuon Keo [NAC #11128 (RSC)].
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Figure 47 : Models for the Pottery decoration school in Kompong Chhnang 
made by 3rd year students at the School of Cambodian Arts, 1923-4.

On the left: Hanuman and Nilapat, on the right: Hanuman and Ponyakay.

A. Silire, "Bcem pla d'art cambodvien tautemparam" in Arts el Archenhwie Khmer mil.II t t l , 1924,
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and marketing o f products was given equal weight to teaching. The transport of 

painted pottery from Kom pong Chhnang to Phnom  Penh eventually proved too 

costly and difficult however. In  addition, hopes for a tourist land route by which 

foreigners would pass through Kom pong Chhnang on their way to Angkor were soon 

dashed.158 By 1932 (when the Protectorate was most battered by the ripples o f the 

Great Depression), the School in Kompong Chhnang was closed and Tuon Keo was 

recalled to Phnom Penh to join the atelier o f “dessin” at the School o f Cambodian 

Arts. H e remained a "courageous and devoted" teacher in Phnom  Penh, persisting at 

the "somewhat ungrateful task o f  teaching aspirants w ho are ignorant o f just about 

everything".159 In January o f 1941, Tuon Keo suffered partial paralysis as a result o f a 

stroke induced by hypertension. After a sequence o f leaves, his death was announced 

on June 7, 1942. In the trajectory o f his career, we can see how  much Groslier's 

system was introjected into the younger generations trained at the School o f 

Cambodian Arts during the 1920s and 1930s. W orking somewhat independently 

from direct control in Kompong Chhnang, Tuon Keo strove to establish a base of 

drawing and two dimensional design identical to that o f  the School o f Cambodian 

Arts. In  addition to developing models and training his students to replicate them in 

multiples, Tuon Keo sought markets for these products as an integral part o f his 

practice.

158 “R apport annuel sur le fonctionnement de I’ecole des Arts cambodgiens” 1932 [NAC 
#16445 (RSC)].

I5) Personnel file, Tuon Keo [N A C #11128 (RSC)].
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Success

The system of the Corporations initiated by Groslier in 1918 was eventually, by 

almost all accounts, extremely successful. In their first year already, the foundry, 

weaving, and jewelery Corporations were deluged with a "veritable rain o f 

commissions" and it became clear that there was a market for "native" objects 

presented to foreigners in accessible environments.160 This public response had, in 

Groslier's opinion, "ratified" the restructurings o f the School and justified the model 

objects which he had introduced.161

In addition to the economic successes, the system o f regulation established by the 

Corporations allowed for a "sudden evolution" and purification o f objects being 

produced independendy. As more and more artisans who had not studied at the 

School o f  Cambodian Arts came to accept Corporadon commissions, they promised to 

"observe the model" and to "accept all corrections which the Direction makes in the 

course o f  the work".162 A n inspector circulated among these contracted artisans, 

"correcting" work in progress and "stopping errors at the moment when they are 

produced, and thus are repairable"(E, p.34).163 Artisans were thus "guided" and

160 The large number o f commissions and the limited numbers o f artisans caused problems in 
the punctuality of delivery and led to a four months waiting list. See C, p.880-1. Because the 
Corporations were so "overwhelmed", Groslier at first undertook no publicity on their behalf. 
The initial clientele was not predominandy tourists but rather the temporary or semi
permanent foreign residents (primarily French) of Indochina. See NAC #17503 (RSC).

161 Already in 1918, Groslier noted, some jewelery pieces had been commissioned seventeen 
times and Corporation sales had reached considerable sums (C, reprint, 10).

16'  Comite de perfectionnement de I’ecole des arts, August 2, 1921 [NAC #8341 (RSC)].

163 As we have seen, Mao, a "well respected local artisan" and the good “French” character of 
the 1918 letter of complaint against Mak described above, was appointed the first inspector of 
the Corporations (R1925).
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counseled with "free teaching" offered to them since they "were not graduates o*f the 

School and often practiced a degenerate art or had a lax style".'64 The speed with 

which the work produced seems to have changed in 1918 indicates that already skulled 

artisans were simply adhering to a new set o f  values prom oted by Groslier’s designs 

(clarity, centered compositions, the following o f clearly articulated plans). Accusto»med 

to commissions, they could easily adapt.165 In jewelery, for example (which G roslier 

had dubbed both the "most perverted" as well as the "most vibrant [art industry] in 

Cambodge"), the simple substitution o f proper and pure models for the previous 

examples o f  "cheap imitation jewellery" worked miracles (R1925). The system off the 

Corporations not only allowed for control o f  artistic forms thus producing w h a t 

Groslier called "healthy work", but it also allowed for the "choices o f the in ternational 

client" to be "guided" (R1925, E, p.7). Thus the system o f models and C orporations 

installed a "filter" through which both producers and consumers would be 

"purified"(CC1942, p.3).

Through the lure o f  the Corporations, independent artisans began "dem and ing” 

to work on the grounds o f  the School in order to learn the various models which they 

could then produce for profit through affiliation with the Corporations. The 

administration encouraged their presence at the School since, “by seizing at the sam e 

time several generations" o f masters, independent artisans, and students w ithin the

164 R1925. Workers recruited from Kompong Luong to help with a flood of silver commissions 
were made to study at the school for a bit to "bring them up to date" (C, p.881). These ”s.hort 
classes" were said to quickly bring them up to sufficient skill. See NAC #17503 (RSC).

165 "Rapport sur le fonctionnement de l'Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens", 1919 [NAC #85336 
(RSC)]. Work was "very quickly regularized and perfected" through the "very close liason" 
between the Corporations and the School.
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walls o f  the School, "we have under our eyes the most ignorant ones, the mediocre 

and half-formed artisans, [as well as] the masters".166 All o f  these "workers" could 

thus "benefit in  a permanent fashion from our control".16' The school, Groslier 

wrote, became "like a home" for artisans, while the display o f  models became "their 

treasure"(C, p .884). Even those who worked outside o f the School, "without official 

relations to us", were encouraged to make use o f the School's models which 

deliberately circulated freely "w ithout trademark".168 The King him self (at least 

according to Groslier) had, after a visit to the School, decided that "his own artists 

would also w ork under the artistic regime o f the School" and that he "would no 

longer give them  work w ithout having them pass through this purification.161 

Through the successes of the Corporations system, the arts began to "acquire more

166 R1925- Artisans unaffiliated with the School were, for example, encouraged to use the 
school kiln for any enameling projects they might have. Such use "allows the control of work 
in the course o f execution” and familiarised outside artisans with the philosophy and 
methodology of the School and its Corporations. See "Rapport de la fin d'annee, 1925" NAC 
#17503 (RSC).

167 NAC #8336 (RSC)

168 "Rapport sur la Situation de 1'Ecole des Arts cambodgiens pendant I’annee scolaire 1923- 
24", NAC #763 (RSC). Groslier noted proudly that the Corporations had remained informal 
with "no identity cards, no lists, no rules, no social discussions, no politics"(CC1942, p.25). 
It was only at the moment of transaction that either the client or the artisan was a member: 
"the one delivers an object, is paid for it, and goes. The other buys an object, pays for it, and 
goes. And in these few minutes o f contact, the artisan and the consumer benefit from the 
organisation, the actions, and the experience of the Corporation Cambodgiennes" (CC1942, 
P-25).

161 CC#1, p.267. A much more prickly version of Groslier's relations with the Palace is traced 
through numerous incidents of competition and misunderstanding which I cannot trace here. 
See in particular the early incidents which ensued when Groslier tried to move items from the 
Royal collection to the Museum in 1918-1919. In 1927, the transfer o f a statue o f Maitreya 
from the Palace to the Museum elicited so much protest from its Kompong Chhnang donors 
that the statue was later returned to the Royal Library. In the 1940s, debate again swirled over 
whether the Royal Library was entided to collect cultural objects and thus to compete with the 
Museum. See correspondence in NAC #9104 (RSC).
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prestige" since "the artisan" became "a lucrative career", "secure, w ith increasing 

markets each year"(E, p.28).

In order to meet such demand, the Corporations had to make use o f  an ever 

increasing num ber of artisans. I t was not, Groslier warned, a m atter o f  "depending on 

a greater activity" on the part o f  their existing workers chat would allow che 

Corporations to increase production. Hands could not be rushed and che products 

depended on their high degree o f  finish. Ic was rather through "the multiplication o f 

its artists" tha t "a bigger production" could be achieved (CC#L, p .274).

Groslier d id  however restructure certain existing practices so that they might 

become more efficient and thus produce more objects. In bronze sculpture, for 

example, the existing practice in which one artisan completed the entire sequence of 

wax modeling, mold-making, and casting, was split, creating two different ateliers for 

different stages o f the production process. In che atelier o f “modelage”, scudents 

modeled wax figures. These figures were then cast by the atelier o f  foundry (C, 

reprint 1919). While previously the single artisan making and casting his own figures 

took 15 days to produce one sculpture, with Groslier's reform, five modelers and one 

caster working as a team could make many more sculptures in a shorter time for the 

same am ount o f  profit. Groslier called this restructuring o f the production process, 

the "prosperous destiny" o f  foundry casting.170

The lure o f  markets and the resulting emphasis on producing multiples had 

already been foreshadowed by a response to the 1917 survey.'71 T he administration,

,7° NAC #17503 (RSC)

171 Survey response, August 24, 1917 [NAC #15200 (RSC)].
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the response suggested, should "make models o f a type like the catalogues that the 

merchants in France are sending". I f  "many people would like to buy [such objects] ", 

provincial artisans would be "encouraged because people were buying a lot" and the 

artisans would therefore "work", producing many things. I t was envisioned therefore 

that Groslier's system would provide products for foreign buyers just as French 

manufactured goods were offered for sale in the colonies. The only difference was 

that Cambodian objects, though multiple and identical like factory goods, were to be 

made by hand. The inspector was not only to oversee proper forms, but also to 

manage production. As "home counselor" he was to inform the administration o f 

progress on commissions, while "sdmulating the slow workers and encouraging the 

hesitant ones at their own doorstep"(E, p.24). In the end, completed objects were 

delivered to the sales office by the representative o f the Corporation for inspection and 

approval by Groslier. Approved objects received a stamped seal attesting that they 

were "made in Cambodia and present the real and authentic character of Khmer 

art".1' '  The fact that the stamps for these seals were made in France only underscores 

how much Groslier was the designer o f this production project.173

By the early 1930s, Groslier’s attention began to shift from the local foreign 

purchaser and the tourist to the development o f more distant markets for Corporation 

products.174 N ot only had tourism  declined because o f the economic crisis, but direct

172 Comite de Patronage meeting, July 30, 1918 [NAC #8335 (RSC)].

173 See Groslier’s announcement that these stamps had arrived from France in the notes of the 
Comite de Patronage meeting, July 30, 1918 [NAC #8335 (RSC)].

174 In the beginning of the Corporations, Groslier explained, "we were unable to occupy 
ourselves with exportation since we didn’t have the manpower" nor the available funds; only 
research and "satisfying the local clientele and tourists" was possible (CCl942,p.42).
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access to Angkor from Saigon and Thailand had cut che num ber o f visitors coming to 

Phnom  Penh.17’ In addition, the success o f the Corporations had stimulated local 

competition. By the end o f  1929, for example, Groslier noted that the sales o f scarves 

and weavings had fallen o ff a t the Corporations sales office because o f the 

"competition which we have w ith home sellers and also because o f the beginning o f 

saturation o f the Indochinese population”.176 By 1935, independent art boutiques 

which "didn't exist in 1925", had come to take up "an entire row" o f  the street 

leading to the Royal Palace (E, p.37; CC1942, p.44). In  these boutiques, "patrons" 

had "installed themselves outside o f  the Corporations, selling directly both to the 

tourist and to che native".'77 Since Corporations models were freely available and not 

"trademarked", many o f the objects offered in these boutiques were "clearly inspired 

by our models"(E, p.38). However, quality was generally lower, ac least in Groslier's 

assessment, and thus it was the artisan who "fails our standards" that could "find a 

market there"(E, p.38). This, Groslier concluded, was healthy since "a hierarchy of 

labor is spontaneously and naturally established in the shadow o f  the Service of

175 Direct boat and air passage from Saigon to Angkor had begun in the 1920s and, fearful of 
losing the clientele who would thus "bypass" the capital, branches of the Corporations sales 
office were opened at Angkor and in Saigon. These offices covered "all the doors of exit"(E, 
P-22).

176 "Rapport de la fin d’annee, 1929" [NAC #17506 (RSC)]

177 E, p.38. A "native clientele" had in fact "reappeared", Groslier announced. As Groslier 
described it, "the native clientele which turned their backs... since 1900", and which had been 
"a litde astonished in the infatuation o f the European for that which it had neglected" slowly 
returned to the Cambodian arts, especially after "its first appetites for imported trinkets [had 
been] appeased"(E, p.37). Groslier actually encouraged "independent boutiques of the city" 
to use his models; the Corporations sales office promised to buy any unsold boutique object 
based on a Corporations model that was "correct and in excellent condition" provided it had 
the price established by the Corporations (CC1942, p. 17).
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Arts .l7s T he  Sales Office o f  the Corporation remained the site o f quality in this 

picture, since it resolutely refused to "put its stamp on trivialities"(CC1942, p.20). 

Responsible for "recommended art" , "correctly made" and offered at a "reasonable" 

price, the Corporations office must "always be awake, and cannot accept objects 

thoughtlessly"(CCl942, p. 19).

Groslier claimed to be happy with such "signs" that "the natives [were] beginning 

to fend for themselves".1'9 T he  whole o f his work, he explained, was a road clearing 

operation in which the "natives take, little by little, the path which we have shown to 

them".180 The administration's task, in this model, was to always "continue to go 

ahead, increasing our spheres o f  influence and clearing new terrain".181 T o turn  to an 

international arena was to "clear" one such terrain. As he often did, Groslier used 

figures for making his argument. A  Corporations object taken back to Europe 

reached the eyes o f at least 50 other people, Groslier calculated.182 By multiplying the 

total number o f  objects sold since the Corporations had begun, Groslier concluded

178 E, p. 38. Groslier had a somewhat different take of the independent boutiques which 
existed in 1917 prior to his restructuring of the School. "Chinese workers" (presumably 
Chinese Khmer) had realised that the first tourists presented a market and were beginning to 
"exploit the situation", showing "no shame" in making a so-called "Cambodian art" which 
Groslier condemned as "hybrid". Their boutiques, "well placed in the middle of the city", 
monopolized all purchases. For Groslier these Chinese entrepreneurs not only took the 
market for Cambodian style art away from Cambodian artisans but they further lowered the 
taste of the potential clientele by accustoming their buyers to "Chinese transpositions" (C,
p-879).

1,2 "Rapport de la fin d'annee, 1929" [NAC #17506 (RSC)].

180 "Rapport de la fin d'annee, 1929" [NAC #17506 (RSC)].

181 "Rapport de la fin d'annee, 1929" [NAC #17506 (RSC)].

182 “Rapport de la fin d’annee sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens”, 
January 8, 1923 [NAC #17503 (RSC)]. All remaining quotes in this paragraph are to this 
reference.
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that by 1923, 193,300 Europeans "in a great num ber o f  contexts have before their 

eyes a real concrete example o f Khmer art". T he  “artistic movement" fostered, by the 

School and its Corporations could envisage "a future with confidence" based on this 

far-flung network o f  admirers.

The Colonial Exposition o f 1931, held at Vincennes, outside Paris, provided the 

key for developing these new markets.183 A t the Exposition, "more indigenous objects 

o f art were sold than in the course o f  the whole preceding year in Phnom  Penh, a year 

which had been the most active since the foundation o f  the Service".'84 As a result of 

this success, the Economic Agency for Indochina, along with the RSC, approved the 

opening o f  a perm anent sales office in Paris, catering to a “metropolitan public [who] 

have thus shown themselves to be very favorably inclined with regards to Cambodian 

art"185 This "new organ of diffusion" quickly required more objects and upon

183 Groslier was involved in the design of the buildings representing Cambodia and the displays 
to be put in them. The infamous reproduction o f Angkor Vat was planned by Groslier in 
collaboration with the architect of the Exposition and members of the Department of Public 
Works (whom Groslier claimed did nothing). Decorative details and the sculpted wood 
entrance o f the building were completed by ateliers at the School of Cambodian Arts. A metre 
high "traditional painting of the principal episodes o f the life of the Buddha" was completed 
by the atelier of dessin, rolled and shipped to be included in the displays. The entire middle 
gallery of the exhibition space was reserved for “Arts cambodgiens". See the 1929 report with 
its attached note on preparations for the 1931 Exposition in NAC #17506 (RSC).

188 "Rapport annuel sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts Cambodgiens", May 31, 1932 
[NAC #2013 (RSC)]

185 "Rapport annuel sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts Cambodgiens", May 31, 1932 
[NAC #2013 (RSC)]. The Parisian sales oudet of the Corporations opened on December 20, 
1931.
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Groslier s return to Phnom Penh in December 1931, he "pushed" the " lab o r force to 

supply [the objects] in an intensive way".'86

A netw ork o f  foreign oudets also came to be established as a result o ff the interest 

shown on  the part o f  merchants visiting the 1931 Exposition who later scent inquiries 

to the sales office in Phnom Penh. Sample objects from C orpora tions stock were 

initially sent to interested merchants on a trial basis. I f  the objects scold well, the 

m erchant could pay for them and thus establish a permanent relationship. I f  the 

samples did not sell, they could simply be returned (in perfect condition) and the 

merchant would only lose the shipping fees (CC1942, p.43-4). O th e r  efforts to 

establish international networks were pursued through third parties. Thus for 

example in  1933, Corporation silk scarves, silver jewelery and bronze scullptures were 

included on the "Indochina Publicity Mission" o f the Houtm an, a ship wlnich traveled 

to South Africa, exhibiting Indochinese goods in all the ports in whicln it stopped 

(figure 48).187 By 1940, outlets o r representatives o f the C orpo ra tions had been

established in Port-Said (Egypt), San Francisco, Santa-Barbara, L o s  Angeles, 

W ashington (USA), Algiers (Algeria), Papeete (Tahiti), Bangkok (Thailamd), Batavia 

(Dutch Indies), Singapore, and M edan, among other places.'88 T he sc=ale o f these

'“  Rapport annuel sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens”, M ay 31, 1932 
[NAC #2013 (RSC)].

187 Rapport de Maicre Dubreuilh et de M.Pretre sur la Mission de Propagande Ind.ochinoise au 
bord du S/S Houtman. 1933 (pamphlet in the library of the National Museum of-  Cambodia). 
The tour was sponsored by Diethelm Company and traveled to South Africa. A sreport of the 
tour noted that the Cambodian goods did not sell as well as other Indochinese art ‘objects since 
they seemed too highly priced in comparison to, for example, bronzes made in Vioetnam at the 
Bien Hoa school.

l("< Echo du Cambodge January 23, 1941 ; February 6, 1941 "Service des Arts Carmbodgiens". 
See also "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts Cambodgiens au coutrs de l’annee 
1940" [NAC #2135 (RSC)].
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exports, explained one newspaper account, could never be imagined if  the artisans had 

no t been organised: "a single isolated Cambodian, unsupported by the Administration 

and faced with the duties o f  fulfilling the formalities and conditions implied by such 

exportation, could no t alone have been able to carry out or supply the funds necessary

T he Catastrophe

It is perhaps not surprising, given the increasing demands for more things which 

such a network o f  oudets produced, that by the 1930s Groslier found "the natives" 

beginning to "confuse quantity with quality" as they increasingly appeared at che 

Corporations sales offices "with botched weavings and scarves in series"(E, p.37). 

Groslier should perhaps have realised that he was on a slippery slope when he met 

w ith a group o f  Parisian jewelers during the 1931 Colonial Exposition. "For a quarter 

o f  an hour", Groslier wrote, "I had to demonstrate to these gendemen chat our boxes 

were made by hand. They believed them to be stamped and retouched, influenced by 

our prices which they found to be very cheap with regards to those that they knew for 

seemingly similar w ork made by machine".190 T he hand-made had become so precise, 

so identical, and so cheap, that it was indistinguishable from the machine-made.

In 1940, an entrepreneur called Say, brought a scamping machine which he had 

developed to the annual festival of Tang T ok  to which we will turn in the next

189 Echo du Cambodge January 23, 1941 ; February 6, 1941 (NAC newspaper collection).

190 See Groslier's letter of defense in the Say incident file [NAC #23304 (RSC)].
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Chapter.191 T he machine made patterned embossed silver boxes, buckles, and 

earrings. Entered in the festival competition as a "machine allowing the execution of 

series o f  works o f  jewelery", Say's display threw Groslier (a member o f  the jury for the 

exhibitions) into a rage. In a remark which later apparently received much play in the 

Khmer language press, Groslier declared that: "this machine should be thrown away 

and its inventor shot". The police report on the incident tempered Groslier's 

statement by explaining that it was simply an "imaginative and somewhat brutal way" 

o f expressing the idea that the use o f  Say's machine "risked exciting the market with a 

great quantity o f  pretend objects o f art which have not come from the hands o f the

it 192a r tis a n  .

"The world experience over the last fifty years", Groslier wrote in his February 19, 

1940 defense o f  his outburst, "has shown w ithout exception that where the machine 

penetrates, nothing is able any longer to stop it. I have therefore declared that the 

machine in question is dangerous".193 The livelihood o f the 400 to 500 jewelers who 

"presently work with their hands" in Cambodia was in danger, Groslier continued.

NAC #23304 (RSC). All subsequent quotes co the Say incident are taken from this file.

l,‘ See NAC #23304 (RSC). The main protester against Say besides Groslier was Minh Mol 
who was described in the Police Report of the incident as a jeweler who, "besides the School of 
Cambodian Art, [has] an almost complete monopoly on the sale of silver objects to tourists". 
The report added that Mol's appeals to the "needs and pretended interests of his workers, 
threatened of being deprived of their livelihood, ring more simply as self interest, especially 
since his wealth and power (he already has a 402 Peugeot) is clearly superior to that o f the little 
mechanic Say". Mol's workshop is remembered as second only to the School by Som Samai, a 
silversmith trained at the School in the 1930s. Mol employed many recent graduates of the 
School and soon had formed a kind of second silver Corporation. As an article published in 
1936 explained, Mol "will make objects in pure silver from any model given to him and 
employs many workers to execute them." See November 1936, Le Khmer "Minh Moll: 
Orfevre diplome de I'EcoIe des Arts cambodgiens". I would like to thank Penny Edwards for 
bringing my attention to this article and providing me with a copy of it.

193 NAC #23304 (RSC). All subsequent references to the Say incident are taken from this file.
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W hereas Say had so far concentrated on making "stamped trinkets” for the masses, 

Groslier worried that such "entrepreneurs" would soon turn to the market for the 

indigenous arts" where "a clientele always abundantly presents itself'. Through "the 

m ost simple reasoning", the "mechanical embosser or his imitators" would begin to 

make molds able to produce objects identical to the models o f  the Corporations. 

Because the machine could make them  in series, at least 25 a day, it would soon 

replace the silversmiths who required five to ten working days to make one box. In 

addition, because o f the vastly lower prices which the entrepreneur could charge for 

such stamped boxes and jewelery, boutiques would "not be able to resist mixing that 

which comes from the chisel w ith that which comes from the stamping machine". 

From  there, Groslier warned, it was a short step to "an Italian, a Spaniard, an 

American [beginning to] make molds in Khmer style after photos or designs, just as 

he already makes objects in the style o f  Louis XIV". Worse still, combinations o f the 

machine and the hand could be profitably imagined in which a box made largely by 

machine would be finished w ith "a few blows o f the chisel, a retouch made in ten 

minutes" that thus would give the box superficial hand-chiseled qualities similar to 

those produced by the C orporations.1*4

T he Khmer press and public had an apparently very different opinion o f Say's 

machine. "Instead o f congratulating the Cambodian Say from Kompong Cham  who 

has made a series o f  mechanical tools which are really masterworks", an account in 

Nagaravatta. January 20, 1940 noted pointedly, "the foreigners [who composed the 

jury] have reproached him  for having invented [something] which could... prevent the

NAC #23304 (RSC).
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hand laborers from m aking a living".195 To the "young Cambodians", a later issue of 

Nagaravatta explained, Say's machine, "furnished... proof that Khmers are capable 

also o f  making industrial machines, o f setting up ateliers, and even o f making 

products like European industry".196 The machine thus was an example o f  "the clear 

desire o f the C am bodian people to evolve and the proof that they will succeed in what 

they wish". I t was the "the wicked and jealous French [who] want the Cam bodian to 

remain backwards, m aintaining him  in the old worn track while Chinese and 

Annamites benefit from  all the progress". The administration o f  the Protectorate, the 

newspaper announced, was "unconcerned with the Cambodian artisans" and therefore 

the artisanat should organise and agitate.197 W hat seems to have happened in the short 

term at least was th a t Say gained much publicity from the controversy and thus 

received commissions for a thousand boxes from European and Annamite 

establishments. "Every night", the police report concluded, Say "elaborates to his

175 NAC #23304 (RSC). I rely here on the Police Report translations of Nagaravatta articles. 
It is one of the great ironic legacies of colonialism that a supposedly complete set of 
Nagaravatta. the Khmer language newspaper, resides in the archives in France while no copies 
are to be found in Phnom Penh.

IX> Nagaravatta. January 24, January 31, 1940 as translated in the police report [NAC #23304 
(RSC)]. All subsequent references to in the remaining paragraphs are to this reference.

U/ Groslier's reply to this was rather weak. The fact that Say had had to come to Phnom Penh 
from Kompong Cham to establish himself indicated that Say's machine did not "reveal the 
aspirations and dispositions o f a whole people" since he had been unable to find a clientele for 
his stamped trinkets in the countryside. Rather it was the limited, urban clientele (condemned 
once before as an "aristocracy" abandoning their artisans) who were fascinated with the 
machine. In addition, the so-called "invention" was really nothing when placed into a 
European context, Groslier explained. While "for a Cambodian, the stamping machine was 
"an indisputable success", the machine was really only an "elementary apparatus, a good work 
for a student in his 3rd year o f the Ecole professionnelle" and "nothing miraculous which 
testifies to a particular mechanical sensibility of which one could gain an appreciable economic 
efFect" [NAC #23304 (RSC)].
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compatriots in front o f his stand, the merits o f his invention and its utility for the 

future o f  Cambodia".

The lessons o f the many colonial "fairs" and "expositions" organised by the

Protectorate to which we now  turn had been well learned. As an article in a January

27, 1940 issue o f Nagaravatta pu t it:

the Exposition o f 1940 has brought to light interesting objects which give 
the impression that the Cambodian people begin to progress, thanks to 
the mass which interests itself more and more in the industry able to lead 
the youth o f future generations towards prosperity... Following as always 
[our] campaign to bring about a renaissance o f the Cam bodian people,
[we] ascribe the inferior intellect o f  the Khmers to the insufficiency of the 
technical training given to young Cambodians... This is due in large part 
to the people who, charged with educating have not wished the Khmer 
people to become as educated as foreigners; [they] have just barely taught 
the Cambodians to know how to make purchases from others.198

198 NAC #23304 (RSC).
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Chapter T hree : D isp lay

In a 1959 report on the activities o f  the United. States Information Service in

Cambodia, an officer in charge o f exhibits is quoted as saying:

The exhibit-conscious public in Phnom  Penh is almost non-existent.
Third dimensional [sic] displays o r displays with components in m otion 
are still not seen even in what local advertising exists. Cambodia is the 
country o f  the photograph or poster carelessly tacked to the wall. T o  our 
knowledge, there are no advertising agencies. Even the M inistry o f 
Information exhibits which tour the country would be considered crude 
and lacking in eye appeal in neighboring countries o f Southeast Asia. 
Exhibits for Cambodian audiences m ust be simple and graphic since 
impact must be made with pictures and not through captions or long 
explanatory text.1

A t first glance, such a judgement seems ironic since "Cambodge" had been so often 

displayed during the Protectorate.2 As we have seen, exhibitions were essential to 

Groslier's "organism" and the sales netw ork which he developed for the products o f 

the Corporations (figure 49).3 W hile m ost o f  the displays associated with these efforts 

took place abroad, there is also a history o f  exhibitions in Phnom Penh during the 

20th century to which I now turn. The processes o f  commodification through which

' "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", March 27, 1959 in RG306 Reports o f the US 
Information Agency / Inspection Reports and Related Reports 1954-1962, Box 2. The quote 
continues: "the arduous process of translating and scribing[sic] Cambodian language captions 
at times does not justify itself in that the language is so lacking in technical vocabulary that 
many French terms are put into Cambodian script. Naturally those who do not understand 
French do not understand the Cambodian transcription."

* See Bruno Dagens Angkor: Heart of an Asian Empire: Herman Lebovics, True France: the 
wars over cultural identity 1900-1945 ; and Penny Edwards, Cambodge for some recent 
treatments of this popular theme.

3 See "Rapport sur le fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens au cours de l'annee 
1940" [NAC #2135 (RSC)] as well as my discussion of the Corporations at the end of 
Chapter Two.
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Figure 49

1937 Fair at Haiphong (Tonkin), Cambodian Corporations exhibition stands

N A C  #16213 (RSC)
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tradition became a product is clearly evident here. Indeed, we will see that Groslier's 

products simply joined many other commodities that were increasingly on display in 

Phnom Penh as the 1920s and 1930s progressed. W hen we follow such displays into 

the era o f  independence, however, a different logic will come to infuse them, setting 

the scene for my discussion o f "modern painting" in Chapter 4.

Tang T ok

fflfiff (Tang Tok) is a festival which was held annually at the Royal Palace o f  Phnom

Penh, in order to celebrate the birthday o f the King.4 In addition to the rites held 

inside the Palace and the popular entertainments offered outside the Palace walls, 

early accounts o f  the festival described exhibits on display tables arranged inside the 

Throne Hall and "all around the surrounding wall, under the gates".5 T he table 

arrangements were "made by the ministers, monks and functionaries o f  the 

Provinces", and - to French eyes - their displays seemed to contain everything. 

Objects "from all over the place" were shown under "the most varied lights: lamps, 

candelabras, photophores"; "French or German clocks, Chinese or Japanese stacues, 

artificial flowers, Cambodian art objects", all these "strangely disparate objects" were 

jumbled together so that one found "costly or pleasing pieces right next to baubles

4 fj means “table” and frifi means “display” although it also can mean “to set up”, or “to
establish”. The name of the ceremony therefore is "display tables" or "to set up tables". The 
King's birthday is still celebrated today as a national holiday although the displays and events 
associated with the holiday have been curtailed in recent years.

5 See A. Leclere, "TangTok" in Revue Indochinoise #1, Volume 2 (1904-1905), p.338 and E. 
Menetrier, "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh", Revue Indochinoise #10 (October 1912), 
p.334.
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w ithout value".6 For Menetrier, writing in 1912, it was incomprehensible that a 

cardboard elephant with a movable head (an early advertising mascot for "Le Nil" 

cigarette paper) could "be enthroned in the place o f honor”. T he individual objects 

which he instead singled ou t for praise were pieces which more closely embodied his 

pre-conceptions o f Cambodian art: "a series of animals in carved silver", "furniture o f 

ebony incrusted with mother o f  pearl", "mythological animals sculpted in wood".'

By the curious process in which traditions are constructed and then retrospectively 

naturalized, accounts of Tang T ok  from the 1920s already described its displays as "a 

tradition among the Cambodian population" in which "offerings of a ritual character" 

have "varied litde for a great num ber o f years".8 Leclere's early descriptions however 

noted the "recent creation" o f  Tang Tok, explaining that the festival and its displays 

were "considered by the natives as an innovation to which French customs were not 

foreign".’ T he notion of such an annual display had been pieced together then as 

much from foreign ideas o f allegiance and exhibition, as from indigenous practices o f 

offering.10

6 E. Menetrier, "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh", p.334-5.

E. Menetrier, " Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom-Penh ", p.334-5.

H Draft press release (undated, probably 1924) NAC #2000 (RSC).

‘ "I understand no part to correspond to a Cambodian idea", Leclere wrote, "since in no part 
of Cambodia is it the custom to celebrate the anniversary of the appearance of an ordinary 
being in our world, even that of the Buddha". See A. Leclere, "Tang Tok", p.336.

10 Here, drawing on Penny Edwards’ work, one could say that the displays as a whole pictured 
the beginning of a nation, drawing together regional areas into a single exhibition and 
displaying the King's domain. Tang Tok inscribed obedience to the King (and the emerging 
nation) by requiring provincial authorities to pay homage through their displays or provide 
acceptable explanations for their absence. Leclere claimed that provincial governors resented 
the festival since ic required considerable expenditures on their part. As we have seen in
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Initiated during the first years after King N orodom  installed his court in Phnom 

Penh, by 1912, the jum bled objects on display at Tang Tok seemed, at least to French 

eyes, to embody the crisis which Groslier w ould proclaim. W here early versions o f the 

tables had perhaps primarily exhibited "native" art objects and natural oddities, by the 

time M enetrier visited in 1912, European images had become the objects of 

fascination. W hether the origin o f the object was local or distant, the point was that 

through the assembling o f  remarkable things, tribute would be paid to the king. The 

things displayed were objects considered particularly beautiful, or particularly strange, 

arranged in a collection o f  wonder for visitors to view. The greater the abundance and 

diversity o f  objects offered, the more wonder was assembled and the m ore homage was 

paid. From early photographs o f the displays, we can perhaps recognize both the 

jumble which French eyes found (figure 50) and the form o f offerings familiar to local 

eyes (figure 51)."

Officials o f the Protectorate apparently viewed the perplexing accumulation of 

things and their lack o f  categorization with dismay. By 1924, the displays had been 

organised into broad categories o f "agriculture", "industry" and "art", and in 1925, 

new regulations were introduced bringing T ang  T ok  almost entirely under the control

Groslier's early suggestion for a portrait gallery, as well as the early Palace construction 
projects, Cambodian Kings were urged to acquire the mandatory attributes o f Western royalty. 
In one of the earliest efforts in this vein, the French entrepreneur Caraman foisted a set of 
"fifty paintings copied from the great masters in oil" on King Norodom as part of an ill-fated 
royal shopping order in 1873. It was to such transfers of "French customs" that Leclere 
attributed the emergence of Tang Tok I want to thank Gregor Muller for alerting me to 
Norodom's painting order. See his forthcoming dissertation on Caraman and the early 
Protectorate (University o f Zurich).

" Such offerings are still found, in variously ordered arrangements of fruit, soda, flowers and 
incense, piled in rows before statues of the Buddha in Vats throughout Cambodia today.
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Figure 51

Tang Tok, 1924: Stand, of Prince Watchayavong Sisovath

LTmpartiaL September 1, 1924 N AC  45603 (RSC)
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of the Protectorate.12 A  com m ittee appointed by the RSC would oversee installation 

o f the exhibits. Displays were specifically urged to "throw  into re lief the "economic 

characteristics" o f each region, while more specific categories o f display were 

established dividing "things" into "products o f  the soil", "animal products", "mineral 

products", and "products o f  family industries" (including artisanal products such as 

silk weavings, mats, ivory carvings, jewelery, bronze figurines, pottery, lacquer objects, 

and musical instruments).13 T he first competition for the displays o f Tang Tok was 

held in 1924.H W hile the official purpose o f the display remained "to express to the 

King wishes for prosperity and  longevity from the m andarins and functionaries o f  the 

Kingdom", the competition was meant to spur the collection and display o f  "the still 

ignored riches o f Cambodia" for which the "possibilities in the economic domain 

surpass the hypothesis o f  the m ost optimistic".15 T he  "products" o f "artisans and 

artists" were shown alongside the "products" o f agriculture and industry, with 

monetary prizes offered in several categories.16

*' See "Tang Tok" L'Impartial. September 1, 1924 [NAC #5603 (RSC)] and the Circulaire of 
the RSC, September 1925 [NAC #2427 (RSC)].

13 Circulaire of the RSC, September 1925 [NAC #2427 (RSC)].

M "Tang Tok", L'Impartial. September 1, 1924 [NAC #5603 (RSC)]. The stand of Prince 
Watchayavong Sisovath, pictured in figure 51, won first prize.

15 Despite its aspiration to display products from throughout Cambodia, the displays of Tang 
Tok seem to have only represented regions around Phnom Penh during the early 1920s. In 
1925, for example, the vast majority of exhibited objects came from Kandal (954), Phnom 
Penh (345) and Kompong Cham (240). Siem Reap only exhibited 51 objects indicating 
perhaps how litde the nation had congealed. See the Exhibition Report, September 10, 1925 
NAC #2427 (RSC).

16 Prizes seem to have been awarded both to individual regional displays (thus encouraging 
competition between the Residencies) as well as in the broader categories of "products 
presenting an artistic character" and "products of the soil or o f family industries. See "Tang
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M any o f the provincial objects o f  wonder, brought for display at early versions of 

Tang Tok, appeared year after year as representative o f a particular region. Objects 

thus lingered, refusing to disappear. W ith the introduction o f com petition, the same 

objects could repeatedly win prizes, and French observers complained tha t the exhibits 

were always the same (although they adm itted that huge crowds o f  local viewers 

continued to come to wonder year after year).1' In 1925, the new commissioner of 

Tang Tok suggested that all objects on display be offered for sale.18 N o t only would 

this cut down on the number o f objects exhibited, and thus on the jum ble, but "we 

will help this exposition proceed towards the formula o f a commercial fair which, in 

my opinion, m ust be the goal o f our efforts".19 By re-framing a display o f  wonder into 

a sale o f products, RSC Baudoin had, in the words o f  one observer, "very successfully 

taken advantage o f  this ancient custom [Tang Tok] in order to try  to create 

competition between the Cambodians and to encourage them to develop themselves 

in the artistic dom ain as in the economic dom ain".20 M onetary prizes were awarded

Tok", L'Impartial. September 1, 1924 [NAC #5603 (RSC)] and the draft press release (1925) 
in NAC #11402 (RSC).

17 Exhibition Report, September 10, 1925 [NAC #2427 (RSC)].

"I The new commissioner was, appropriately enough, the director of the short-lived Musee 
Economique. In the spiric o f his suggestion, prizes in the category of musical instruments were 
eliminated since the instruments traditionally brought for display were "all made long ago and 
thus were not for sale"; as a result of the withdrawal o f a monetary prize, within a few years, 
musical instruments were no longer brought for display. See Exhibition Report, September 
10, 1925 NAC #2427 (RSC).

19 Exhibition Report, September 10, 1925 [NAC #2427 (RSC)]. Although the requirement 
that all objects be for sale was never folly implemented, by 1928, objects which had won prizes 
were banned from repeated exhibition. See the memo on the organisation o f Tang Tok, 
October 31, 1928 [NAC #1167 (RSC)].

2“ Undated draft report in NAC #2000 (RSC).
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by a jury handpicked by Protectorate officials. The decisions o f  this jury soon 

purged' the stands o f "ridiculous objects that a bad and childish taste had 

introduced" and, by the late 1920s, "the ritual exhibition" had been converted into 

"an exhibition o f  an economic character".’1 The meaning o f "to develop" in the 

"artistic domain" that is thus revealed has already come clear to us in Chapter Two. 

Things o f w onder had become products for sale.

The huge local crowds attending Tang Tok throughout the 1920s did not 

however convert into great numbers o f sales.22 Local populations proved either too 

poor - or too accustomed from previous exhibitions to simply looking and wondering 

without buying - to suddenly become a reliable clientele. By 1930, the presence o f 

such local crowds, and their gradual conversion to consumption, inflected Tang Tok 

with another purpose. Through the display o f  French products, the exhibition could 

"improve commerce by showing Cambodians objects made in France".23 In doing so, 

Tang T ok was simply following more "advanced" administrative sections o f 

Indochina. A t the first "Foire" o f  Saigon (1927), in addition to the pavilions 

mounted by each o f  the administrative units o f Indochina, the Fair was dotted with 

European commercial concerns eager to open new markets in the colonies.'4 Displays

Undated draft report in NAC #2000 (RSC). The transformation necessitated a new title, at 
least in French, and by the late 1920s the annual exhibition was called "Exposition des 
produits du sol et des industries familiales du Tang-Toc".

22 Exhibition Report, September 10, 1925 [NAC #2427 (RSC)].

23 Exhibition Report, September 10, 1925 [NAC #2427 (RSC)].

24 Foire Saigon (December 7, 1927 - January 17, 1928) Saigon: Societe d'Edition et de 
Publicite Indochinoises, 1927 (NMC Library). The Cambodian pavilion predictably 
showcased the "traditional arts" (silk, silver) but also included considerable displays of natural 
resources such as fish and rice.
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hawking fans, tools (figure 52), and Nesde milk (figure 53)*, encouraged local viewers 

to become consumers o f  such m odem  conveniences. By 1 930, the displays o f Tang 

Tok in Phnom  Penh included no t only automobiles a n d  agricultural machinery 

(figure 54), but foreign "Houses o f  Commerce" whose staxrds soon equaled those of 

the local administrative regions (figures 55, 56).'5

The 1930 Tang Tok also featured a series o f stands devoted to the School of 

Cam bodian Arts and the Corporations under the tide " M u s a  Albert Sarraut” (figure 

56). As the official catalogue described it, "the art exhibition" was now "limited" to 

"products" from the School o f Cambodian Art and its C orporations.26 It was simply 

another way in  which jumble had become order and the p lace  o f art had become clear, 

secure, and separate. Already at the 1912 Tang Toe, the a r t  school o f the Palace had 

established a salesroom separate from the regional displays w h ere  objects worthy o f the 

King were offered for sale to the general public.2' The "g reat number o f heteroclite 

objects o f  little interest" on display at tables from each regional area began to be 

distanced from "the true marvels o f  Khmer art" which w e re  to be assembled in a 

single place and put under a single administration.'8

25 Catalogue for the 1930 Tang Tok, NAC #5432 (RSC). CThe displays of Houses of 
Commerce had to be approved by Brecq, the "Artistic delegate" of the Exhibition (and an 
employee of the School of Cambodian Arts); only those exhibitions considered sufficiently 
aesthetic would be admitted.

26 Already in 1927, the "art" displays of Tang Tok were overseen by Groslier and a Khmer 
counterpart; only stands under the purview of the School and thie Corporations could enter 
into the competition held for "art". Prize categories followed the divisions established by the 
ateliers of the School; jewelery, sculpture, foundry, weaving, traditional painting, and antique 
objects of all kinds. See "Rapport sur I'organisation de l’expositio»n", May 14, 1927 in NAC 
#1828 (RSC).

27 E. Menetrier, "Les Fetes du Tang-tok a Pnom Penh", p.334-5.

28 Draft press release (undated, probably 1924) NAC #2000 (RSC)_
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Figure 52

Saigon Fair of 1927-1928 
Stands exhibiting tools (above); fans and umbrellas (below)

Foire S a if on (album. N M C  library)
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In a curious sense, Tang Tok served as a counterpart to Groslier's efforts since 

local authorities worked to dredge up antiquities and oddities for their displays. 

Surveying forgotten pockets, they brought the "antique", the "traditional" and "the 

strange" into a public light.29 Groslier was o f  course occupied with collecting 

"authentic" models and examples o f traditional forms from which to develop new 

products. By 1925, he had secured the right to preview the exhibits and chose 

"objects o f art o r archeology destined for his Museum" prior to the general opening of 

Tang T ok  to the public.30 Through tactics such as the 1928 decorated cart 

competition, Groslier’s administration used the mechanism o f  Tang T ok  to facilitate 

the collection o f  particular objects.31

The displays o f  Tang Tok therefore worked in several ways. Things that were 

once objects o f  wonder became products, joining those o f the French in a display 

meant to develop markets and convert Cambodians to consumption. Unlike the 

newly manufactured objects offered by France, the products o f Cam bodia (at least in

While Groslier certainly concentrated on the first two categories, the photographs which he 
assembled as part of the Museum's collections spoke to the third category. The Museum’s 
photography collection was meant to picture all that which could not be physically contained 
within the walls o f the Museum. The images include "specimens" o f hill tribe people, 
provincial houses, classes of school children, ceremonies, landscapes and other un
transportable views. Such collecting of course recalls Malraux's Museum withouc walls. 
Malraux remains infamous for attempting to steal sculptures from the temple of Banteay Srei 
in 1923. As his wife Clara later put it, the two had simply wanted "to put works of art chat 
were being threatened by the jungle back into circulation". See her autobiography (Memoirs, 
1967) and the account of the Malraux affair in NAC #15824 (RSC).

30 See NAC #4254 (RSC) for the controversies which ensued over Groslier's righc to preview 
the exhibitions and chose objects for his Museum and Corporations sales office.

31 The 1928 Tang Tok included a competition for "indigenous carts decorated with sculptures 
and applications o f metal or ivory”; the competition announcement urged local authorities to 
search the areas o f their reponsibility for possible cart submissions, explaining that some of the
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the artistic domain) were the old, the traditional, and the unique. To sell these, 

however, would eventually deplete the store. Thus a system o f  substitute production 

ensured that the original rem ained as a model on display at the Museum while its 

copy entered circulation. By excavating the treasures hidden in provincial pockets, 

Tang T o k  became a forum for product development and diversification, annually 

offering up more traditional things that could serve as models for more and more 

commodities made by hand in a traditional style.

Independence

In  the first flush o f independence, an "event like Tang Tok" was held but was 

posed as "different" because "the objects displayed would no t be sold."31 It would 

seem for a mom ent that we here return to the wonder o f  things in which the viewer 

was m eant simply to look rather than to buy. But the pam phlet for the 1955 

International Exhibition o f Phnom  Penh declared that "there has never been this type 

[of Exhibition] in Cambodia before", thus explicidy ruling o u t any relation to the 

earlier Tang Toks. M any Cam bodians, the writer added, would "not understand this 

event" called "an International Exhibition" (figure 57).33

T h e  International Exhibition o f  Phnom Penh had been created in order to 

celebrate a new chapter in Cam bodia's history. Having "turned the page" from

carts in the best condition would be preserved in the Museum after the Exhibition was over.
See the organisational brochure for the 1928 Tang Tok [NAC #1167 (RSC)].

31 nnrruiffsftiinmnm /unmrchtmann rnitr str Box 215 (Documents of Cambodia). 

33 n n rn j if r s r ti in g rn m  (urm rrreham infi rn itr  f t r  Box 2 1 5  (Documents of Cambodia).
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colonialism to self rule, the Exhibition would compel "all countries o f  the world to 

open their eyes and recognize this fact".34 By staging a specifically International 

Exhibition, Cam bodia would set itself within the community o f  nations as an equal. 

Prior to independence, the Khmer language pamphlet which accompanied the 

Exhibition explained, Cambodia had not been allowed this freedom and was instead 

locked w ithin the closed networks o f  colonial trade and diplomacy as determined by 

the French. D uring the almost hundred years o f the Protectorate, the pamphlet asked 

rhetorically, w hat countries had Cambodia had relations with? In what countries had 

Cambodia advertised its products?

The author o f  the pamphlet was obviously not familiar w ith  (or chose to ignore) 

the far-reaching networks which Groslier had established for the Corporations. Nor 

did the pam phlet's author, Naem Kem, find much o f worth in colonial art policy. 

Over the last 100 years, he wrote, "French colonialism" has "caken our land, 

oppressing and throwing away our culture".35 By denigrating Cam bodian culture, and 

"telling the English that our culture was a corrupt culture, a slave culture", the 

Protectorate had ensured that "French culture was more praised". In  this reading, the 

"protection" o f  "authentic Cambodian art" was really a policy to "protect" the status 

o f French art, thus, we can add, guarding its corner on the modern. At the 

International Exhibition of Phnom Penh, these wrongs would be righted since the 

"culture o f  our nation" would be praised by the attending international community.

34 n n rn n ffe r tfm g rn m  ftrrr/urrdnarrnnpr rn jy  §v Box 2 1 5  (Documents o f Cambodia).

35 nnrnnm rtiirim nm  fim m tititm nnn  fm'tr sfa Box 2 1 5  (Documents of Cambodia). All 
subsequent references in the paragraph are to this pamphlet.
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Indeed, the pavilions housing the Cambodian exhibits were strikingly different from 

any o f the pavilions representing Cambodia at exhibitions during the Protectorate 

(figures 58, 59, 60). Their glass facades and angular geometries echoed the forms 

proposed by international modernism, visually asserting that Cambodia had not only 

joined the community o f  nations but had entered the look o f the modem. Designed 

by the Khmer architect Seng Suntheng, the pavilions were praised as "very modern 

and pleasing".36 In a place previously designated as the site o f the past, visitors now 

found the established forms o f the modern world and thus a new identity for 

Cambodia.

W ithin the four Cambodian pavilions o f the Exhibition, the resources o f  the 

country were exhibited but no t sold.37 Here the State strove to "offer the entire world 

a demonstration o f  the National patrimony".38 In order for such a demonstration to 

take place, the entire world o f  course had to come to Phnom Penh. To that end, 

other nations were invited to present their own pavilions at the Exhibition.39 France, 

Japan, the US, Holland, India, Laos, the Federation o f Malaya and Singapore,

36 See trn n jn n ran fT B ftiin m rin i rnrm rfijr in rnnf?rftjr Free World vol.5 #1. 1955 and "A Final

Report on the International Exposition of Phnom Penh", Despatch #230, January 12, 1956 
851H.191-Ph/1-1256 in RG306 Records of the US Information Agency, Office of Research, 
Country Project Correspondence 1952-1963 Box 3.

37 The encyclopedic intention of the Exhibition comes clear in the lengthy lists of objects 
exhibited in the four Cambodian pavilions of Natural Resources, Technological Resources, 
Social Resources and Cultural Resources. See "Exposition Internationale de Phnom Penh 
1955", NAC Box 215 (Documents of Cambodia).

Report of Laspeyres to the King in Angkor ("Affaire de 1'Exposidon Internationale de 
Phnom Penh"), 1956 [NAC Box 84 (Documents of Cambodia)], p.28.

39 Pavilions and stands were built around Vat Phnom and along the Avenue Marechal Joffre 
toward the Hotel le Royal. The Exhibition opened on November of 1955. See the French 
and Khmer language Exhibition brochures in NAC Box 215 (Documents of Cambodia).
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Figure 58 : International Exhibition o f Phnom Penh, 1955 
Architect sketches o f the pavilions 

Above: an entrance; below, the Cambodian pavilion displaying natural resources

Exposition Internationale de Phnom Penh. Pamphlet, N A C  Box 215  (DC)
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Figure 59 : International Exhibition o f  Phnom Penh, 1955 
Architect sketches o f the pavilions 

Above: the Cambodian pavilion o f  social resources 
Below: the Cambodian pavilion displaying cultural resources

Exposition International'e de Phnom Penh. Pamphlet, N A C  Box 215 (DC)
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Figure 60 : International Exhibition of Phnom Penh, 1955

The caption reads: “one o f the modern pavilions o f  Cambodia located West o f the sanctu
ary ofVat Phnom. This is one o f the places where various things that the Khmer people have 
made in our country are displayed”.

Free World, volume 5, it I
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Thailand, and Vietnam all m ounted individual national pavilions. There were also 

pavilions for international business concerns as well as restaurants and amusement 

stands. An Asian Film Festival, an International Festival o f  Asian Song and Dance, an 

International Competition o f  Asian Children's Drawings, an International 

Photography Competition, an Exhibition o f Asian Masks and Puppets, the Miss 

Cam bodia Beauty Pagent (with four European beauty queens as judges), and various 

sporting events and activities (including demonstrations by the US Olympic Swim 

team and the track athlete Bob Mathias) all took place during the course o f  the 

Exhibition/0

The Khmer language pam phlet resorted to an almost stream-of-consciousness 

definition o f the displays: "Exhibition - the act o f  setting down - putting, opening, 

showing in order to see, to look at the international - between peoples, between 

various nations"/1 An International Exhibition, the pam phlet continued more 

straightforwardly, was "the exhibition o f  various things o f  various nations", things like 

"art objects, technologies, industrial products, medicines, culture, social affairs" which 

"each country has brought to exhibit in one place or one country" following a general

40 For the fullest account o f these activities see UC tfljnnftlhffSrtilfifT rnm  in rfUIRfAjT Free World
vol.5 #1, 1955. We can notice in this list a clear interest in pan-Asian events which indicates a 
post-independence shift away from the colonial French sphere of influence towards allegiance 
with an imagined broader Asian community. We will see this shift again in my discussion of 
the Japanese painter Suzuki in Chapter Four.

41 n n rn n H S ftfm  m r m fi m rw ir iru n u |n m i^ tu r m  r f t f i t f m s i s i  in n n m n rrerch R

gtnm Box 215 (Documents of Cambodia).
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(and international) call to display.4'  The slide in this list from the relatively concrete 

art objects", "industrial products", and "medicines” to broader and less exhibitable 

concepts o f "culture" and  "social affairs" emerges as a crucial tension in the post

independence exhibitions which I chart here. While the sales o f  products remained an 

underlying concern, these displays were just as preoccupied with more intangible 

forms o f convincing and conversion. In the 1950s and 1960s, installations o f  pictures 

were meant to win over viewers to certain ideas o f how  to live, how to rule, and what 

society to create. Indeed, as the Khmer pamphlet explained, while the task for foreign 

viewers was to finally see what "Cambodia in 1955" really was, local viewers could use 

the opportunity o f  the Exhibition to "compare” the "economy, progress and culture" 

o f  other countries to that o f  Cambodia.43 The normal distance o f geography did not 

allow such forums o f eyes "seeing clearly together". It was only at the Exhibition that 

countries could be compared and contrasted so that views o f  the world would come

■ 44clear.

42 n n rn m re rd if itn sm jo R tii  m r r n M n r d j f i 'i r tw t i in s ie 'id o d i  qrfJfiAmjj: m o ff r s w  qA /p o in g
i

fajT O  < u d tm q d irife  rd n r iu rp ftjs is i tn s ttm tfn m d rs lf ifg & rim y a r  m s fg n s w r im y m rd r tf r e f r s n ru if is f i  
dW S in nnrtuTffSftfinnrnm  Box 215 (Documents of Cambodia).

43 ttfjrernj^jrifrm rivdnq I 'sy stitj n n rn n ffs rtfm firn m  Box 215 
(Documents of Cambodia).

44 The commercial was always intertwined with broader notions o f displaying and comparing 
nations and their cultures. As the Khmer language pamphlet explained, Cambodia was rich in 
natural resources and certain agricultural and artisanal products. But "how could people be 
expected to come and buy [such things]" if "no one knows whac kinds of things our country 
has?" The exhibition was therefore a "publicity event" (UfUlJTttnfiJSl) to advertise both the new

international status of Cambodia and its national resources and products. nnrnnySfdlfififnrn 
Box 215 (Documents of Cambodia).
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"The Free W orld"

The international arena into which Cambodia stepped in 1955 was increasingly 

divided into two camps. Delicate discussions had ensued during the planning o f the 

1955 Exhibition as to whether all countries should be invited to display or whether 

the Exhibition should be limited to "the nations o f  the Free W orld".45 In the end, 

perhaps through US pressure, the organisers limited invitations to the countries o f the 

Free W orld.46 This did not, however, end the jockeying for positions in the Exhibition 

although the competition was perhaps friendlier than it would have been had the 

socialist-bloc countries been invited. Informed at an early informational meeting that 

the French planned to create a large display area centered around a "replica o f a 

Parisian street, complete with a restaurant and a cafe and possibly a dancing hall", the 

US Embassy in Phnom  Penh was soon urging for a similar com m itm ent on the pare 

o f the US particularly after the Japanese developed an exhibition plan o f a scale equal 

to that o f the French.47 As one US Embassy telegram put it, "US interest in this 

strategically im portant country and critical area allows nothing less".48 Available 

markets and economic concerns were secondary to the political task o f promoting

45 The “Free World” was the US-sponsored slogan for those countries allied against the 
Communist bloc throughout the Cold War. By the late 1950s, Cambodian officials came to 
object to the use o f this slogan since it carried with it the implication that the resc of the world 
was not free.

46 Telegram #101, July 25, 1955 851H.19l-Ph/7-2555 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department of State, Central Decimal Files 1955-1959. In what follows, I use US as an 
abbreviation for the United States of America.

47 Despatch #1, July 1 1955, 85lH.l91Ph/7-155 and Telegram #101, Phnom Penh Embassy 
to the Department of State, July 25 1955, 851H.191Ph/7-2555 in RG59 General Records of 
the Department of State, Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.

48 Telegram #165, August 9 1955,851H.191Ph/8-955 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department of State, Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.
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America's message and thus gaining ever more allies to the US side o f  the Cold War. 

Exhibitions could "present evidence that US social and economic progress under [a] 

free enterprise economy benefits the majority instead o f  just the few".49 The primary 

purpose o f  the US display at the International Exhibition o f  1955 therefore was to 

present a message, an image that would persuade, a display that m ight convert.

U nder the official theme o f "Peace, Freedom, Progress", the US pavilion included 

displays o f  farm equipment, communication devices, and sewing machines, as well as 

a model low-cost house which the US Operations Mission (USOM ) was promoting 

in the countryside. The US exhibition also included a model voting booth, 

photographs o f  life in the United States, and promotional material produced by the 

Inform ation Service.50 The final US Embassy report on the Exhibition noted that 

despite the ongoing controversy over the management o f  the Exhibition, US 

participation "was a notable success and did an eminent service to the cause of 

American-Cambodian relations".51 A public opinion poll showed that "the US

49 Department of State Telegram to Phnom Penh, September 26, 1962 851H. 191 -Ph/9-2162 
in RG59 General Records of die Department of State / Central Decimal File 1960-3, Box 
2559.

50 The US was awarded a gold medal for its exhibit by the organising committee of the 
Exhibition. Its pavilion included the first public display of a television set in Cambodia. See 
Telegram January 17, 1956 851H.191-PA/1-1756 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department o f State: Central Decimal File 1955-1959 and the "Final P^eport on die 
International Exposition of Phnom Penh", Despatch #230, January 12, 1956 851H. 191- 
Ph/1-1256 in RG306 Records of the US Information Agency, Office of Research, Country 
Project Correspondence 1952-1963 Box 3. In what follows I use USIS to stand for the 
United States Information Service.

51 "Final Report on the Phnom Penh International Exposition", Despatch #230, January 12 
1956, 85lH .19lPh/l-1256 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, Central 
Decimal Files 1955-1959. For the "aftermath" of the Exhibition and the government's 
inquiry into its financial mismanagement see Angkor ("Affaire de 1'Exposition Internationale
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pavilion s television [was] easily [the] outstanding h it o f  [the] fair", while running 

tallies o f  attendance at the various national pavilions showed "US first, India second, 

France third".52

W hy was the United States so concerned with Cam bodia during the 1950s? As an

inspection report from the late 1950s explained, US officials stationed in Cambodia

"feel they are in the front-line trenches on the boundary o f the Free W orld and are

giving everything they are capable o f to keep Cam bodia from being lost to the

Communists."53 An enorm ous importance was placed on Cambodia within the larger

US struggle against Com m unism . The domino theory (and Cambodia's centrality in

it) was outlined in a confidential memo in 1961:

Cam bodia's importance derives solely from its strategic position in 
Southeast Asia. It is the key to the area as the Japanese [during W^WII] 
realised [when they] used it as a springboard for their attack on Singapore 
and the Netherlands East Indies. I f  Cam bodia were to come under 
Com m unist dom ination, both South V iet-N am  and Thailand would be 
outflanked and eventually fall, and the road opened for aggression against 
Malaya and Indonesia. U nited States policy tow ard Cambodia therefore 
has been and continues to be predicated on its strategic position.54

de Phnom Penh"), 1956 [NAC Box 84 (Documents o f Cambodia)] and my "The 
International Exhibition of Phnom Penh", Phnom Penh Post. April 1998.

52 Telegram #221, March 22 1956, in RG306 Records o f the US Information Agency, Office 
of Research, Research Reports 1953-1986, Box 15 and "Final Report on che Phnom Penh 
International Exposition", Despatch #230, January 12 1956, 851H.191Ph/l-1256 in RG59 
General Records of the Department of State, Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.

53 "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of the US Information Agency. Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2.

54 Confidential Memo from Ambassador Trimble to the Secretary of State, 1961 in RG59 
General Records of the Department of State: Bureau o f Far Eastern Affairs, Office of 
Southeast Asia Affairs, Cambodia Files 1958-1963 Box 5-
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In  the name o f defending their "free-world position in Southeast Asia", the US 

distributed enormous amounts o f aid in Cam bodia during the 1950s.55 The purpose 

o f  this aid was to "prevent Communist intrusion into military and civil police forces" 

and to "minimize Com m unist penetration o f  education and other vital public 

programs"; US aid was "not intended to underwrite Cambodia’s plans for rapid 

economic development".56 In other words, the aid agenda had a clearly self-interested 

purpose within a larger international context and was therefore not overly preoccupied 

with local specifics. Aid was given in order to win US influence in an arena in which 

other countries were also jockeying for position in reladon to the larger polarity o f the 

Cold W ar.57

55 O f an aid package which by the end of 1960 had totalled 195 million dollars, 102 million 
dollars were for military support (91 million for troop salaries, 11 million for military 
equipment and construction projects), and 32.5 million dollars were spent on the Khmer 
American Friendship Highway linking the new French-constructed port in Kompong Som to 
Phnom Penh. The remainder of US aid was spent on agricultural and educational 
development, health projects and USIS activities. The extent of US involvement in Cambodia 
during the 1950s comes clear through a comparison of US aid figures to estimated aid received 
from other countries. By I960, Cambodia had only received $18.5 million from France , $4.1 
million from Japan, $1 million from the United Nations, $28 million from Communist 
China, and $10 million from the Soviet Union. See "Briefing papers for Saccio Visit", 
November 20, 1959 and Confidential Memo Trimble to Secretary of State (undated) in RG59 
General Records of the Department of State: Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, Office of
Southeast Asian Affairs: Cambodia Files 1958-1963 Box 2 and 5 as well as the State
Department Telegram to Phnom Penh, December 30, 1959 851H.0093/1-260 in RG59 
General Records of the Department of State, Central Decimal File 1960-3 Box 2559.

56 See "Briefing papers for Saccio Visit", November 20, 1959 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department of State: Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs / Office of Southeast Asian Affairs: 
Cambodia Files 1958-1963 Box 2.

57 When the Khmer-American Friendship Highway (built with great fanfare in the late 1950s) 
developed embarassingly large potholes only two years after construction, US embassy 
despatches pleaded for instant funding in order not only to return the road to a useable state 
but also to repair the damage which "American prestige" had "suffered". The Ambassador 
feared chat the potholes would become "a gold mine” for the "leftist press” in the ongoing 
publicity war with "Communist interests". See Confidential Memo Ambassador Trimble to 
Walter McConaughy, Assistant Secretary of State, May 18, 1961 in RG59 General Records of
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la  the race to win Cambodia over to their side o f the C old W ar, US officials 

found themselves hampered by the "intense nationalism" o f the country.58 Through 

Sihanouk’s doctrine o f  neutrality, Cam bodia steadfastly stuck to a foreign policy 

which placed the maintenance o f independence as its primary goal. Aid and 

independence therefore remained in tension throughout the 1950s. In response co 

such a situation, the US developed an approach in which the US would "present" 

itself as "a nation supporting Cambodian independence and respecting its policy o f 

neutrality".59 Through US aid, Cambodia - as an independent and equal partner - 

would be offered opportunities allowing the country to achieve levels o f  "freedom" 

and "prosperity" produced by the "American way o f life".60 T o follow such a strategy, 

the US Embassy and its related offices in Phnom Penh had to "present an image o f 

the US" to the Cambodian public.61 Whereas in other countries, more forceful and

the Department of State, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, Office o f Southeast Asia Affairs, 
Cambodia Files 1958-1963 Box 5.

58 "Annual Report on the Educational Exchange Program in Cambodia" Despatch #153, 
November 3, 1958 511.51H3/11-358 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, 
Central Decimal Files, Box 2156.

59 "Country Assessment Report - I960” Despatch #16, January 28, 1961 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau o f Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.

60 "Country Assessment Report - I960" Despatch #16, January 28, 1961 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.

61 For discussions of "the image" see the Country Assessment Reports from 1959, 1960, and 
1961 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, 
Planning and Development Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.
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threatening images o f the US were to be constructed, and promoted, "in Cambodia... 

the image [of the US] must be friendly, dignified and trustworthy".62

Image construction loosely fell into two categories. Through the first, "proper" 

representations o f  US actions and  intentions in Cambodia were to be produced at a 

time when US involvement was increasingly visible in the countryside because o f US 

aid-sponsored model homes, model schools and model roads (figure 61, 62). The 

"dramatisation" o f such aid activities would, the argument ran, supply "evidence" of 

US "support for, and strengthening of, Cambodian independence".63 The second 

com ponent o f image construction required making the distant, visible and present. 

"Life in America" (and in a more general sense, "Life in the Free W orld'") was to be 

repeatedly presented and elaborated for Cambodian audiences. Through such 

exhibitions, the argument ran, Cam bodians would be converted to "our way o f life". 

By the early 1960s, each annual C oun try  Assessment Report invoked this campaign to 

create the "desired Stereotype o f  the US".64

6* "Country Assessment Report - 1959" Despatch #19, March 9, 1960 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.

63 "Country Assessment Report - 1960", Despatch #16, January 28, 1961 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.

64 See "Country Assessment Report, 1961", Field Message #9, January 31, 1962 in RG59 
General Records o f the Department o f State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and 
Development, Staff and Country Files 1955-64, Box 220 and "Country Assessment Report - 
1962", Despatch #8, January 29, 1963 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, 
Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 
220. French officials had embarked on a similar project of image projection in the waning 
days o f the Protectorate. In the midst of Japanese occupation, French authorities planned 
"historical exhibitions of a permanent nature" in Hanoi, Hue, Saigon and Phnom Penh; these 
History Museums were to emphasize the poverty and despair of "Indochina prior to the arrival 
of the French" and the advances subsequendy made under the Protectorate. Through such 
displays, "the permanence of our effort in this country” would become clear to all viewers.
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Figure 61 
US Aid project in Cambodia, 1962 

Above: model school; below: model toilet

US N ational Archives a t College Park, M aryland RG 286 CAM -62-1898 (above); CAM -62-1597 (below)
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Figure 62 : US Aid projects in Cambodia, 1962 
Above: model well; below: inspector with a model school in progress

US National Archives a t College Park, Maryland RG286 CAM -62-1614 (above): CAM -62-1636 (below)
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The presentation o f  "an image o f the US" relied on an extensive m achinery  which 

disseminated visual materials throughout Cam bodia during the 1950s. "AIL media" 

were to be mobilized in the effort to convey "the image" and the cam paign's 

effectiveness was repeatedly measured in surveys and opinion polls.65 I comcentrate 

here on elements o f  the campaign which affected visual culture in Cambodia-, noting 

however that the production o f an image o f  America had many more facets th_an I can 

address here.66

One of these historical displays was temporarily assembled in an aisle of the S«chool of 
Cambodian Arts where it was inaugurated in July of 1943 during the GGI's visit ta> Phnom 
Penh. See correspondence between Robbe, the GGI, the RSC, and Grosiier in N A C  #9104 
(RSC) as well as David Ayres, Tradition and Modernity Enmeshed: the Educational Crisis in 
Cambodia 1953-1997. PhD diss, Sydney University, p.52.

65 One 1961 survey asked Cambodians "what opinion do you have of the cultur-e of the 
following countries". The users replies were tabulated and reported to Washington a s  signs of 
the success of the image campaign:

Excellent good fair bad
USA 64% 23% 5% 1%
USSR 33% 18% 12% 2%
France 28% 32% 12% 2%

See “User's Evaluation of the USIS library, Battambang, August 1961” IRI.CAJEvI.il in 
RG306 Records of the US Information Agency: Office of Research and Research Reports 
1953-1986 Box 15 and "Country Assessment Report - I960", Despatch #16, Janmary 28, 
1961 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural! Affairs, 
Planning and Development Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.

66 The purpose o f the Educational Exchange Program, for example, was to "get Cam bodia to 
look in our direction: long, intelligently and in large part on our home grounds where we can 
be seen as we really are". The "American system being what it is, we need have no fear that 
once Cambodians have begun, they will keep looking. As they do, the emotional an d  mental 
state that is the basis o f neutralism will be modified. If this happens to enough Cambodians in 
positions of prominence or potential leadership in the next few years, it should be a telling 
factor in the development of the country's foreign policy". Under the "Key Persons IProject", 
groups ranging from "government officialdom", the "religious hierarchy", educatrors, the 
media, the political opposition and Chinese businessmen, were targeted for free trips to the 
US. Through such trips, the leadership of the country was meant to develop "warm, fl rst-hand 
impressions of America", borrowing methods and ways of living which they saw in che US. 
Close attention was paid to the reciprocal trips to China and the Soviet Union w hich were 
soon being offered to the same "Key Persons". As one despatch asserted, the Venerable Huot 
Tath who toured Communist China shordy after his visit to the US, "was much less impressed 
with what he saw [in China] because of his previous visit to the US". Similarly, "it may 
perhaps be assumed that [the writer Sam Nhean’s] voyage to the US served to keep hJm  from
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In  O ctober 1951, the first issue o f  the Khmer-language version o f the United 

States Information Service magazine rnnfiftuf (Free W orld) appeared in Phnom Penh

(figure 63).67 Print runs o f  the magazine went from 15,000 to 70,000 copies during 

the years o f  its distribution (for free) in Cambodia (1951-1959).68 Throughout the 

1950s, the USIS office in the Philippines produced the text and images for the 

magazine which prom oted a certain picture o f  "the free world" and its activities. 

Published in each o f  the languages o f the countries in which it was distributed, the 

magazine stressed the unity  o f  "free Southeast Asia" (Taiwan, the Philippines, 

Indonesia, Thailand, South Vietnam) as well as the integral connection between this 

bloc and  the larger "free world", particularly the U nited States. Articles in the 

magazine predictably included political topics addressed in more or less general ways. 

Profiles o f  leaders o f the "free world" mingled with specific accounts o f recent events 

in the region, presented from  the official US perspective ("The American Protectors in 

South Vietnam"), as well as more general blueprints for proper democratic behavior 

(figure 64). O ther sections o f  the magazine presented seemingly apolitical pictures o f 

culture and society both in free Southeast Asia and in  the US. T he first issue, for

being more impressed by what he saw in the Soviet Union". See Despatch #402, June 18, 
1957 511.51H3/6-1857 and "Annual Report on the Educational Exchange Program in
Cambodia", Despatch #153, November 3, 1958 511.51H3/11-358 in RG59 General
Records o f the Department o f State, Central Decimal Files, Box 2155 & 2156.

r“ Copies of m n f iw r  (Free World) are found in the National Library of Cambodia as well as
the US Nacional Archives at College Park, Maryland. The copies are seemingly undated and I 
reference them by their volume numbers.

68 "Country Assessment Report - 1959", Despatch #19, March 9, 1960 in RG59 General 
Records o f the Department o f State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220. The magazine was ordered to stop distribution in 
1959-
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Cover o f the first issue o f  Free World

Free World, volume I, if1 (19521)
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Free World article on the “free” elections in the Philippines 

Free World, volume 2, #3
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example, included, an article on fashion for women. Issue two presented an overview 

o f "Music in Asia" as well as an article on the care o f children and the im portance o f 

playing games with them. Subsequent issues included articles on the Islamic w ing o f 

the M et (Vol. 1, #10), G randm a Moses (Vol. 2, #1), the "Traditional Arts o f 

Cambodia" (Vol. I, #12) as well as an account o f  the 200th anniversary o f  Colum bia 

University (Vol.3, #9), all in easily accessible format with plenty o f pictures 

accompanied by brief explanatory texts. As a USIS Inspection Report pu t it, rnn rrrftrr

(Free "World) avoided direct critiques o f communism, striving instead to present an 

engaging view o f life as it was supposedly lived in the "free world".69 The magazine 

thus prom oted a way o f life and hoped that its readers would convert to it.

A considerable breadth o f  images was presented in the arts sections o f rfUWAJf

(Free World'). Simply to see Meso-American, Native American and Islamic Art 

presented in an accessible visual format, must have opened horizons for readers o f  the 

magazine. And that was the point.70 In the first issue o f  the magazine, the experiences

6) "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2.

0 The free spread of "information" so emphasized by the Americans was complimented by the 
American Library, still often mentioned by elderly painters in Phnom Penh today. The library 
offered a free reading room with a collection which included "illustrated books on painting, 
sculpture, architecture, interior decorating, landscaping, industrial and household design". 
The library was "highly popular and effective in attracting students and teachers as well as the 
casual library visitor" (a view confirmed by elderly Phnom Penh dwellers today who remember 
the Library fondly). On Thursdays small children were invited to use the library with special 
classes which showed them what the library was and how to use it. See "Country Assessment 
Report, 1961", Field Message #9, January 31, 1962 in RG59 General Records o f the 
Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and Development, Staff and 
Country Files 1955-64, Box 220 as well as the article on the American library in volume 3, 
#10 of nuwftj? (Free World! unnW0ffftnmrnri:ruw^yriinA;8’,fnririre^PifTifi - The American
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o f a Thai student studying at Pratt were described (figure 65 ) . '  While the 

photographs o f  Bong Sovat drawing from the model, studying pictures in the library, 

and viewing the Brooklyn Museum Native American collection described a typical 

academic studio training, the text emphasized the friendship and openness with which 

Bong Sovat had been received by American students as well as the new ideas and 

techniques which he would take home with him  to Thailand. Freedom  and a respect 

for cultural difference were the frequendy emphasized themes. In  volume 3, #3 we 

find an article on the "freedom" o f American factory workers who painted and 

exhibited "art" in their free time.72 "Freedom in Painting and Teaching" (volume 5, 

#5) tells the predictable story o f a Chinese painter separated from her husband and 

young son by the Communist takeover o f  China (she was studying at Columbia 

University a t the time).73 The family was reunited in the U nited States and Nun Ju 

Ku continued to paint and exhibit her classical Chinese drawings. T he  US, the article 

suggested, welcomed all cultures and allowed the free pursuit o f  all forms o f artistic 

expression. O ther articles detailed traditional forms o f art found in the Southeast 

Asian region, underscoring American respect and interest for such locally specific

Library was sacked in 1964 when the US withdrew (or was kicked out) of Cambodia. Today 
the building which once housed it is being renovated to serve as offices for the ruling 
Cambodian People’s Party.

71 in r n n n r w r  (Free World) vol.l #1.

72 nnmrfrifouqfwjrtnar in rnnmm  (Free World) vol.3 #3.

73 r r u f m n s i S f j e m n u n n n s t i m r a q t f j s  in r n n n r w r  (Free World) vol.5 #5.
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Figure 65 : Bong Sovat, a Thai student at Pratt Institute.
Left: Bong Sovat painting in painting class.

Right: Bong Sovat in the Brooklyn Museum, “standing looking at the work o f red-skinned Americans from long ago”.

Free World. volume I, If I
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forms o f  culture.74 Indeed the covers o f  ffWfitwr (Free W orld), underscored the

delicate balance which the publication straddled between the prom otion o f  the new 

(the US as the land o f  technological advances) and the respect for existing traditional 

practices (figure 66). Allegiance was the primary aim, and preservation and 

development could therefore both be embraced.

rruimfiJT (Free W orld) was one o f  two "mass-audience instrum ents” used by USIS

to produce "an image o f  America".75 D uring  the Protectorate, no K hm er language 

films were made and no films were m ade by Cambodians.76 M ovie going was, 

however, a popular activity and m any French films were imported and shown with a 

spoken Khmer translation, as, increasingly, were American, Chinese and other foreign 

films. ' USIS immediately established a film production section w ithin its Phnom

'4 Here Cambodia figures prominendy with articles on the School of Cambodian Arts, stone 
sculpture, and Khmer silver making. See ffrfdSftjyuro rrjsiUfUj:unnn (Volume 3, #9) ; fiJtfffiS

wng:Rfi^araguj6r8l(OT9wnHtiircmff(urnfmnarHt;nnfl (Volume 5, #4) and jwri
t i  i

£jl{Urnnnvarr8l[OT9iVffiUtjl (Volume 6, #1). The articles on Native American and Meso-
I

American art found in early issues were a clear attempt to rebut Communist messages that the 
United States was a racist and repressive State in which indigneous peoples, as well as African- 
Americans, were routinely oppressed.

75 "Country Assessment Report, 1959”, Despatch #19, March 9, 1960 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau o f Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220. Free World was frequendy described as "one of the 
principal means for calling attention to and listing the accomplishments o f American aid 
programs". See "Country Assessment Report 1959".

6 See Ingrid Muan and Ly Daravuth, "A Survey of Film in Cambodia" in Film in Southeast 
Asia: Views from the region, ed. David Hanan, Vietnam Film Institute &C SEAPAVAA, 2000.

77 By 1949, more American than French films were clearing the censors of Indochina. In 
1949, entry was granted to: 585 French films, 652 US films, 106 English films, 90 Chinese 
films, 29 Italian films, 1 Russian film, 10 films from India, 6 Argentinian films, 6 Swedish 
films, 5 Swiss films, 2 Austrian films, 4 Canadian films, 2 Danish films, 3 Mexican films and 1
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Figure 66 : Front and back cover o f Free World 
O n the front cover (right), “modern” construction which abandons traditional bamboo scaffolding; 

O n the back cover (left), a traditional puppet troupe.

Free Work/ . volume I #9
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Penh office which began no t only to make Khmer language films but to train a staff o f 

Cam bodian film makers (figures 67, 68).78 By 1958, the USIS film officer (an 

American) with 32 Cam bodian staff members was producing 26 newsreels, 4 

documentaries, and 12 training how-co-do-films annually, all in Khmer language.79 

The range o f films produced appears from the list o f  USIS films for 1959. Newsreels 

produced included footage o f Cambodians at a police training school in Florida, a 

short movie on a Cam bodian judge at the World Conference o f Jurists in New Delhi, 

and a film of the visit o f  the Cambodian Minister o f Information to Japan. Feature 

films had been made on  the US-sponsored Teacher Training Center at Kompong 

Kantuot, on the Khmer American Highway project ("Highway of Progress") and on 

"The 3 Pillars o f Cam bodian Strength: Church, Throne, and Nation" (a project 

meant to underscore American respect for the fundamental values of Cambodian

Norwegian film. See "State Department Motion Picture Report 1950”, June 11, 1951 
851G.452/6-1151 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State / Central Files 
Indochina 1950-1954 Microfilm LM71 roll 43.

78 The USIS office in Phnom Penh grew quickly from a sub-post of Saigon to a full fledged 
office which, by 1956, employed 12 American and 88 Khmer staff members. See "Inspection 
Report, USIS Cambodia", by John Slocum 1956 in RG306 Records of the US Information 
Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, Box 2. There are indications 
that one o f the first full length feature films made by Cambodians was filmed using USIS 
equipment loaned to soldiers who produced the film during cheir free time. This film played 
to excited audiences in Phnom Penh during 1958-9- I want to thank Ly Bun Yim for our 
conversation about early Cambodian films, May 2000.

79 "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2.
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Figure 67
Film workshop with Mr. Julian Ely for the employees of the USIS Information Division

Vat Phnom, Phnom Penh, 1963

US National Archives a t College Park, Maryland RG 286 CAM -63-3129 (above); CAM -63-3124 (below)
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Figure 68

Training course in 
Phnom  Penh on the 

operation, repair, and 
maintenance o f film 
projectors sponsored 

by US aid for the 
Cinecar project

1957

US National Archives at 
College Park, Maryland 
RG2S6 CAM-57-1014
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society). In addition, a set o f  USIS films were made on "Cambodia's economic 

independence", including "Bounty o f the Water", "H ybrid C om ", and "Pepper”.80

These films were shown by 13 mobile units (cinecars) which traveled through the 

provinces, showing films in  the evenings under the stars (figure 69).81 USIS films 

were also popular in commercial movie houses, both in Phnom  Penh and in the 

provinces (figure 70) .8I T he  US embassy in Phnom Penh estimated that USIS films 

were reaching more than 5 million viewers annually by 1959.83 W ith  such audiences, 

there was however "a constant shortage of films in the Cam bodian language and many 

more could be used".84 USIS film production was aimed o f  course at countering the 

"flood o f soft-spoken, inoffensive propaganda, particularly commercial films" entering

1,0 "Country Assessment Report - 1959", Despatch #19, March 9, I960 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department o f State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220.

81 The American Library also sponsored film programs targeting groups of students. These 
programs included one for the School of Art, presenting the films “Asian Artists in Crystal”, 
and “Korean Art Masterpieces”, “both [films] appropriate for the audience, both evidence of 
US interest in Asian culture". See "USIS Country Assessment Report", Field Message #9, 
January 31, 1962 in RG59 General Records of the Department o f Scate, Bureau of Cultural 
Affairs Planning and Development, Staff and Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.

8" After independence, the Ministry of Information in Phnom Penh established its own board 
to control film imports, levying considerable tax on foreign movies and newsreels in order 
both to raise revenue for the newly independent government and to encourage local film 
production. Because of this tax, movie house owners were eager to show locally produced 
USIS films which were not considered imported. Movie houses were also of course eager to 
show films which the Russian and Chinese embassies could supply them with locally. USIS 
preferred distribution through public movie houses since such showings muted the 
propaganda aims of their films. "Best results", wrote John Slocum in his 1956 "Inspection 
Report", "can be obtained by permitting local people to handling showings themselves".

83 "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2.

84 "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by John Slocum, 1956 in RG306 Records of the US 
Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, Box 2.
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Figure 70 

Eden Cinema, Phnom Penh 1961

U S N ational Archives a t  College Park, Maryland. RC286 CAM -61-687
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Cam bodia from Communist C hina and the Soviet U nion.85 In its weekly 

"M em orandum  on Chinese Affairs", the Embassy in Phnom  Penh sent reports to the 

State Department on the "infiltration" o f such Com m unist films. During the week o f 

September 8, 1958 for example, the Cine Khemera was showing the "Hanoi film" 

(i.e.VietMinh) "The Road to Victory in VietNam". Cine Kim Phong was showing 

"Sputnik I", "Sputnik II", "W orld Youth Festival in Moscow", as well as another 

Russian film entided "Training o f  the Bears", while the C ine Casion was showing a 

documentary o f "Sihanouk's second trip to Peking".86 These films subsequently 

traveled to provincial movie theaters, a diffusion which was greeted with dismay by 

US officials.87 Given the "heavy penetration of ChiCom , V iet M inh, Soviet and leftist 

tinged Indian films", US field officers pleaded for newer American films to be made

85 "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of che US Information Agency; Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2.

86 "Memorandum on Chinese Affairs", by Stanton Jue, September 8, 1958, 851H/9-1658 in 
RG59 General Records of the Department of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959- An 
early November 1958 Memorandum reported that a Chinese movie crew was making a 
documentary which included scenes o f road construction (and thus competed with the 
Khmer-American Friendship Highway project underway at the time). The Memorandum also 
listed a growing number of Chinese goods - "tiger" mosquito repellant, "5 goat" cement, 
"panda" cigarettes - finding their way into Phnom Penh markets. See "Memorandum on 
Chinese Affairs", November 4, 1958 851H/11-2058 in RG59 General Records o f the 
Department o f State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.

8/ In addition to showing Chinese films in public movie houses, Chinese interests soon 
established their own version of the cinecar. In December 1959, a Sino-Khmer entrepreneur 
named Lee Shu-teh established a mobile film unit to show his "May Day in Peking". An 
alarmed US Embassy Despatch explained that "the showing of films by mobile units has been 
a regular USIS program. This is the first time that ChiCom [the Embassy short hand for 
Communist Chinese] elements have had mobile unit-type of movie showings in Cambodia". 
See "Memorandum on Chinese Affairs" 851H/10-758 (foil 1959) in RG59 General Records 
o f the Department of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.
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available for screening.88 "So far, American films here have been 2nd or 3rd race 

pictures and do not portray the US today", wrote the US Embassy Chinese affairs 

officer: "Chinese informants [have] said [that] the US will lose the information battle 

here unless something is done to facilitate the entry o f  better American films".89

The "information battle" made use not only o f moving pictures but also o f 

displays. "The exhibit", read one country assessment report, provided an "inexpensive 

and effective medium in this part o f the world".90 Using the "principal device" o f a 

"series o f  8 x 10 photos", "modest exhibits" o f US projects and US advances could be 

displayed on a continual basis.91 Indeed, displays m ounted in the windows o f the US

ss "The demand is basically for French-dubbed American films”, the Embassy despatch added, 
“although French films do well, conceivably as a substitute". The English speaking public was 
miniscule and almost all American films were dubbed into French and sometimes Khmer. 
While noting that the 1955 Bandung conference had made Cambodian government officials 
aware that they were "an island surrounded by an Asia which uses English", the American 
library was realistic about the situation as well, actively pursuing a policy of acquiring books 
from all Free World sources including France and Nationalist China. See Airgram July 24, 
1961 511.51h5/7-246l in RG59 General Records of the Department of State / Central 
Decimal File 1960-3, Box 1062 and "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, 
March 27, 1959 in RG306 Records of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and 
Related Records 1954-1962, Box 2.

Memorandum on Chinese Affairs by Stanton Jue, September 8, 1958, 851H/9-1658 in 
RG59 General Records of the Department of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959. As 
tensions rose between US efforts and Sihanouk's Sangkum, USIS Phnom Penh increasingly 
urged the production of films showing "progress being made in non-Communist Asian 
countries". Hawaii was emphasized in USIS presentations of the US in order to show that 
"US ideals and policies are not inimical to the Oriental framework". See "Country Assessment 
Report - 1959", Despatch #19, March 9, 1960 in RG59 General Records of the Department 
of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development Staff, Country Files 1955- 
1964, Box 220.

m "Country Assessment Report 1959” Despatch #19, March 9, 1960 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department o f State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.

" "Country Assessment Report 1959” Despatch #19, March 9, 1960 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.
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Embassy, ac the American Library in Phnom  Penh and at the Information C enter in 

Battambang are remembered vividly by elderly artists in Phnom Penh today (figure 

71).92 The USIS exhibitions program consisted both o f agency exhibitions organised 

in W ashington D .C . and then sent from country to country, and local exhibitions, 

developed by the USIS office in Phnom  Penh. In 1958, for example, agency 

exhibitions shown in Cambodia included "Space Unlimited", "Sports in the USA", 

"Contemporary American Prints", "20th Century Highlights o f American Painting", 

and "Architecture in the USA".93 Locally produced exhibitions o f the early 1960s 

included an exhibition about the U SO M  teacher training school in Kompong 

Kantuot, a display illuminating US-sponsored police training program for Cambodian 

officers (figure 72), and a tableau detailing the introduction o f new crops by US 

advisors (figure 73).

As a network o f  USIS sponsored "Information, Cultural and Educational Centers" 

were established, these exhibits and displays traveled to more remote areas o f  the 

Cambodian countryside.94 "Exhibits", the 1961 Country Assessment concluded, "were

K Conversations with Tang Hor Yi, Eng Menh Seng, Pen Tra and Sin Chan Than, 1997- 
2000 .

n "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia" by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 Records 
of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, Box 2.

94 The original seven centers were not entirely successful and had been "taken over" by the 
Ministry of Education in the late 1950s although they continued to make use of USIS 
materials. By 1961, plans called for seven additional provincial centers to be built in order to 
allow greater distribution of USIS exhibits, films and publications in Cambodia. See 
"Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 Records 
of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, Box 2; 
"Country Assessment Report 1959" Despatch #19, March 9, I960; and "Country Assessment 
Report 1961" Field Message #9, January 31, 1962 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department of State / Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and Development Staff: Country 
Files 1955-64 Box 220.
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Figure 71 : USIS display windows, Phnom Penh, 1961 
Above: the US space mission o f May 1961 

Below: the visit by Mr Ho Tung Ho, director o f the teacher training college, to the US

US N ational Archives a t College Park, M aryland RG 286 CAM -61-9031 (above); CAM -61-12727 (below)
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particularly useful in trying to get across the story o f American education and 

scientific achievements".95 W hat the inhabitants o f the Cambodian provinces made of 

such exhibitions is an open question although it seems that basic translation problems 

arose quickly. As one evaluation explained, an agency exhibition entitled "Country 

Agent" could have "reminded one o f  w hat life [was] like in the C orn Belt if one had 

grown up in Iowa and moved away to the city, but to the uninform ed w ith no frame 

o f reference, the exhibit carried no message at all."96 "Most Agency-supplied exhibits", 

the inspection report concluded, "are far too sophisticated for our audiences".9'

Such reservations were not expressed publicly. Rather in press releases and 

newspaper accounts o f  US-sponsored exhibitions mounted across the world during 

the 1950s, "Uncle Sam" was said to have "scored a success in a global salesmanship 

effort to show the world the true story o f  life in America under both a free political

95 "Education" in this account meant displays on "small colleges in the US, a pictorial account 
of the visit to the US by the Director of Cambodia's Basic Education program, and 
Cambodian student activities in the US"; "scientific achievements" meant "space shots, 
astronauts, and missile developments". The most successful exhibition mounted during 
USIS's tenure in Cambodia was the display entitled "Would you like to take a trip to the 
moon?" See "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia" by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in 
RG306 Records o f the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 
1954-1962, Box 2 and the "Country Assessment Report, 1961".

* "Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader, March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Reports of the US Information Agency / Inspection Reports and Related Reports 1954-1962, 
Box 2.

97 A Country Assessment Report for 1962 noted a similar problem with USIS films not 
produced in Cambodia. These films, the report explained, "presume a frame of reference 
about US geography, history and institutions which only a very few of the most highly 
educated Cambodians possess". Since the films' accessibility must be a problem for all 
developing countries, it was headquarters in Washington rather than individual country offices 
which should consider this problem, the report concluded. See "Country Assessment Report - 
1962", Despatch #8, January 29, 1963 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, 
Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 
220.
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system and free enterprise".98 In exhibitions such as "Products o f  Freedom  for All Free 

M en , and "The People’s Capitalism Exhibition", the US countered Communist 

representations o f a life o f  drudgery under capitalism by presenting "typical" (happy 

and prosperous) workers surrounded by the most modern appliances against a 

backdrop o f jazz and sports meant to illustrate the essence o f  American life.99 By 

1956, the  Commerce D epartm ent would announce that "the US is winning the cold 

war" a t international exhibitions; US displays had "literally stolen the show" from the 

USSR.'00

The American Festival

T he "single largest cultural exchange effort" by the US in Cam bodia during the 

1950s was the so-called American Festival, a series o f performances and exhibitions 

held during an eight week period from late 1956 to early 1957.'01 W hile the festival

” "Our Trade Fairs are Scoring over World", The Evening Star (Washington DC) February 
18, 1957.

99 "Products of Freedom for all Free Men" was the theme of the US display at the 1956 
Bangkok Fair. See "Thai Ruler Opens Trade Exhibition", The New York Times December 8, 
1956. The "People's Capitalism Exhibit" offered a twelve step description of the development 
of people’s capitalism meant to rebut Communist claims that capitalism served "the selfish 
interests o f  a few". Designed by the Advertising Council, the US Information Agency 
sponsored show traced American life from 1776 all the way to the Barnes family, a supposedly 
typical working class family of 1956 who owned a new car and modern appliances. "Reactions 
of foreign visitors", closely tabulated by USIS at the "preview" exhibition held in Washington 
DC, found a credibility gap. Viewers sensed that the steelworker, Mr. Barnes, couldn't 
possibly buy all the things exhibited within his model home on his stated salary. See "The 
People’s Capitalist Exhibit: A Study of Reactions of Foreign Visitors to the Washington 
Preview", Bureau of Social Science Research, American University, March 1956 in RG306 
Records o f the US Information Agency, Office of Research, Country Project Files 1951-64 
Box 17.

i°o "-prade pajr Victory is claimed for US", The New York Times January 3, 1956.

,01 US Embassy Despatch #402, June 18, 1957 511-51H3/6-1857 in RG59 General Records 
of the Department of State, Central Decimal Files, Box 2155-
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was in its planning stages, despatches between W ashington D.C. and Phnom Penh 

w orried over how to reasonably account for the fact that "in a neutral country... 

w ith in  a comparatively short period o f some weeks, there was to be such an 

unprecedented inundation o f  American culture".102 All efforts were to be made so chat 

'particularly in the cultural field, we avoid any suspicion o f ulterior motives or any 

obvious efforts to capture Cambodians, especially elite intellectuals, for the

US"(AF,p.4).

Such concerns over appearances were outweighed by the creeping realisation chac 

socialist-bloc countries had also embarked on campaigns to win Cambodia over co 

their side o f the Cold W ar struggle. Cultural accords had just been signed between 

Cam bodia and the Soviet Union, Com m unist China, Poland and Czechoslovakia 

(AF,p.4). In addition, the Chinese premier, Chou-En lai, had just been received in 

Phnom  Penh with "a public event...[which was] outranked in importance, hullabaloo, 

and red-carpet display only by the Coronation o f  last March"(AE, p.4). The 

American Festival was thus a way to answer back with a whole series o f "programs, 

newspapers, posters, throw-aways, banners, booklets, publications and public 

events".103 The Festival was conceived on "a country-wide scale" with exhibits and

102 "Educational Exchange: The American Festival", Despatch #341, April 22, 1957 
511.51H3/4-2257 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State, Central Decimal 
Files, Box 2155. All subsequent references to this report are followed in the text by (AF, 
page).

103 AF, p.4. The US had hoped to make the Festival a collaboration with the Cambodian 
government and thus to feature intertwined US and Cambodian flags all over the country, just 
as the Chinese and Cambodian flags had been entertwined during the Chinese premier's visit. 
Such official support was not however forthcoming, a fact which Embassy staff attributed to 
"official fatigue" following Chou-En lai's visit or, more sinisterly, official "misperceptions" of 
the Festival as an "American counter-offensive" to the Chinese visit. The most likely reason
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performances traveling to USIS provincial centers. Early plans had called for each of 

the eight weeks o f  the Festival to be centered around a theme although in the end, this 

proved too difficult.104

The Festival opened with a performance o f  something called "Mr. Dorsey’s Tom 

Two Arrows", an event which apparently included "Native American dances" and a 

special appearance by the newly crowned Miss Cambodia in "Indian costume".'05 The 

opening night highlighted some o f the difficulties o f  cultural diplomacy. While 

general audiences were apparently entranced by the "vaudeville" nature o f the 

entertainment, reactions among diplomats and government officials ("more educated 

and traveled Cambodians") ranged from "frank boredom co open disappointment that 

a much ballyhooed American Festival should open on such a jejune level".'06 

Subsequent festival performances by the W estminster Choir, the Benny Goodman 

Orchestra, M r. Sebastian, and the San Francisco Ballet all met with similarly mixed

for official disinterest was that the government was collapsing in one of the periodic 
destabilisations o f Sihanouk's Sangkum. See AF, p.8-9.

104 Planned themes included "a keynote American idea (Freedom of Speech, Reverence for 
Religion), a characteristic American activity (our political system, how our churches help our 
communities), and an American subject viewed historically (literature, Negro spirituals)", .AF,
p.5.

105 AF, p.9-14. USIS films on Native Americans were also screened at the end of the night. It 
would be interesting to further consider the promotion of marginalized indigenous US 
cultures within USIS-sponsored programming of the 1950s. The celebration of diversity 
evidenced in the programming contrasts bitterly with the slow and bloody history through 
which civil rights legislation was finally passed in the US.

106 AF, p. 12. In a USIS inspection of 1959, we read that visits by Marian Anderson and Benny 
Goodman had been appreciated by Prince Sihanouk but not by the general public. The 
inspection report urged an increase in "athletes and coaches, popular entertainers, vaudeville 
teams, etc. Ballet soloists, symphony orchestras and sophisticated dramas, so popular in other 
parts of the world, are a complete waste of time and money here". See "Inspection Report, 
USIS Cambodia", by James Meader March 27, 1959 in RG306 Records of the US 
Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, Box 2.
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successes.107 As the retrospective report pu t it, famous American artists were chosen to 

bring culture to a culturally underdeveloped people, much the same way that the 

missionary believes tha t he is bringing religion to a pagan one"(AF, p .22). Mr. 

Sebastian's Bartok was apparently incomprehensible to local audiences and Benny 

G oodm an’s music was described in one local newspaper as sounding like "a turkey 

gobbling"(AF,p.20). In  addition, "even when [the performance] does interest them, 

Cambodian notions o f  audience manners do not include the idea that spectators 

should be silent." Instead, the audiences were talkative and "exuberantly noisy", 

something the performers were unaccustomed to. The most successful events, 

ironically, were those w ith  large foreign attendance on the part o f diplomats and local 

expatriates since such audiences were appreciative and behaved according to the 

performers’ expectations (AF, p .23).

Two exhibitions were included in the Festival. T he  first displayed "prize-winning 

American photographs" including a "collection o f outstanding photographs taken in 

Cambodia" by USIS photographers. A photographic competition was sponsored in 

conjunction w ith this exhibition and "all Cam bodian students throughout the 

country... were urged to emulate the American photos in the Exhibit".108 T he  other 

exhibit o f  the Festival was entitled "Life in America" and presented pictures o f life in

AF, p.28-9. Mr. Sebastian was a harmonica player who traveled with his piano 
accompanist. Cold War cultural competition can be clearly seen in the wake of the Festival. 
Shortly after the announcement o f the planned San Francisco Ballet performance, a Czech 
dance troupe suddenly appeared and performed in Phnom Penh; a Soviet ballet troupe, also 
scheduled at the last moment, danced in Phnom Penh the week after the San Francisco Ballet 
had performed.

108 Ly Bun Yim remembers this competition as the reason he began to take photographs. He 
went on to become one o f Cambodia's premier filmmakers in the 1960s and early 1970s. 
Conversation with Ly Bun Yim, May 2000.
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the US (figure 74).109 As the introductory billboard put it, "we hope this event will 

enable Cam bodians to visualise how Americans live and work and play" by "providing 

for Cam bodians an imaginary trip to a great friendly nation in the West." 

Representations o f  daily life at home and at work, on the farm as well as in the "great 

c itie sa llo w e d  Cambodians to view life as it was supposedly lived in America.

The Image o f  the  Sangkum

By early 1959, US Embassy reports were noting a "steady deterioration" in 

relations between Cambodia and the US.1,0 A police guard had to be stationed at the 

American Library and "an elaborate exhibit" which the local USIS offices had 

"recently produced locally on Khmer American friendship" was no t permitted to be 

"shown country-wide because o f government disapproval."'" By the end o f 1959, the 

Ministry o f  Education and Information had completely shut down USIS's "two mass-

audience instruments", prohibiting distribution o f ffinfirfijr (Free W orld), and

[ m 9 J f f r u n w m r w f n r a m  in r n n n r w r  Free World, vol.6, #11. The exhibit was held in front of 
the Hotel le Royal in Phnom Penh with a group of 19 billboard size displays for the photos.

"Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2. Incidents leading to the decline included the conflict in Vietnam, US unwillingness to 
help solve border problems with Thailand and Vietnam, Cambodian perceptions that the US 
was pressuring the country to join SEATO, Time magazine's attack on Sihanouk, suspected 
US covert aid to coup attempts by Sam Sary and Dap Choun, as well as increased aid and 
diplomatic exchange on the Cambodian side with Communist China. See David Chandler's 
The Tragedv o f Cambodian History. Chapters 3-4.

111 “Inspection Report, USIS Cambodia", by James Meader March 27, 1959 in RG306 
Records of the US Information Agency: Inspection Reports and Related Records 1954-1962, 
Box 2.
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Figure 74
“Life in America” Exhibition 
1956-57

Free World, volume 6  f i l l

f... r ^ . JYl^n
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banning USIS sponsored cinecar tours.112 The change in climate became painfully 

obvious to the remaining US Embassy officials. "You would hardly recognize 

C am bodia if  you were to come back now", wrote one staffer, "the changed attitude o f 

rank and file Cambodians is, unfortunately, all too obvious and so unnecessary"."3 By

1964, the 'official American community" in Cam bodia had fallen from 600 to 70 and 

those o f  us who remain are isolated from official and personal contact w ith

Cam bodians and now must obtain much o f our information and impressions by other 

m eans".'" Sihanouk terminated all US aid to Cam bodia in late 1963, and, in M ay o f

1965, diplomatic relations were cut offbetween the two countries."5

T h e  era o f  American influence had seemingly ended. But the lessons o f image 

creation had been well learned. W e could say that during the late 1950s and 1960s,

"* "Country Assessment Report - 1959", Despatch #19, March 9, I960 in RG59 General 
Records o f the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development 
Staff, Country Files 1955-1964, Box 220. USIS was permitted to continue private film 
showings at its libraries and community centers while loaning the cinecar units to the Ministry 
for its own showings which sometimes included USIS films. One of the reasons given for the 
shut down o f Free World was that the phrase "free world” was objectionable to the Ministry. 
A new version of the magazine entided “International Panorama” was planned but never 
published.

ni Confidential Memo, Haverkamp to Hirschfeld, March 31, 1964 in RG59 General Records 
of the Department of State, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, Office of the Country Director for 
Burma and Cambodia, Records Relating to Cambodia, 1964-1967 Box 1.

1M Confidential Memo, Bergesen to Green, December 29, 1964 in RG59 General Records of 
the Department of State, Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, Office of the Country Director for 
Burma and Cambodia, Records Relating to Cambodia, 1964-1967 Box 1.

115 See Confidential Memo, March 17, 1964 in RG59 General Records of the Department of 
State, Bureau o f Far Eastern Affairs, Office of the Country Director for Burma and Cambodia, 
Records Relating to Cambodia, 1964-1967 Box 1. Sihanouk broke off diplomatic relations 
with the US on May 3, 1965 after a bombing by South Vietnamese / US troops on the border 
near Anlong Tras in which one Cambodian was killed and four wounded. See Secret Briefing 
Papers, November 11, 1965 in RG59 General Records of the Department of State. Bureau of 
Far Eastern Affairs, Office of the Country Director for Burma and Cambodia, Records 
Relating to Cambodia, 1964-1967 Box 1. See also David Chandler, The Tragedy of 
Cambodian History.
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Prime M inister Sihanouk used almost every aspect of the USIS regime to produce an 

image o f his Sangkum ."6 He published glossy magazines filled with stories and 

photographs o f  him self and his work for the Sangkum."7 H e made films of his 

Cambodia, showing them first to diplomats and later to general audiences."8 And he 

memorialized the "achievements o f  the Sangkum" in a perm anent exhibition which 

opened on Novem ber 23, 1961 (figure 75)."5 Displays in the hall emphasized 

advances in "industrialisation, transport, communications, production and social 

progress" as well as progress in the arts (figure 76).120 O ther governm ent sponsored 

exhibitions o f the Sangkum, both at home and abroad, presented images o f life in 

Cambodia to national and international audiences (figures 77, 78).121

116 The young King Sihanouk had abdicated in 1955, installing his own father as King and 
forming a political party called the Sangkum Reastr Niyum (the People's Socialist Community 
as David Chandler translates it). Sihanouk was elected prime minister that same year and the 
subsequent 15 years (1955-1970) of his rule are often called “the Sangkum” (“the society”). A 
US-sponsored 1970 coup ushered in the Lon Nol administradon which stumbled to its final 
defeat by the Khmer Rouge in 1975.

"7 See Cambodge. Kambuia. Le Sangkum. Realites Cambodgiennes. Cambodian 
Commentary, the retrospective Photos Souvenirs du Cambodge: Sangkum Reastr Niyum 
published by the Royal Palace in 1994, as well as the publicity photographs remaining in the 
NAC photo collection and the library of the Royal University of Fine Arts (southern campus), 
Phnom Penh.

"8 See Eliza Romey's article in Film in Southeast Asia: Views from the Region, ed. David 
Hanan (Vietnam Film Institute &c SEAPAVAA, 2000) as well as her M.A. Thesis at Monash, 
1998.

Airgram #A-133 Nov.28, 1961 851H. 191/11-2861 in RG59 General Records of the
Department o f State, Central Decimal File 1960-3 Box 2559.

u° Airgram #A-133 Nov.28, 1961 S51H.191/11-2861 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department o f State, Central Decimal File 1960-3 Box 2559.

U1 An exhibit entided "Le Cambodge aujourd'hui" travelled to London, Paris, Tirana, 
Budapest, Bulgaria, Varsovic and China during 1964-5- This exhibit o f photographs, charts 
and sample products of the Sangkum was meant to show "national progress since 1955" and 
thus to counteract what Sihanouk considered a major American propaganda campaign to
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Figure 75

Then-Prime-Minister Sihanouk giving a tour of the Sangkum Exhibition Hail to the
President o f Mauritania, 1967

M AC Photography Collection, Album 6, #194
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Figure 76

Jackie Kennedy visiting the Permanent Exhibition of the Sangkum, 1967

NAC Photography Collection, Album  3, #92

10K1E&
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Figure 78

C a m b o d ia  sec tion  o f  th e  Z ag reb  Fair, 1961 , d es igned  b y  V ann  M olyvann .
The caption explains that the installation “joins the Khmer decorative tradition to modem imperatives”

Le cambodge d'amourd'hui September /  October 1961
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Ironically then, in retrospect, we can say that Sihanouk and USIS engaged in very 

similar projects, both aiming to create images or perceptions o f how things were. The 

task to present the image o f  the US was perhaps the easier one at first glance, since it 

was offered up as a distant dream to those who rarely had the opportunity to check its 

reality. The image o f  Sihanouk's Sangkum relied on a similar distance, however, since 

it was largely produced for foreign consumption and sought international standing for 

Cambodia just as the 1955 Exhibition project with which I began this Chapter. 

Kambuja. Sihanouk's films, and the Sangkum M useum were not addressed to 

provincial peasants who would have instandy understood that the glossy images o f 

industrialisation, international meetings, and film openings, had litde relation to their 

everyday lives in rural Cam bodia o f  the 1950s and 1960s.

To lead into my discussion o f "modern painting" in the following chapter, I want 

to briefly sketch definitions o f  the arts as they were presented within Sihanouk's image 

o f the Sangkum. In a 1965 article in Kambuia. Vann Molyvann suggested that "a 

complex" caused by "the greamess o f Khmer classical art" had "led Khmer artists and 

artisans to reproduce pale copies o f masterpieces".122 T he "teaching methods" o f 

Groslier's School had "encouraged subservience to, and nostalgia for, an art-style 

defined by imitation" (NL). In  the Sangkum, art education had changed and students 

instead learned to "create original works" which would show their "artistic 

personality" and "creative imagination"(NL). Still national style was preserved and a

depict Cambodia as a "miserable State, the least developed in all of Asia". See Etudes 
cambodgiennes #4. 1965 (October, December).

122 Vann Molyvann, "New Life Infused into the arts in Cambodia", Kambuja. #2, May 15, 
1965, p.68-9. All subsequent references to this article are followed by (NL).
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sound grounding in Khmer classic art" was che base on which a modern K hm er art 

would grow (N L). Students were thus not only to "assimilate the art o f  the past" but 

would also "becom e acquainted with m odem  ideas and techniques"(NL). Thus 

well-equipped", "psychologically liberated", and "suitably inspired", they would 

come to create "original works" which would "contribute to the creation o f  a modern 

national art"(N L ).123 The coexistence o f  the old and the new, prom oted by 

Sihanouks Sangkum , is perhaps best illustrated in the decorations o f Cham car Mon, 

the State Palace' completed in 1967. Designed by Vann Molyvann and personally 

decorated by Prim e M inister Sihanouk, the decor was said to be "worthy o f  modern 

Cam bodia".124 Indeed, hanging on one wall we find a copy of the famous relief o f  the 

“Churning o f  the  Sea o f M ilk” found on the walls o f  Angkor Vat (figure 79). O n  the 

adjacent wall however hangs a landscape by N hek Dim, who we will meet in the next 

Chapter. A  "m odern painting" by a contem porary Cambodian "artist" was thus put 

on equal level to  the monumental past.125

u  In his own work as an architect as well, Vann Molyvann had turned to Angkor for 
"inspiration" but felt the need to "transpose" and "adapt" this tradition to new realities. "We 
borrow much from the West", he explained, "but what we borrow should get a Khmer 
character in order to be really integrated in our civilisation". Vann Molyvann had studied in 
France, receiving an architecture degree with honors. He returned to Phnom Penh in 1956, 
served as Rector o f  the newly founded Royal University of Fine Arts (1965-7) and became 
Minister of National Education and Fine Arts in 1967. USOM sponsored the building of one 
of his most famous projects, the Chatomuk theater. He also designed the National Stadium 
and the National Theater. See Vann Molyvann, "Modern Khmer Architecture" Nokor 
Khmer #1 October - December 1969, editor Norodom Sihanouk, p.36-37.

i.4 "-phe State Palace o f Chamcar Mon" Kambuia. July 1967 (English version).

125 The decorations at Chamcar Mon apparendy also included portraits by the Indonesian ruler 
Sukarno's personal portraitist, Groslier's portrait gallery returned in another form.
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Figure 79 : Two views o f  a Chamcar Mon Reception Hall 
Above, back wall, “The churning o f the sea o f  milk”, a copy o f the relief on Angkor Vat 

Above, right wall, landscape by Nhek Dim.
Below, detail of the wall with the Nhek Dim painting.

N A C  Photography Collection, above: Album 3 , # 9 7 below: Album 7, #239
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Chapter Four : ffSffinfBT fTBffffStf “M odem  Painting"

I now return momentarily to  the late Protectorate in  order to chart more 

specifically the development o f  "modern painting" (and other "modern" forms) at 

Groslier's School.1 By the late 1930s, a current o f discontent was running through 

Groslier's School, foretelling Vann Molyvann's diagnosis o f  the "complex". In a 1937 

letter to Nagaravatta. a former student o f the School called Say voiced his complaints/ 

The School in Phnom Penh had "only taught students to know how to make pure 

Khmer art objects", Say wrote. It had not "taught the making o f other kinds o f art 

objects" appropriate to "the new era o f  today".3 O ut o f all the graduates o f the 

School, their gainful employment notwithstanding, none were to be seen "exhibiting 

at those big gatherings".4 The w ork produced by graduates o f  Groslier's School was 

instead threaded through a network o f sales oudets, Say explained, which primarily 

benefited object makers, particularly the silversmiths and the weavers. At the "big

' I would like to emphasize that my use o f “modern painting” and “modern Khmer painting” 
quotes direcdy from the older painters involved in the changes described in this chapter. In 
other words, what I try to trace here is the assertion and development o f something self
consciously described as “modern Khmer painting” (“ffSrsVsurgf”). Conversations with Pen 
Tra, Sam Kem Chang, Tang Hor Yi, 1997 — 2000.

'  Nagaravatta. February 20, 1937. As noted earlier, no copies of Nagaravatta are to be found 
in Phnom Penh. I would like to thank Penny Edwards for alerting me to this letter and giving 
me a copy of it. See her account of Say’s complaint, Cambodge. p.233-4. We will perhaps 
never know whether this Say is the same as the Say of the silver stamping machine found at the 
1940 Tang Tok as described at the end o f Chapter 2.

3 ^ a n ro s iv w n ju r |^ 8 n 8 (U A ;j^ r tJ :rc f r ir  rn m  r r c  Bird ruth rafilrg  iyjs? trrnm : y e tn e m ^ B r c m r m s i
r t i j v H f n y ? n n j  m y w y t u t j f t e j r t s u s ' l  in Nagaravatta February 20, 1937.

»

4 yeriffmfrifisrcmrrs'iiutlcjrein Say concluded his letter with praise for the School, noting that 

it had allowed many Khmer to find employment RjnH18r9yrtiind88tii:[perwmyi8ti*nwfCmri
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gatherings" which, so fascinated. Say, one found only  the w ork o f Vietnamese and 

Chinese (and we m ight add, Europeans, although Say does not mention them); 

Cambodians could n o t hope to compete at such gatherings since "they know how to 

work only in the K hm er style, that is ali".s The reason for this state o f  affairs, Say 

concluded, was that "our country is organised after theirs" and therefore did not yet 

have schools teaching "ways o f  working and making business according to this new

ft 6era .

Already in 1945, the newspaper figTft (Kampuchea) was advocating training as the
t

path out o f colonialism. In  an article on "The D evelopm ent o f Cambodia", the 

editors noted that "although our country has sent students to France now for years 

already, still our country develops very slowly unlike o ther countries".7 The reason for 

this belatedness, the editors concluded, was that "our country doesn't have enough 

schools o f  all kinds". T he Vietnamese (with the help o f  the French) had been able to 

establish more higher education institutions than the Cambodians, and it was for this 

reason that "many Vietnamese know more than we Khmer". Advisors would have to 

be brought from the outside, for the foreseeable future, in order to remedy this state 

o f affairs. "Even Thailand had taken other nationalities to serve as advisors" during its

5 m :rm a m rrn f f rm fo fe r9 m n /in m r if f i : ‘1 Say does not specify what “large gatherings” he is talking
about although we can imagine from the structure of the 1927-8 Fair in Saigon chat it was 
such exhibitions that Say was referring to.

6 [Wfirrix6rr)mjqfn(iTrf>tJ6 (MRrdfffiteffiSHiŝ nnwgntrarL̂ sramrrf’irijmHfrin; mwrextrfken

7 fiytfl (Kampuchea). #196, July 1945? NAC newspaper collection. The un-footnoted quotes 
which follow are all taken from this article.
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period o f  modernisation, another article from the same year explained.8 O nce the 

Thai knew everything" however, they had told "all the other nationalities to stop and 

go back".9 T he advisors who would help run Ministries that "we Khm er don 't yet 

know how to rim" would no longer be exclusively French however; instead, a mix of 

foreign experts" w ould be invited to help the country develop, although ultimate 

control would rem ain in Cambodian hands.

These opinions were voiced during the tum ultuous days o f  1945- W ith the 

coming of W orld W ar II, Indochina was quickly occupied by Japan. T he Japanese 

allowed French administrators to continue at their posts until 1945 when, on the 

verge o f  defeat, they launched a surprise coup. O n  March 9, 1945, all French 

administrators were interned and the French military was disarmed.10 W hat ensued 

was a short period o f  virtual independence in which the young King Sihanouk and 

others were encouraged to take over the governing o f  the country. M any new laws 

were passed and substantial re-structurings were proposed. The School o f  Cambodian 

Arts and the M useum  (as well as the management o f  tourism and the conservation of 

historical monuments) were placed under a newly formed M inistry o f  Religion and 

Fine Arts.11 T he M usee Albert Sarraut was renamed the Jayavarman M useum .12 And,

* ('Kampuchea’)- #210 August 1945? , NAC newspaper collection.
I

‘ (Kampuchea!- #210 August 1945? , NAC newspaper collection.
I

10 See Chapter One o f  David Chandler's The Tragedy of Cambodian History. (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1991) and Milton Osborne's account of the early years of King 
Sihanouk's reign in Sihanouk: Prince of Light. Prince of Darkness (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1994). The French returned to rule Cambodia in late 1945 although their 
control was, arguably, never full re-established; Cambodia officially became independent in 
November 1953.

11 Kram #9-NS, March 17, 1945 fTournal Officiel March 22, 1945]
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as we have seen, Meas Ponn was appointed the first Cambodian director o f  the School 

o f Cambodian Arts.13

Groslier had been interned by the Japanese, presumably in early March when 

other French officials were rounded up. He subsequendy died on June 17, 1945-14 

The circumstances o f  his death are not clear although it is most often said that 

Groslier died as a result of his interrogation by the Japanese secret police. One 

obituary related that Groslier had been ill and bed-ridden, a condition which raised 

the suspicion o f  the Japanese.15 By this account, he was arrested and taken to a 

Japanese-staffed hospital where he died at the age o f 58. His body was summarily 

cremated by Japanese officials and no reasons were given for his sudden death.

W ith Groslier's passing, the "astonishing renewal o f Cam bodian artisans... which 

justifiably will remain known under the name o f  the Groslier School" had come to an 

end.'5 T h e '  ’renaissance" already tentatively noted in 1924 had become fact by 1949 

when Henri Marchal, the long serving conservator of Angkor, reflected on what he

12 Kret#48-NS, April 11, 1945 rTournal Officiel April 19, 1945].

13 Kret #74-NS, May 8, 1945 rTournal Officiel May 10, 1945].

14 "Inauguration a Phnom Penh d'une rue George Groslier", Bulletin de la Societe des etudes 
Indochinoises. Vol.21 (1946) Saigon, p. 18.

15 Francois Martini, "George Groslier 1887-1945", France-Asie. November-December 1951, 
#66-7, Tome VII. See also the obituary written by Groslier's son, Bernard Phillipe Groslier in 
Disciplines Croisdes: Homage a BP Groslier. ed. Georges Condominas, Paris: Editions de 
l'ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales, 1992.

16 "Inauguration a Phnom Penh d'une rue George Groslier", Bulletin de la Societe des etudes 
Indochinoises. Vol.21 (1946) Saigon, p. 18.
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called m odern Cambodian art".17 Through the creation o f new markets, March’al

wrote, Groslier had encouraged the local arts. Jewelery and weaving had found a

ready clientele in the metropole, while less moveable forms o f culture had also been

revived under Groslier's tutelage. Temple building, vat painting, and shadow puppet

theater were all part o f the Renaissance Marchal noted during the 1920s and 1930s.

But w hat o f  the present, Marchal then asked? W hat o f Cambodian art in 1949? His

answer was somber. There was "a renewal in the arts", bu t one which was "in a sense

the reverse o f the movement which Groslier sought to provoke in turning Khmer art

towards its ancestral traditions":

Yielding to the current o f  modernisation from which it is difficult to free 
oneself, the Cambodian artisan shows a tendency to do the opposite o f 
that which has been done up to this point, under the pretext o f  being up 
to date, o f not being retrograde. I am afraid that, through snobbishness, 
in order not to appear poorly informed, he casts aside with a scorn or 
disdain which I find regrettable, all his artistic past where he gives the real 
p roo f o f  talent. This is to say that in literature, in music, in sculpture, or 
in painting, the Cam bodian artist who believes himself civilised and who 
wishes to appear up to date, lets himself be led by the most advanced and 
audacious recent schools, which are not always a proof o f the real 
aesthetic superiority o f  Europe.18

M archal's assessment was echoed in an article by Solange Bernard from the same 

year.1’ Bernard had observed young students at the School o f Cambodian Arts being

17 See "Rapport de la fin d'annee, 1924" [NAC #2010 (RSC)] and Henri Marchal, "Reflexions 
sur I'art moderne cambodgien” France-Asie #37-38, April / May 1949.

Henri Marchal, "Reflexions sur l'art moderne cambodgien" France-Asie #37-38, April /  May 
1949, p.825. As in Groslier's previous comments that "no drawing for drawing's sake" existed 
in Cambodia, the relation of such evaluations to French modernism is fairly clear. For 
Marchal, the most “advanced” and “audacious” moves of the French avant-garde were to be 
avoided. It would another project to flesh out the relationship of the French painters who ran 
the School o f Cambodian Arts from 1918 to 1945 (all of whose work was stylistically a kind of 
impressionistic realism) to trends in Western modernism which they "escaped" by coming to 
Cambodia.

18 Solange Bernard, "L'Imagerie Populaire", France Asie #37-8. April / May 1949, p.829.
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initiated into sketching from  nature. Emphasizing the "profound contradiction" 

between such practices and  Groslier’s "authentic" diagrams, Bernard asked: "Will true 

art remain for [these students], as for their ancestors, in the most faithful and exact 

reproduction o f traditional figures, or will they enter into the human world, direcdy 

accessible through vision?"20 T o  enter into the temporality o f  the visible was to fall 

from the authentic timeless and "supernatural" o f  w hat had preceded.

As we have seen in C hapter Two, Groslier lim ited his curriculum to w hat he 

considered the "arts as practiced in Cambodia". His School was "organized for those 

Khmers who wish to learn drawing and architecture, jewelery making, foundry work, 

sculpture in all materials, and weaving. But make note! French art is not taught at 

the school".'1 This policy was accentuated through categories proposed by foreign 

exhibitions. At the "Foire" o f  Saigon o f 1927-8, for example, the pavilion o f 

"Cambodge" displayed the silk weavings and silver boxes o f  the Corporations, as well 

as natural products such as fish and rice.22 O ther pavilions representing the 

administrative units o f Indochina presented their identifying objects in a similar 

fashion, while European concerns (mostly French) were represent by their 

manufactured goods (fans, tools, Dubonnet bottles, the Vulcan pump, and the Nesde 

cow). There was also however a separate pavilion entided simply "Beaux Arts" ("Fine 

A rts'). No Cambodians showed their work here, and it was probably to the

20 Solange Bernard, "L'Imagerie Populaire", France Asie #37-8, April / May 1949, p.829.

21 "Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens" in Echo du Cambodge January 23, 1941 (NAC newspaper 
collection).

22 Foire Saigon (December 7, 1927 - January 17, 1928) Saigon: Societe d'Edirion et de 
Publicite Indochinoises, 1927 (NMC Library).
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exhibitions o f  such “big gatherings” tha t Say was referring in his letter o f  complaint. 

For w hat was displayed in the gallery o f  “Fine Arts” was “Peinture” (Painting) — the 

‘French art” which was explicidy “no t taught at the School” in Phnom  Penh.23

Instead, the pavilion o f Fine Arts a t the Saigon Fair featured "nine drawings of the 

Royal Cam bodian Dancers" by none other than Groslier himself. T he accompanying 

catalogue described these works as "a poem composed with two instruments: talent 

and simplicity".24 W e cannot be sure w hat drawings Groslier exhibited but they were 

probably similar to the sketches, more finished drawings, and single frontispiece 

painting found in his Danseuse cambodgiennes: anciennes et modernes (figure 80, 81, 

82).25 In  this early illustrated text, images o f  dancers abound, based on precisely the 

kind o f  observation which Groslier banned from the School o f  C am bodian Arts. The 

work o f  the second director o f the School, Andre Silice, was also featured in the Fine 

Arts pavilion at Saigon (The bridge o fC hru i Changuar, and Boats on the M ekong  along 

with the works o f  a few o f the students from the newly founded "Ecole des Beaux- 

Arts" in  H anoi.26 Silice's work, the catalogue tells us, showed an "almost Oriental 

understanding o f  the joy o f life: all is sacrificed here to the present tense, to the 

foreground; the rest, vague, participle o f  the future, the distant".27 H ere the "Oriental"

23 "Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens" in Echo du Cambodge January 23, 1941 (NAC newspaper 
collection).

24 Foire Saigon (December 7, 1927 - January 17, 1928) Saigon: Societe d'Edition et de 
Publicite Indochinoises, 1927 (NMC Library).

25 George Groslier, Danseuses cambodgiennes: anciennes et modernes Paris: Challamel. 1913-

26 Foire Saigon (December 7, 1927 - January 17, 1928) Saigon: Societe d’Edition et de 
Publicite Indochinoises, 1927 (NMC Library).

27 Bellugue, another painter who briefly worked at the School in Phnom Penh, also exhibited 
his Portrait o f the young Jacques le Fol, Interior Court o f the Museum, and The Sanctuary o f

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 82

Groslier painting: Frontispiece for his early text on Cambodian dance

Danseuses cambodgiennes: anciennes et modernes Paris: Chailamel, 1913.
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in general (as opposed to the "Cambodian" in specific) allows for the immediacy o f a 

view rather than the repetition o f two- dimensional plans.

The display o f  "Painting" was not simply a distant affair, staged outside the 

borders o f  the Protectorate. A steady stream o f  painters passed through Phnom Penh 

during the 1920s and 1930s, exhibiting their landscap es and frequent views o f  Angkor 

at Hotel le Royal and other venues in the city.23 Longer term residents like To Ngoc 

Van (a recent graduate o f  the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Hanoi, who came to teach at 

the Lycee Sisowath in Phnom Penh) also held exhibitions.29 Even within the walls of 

Groslier's School, as we have seen, the long-serving directors during the Protectorate 

were French painters (first Groslier, then Silice and finally Louis Rollet from 1938 to

Angkor Vat. See Foire Saigon (December 7, 1927 - January 17, 1928) Saigon: Societe 
d'Edition et de Publicity Indochinoises, 1927 (NMC Library).

~s For example, from November 17-25, 1934, Evariste Jonchere (winner o f the Grand Prix de
Rome and the Prix d'Indochine) held an exhibition of his work at the Hotel Royal. Mme. 
Thionat exhibited her paintings in Phnom Penh in May 1936, following a stay at Angkor 
where she found "numerous motifs to paint, one more beautiful than the other". The 
"English painter o f great renown", Mr. Kelly, visited Angkor in February of 1937 and formally
requested a troupe o f dancers as models during his stay. In November 1937, the painter 
Menardeau mounted an exhibition at the Hotel Ie Royal while the Chinese artist Wong Wan 
Ung probably displayed his drawings during the same year. In December 1937, the painter
Daragnes arrived for a working mission which the GGI hoped would produce "some works 
useful for publicity". The publicity posters of Angkor alone would have provided ample visual 
examples o f representational painting to Phnom Penh audiences. The local audience for such 
exhibitions seems to have been of a particular sort however. On August 18, 1938, che 
organiser of an exhibition of paintings of Angkor executed by students from the art school in 
Hanoi wrote to the RSC requesting his help in publicising the exhibition “to the Palace, the 
Cambodian elite, and the European element that interests itself in the arts” [NAC #12268
(RSC)]. See NAC #2665, #3347, #3352, #3365, #5147, #5161, #12446, #12465 (RSC) for 
more information on these visiting artists.

'* In 1938, as he was preparing to return to Vietnam after a three year teaching stint, To Ngoc 
Van requested an exhibition at the Salle des Fetes de la Ville during the Water Festival. In a 
letter of November 3, 1938, To Ngoc Van described "the principal works" of his exhibition as 
"landscapes which Cambodia has inspired in me during the last three years". In 1950, To 
Ngoc Van became director of the re-opened Ecole des Beaux-Arts de l'lndochine in Hanoi. 
See NAC #12276 (RSC) and Andre-Pallois, p.225.
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1945-6). Although all three seem to have continued worriting (or at least exhibiting 

their works) while they were directors o f the School, they kept their form  o f  

representation resolutely separate from  the curriculum w h ich  they oversaw.

W hen we ponder this geography o f  representation in retrospect, we could say that 

the decorative object was consigned to Cambodia by the early configuration o f  the 

School, thus leaving painting as the preserve o f  the French. To picture Cam bodia - or 

Angkor for that matter - was a task for foreign brushes. Following this line o f  

argument, we could conclude th a t those forms o f the decorative and the sculptural, 

traditionally ignored in mainstream accounts o f  m odernism , were assigned to 

Cam bodia as an identity which would ensure her location im the past. W hen painting 

was finally allowed into Cam bodia, it came in a belatedl form, at least when one 

engages in such comparison o f  histories.30 Here how evei I simply wish to try to 

understand what "new” or “m odern painting" (RSfftJHOT RBrfftBtt) meant in its local

context.

Suzuki and the coming o f  "m odem  painting" (fTSrWHfft)

It is not clear how the Japanese painter Suzuki came to teach at the School o f  

Cam bodian Arts, although by the late 1940s and early 1950s he was regularly listed as

30 In World Impressionism: the International Movement 1860-1*920 Norma Broude explains 
that "among artists all over the world in the 19th century, there was an impulse to paint 
contemporary life and experience direcdy from nature, to study the effects of nature's light, 
and... to proclaim the artist’s individuality, sincerity, and the immediacy of experiences" (p. 10). 
The tide o f her anthology ends the "international movement" o f Impressionism in 1920. 
Cambodian impressionism - if there is such a thing - comes at least twenty-five years after this 
cut-off date.
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a member o f  examination commissions.31 Today Suzuki is remembered vividly as the 

person who brought "modern painting" to Cambodia. In the various versions told to 

me, Suzuki brought what "we d idn 't have yet", and the kind o f painting which he 

came to teach is always specified by the adjective "modern".32 In  one version of 

Suzuki's coming, it was King Sihanouk himself who invited the painter to come from 

Paris because "he was Asian like us, but knew about modern painting from his 

Parisian studies"; "he could [therefore] teach [us] something that we d idn 't have 

yet".33 In  another version o f the story, Suzuki had come to Cam bodia during the 

Japanese occupation as a military draftsman. W hen he started to make sketches o f 

King Sihanouk's children, the young King appreciated the style and felt that Suzuki 

should stay and teach so that there would be Cambodians able to draw  from life as 

well.34

31 See Prakas #1845 from September 21, 1948 fTournal Qfficiel. September 23, 1948), Prakas 
#2655 from September 15, 1952 (Journal Qfficiel. September 1952) and Prakas #1606 from 
May 22, 1953 (Tournal Qfficiel. May 1953). Suzuki’s name is spelled variously in these 
official references and I instead use the name by which he is remembered today in Cambodia, 
simply "Suzuki".

3‘ I would like to thank Pen Tra tjis JTH, Sam Kem Chang M fitftofi, and Tang Hor Yi fnfi rt/ntff
for tirelessly answering my many questions over what turned out to be a four year period 
(1997-2001). All three are former student’s of Suzuki and they have certainly paid tribute to 
his teaching by their descriptions on which I base my account. Other younger painters 
working in Phnom Penh today echo the phrases that these former students use to describe 
Suzuki and his painting. In Khmer, “modern” and what “we didn’t have yet” translate as 
cuvm 9°rstr ratatfsnetnsm

33 Conversation with Pen Tra, October, 1997. In fact, Suzuki seems to have studied at the 
Ecole des Beaux Arts in Tokyo although he exhibited in Paris and had a French wife. See 
Solange Bernard-Thierry, "Exposition Suzuki a la galerie Else Clausen", France-Asie. #91 
(December 1953) as well as the review of Suzuki's I960 exhibition at che Maison de France in 
Phnom Penh in Realites cambodgiennes. December 23, I960 (NAC, newspaper collection).

34 Conversation with Sam Kim Chang, October 1998. The stories of Suzuki’s arrival in 
Cambodia have perhaps been retrospectively infused with what seems to have later become a 
close relationship between then Prime Minister Sihanouk, the painter, and the School. In
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I t  was perhaps also the considerable activity o f  Rollet, the last French director o f  

the School o f  Cam bodian Arts, which spurred Suzuki's coming. During the lace 

1930s and early 1940s, Rollet painted the large decorative canvases which still grace 

the old Palais du Commissariat in Phnom Penh today (figure 83); his painting o f  a 

fire on C hrui Changvar was displayed in the National M useum in the mid-1950s.35 

In a project which would seem to punctuate the end o f  Groslier's School, Rollet and 

T onn  Khieu, the master o f  wood sculpture at the School, produced a series o f 

woodcuts for a manual on  the Cambodian economy (Figure 84, 85).36 Following the 

logic o f  Groslier's system, Rollet designed the plans for the wood cuts while Tonn 

Khieu cut the blocks themselves. As the opening page o f the booklet described this 

collaboration: "drawings by Louis Rollet, woodcuts by T onn  Khieu". The images 

collect cliches, collaging products for which each province was known together into 

pleasing panoramas (Siem Reap, Kampot) or dense tableaus (Svay Rieng). Although 

these images open a view o f Cambodia previously rejected by the curriculum of the

1945, the young King Sihanouk established two prizes in his name for the best students 
graduating from the School of Cambodian Arts (see Kram #147-NS December 27, 1945, 
fTournal Officiell). Today Suzuki's painting of Srah Srang still hangs in the King's private 
quarters where I was graciously granted permission to photograph it.

35 Conversation with Pen Tra, June 2000. A painting o f a fire on Chrui Changvar by a French 
painter Rupin (? the signature is unclear) hangs in the upstairs offices of the National Museum 
today; it is not clear what relation this painting has to the one by Rollet which Pen Tra 
remembers but which is no longer displayed. Pen Tra notes that the presence of Roller's 
paintings in the Museum, and perhaps those of other French painters, may have spurred King 
Sihanouk to hire the Japanese painter to come and teach at the School. Thanks to Darryl 
Collins for giving me the proper name for a building which has subsequently served in so 
many guises (government hotel in the 1980s, UNTAC headquarters in the early 1990s, and 
today as the offices of the Development Commission for Cambodia).

16 Le Cambodge Economique was published by the RSC for internal administrative uses in 
1942. Whereas Roller's signature is clearly visible on all of the images, Tonn Khieu's signature 
requires a bit of deciphering (and of course a knowledge of Khmer) since it sometimes simply 
reads as shading marks on the page.
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Figure 83 : Paintings by Louis Rollet, the last French director o f the School o f Cambodian Arts 
O n  the right: signed and dated 1943; on the left, unsigned b u t presumed Rollet, 1940s

Palais du Commissariat (today the CDC, Phnom Penh)
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Figure 8 4

“Drawings by Louis Rollet, woodcuts by Tonn Khieu”

Le Cambod^e Economujue RSC 1942
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Figure 85

“Drawings by Louis Rollet, woodcuts by Tonn Khieu”

Le Cambodge Economique RSC 1942
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School, they still follow the logic o f Groslier s system. A  drawn plan is given and the 

Cambodian hand simply obeys its contours, providing the hand labor for realising a 

pre-determined object.

Officials o f  the Protectorate themselves seem to have reconsidered Groslier's aims 

by the late 1930s. A  report on education in Cambodia, written in 1939, suggested 

that the time had come for there to also be "a real School o f Art (and no longer a 

School o f  Cambodian Art), free in its teaching and its destiny"/7 Through this new 

School, "Cambodia also could have its designers, its architects, [and] its artists 

perhaps". The existing School o f  Cambodian Arts, the report continued, "only 

produces artisans devoted to the imitation o f traditional art". The report suggested 

that drawing from life should be introduced as a suitable base for training, using 

however "Khmer models" (presumably casts o f  Khm er sculpture) in order to "leave a 

national im print on Cam bodian art". In short, the report concluded, "an effort must 

be made to orient pupils, who today are too exclusively absorbed in the study o f the 

traditional arts, towards the meaning o f m odern art [that is], towards the 

interpretation o f nature". Such a pedagogical shift would, at the very least, prove 

practical, the report concluded, since the Protectorate would no longer have to bring 

qualified draftsmen, architects, and representational painters from Vietnam or France 

for service within the Cam bodian administration. W e can see in these suggestions a 

curious slippage o f meaning in the term “m odern” when it is used in different 

contexts. For French administrators in the colonies, “modern” meant a regime of

37 "Rapport sur l'Enseignement professionnel, pratique, agricole et artisanal au Cambodge" by 
the Director of the Educational Service, Phnom Penh to the Director of Public Education for 
Indochina, 1939 [NAC #27017 (RSC)]. All subsequent quotations in the paragraph are to 
this Report. My emphasis is added to “Cambodian”.
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representation useful for illustrations and for architectural renderings, a form o f 

representation defined in opposition to that em bodied by the traditional objects o f 

colonial art training. This “modern” o f  the colonies becomes the conservative and the 

traditional however when it is set back into 1930s France and  compared to 

movements o f  international modernism and the avant-garde.

By 1948, Suzuki had  established his section o f  "Peinture" as he called it (he taught 

in French) or "fTSfttHCtT" (modern painting) as it was officially translated into Khmer

on a plaque above the atelier's door at the School o f  Cam bodian Arts.38 W hat then 

was this "modern", "new" painting? In the first year o f Suzuki's atelier, students 

sketched from basic three dimensional forms (cube, cylinder, pyramid, sphere), 

learning thus to render the illusion of volume through representations o f  light and 

shade. M ore complicated still-lifes were later introduced followed by drawing from 

the live model.39 W e can recognize this m ethod o f  training as a basic Western 

academic curriculum at the same time that we must understand how radically 

different its logic was from previous exercises at the School. T h u s within its local 

context, such teaching was “new” and the form o f  painting which it produced came to 

be called “modern”.

38 Conversations with Sam Kem Chang, May, 1999 and June, 2000. Students also began to 
call it R8f nnunctfl TtJJfTPig Rsrrertirnffm, two of which can be translated literally as “painting by
putting down colors” and “painting looking seeing”. It was this course which Solange Bernard 
must have observed in 1949.

39 There was no budget for hiring models and Pen Tra remembers the students drawing one 
another. Both Sam Kem Chang and Pen Tra were told by Suzuki about drawing from the 
nude model but they remember that it was not permitted “because of the modesty of Khmer 
culture". Conversations with Pen Tra, and Sem Kem Chang, November 1998 and June 2000.
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T he po in t o f  this “new” painting was to represent the seen. T he essence o f 

Suzuki's "Peinture" was to observe nature directly and then to "catch" a particular 

m om ent on canvas. To do so seemed an impossible task, Sam Kem Chang 

remembers, since everything was always changing and students had to try  somehow to 

capture a single instant o f light and atm osphere/0 Where previously diagrams 

distilled from tradition had remained motionless examples for hours o f  copying, now 

everything was tied to what was immediate and constantly shifting. Suzuki forbade 

copying from anything other than nature and  his former students can still recite the 

phrases he used to prohibit copying from two-dimensional examples/' "Nature was 

the real teacher" and students had to stand, in front o f  what they were painting, 

otherwise their w ork would be "wrong from the real", "wrong from the tru e" /2 In 

Sam Kem C hang's words, they learned "to observe" , then to paint, and then "to look

40 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000. O f course these descriptions point to the 
kind o f Impressionist realism being taught in Japan in the 1920s. See World Impressionism: 
the International Movement 1860-1920 (ed. Norma Broude, New York: Abrams 1990), John 
Clark's Modern Asian Art. (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998) and Paris in Japan: 
the Tapanese Encounter with European Painting (eds. Takashini, Rimer, & Bolas, Saint Louis: 
Washington University Press, 1997).

41 Students were forbidden to paint from a photograph, to paint from another painting, to 
paint from their imagination, or to venture into abstraction. To copy from photographs 
would produce paintings "just like photographs" which were dear and sharp all over rather 
than having a central subject of focus. To paint from the imagination or to venture into
abstraction was selfish (wnuttffUTfi9B£lfi) since painting had a purpose: "We paint for them to

V

see something", Pen Tra remembers his teacher explaining, "if it's hard to see [and 
understand] what is the point?" Suzuki also apparendy felt that Asian abstraction too often 
"simply copied from them [i.e. the West]''. As we shall see, Suzuki’s doctrine o f painting the 
seen, if it can be called that, comes to have another inflection in 1960s Cambodia when it is 
taken up by painters allied with the Khmer Rouge to press for an agenda of social realism in 
opposition to the “prettiness” of Nhek Dim. Conversations with Pen Tra and Sam Kem 
Chang, October and November 1997, October 1998, June 2000.

42 S w n m r n f i  Conversation with Sam Kim Chang, November, 1998; Pen Tra, October 1998.
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again , checking to see if  what they had painted was "right".43 Com m ents offered in 

critiques by Suzuki included: "you haven't thought to see", "you d o n 't see yet", "you 

look but you don 't see".44 I t is for this quality o f  immediacy - o f  being at a particular 

place at a particular time - that Suzuki is most often remembered today. The fact that 

his own work was composed and often painted in the studio away from nature and 

direct observation is generally ignored in these accounts (figure 86).

In addition to the idea o f representing a single moment o f  presence, a notion 

which would have seemed radically new  to students previously trained under the old 

curriculum o f the School o f Cam bodian Arts, Suzuki introduced another model 

which today is often referred to by his students as equally influential to their 

thinking.45 In his atelier (where students spent the entire day w ith their teacher), 

Suzuki showed many examples o f w hat appear to have been primarily Impressionist 

and Post-Impressionist art while telling students about the lives and ideas of the 

"artists" who had made the pictures. T he idea was not to copy the pictures shown but 

rather to absorb the idea o f an artist and  his work.46 Gauguin and Van Gogh (whose

43 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.

44 Conversations with Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang 1997-2000. H'SRRryRT tfSSTJSftffir rynrrtnor 

ursyerinrrp Suzuki’s teaching was in French but is remembered by his former students in 
Khmer language phrases. This raises many issues of translation which I do not address here 
but hope to in the future. The translation of the Khmer term RSfreffljrtcrni into
"representational painting" (it's closer to "painting look and see") is problematic in and of 
itself, since it allows us to slip into the familiar rather than trying to discern what was 
particular and local about Suzuki’s "modern painting”.

45 Conversations with Sam Kem Chang 1997-2000; Conversation with Dy Proeung, January 
2001 .

46 Despite his emphasis on nature and perception, Suzuki told his students that eventually, to 
become “artists”, they would have to develop individual visions. As Pen Tra remembers it,
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story o f  psychological problems and life-time neglect is vividly remembered) are the 

most often cited. Picasso and more abstract painters were also shown bu t Suzuki 

emphasized their foundations in representational drawing which artists "had to know 

first" before they could follow their individual p a th s/7 Sam Kem C hang remembers 

that he "struggled to understand it all" as the discussion was in French and the 

pictures were "very new to Khmer eyes".43

It seems that Suzuki did no t discuss Khmer culture with his students, nor did he 

single them  out as som ehow specifically Cambodian and thus tied to a particular kind 

o f ethno-national art. Rather, Suzuki thought o f  the drawing and painting which he 

caught as "international", based on a kind o f observation from nature which had 

universal rather than culturally specific characteristics.49 Cam bodian students o f 

Suzuki soon came to realise however that the "clear" observation o f life could in fact 

produce a painting w hich they would claim as specifically "Khmer" since it would be 

about life in a particular environment with certain kinds o f  color and light.50 Direct 

observation would show w hat was intrinsic. Thus, although they were learning the 

"modern painting o f  all countries", Suzuki’s students often came to emphasize its

Suzuki stressed that each o f the "artists" (ftfrujfif) that he showed to his students was important 

for their own thoughts (filffSStlfi). Pen Tra contrasts such an idea to contemporary painting in
u

Phnom Penh where he notes that any idea which sells is immediately copied by all the other
painters. Conversation with Pen Tra, June 2000.

47 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang and Tang Hor Yi, May, 1999. Tang Hor Yi 
remembers a considerable art historical component o f the all day studio with a survey that 
began in Greece and then Rome.

48 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, May 1999.

49 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.

50 Conversations with Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.
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national specificity.51 This allowed them  to solve the exquisite dilemma o f  "modern 

art . Since its unqualified form was already taken by the West, "Cambodian modern 

art" would have to rely on the usual ethno-national adjective to distinguish its 

uniqueness and refute its belatedness.

By all accounts, Suzuki and his way o f painting were quickly accepted (figure 

87).5'  Although at first some o f  the older artisans at the School found Suzuki's 

painting strange, even unintelligible, there seem to have been no objections to his 

presence and in fact, he soon gained a remarkable amount o f  influence at the School.53 

The first group o f  students to study with Suzuki were chosen from upper level 

students in the atelier o f  drawing. Pen T ra claims that the five best students o f the 

atelier were chosen and that the teachers o f the drawing atelier at that time were 

"happy" that Suzuki's "technique" or "speciality" was coming to the School. 

"Modern painting", they said, w ould enable Cambodia to be "like other countries", 

that is, "modern", "developed", "advanced".54

51 Conversation with Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang, June, 2000

5‘ Conversations with older artisans who are not "modern painters": Chet Chan (a traditional 
painter who studied at the School in the early 1960s), Srieng Y and Look Kxu Saim (sculptors 
trained at the School in the late 1950s and early 1960s), Conversations spring 2000. All three 
described Suzuki’s style of painting with the phrase trjlfifdf, or "one type also". In other words, 
it was seen as simply another possible kind o f painting.

53 In a reading which should warn us o f  the legibility of representational painting if it has not 
been taught, Som Samai, the silversmith, describes how older artisans looked at Suzuki's 
paintings and were unable to recognize their subjects. Conversation with Som Samai, May 
2000 .

54 Conversation with Pen Tra, June 2000. The teachers in the drawing atelier at the time were 

rnnfjfPTAJf and rnnfiJRffrjfi. Pen Tra explains that they were happy because this tinr9fij would 

allow Cambodia to be rfogtffira rrirfiSssisVlS .
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W hen asked to account for how  so foreign a form  o f  representation was not only 

smoothly integrated but soon received precedence over existing ateliers, students from 

the late 1950s and early 1960s emphasize that Cam bodia was "not narrow then”.55 

Suzuki's style o f painting was valued as "the new"(fiJH£B). In  this all too familiar order

o f things, "the new" which came from abroad and required foreign languages (Suzuki 

taught in French) was seen as better and more advanced than what existed locally.56 

In the descriptions former students offer, it is alm ost as if  the fact that the older 

teachers, established at the school "did not know [how to make] the new" which gave 

these new forms their fascination.57 The value o f  "m odern" representation is perhaps 

best shown in a photograph o f M ey Preap, the old sculptor and mold making teacher

55 Look Kru Saim, a sculptor educated at the School in the late 1950s, remembers that 
"everyone wanted to enter the modern painting section". Suzuki's form of painting at that 
time was viewed as "advanced", "modern", and "developed", while sculpture was seen as "low"
(91U). Suzuki’s accounts o f Western “artists” seem to have presented a different possible social
standing for those who made visual objects. Colonial hierarchies had denigrated hand labor 
and white collar clerk and administrative positions were coveted. Sam Kem Chang's fathdr, 
trained as a traditional painter at Groslier's school in the 1920s, did not want his son to go to 
the School, citing the social stigma of hand labor. While Sam Kem Chang persisted because of 
his love for painting, others, like the son of the traditional painting teacher Sar, for example, 
studied at a "higher" school (Lycee Sisowath) and went on to become director of the National 
Bank in the 1960s. Conversations with Sam Kem Chang, Look Kru Saim, June 2000.

56 Conversation with Chan Puon, Sam Kem Chang, Look Km Saim, and Pen Tra, June, 2000. 
Chan Puon is a sculptor in Siem Reap who was educated at the School of Cambodian Arts in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s. The attitude described, here pervades my students at the 
Department o f Plastic Arts. "We are underdeveloped" they tell me and look eagerly to any 
knowledge that they can learn from the outside.

57 Conversations with Look Kru Saim, Chan Puon, June 2000. “HTTtOIftnftDTP"') We can here
recall the Nagaravatta descriptions of Say’s stamping machine, quoted at the end of Chapter 
Two. To the "young Cambodians", the newspaper explained, Say's machine, "furnished- 
proof that Khmers are also capable o f making industrial machines, of setting up ateliers, and 
even of making products like European industry".57 Such advances were evidence, the 
newspaper concluded of the “clear desire of the Cambodian people to evolve and the proof 
that they will succeed in what they wish".
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at the School during the 1950s. Although he primarily made gorgeously incised stone 

fipu molds (the ornam ent molds still used today in An Sok’s mask-making atelier),

when he was asked to pose for rnnmfijf (Free W orld) in the mid to late 1950s, the old

master instead em braced a representational sculpture (figure 88).58

There are those who find all this a little ironic. For as both Dy Proeung and Sam 

Kem Chang eventually told me, fi8rr§nirinni, “the painting o f looking and seeing" was

not really "new" at all. The reliefs o f  the Bayon, the plants and animals o f  the 

Reamker painting in the Palace, even the names o f the ornaments, as we have seen, all 

speak to a tradition o f  observation and representation from nature. "There is no such 

thing as the new  (ftrafar)," Sam Kem Chang tells me laughingly, "it was always already

there". The reason tha t representation based on observation became so firmly marked 

as foreign and new, D y Proeung adds, is simply because "they advertised about their 

culture".59 And, he might have added, purged observation from the diagrams o f

58 Mey Preap's atelier o f mold-making was featured in r n n f i  TAJ? (Free World) vol. 7  # 2  as a
place where "ancient art was created anew". This atelier also helped to make the monument 
for the Khmer American Friendship Highway. Plans for the monument were drawn up by 
Oliver Cherel, an architect affiliated with the US mission, and its sculpting was "assisted" by 
the American sculptor John Rhoden (a Rome Prize winner). The monument is described in 
the Khmer version of Free World as "built according to Khmer traditional ways" (presumably 
through molds) while the English version describes it as a monument "in a traditional Khmer 
style". See wontnTR/uffnmrflirmgi : tJifiosiRtiifiHireTmfifdarGiepgfurflisrel^Lfifirntfcnsdttrf'iArifi

w n n t n r n r e :  in tnnntm  (Free World') vol. 8 #5.

59 Conversation with Dy Proeung, June 1999 ( r n d j n t J j i a n r n i ' u j c w s )
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Figure 88

Mey Preap, head of the atelier of mold-making and sculpture 
School of Cambodian Arts, mid-1950s

Free World volume 7, #2
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Groslier's School. The thirty years o f  training to replicate plans had specified and 

fixed tradition in paths which it m ight no t have found if  left to less structured devices.

By the late 1950s, the curriculum and the impulse o f  the School o f  Cambodian 

Arts had decisively shifted from Groslier's original conception. His introductory 

drawing course was abandoned and entering students were immediately placed into 

the various technical sections based on their performance in an entrance exam o f 

representational drawing.60 A  distinct hierarchy emerged in which the "best" 

applicants were direcdy placed in Suzuki's atelier.61 "Good" applicants were then 

divided between the section o f (loosely translated as "publicity painting"),

another "modern" section to which we will return, and the atelier o f  fTSrunftfl

("traditional drawing / painting") which once had been the mandatory destination for 

all entering male students. After these ateliers o f two dimensional making were filled, 

"lower" students were placed in the various object-making ateliers.62 Students in all 

ateliers began to study at least some representational drawing (fiSntffUttiffT)) as well

60 Sam Kem Chang thinks that his entering class (1958) was the first year for this change. 
Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.

61 Conversations with Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang, November 1997 and June 2000. Pripr 
to Suzuki's coming, the sections o f silver jewelery, weaving, and traditional painting (vat 
painters) were considered the most desirable sections. Former students of the School explain 
that these sections offered the chance for the most lucrative living after graduation.

62 Former sculpture students openly confirm that their sections were considered less desirable. 
Some of the students in Suzuki's atelier were dropped back into other ateliers if they couldn’t 
make satisfactory drawings. This was decided by a committee but Suzuki's judgement had the 
most weight since he was the "specialist". Conversations with Look Km Saim, Dy Proeung 
and Chan Puon, June 2000.
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since, as Sam Kem C hang explains it, "even the sculpture student had to observe the 

fiJIG(ornaments) that he was making".63

Modern Art Education

The shift in representation was not confined to the School. During the 1950s, 

the US Information Service began to employ young Cam bodians with any kind o f  art 

background as both designers o f  still pictures (USIS posters, displays and exhibitions) 

and producers o f  moving pictures (the USIS film production unit) (figure 89). 

Through its apparatus o f  magazines, exhibitions, book collections, and film 

screenings, USIS both opened the eyes o f young artists and  changed the forms o f  

representation they thought o f  using. We have already seen how Ly Bun Yim was 

spurred by the American Festival photography competition to become a film maker 

(Chapter Three). O thers perhaps were influenced by the workshops on silk-screen 

and mechanical reproduction techniques offered by USIS throughout the 1950s to 

teachers and employees o f  Ministries and Schools (figure 90). USIS also offered 

training in "new" fields such as drafting which were necessary for ongoing US aid 

projects (figure 91). T h e  cover o f  tflnfiffijf (Free World) itself became a forum for

images very different from  those which had been taught a t Groslier's version o f the 

School (figure 92).

There was an even closer link between aid and forms o f  representation however. 

The teacher training and rural development projects sponsored by US aid during the

63 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, November 1998.
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Figure 89 I

“Busy art room of 
the

Communications 
Division Media 

Division” 
US Information 

Service 
Phnom Penh, 1960 
(Nhek Dim center, 

smiling)

US National Archives at 
College Park, Maryland 
RG 2 8 6  CAM -60-410
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Figure 90

Silkscreen workshop 
sponsored by the US 

Information Service for 
Cambodian artists, min
istry employees, and US 

Operations Mission 
artists, 1956.

US National Archives at College 
Park, Maryland 

RG 286  CAM -56-300

28 6



Figure 91

Draftsman at the United States Information Service Office, Phnom Penh 
Drawing plans for low-cost housing, 1957

US N ational Archives at College Park, M aryland RG  2 8 6  CAM -57-588
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Figure 92

Free World cover, painted by Kong Som Ol, 
employee o f  the USIS Information Division 

mid-1950s

Free World, volume 3 #10
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1950s required the development o f simple forms o f visual explanation. "Fundamental 

courses" on, for example, the spraying of crops with US pesticides, could be presented 

to rural audiences (with high illiteracy rates) through the use o f pictures and posters 

displayed on blackboards and "flannel-boards" (figure 93). "Illustrated lectures" on 

cooperative farming were more successful than translated monologues (figure 94). 

A nd USIS displays and traveling exhibitions made use o f  visual messages to explain 

the aims and techniques o f  US aid (figure 95). In  model schools, forms o f 

representational drawing became both a general foundation o f  "modern education” as 

well as a means to convey notions o f  proper behavior and hygiene (figure 96). Art 

could not only help children to "express themselves" bu t also could be used to explain 

other fields o f knowledge.64 In the US-sponsored model teacher training center o f 

BCompong Kantuot, still-life drawing was introduced as an integral exercise for 

developing observational skills (figure 97).

In  this climate, Suzuki's students easily found employm ent since their "new" skill 

was considered "necessary" for a "modem" nation.65 Pen Tra was hired by the 

M inistry o f Tourism  to draw images for tourism posters; O uk  Yin worked for the 

M inistry o f  Defense developing images for use in army recruitment; Nhek Dim was 

hired by USIS; Sam Yuan eventually worked for the N ational Bank, designing and 

drawing images on bills o f  money (figure 98); and Sam Kem Chang became an art

64 ToLfiWqjrsfiHSruneon'tismri in rnnnrwr (Free World) Volume 3, #11. This article described
a US-sponsored teacher training program in Burma which emphasized art as an educational 
tool and an integral part o f early development. As such, these forms of illustrative realism were 
promoted as integral parts o f development and modernisation.

65 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.
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Figure 93

Nhek D im  working at the 
US Inform ation Service 
as an “artis t in  the 
Information Division”.

N ear right: The use o f 
blackboard drawings in 
basic education. N hek  
D im  is drawing a pesti
cide sprayer on the black
board.

Far right: Poster on pesti
cide spraying for better 
rice, pain ted  by N hek 
D im  for USIS, Phnom  
Penh.

Near right: US National 
Archivet at College Park, 

Maryland 
RG 286 CAM-56-244 

Far right: large poster collection 
o f  the National Archives o f  

Cambodia
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Figure 94 : US-sponsored agricultural cooperatives advisor Fred Knokel 
giving a demonstration o f how to give an illustrated lecture, August 3, 1962

US National Archives at College Park. Maryland RG 286 CAM-62-1955
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Figure 95
US Operations Mission Building window display: well drilling.

The sheer strangeness o f these odd visual displays must have had their effect on passerbys.

US National Archives at College Park, Maryland KG 286 CAM -62-M l 292
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education trainer for elementary and high school teachers.66 "The people”, Sam Kem 

Chang explains retrospectively, were "becoming interested in modern painting" and 

therefore "the schools had to start to teach them how to draw the things that you see" 

(figure 99).67

Indeed, the curriculum installed under the general educational reforms o f 1958 

(reforms which were m eant to reshape the educational system to meet the "needs o f  a 

m odern Cambodia") offered almost exclusively representational drawing exercises.68 

Objects were to be observed and sketched, perspective was taught, and studies o f  light 

and shade dominated. O nly  in the December assignment o f  the 5th year was there 

any reference to something specifically designated as "Khmer". The student was to 

make a drawing o f a "piece o f  Khmer jewelery [or] the royal sword". This cultural 

artefact however was to be observed as a finished object, set in light and shadow, 

rather than as a diagram o f  two dimensional ornaments to be constructed into an 

object through means o f  a plan. A December assignment for the 4 th  class, similarly 

asked students to draw from  a cast o f "a capital", perhaps an Angkorian capital. The 

assignment was to observe and render a three dimensional object in space however,

66 When Suzuki retired in the early 1960s, his former student Lay Bun Kim 9JICH tfSRtr was
chosen to replace him at the School. This choice was more by default than anything else since 
many of the better students already had good jobs and were in demand in other areas o f tfie 
government. Suzuki remained in Cambodia and when he died a few years later, his widow 
gave his paints, books and supplies to the Artist Association which I will describe below. 
Conversation with Pen Tra, June 2000 and Sam Kem Chang, November 1998 and June 
2000.

67 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, October 1998.

68 Through these reforms, science and technical subjects were added and emphasized, while 
French history was largely removed and replaced with Cambodian history. French language 
began to be de-emphasized and a program of drawing was included. See the "Introduction" by 
Chau Seng, Minister of Education in Programme de l'Enseignement Secondaire Khmer. 
September 19, 1958 [NAC Box #187 (Documents of Cambodia)].
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rather than to  consider the ornamental system carved on  its surface. In the 1959 

primary education program manual, drawing was presented as a skill necessary to 

"develop precision in seeing and dexterity o f  the hands".69 T he object o f observation 

was "never [however to] be drawn in advance on the blackboard like a model to be 

copied", the teaching manual emphasized. Rather the teacher should teach the child 

to "observe the object attentively in order to discern the real forms from the apparent 

forms: a table w ith  four legs, from a certain angle, appears to have only three."'0 

"Modern education" thus was set in direct contrast to Groslier's diagrams which had 

been, after all, "drawn in advance" and pu t at the front o f  the classroom as a "model 

to be copied".

"The Image o f  America" : Painting

In their analyses o f general education in Cambodia during the early 1950s, US 

officials were surprised that "few attempts" had "ever been made within the public 

schools to stress the importance o f Cam bodian culture and art".7' Art was therefore 

added to the list o f  ways in which US aid hoped to "broaden knowledge" in

69 Programme de 1’Enseignement Primaire Ministry of Education, 1959 [NAC Box #189 
(Documents of Cambodia)].

70 Programme de 1'Enseignemenc Primaire Ministry of Education, 1959 [NAC Box #189 
(Documents of Cambodia)].

71 US Embassy Despatch #311, March 20, 1956 (Visit o f Mrs. Grace Morley, "art expert", 
January 26 - February 4, 1956) 851H3/3-2056 in RG59 General Records o f the Department 
of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959. All subsequent references to the Morley visit are 
to this file.
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Cam bodia.72 O ne o f the first visitors to Cambodia on the Educational Exchange 

Program, sponsored by the US, was the "art expert" Grace Morley. On January 30, 

1956, she gave a lecture on "The Evolution of American Art" to Lycee Sisowath and 

Ecole N orm ale students.73 T he  following week, M orley lectured to "fifty Cambodian 

notables" on "Modern Art: International Movements and the Significance o f 

Cam bodian A rt for Contemporary Artists". Notably missing from her schedule o f 

events was any prolonged contact with the School o f  Cam bodian Arts. The Embassy 

concluded that "Mrs. Morley's visit can generally be termed a quite successful one" 

since it represented a "pioneering venture in the field o f arts for this country" and had 

underscored the importance o f  art education.™

As relations deteriorated, between the US and Cambodia, programs which had 

hoped to build on such exchanges had to be scrapped, and USIS activities came under 

increasing scrutiny by the M inistry o f Information. In the climate o f  the early 1960s, 

"cultural activities" were "more warmly received than informational efforts", and the 

USIS program was "modified to accommodate itself to this fact".'5 It was perhaps for

72 US Embassy Despatch #311, March 20, 1956 (Visit o f Mrs. Grace Morley, "art expert”, 
January 26 - February 4, 1956) 851H3/3-2056 in RG59 General Records of the Department 
of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.

73 US Embassy Despatch #311, March 20, 1956 (Visit of Mrs. Grace Morley, art expert, 
January 26 - February 4, 1956) 851H3/3-2056 in RG59 General Records of the Department 
of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.

'* US Embassy Despatch #311, March 20, 1956 (Visit o f Mrs. Grace Morley, "art expert", 
January 26 - February 4, 1956) 851H3/3-2056 in RG59 General Records of the Department 
of State: Central Decimal Files 1955-1959.

75 "Country Assessment Report, 1961”, Field Message #9, January 31, 1962 in RG59 General 
Records o f the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs, Planning and Development, 
Staff and Country Files 1955-64, Box 220. In the early 1960s, the USIS film production 
team not only produced an hour long documentary of the funeral of the King, but they also 
collaborated direcdy with the Queen to produce a full-length documentary on the Royal
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this reason that, beginning in 1960, USIS sponsored an annual exhibition open to all 

Cambodian painters which is still remembered by artists in Phnom Penh today as a 

crucial forum for new work (figure 100).7S O u t o f the assembled paintings, the twelve 

best works (chosen by USIS) were published in a calendar which was then widely 

distributed throughout Cambodia. While painters remember this exhibition as an 

opportunity" for "modern painting" to be recognized and to receive public acclaim, 

USIS had a predictably different agenda. As a C ountry Assessment Report o f  the first 

exhibition in 1960 pu t it, the exhibition was m eant to "graphically demonstrate 

American interest in Cambodian culture and art".77 T he publication o f the calendar 

furthered this aim through its "very wide distribution" while attendance figures "of 

500-600 viewers a day "meant that 5000 to 6000 people saw it, something o f a record 

in Cambodia".78

In subsequent years, the exhibition and competition "exceeded the post’s fondest 

expectations".79 In 1961, 157 paintings by 57 artists were shown, up from  the

Ballet. The Queen called this effort "the first completely disinterested film the US has 
produced in Cambodia". See "Country Assessment Report 1962", Field Message #8, January 
29, 1963 in RG 59 General Records of the Department o f State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs 
Planning and Development, Staff and Country Files 1955-64, Box 220.

6 Conversations with Tang Hor Yi, Sam Kem Chang, Pen Tra, Eng Menh Seng, Svay Ken, 
Tuong Sophan, Chan Lay Heng and Chet Chan, 1997-2000.

77 "Country Assessment Report I960", Field Message #16, January 28, 1961 in RG59 
General Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and 
Development, Staff and Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.

78 "Country Assessment Report I960", Field Message #16, January 28, 1961 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and Development, 
Staff and Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.

'7 "Country Assessment Report", Field Message #9, January 31,1962.
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Figure 100

Cover of the 1960 USIS-sponsored painting exhibition 
at the American Library, Phnom Penh

N A C  Box 2 1 5  (Documents o f Cambodia)
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preceding year's 41 paintings by 21 artists.80 "Interest" had been created, "rave" 

notices in the local press had been garnered, and the event had put the US not only in 

the spotlight bu t for once in an extremely favorable spotlight, something that was not 

a com m on occurrence in the early 1960s in Cam bodia.81 The third and final USIS 

exhibition in 1962 attracted 210 paintings by 86 artists, "twice the number o f the 

previous year's competition" (figure 101).82 "G ood publicity" was garnered "in the 

press and over the radio" and the USIS offices were particularly pleased that "Prince 

Sihanouk sent two o f  his close assistants to buy some o f  the pictures for his personal 

collection"; USIS also presented two o f the prize-winning works to the prime minister 

as a token o f American friendship.83

W e can look at the tides o f the work displayed w ith the benefit o f  hindsight. 

Today, as we will see in  the last two Chapters, it is safe to say that the most often 

painted "view" in Cam bodia is that o f Angkor V at (figure 102). In the way in which 

traditions become naturalised, the ubiquity o f  Angkor today, makes us th ink  that it 

was always so. Thus we have seen that it is easy to imagine Groslier's students

80 "Country Assessment Report", Field Message #9, January 31, 1962 in RG59 General 
Records of the Department o f State, Bureau o f Cultural Affairs Planning and Development, 
Staff and Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.

81 21,000 visitors attended the 1961 exhibition. See "Country Assessment Report", Field 
Message #9, January 31, 1962.

82 "USIS Country Assesment Report 1962", Field Message #8, January 29, 1963 in RG59 
General Records of the Department of State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and 
Development, Staff and Country Files 1955-64 Box 220.

83 The 12 prize winning works became the property o f USIS. It is not clear whether they 
bought them from the painters or not. See "USIS Cambodia Country Assesment Report 
1962", Field Message #8, January 29, 1963 in RG59 General Records of the Department of 
State, Bureau of Cultural Affairs Planning and Development, Staff and Country Files 1955- 
64 Box 220.
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Figure 101

Cover and opening 
page of 

the 3rd and final 
USIS

sponsored painting 
exhibition 

American Library 
Phnom  Penh 1962

NAC i l l  122 (RSC)
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sketching from  the monuments and making replicas o f  their view. After 

independence as well, when we read about Suzuki's m ethod, we could imagine a 

sudden blossoming o f  such Angkor scenes. But a look at the catalogue for the last 

USIS exhibition o f  1962 convinces us that this was not so. T he prize winning entries 

were primarily landscapes. There were also portraits and scenes o f  traditional culture 

perhaps, b u t few o f the repetitive monumental images o f today (figure 102). 

Increasingly as the 1960s went on, an indigenous audience o f m iddle and upper class 

urban Cam bodians bought such “modern” paintings o f the countryside and of 

traditional culture.84 It is worth emphasizing then that through the mid-1960s, the 

m onum ent as a subject seems to have had little relation to the history o f visual 

production which I have traced here. W e can however notice a foretaste o f what was 

to come, since what was represented served a certain kind o f nostalgia. The pictures 

listed did n o t portray the new although they used a new form o f  representation. The 

factories o f  the Sangkum, the televisions and cars o f urban life, in fact the city as a 

whole is missing here. We can see then that the painters, w ho primarily lived in 

Phnom Penh, did no t paint their immediate lives or surroundings but rather turned 

to archetypes o f the countryside (the farmer, the fisher, the weaver) as well as to 

traditional acts (the ploughing ceremony, the ceremony at the vat, and traditional 

dance) in order to secure the “Cambodian” label for their “m odern paintings”.

84 Conversations with Chet Chan and Houy Kong, brother-in-law of the late Nhek Dim, 
January 2001.
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N hek D im  and Sam Yuan

N hek D im  and Sam Yuan were both students o f  Suzuki's who probably graduated 

from the School o f Cambodian Arts in the mid-1950s. Today in Phnom Penh, N hek 

D im  is remembered by many painters and even ordinary city inhabitants as the "most 

famous" Cambodian painter o f  the Sangkum. Indeed, we find him already listed 

among the winners o f  the USIS annual exhibition in 1962. Sam Yuan on the other 

hand, is remembered only by a few elderly painters who however vehemendy insist 

that he was "a much better painter" than his more flamboyant counterpart.

O ne o f the reasons that N hek Dim is perhaps better remembered is that he 

became rich.85 In the 1960s, N hek Dim established his own gallery first near the “new 

M arket”, and then along the river on Quai Sisowath. There he showed only his own 

paintings and those o f his brother, N hek Doeun, and his brother-in-law, Houy Kong, 

making a considerable fortune and, by many accounts, fitting the role o f  the first 

“modern artist" in Phnom  Penh.86 Employed by USIS in the 1950s, N hek Dim  

eventually was sent for training in the United States. His surviving family confirms 

that the oft-repeated story that N hek Dim was sent to learn cartoons with “W alt

1,5 For the following section I rely on conversations with the late Sam Yang, Look Kru Saim, 
Pen Tra, Tang Hor Yi, Sam Kem Chang, Ouk Roeun, Ouk Dit, Kong Bunna, Houy Kong 
and Dy Proeung as well as many of the younger sign painters and Angkor painters found 
around the School and the Museum, 1997-2001. It is particularly the white Mustang 
convertible which Nhek Dim brought back from the US that is remembered today as a sign of 
his affluence. In one charming version of this story, Kong Bunna told me of how the horse 
emblem of the car was stolen in Phnom Penh; a visiting friend from the US brought a 
replacement for Nhek Dim.

86 Conversations with Look Kru Saim, Tang Hor Yi, Pen Tra, Sam Kem Chang, and Houy 
Kong, 1997-2001. Nhek Dim also drew cartoons for newspapers throughout the 1960s.
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Disney in Hollywood" (figure 103)-*7 N hek D im  returned from the US with a style 

that was considered even more modern than Suzuki's, although it is hard to decipher 

what this meant from the few remaining examples o f  his work (figure 104) .88 Asked 

to explain, painters point to his use o f  ttljfT(brushstrokes) and colors, by which w*e can

perhaps understand that his paintings became more and more painterly as he fitted 

more and more comfortably into his role o f  "modern artist". By the late 1960s and 

early 1970s, a m arket for N hek D im  paintings, as well as the paintings o f  other young 

painters, had developed.89 The "artist" as a role had been established as an id ea  and 

students at the School aspired to follow it. In  retrospect, N hek Dim is rem em bered 

for his fame, flamboyance, and wealth; the paintings he made were simply a m eans to 

this end.

To those who are retrospectively critical o f  him, Nhek Dim  was a commercial 

phenomenon who thought more about w hat would sell than about w hat mo»dern 

Cambodian painting should become. Thus, for example, many painters link th e  soft 

porn paintings so often found in Cambodia today to early examples s u p p o s e d l y  first 

painted by N hek D im  upon his return from the States. Certainly the faded copies of 

these advertising paintings, attributed by store painters to N hek Dim, would speak to 

such a lineage (figures 105, 106). Others simply say that everything N hek JDim

87 Conversation with Houy Kong, February 2001. Almost any painter associated withi the 
School today will tell you a version of this story. I first heard it from a young archaeology 
student in the summer of 1995.

s8 See the upcoming catalogue and exhibition of Lors Chinda’s Nhek Dim collection planned 
for May 2001 in Phnom Penh.

89 I would like to thank Neil Manton who served at the Australian embassy during the: late 
1960s and early 1970s for sharing his memories o f this time with me. He also went through 
the effort of trying to track down the work of Nhek Dim and Ouk Yin in Australia for me.
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Figure 103 

Nhek Dim
Photograph taken on the day he departed for a USIS training course 

in publishing held in the Philippines, 1957

US National Archives a t College Park, Maryland RG 2 8 6  C AM -57-250
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painted was “pretty” (ftTlff) which, depending on the tone o f  its usage, can mean a

whole range o f things from  straightforwardly beautifiil to nice in an insipid and 

negative sense. N hek D im  did seem to chose subjects at a remove from everyday life. 

In  painting the pretty, he came to focus on dancers, women, and idyllic landscapes; 

he mined the traditional and the past, showing it to people whose city lives no longer 

had those meanings.90 H is figures are described as "separate", each for themselves, 

posed for the viewer rather than interacting within a scene.”

A  very different story is told o f  Sam Yuan (figure 107).92 Sam Yuan grew up in 

the household o f  Sam Kem Chang, whose father was a traditional painter trained at 

Groslier's School in the 1920s. At a young age, Sam Yuan entered the School o f 

Cambodian Arts which was very near to the family hom e.93 After his initial training 

in the foundation drawing atelier, Sam Yuan was chosen to enter Suzuki's section. 

There he learned to paint and to speak fluent French, becoming one o f Suzuki's

10 The Nhek Dim painting in Chamcar Mon (figure 79, Chapter 3) shows a landscape with 
an Angkorian temple. This would seem to contradict my claim that the monument did not 
haunt painting of the 1960s as it does today. Those painters who survive from the 1960s 
explain that the “modern painters” described here were concerned with making their own style 
and their own singular compositions. The temples were one subject among many and if they 
were painted, as they undoubtedly were, the paintings were one-time compositions rather than 
rote multiples direcdy copied from poster and postcard models. Conversations with Pen Tra, 
Sem Kem Chang, and Tang Hor Yi, 1997-2000.

n Conversation with Ouk Roeun, June, 2000.

’' Here I would again like to thank Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang for sharing their memories 
of Sam Yuan with me. The following section relies on conversations with them 1997-2000.

33 Sam Kem Cheng's father asked the School to take the boy as it was a good opportunity for a 
child without a stable family. When Sam Yuan entered the School, probably in 1952, there 
was still a mandatory period of drawing in the atelier established by Groslier.
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Figure 107 

Sam Yuan in the early 1960s

Photograph courtesy o f Chet Chan
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favorite students.94 I t  was with Suzuki’s backing that Sam Yuan w on a scholarship to 

continue his painting studies in France.95 As Sam Kem Chang remembers it, Suzuki 

felt that Sam Yuan "wouldn't get lost" and would return to a "Khmer meaning" (9tr

rtfiJTSr). As we have seen, Suzuki was no t a nationalist so this interpretation probably

came as much from Sam Yuan himself as from Suzuki. Indeed, when Sam Yuan 

returned, he frequendy talked about national characterisdcs w ith his friends and 

fellow painters. H e rejected the brushwork o f Nhek Dim, explaining that the 

decorative line and flat colors o f  the Reamker painting in the Palace showed the 

essential forms which Khmer painting had to keep (figure 108).96 The Reamker 

paintings, to Sam Yuan, spoke to a tradition o f  representing the truth, a form that was 

honest in its very presentation of visible oudines and clear colors. N othing here was 

hidden, while in European painting things weren't clear and possibly lied.9' Sam Kem 

Chang retrospectively understands that Sam Yuan was trying to make both national

M Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.

w Sam Yuan studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts des Paris where he became a communist and 
was supposedly involved in demonstrations. As Sam Kem Chang remembers it, these actions 
angered then prime minister Sihanouk and caused Sam Yuan’s scholarship to be revoked. Sam 
Yuan therefore returned to Cambodia after a year or two of uncompleted studies. A position 
was waiting for him (through the influence o f the old teacher Sar who was neighbors with Sam 
Kem Cheng’s father) to design bank notes for the National Bank.

96 Sam Kem Chang remembers being "surprised" by Sam Yuan’s paintings upon his return 
from France. Sam Kem Chang had expected "the modern" as defined by the brushstrokes and 
the color of Nyek Dim. Instead, Sam Yuan’s paintings imposed order and fields of color, 
insisting upon a linear architecture which held the surface. Those who remember Sam Yuan 
repeatedly compare him to Gauguin in this sense, thus keeping him "modern” but 
distinguishing him from the mark of the brush.
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painting and a painting that was true. I t was for this reason that Sam Yuan 

increasingly took as his subjects the poor and the disenfranchised, thereby showing 

what was left o u t o f  the image o f  the Sangkum. At an exhibition in Paris in 1960, 

Nhek Dim  was awarded medals for his paintings o f landscapes and temples, while 

Sam Yuan on the other hand, won a medal for a painting entitled "Manual labor".,s 

Whereas N hek D im ’s figures are remembered as isolated from one another as 

presentations for the viewer, Sam Yuan’s figures interacted with each other w ithin a 

scene, speaking to a kind o f community o f  village life which offered hope.99

Another aspect o f  Sam Yuan's practice spoke to this community as well. Whereas 

Nhek Dim  remained resolutely individual, using his gallery only to show and sell his 

own work and that o f  his family, Sam Yuan, Pen Tra, Sam Kem Chang and a group

of other artists founded the “Association o f Khm er Artists” (ftlt/lfitrS(VfUj:Tojt?firt9r).100

97 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, May, 1999. He explained it as Dy

Proeung remembers that , the teacher of traditional drawing, also came to feel that
Suzuki's paintings were not clear or detailed enough; they lied, the teacher said.

K "Painters Recognized” in Cambodian Commentary (June I960 #9), a magazine published 
by the Ministry o f Information beginning in 1959.

” Conversation with Ouk Roeun, May 2000. The reader will of course want to see the 
paintings of Sam Yuan. The only problem is, there aren't any that I know of, at least not in 
Cambodia. There are two woodcut prints by Sam Yuan that hang in the private painting 
museum of the Royal Palace. They show landscapes with peasants at work, long sweeping 
views of nature and labor knit together.

10l> It is difficult to translate this name because of the ambivalence in one of its terms. WUIfiyS

means “community” or “association” ftfruj: means “art”. But is a “modern” term coined
to describe the kind of painting which Suzuki introduced to Cambodia. It can also however 
mean more generally “artist” or the “maker of beautiful things. The actual association did not 
limit its membership to painters or to those who pursued “modern painting”. In fact, the 
Association was busy collecting documents on the traditional arts when it broke apart 
following Sam Yuan’s flight. In keeping with the broad intentions of this community of
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This Association o f  Khmer Artists seemingly took over what had been proposed by 

the American Library and USIS (although they would not necessarily have welcomed 

such a comparison). They mounted annual exhibits, established a collection o f  books 

and documents, and provided a forum for discussion and comradeship (figure 1 0 9 ). 

Techniques such as wood cutting, prin t making, and more traditionally Khmer 

techniques such as mask-making and lacquer mold-making, were to be shared among 

all the members.'01 A review o f  one o f  their exhibitions in 1968 noted that "many 

works and styles" were displayed together, although future plans o f  the Association 

called for smaller group shows and one-person shows as well.'02 Indeed, Pen Tra 

remembers the 1960s as a period when “modern painters” at least began to try to 

forge individual styles out o f their experiences o f Suzuki’s teaching. T he point was to 

develop a signature, a style that was "modern", "Khmer", and "individual". This 

project, tragically, did not get very far. It was a time o f nntmam (painting one

another's faces), that wonderful Khmer expression for the process by which one is 

labeled first a communist, then a subversive, and finally a danger to the State. By the 

late 1960s, through his association with a League o f Students with foreign educations 

(a League which included those who later were to become some o f the m ost notorious

artists, I translate the tide of their group as the Association of Khmer Artists. Conversations 
with Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang, 1997-2000.

101 Pen Tra remembers Sam Yuan returning from France and urging Cambodian artists to 
work together. He repeatedly pushed for exchanges of information among the often fractured 
artistic community. In one story, Sam Yuan became so angry at Keth Roeun (the lacquer 
professor at the School) for not sharing his recipes for curing the raw resin used to make 
ornamental details on Khmer masks that he threatened to go and learn the process in Siem 
Reap if Keth Roeun wouldn't tell him. Conversation with Pen Tra and Sam Kem Chang, 
October 1998.

102 Realites cambodgiennes, Tulv 26. 1968
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Khmer Rouge), Sam Yuan feared for his safety and fled Phnom Penh for the Khmer 

Rouge camps in the jungle.103 He died from illness in the jungles shortly thereafter.

The Royal University o f Fine Arts

Groslier's School o f  Cambodian Arts was transformed into the Royal University o f 

Fine Arts in 1965.104 Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Sangkum had 

established a series o f  higher education institutions which would make up for the lack 

o f educational opportunities already noted in the newspaper editorials o f  1945, cited 

at the beginning o f  the Chapter.105 In practical terms, the founding o f  these 

institutions allowed m any more Cambodians to  benefit from higher education, since 

the funds which had previously allowed a few to study for degrees in France would 

now, the argument ran, let many study at hom e. There were other less openly stated

103 The finflfitJSfthirjOW was an association of students who had studied abroad, mainly in
France. This group was notorious by the late 1960s for its Khmer Rouge members. Because 
the Artists Association sometimes used the building o f this group for meetings and exhibitions, 
the artists of the Association became suspect as well. For the less benign aspects o f Sihanouk's 
Sangkum, see Chandler’s, The Tragedy of Cambodian History. Chapters 3, 4, and 5-

104 The School of Cambodian Arts became the Department of Plastic Arts (an awkward but 
official translation from the French). Four other departments of archaeology, architecture, 
music, and dance were found at the new University. The University provided the first training 
ever for Cambodian students in archaeology and temple restoration; despite the French 
fascination with Angkor, they had never instituted a program for training Khmer specialists in 
restoration, preferring instead to use Cambodians as laborers while leaving intellectual and 
engineering work to French nationals.

105 Higher education institutions founded in the 1950s alone included: Insrituc National 
d'Etudes Juridiques, Politiques et Economiques (1953), Ecole Royale de Medicine (1953), 
Ecole Royale d'administration (1956), Institut National Pedagogique (1958), Faculte des 
Lettres et des Sciences Humaines (1959), Faculte des Sciences et de la Technique (1959), and 
Ecole Nationale de Commerce (1959). See L'Enseignement Superieur et le Developpement. 
the published proceedings of a conference held in Phnom Penh, December 27-31, 1971 for 
more information (NMC library).
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political reasons since many o f  the students who had been sent to France (and 

elsewhere) to study returned as Communists opposed to Sihanouk's rule. The 

founding edict for the University o f  Fine Arts added another political distinction: "the 

teaching o f  art has been practiced since the era o f  the French Protectorate but in an 

incomplete manner and at a low level."106 At the new University, a firm grounding in 

"classical" Khmer art was to be combined with the study o f  "modern" techniques and 

advances. Through such a curriculum, students would create "modern Cambodian 

art" and graduates would become “artists”.107

T he  early introduction o f "modern painting" into the curriculum by Suzuki was 

soon followed by other changes. W hen Sang Sen Taing returned from Paris, probably 

in 1958, a section known as PSfdpCff (advertising painting) was established.108 A

student at the Lycee Sisowath before going to study architecture and interior design in

106 Kram #226-CE January 18, 1965 quoted in Livrec de l’Erudianc de l'Universite des Beaux 
Arts Phnom Penh: Ministry of National Education and Culture, 1972 (NMC library).

107 See Vann Molyvann's "New Life infused into che arts in Cambodia", Kambuia. #2, May 
15, 1965- Thong Sophan (a graduate in bronze casting who became a teacher at the School 
in 1964) remembers that teachers and students were happy with che change to a University 
even though it meant that the visual arts had less space within Groslier's complex of buildings. 
Teachers received higher salaries and had a higher social standing in their new found roles as 
University professors. Where previously students had graduated with "worker" diplomas 
(tftfi), after 1965 they graduated with degrees equivalent to any other University degree
(although there is some debate as to whether this change in diploma was granted willingly or 
whether it only was granted as a result of student demonstrations).

108 The following section relies on conversations with Chan Lay Heng, May, 2000. Chan was 
in the first graduating class of this new atelier. When he entered the School in 1955 he still 
studied traditional painting for a mandatory period of 6 months. He then entered the section 
o f "plans" taught by Kong Sar, the traditional painting teacher, for several years. In this 
section, temples and vats for several years while "modern" architecture and contemporary 
family homes were only considered in the last year. All this changed when ATS ftifi Sang
Sen Taing replaced Kong Sar. There is some disagreement over Sang Sen Taing's name; some 
insist that he was Tai Sin Taing.
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Paris, Sang Sen Taing had never studied at the School o f  Cam bodian Arts. The 

fundamentals which he introduced in his serction o f  teaching were w hat his former 

student Chan Lay H eng describes as "m o d em  subjects" (perspective, observational 

drawing, quick sketching with charcoal). M is students studied exclusively French 

examples o f design and architecture althougfh Sang Sen Taing urged them to keep 

"national characteristics but be modern". S tudents, according to C han Lay Heng, 

interpreted this to mean that they should ta k e  Khmer subjects - visual themes such as 

the ornaments, apsaras, or temples - and paintr them  in "a modern style".109

Indeed, this interpretation o f the linkage o f  "modern" and "Cambodian" seems to 

have infused the School with the view o f  Ang;kor. Publicity photographs for the new 

University, taken in 1965, show students sketching  from that quintessential sign p f  

the glorious Angkorian past, the head o f Jaya-rvarman VII (figure 110). In a curious 

conflation o f the diagrams o f Khmer o rn am en t and the tradition o f  Suzuki, students 

began to sketch from the Museum collectioon and to draw from the remnants o f 

"Khmer culture" (figure 111). I f  we agree ■'with Groslier that there was perhaps a 

different logic to the formation o f  such figures , then to sketch them  as objects in space 

is to turn them into a view, a paradoxical m ax o f  two systems o f representation. In 

making "modern Cambodian art", the rmarker for the qualifying adjective 

"Cambodian" would be the ancient subject ( fo r  example the head o f  Jayavarman VII) 

but it would be rendered in a new and "m odern" way (say, representational drawing). 

The section which Sang Sen Taing established, fTSrdjltff seems to have encompassed

109 Conversation with Chan Lay Heng, May 2000. Sang Sen Taing was killed in an 
automobile accident around 1964. His own work nncluded the interior and exterior design of 
the National Bank and the interior of the National "Theater and Chatomuk complex.
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Figure 110 .w

Publicity photographs 
for the newly opened 

Royal University of 
Fine Arts 

A drawing class at the 
Department of Plastic 
Arts. The model is a 
copy of the sculpture 

of the head of 
Jayavarman VII

RUFA Photography 
Collection
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Figure 111

Publicity shots 
for the newly 
opened Royal 
University of 

Fine Arts; 
Students from 

the Department 
of Plastic Arts 
drawing from 

sculptures in the 
National 

Museum of 
Cambodia

RUFA Photography 
Collection (uncata
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the wide range o f subjects which he was introduced to in France: graphic design, 

interior design, poster design, set design for film and theater, and fabric design are all 

remembered as topics o f  study by his students (figure 112). His section became the 

second most popular specialisation in the School after "modern painting"; it was 

popular both for its "newness" and because more international companies were 

coming to Phnom  Penh so that design and advertising work became available.

Similar modernising impulses occurred in the sculpture section o f  the School. 

Former students and teachers in the sculpture section remember two Russians who 

came to teach representational sculpture at the School in the 1960s."° The Russians 

had been invited to teach because "we only had classical styles" and they could teach 

anatomy and representation from life.111 This Russian "research in volume" was part 

of a Soviet technical cooperation program with aims similar to the USIS programs 

sketched in Chapter 3.111 T he  "plastic research" sponsored by the Russians produced 

sculptures which look very m uch like academic studies based on observation (figure 

113). W e can see therefore that "modern Khmer sculpture" defined itself through che 

same system o f  representation as "modern Khmer painting", distinguishing itself from 

what had come before by breaking with a canon o f rules and turning to the rendering 

of the visible.

110 Unfortunately, their names have been half forgotten and are recounted in Khmer as 
something close to Ropopov and Givi. Conversations with Srieng Y, Look Kru Saim, and 
Thong Sophan 1997-2000.

Conversation with Look Kru Saim, June, 2000.

112 "La Renaissance de la Sculpture Khmere" in Kambuia. January 1970.
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Figure 112

Chan Lay Heng 
Graduation piece

Design for a resort 
completed for the degree in 
the section of “publicity 
painting”

Royal University of Fine Arts 
1962-3
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jfljfj Figure 113

um  Russians teaching 
Wm at the Royal 
MB University of Fine 
**>; Arts (above)

jBf. Student work from 
WE the representational 
K k sculpture class (left 

and below)

Kambuia lanuary 1970
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There was another "modern" inflection to the School as it was transformed into a 

University. In addition to producing "artists", the future o f many o f its graduates 

was seen no t to lie in the production o f multiple hand-made traditional objects but 

rather in an engagement with the new industries developing during the Sangkum. 

M an M kot had been educated at the Ecole Normale Supdrieure des Arts Decoratifs in 

Paris, and he returned to head the Department o f Plastic Arts in the late 1960s."3 As 

head o f the department, he emphasized modem applications which could provide his 

students with employment after graduation while helping to develop aesthetically 

superior industrial products for Cambodia. A fabric design program built 

relationships with the state textile factories and student critiques and project 

presentations were often attended by industry representatives. A newly established 

ceramics department was linked to the State ceramics factory in Ta Khmao, thus 

proposing both industrial and art definitions o f  ceramics to its students. For those 

aspiring to become ceramic "artists”, examples o f  contemporary Japanese and Western 

ceramic ware were provided, while almost no attention paid to the ceramics o f 

Angkor."4 In this increased engagement with industry, the role o f the graduate 'of 

Groslier’s School had shifted dramatically. N o longer would the graduate be a 

producer within a system o f hand-made mass production. Rather, graduates o f the

113 I would like to thank Ouk Dit, a former teacher o f fabric design and Man Mkot's widow, 
for sharing her memories o f this time with me.

"4 Conversations with Som Samnang (a graduate o f the first ceramics class at the School), 
Kang Proeung (head of the ceramics atelier today and a former student of the atelier in the 
1970s) and the late Chhun Pok (head of the atelier of ceramics until his untimely death in 
1998, Chhun Pok single handedly rebuilt the atelier to its present state) 1997 - 2000. The 
reverse is true of the present day Ceramics section where all the models are Angkorian. See my 
article with Ly Daravuth, "The Ceramics Section of the Faculty of Plastic Arts, Royal 
University o f Fine Arts" in Udava #1, 2000.
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Royal University o f  Fine Arts would provide the ideas, designs, and plans for machine 

made objects, thus helping to establish a truly national industry. In  service o f this 

project, elem ents o f  traditional Khmer culture were put to use on the surfaces o f 

newly m anufactured objects in order to m ark and distinguish them as unique among 

all the other com peting products o f the world market.

By the early 1970s, plans called for the University o f  Fine Arts to relocate to a new 

and m odern cam pus, thus allowing the M useum  to expand and fill the old colonial 

complex (figure 114).115 A  similar turn to the future is found in the rhetoric o f  a 1972 

pamphlet w hich summarizes the curriculum o f  visual arts training. The "principal 

mission o f  the D epartm ent o f Plastic Arts is to  raise the level o f teaching in the Plastic 

Arts and to adapt [the Arts] to the evolution o f  new techniques and to the needs o f 

our m odern society"."6 At the Department o f  Plastic Arts, the lowest course o f  study, 

the D iplom a o f  art (2 years), still trained "artisans o f  arts" in "traditional drawing, 

modeling, sculpture, ceramics, weaving, lacquer, foundry, and jewelery". In this 

lowest level, we recognize Groslier's School o f  Cam bodian Arts. The second level o f 

study (a three year course for the Baccalaureate o f  Arts) would train "technicians o f 

arts, heads o f  atelier and masters o f  drawing destined for general secondary school 

teaching". H ere the curriculum had already shifted to representational drawing and 

modern subjects (anatomy, perspective) which would produce "masters" o f  a very 

different type than  those envisioned by Groslier. The highest level o f study (a four

115 See the uncatalogued "Correspondance folder" of the NMC library: February 8, 1967 
letter from Chea Thay Seng, Conservator of the NM C to the Secretary of State for National 
Education and Fine Arts, and the February 9, 1967 letter from Yim Venn, Director of Arts to 
Chea Thay Seng.
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Figure 114
Plan for a new campus for the University of Fine Arts

Cover, Cambodoe nouveau October-November 1971
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year course for the equivalent o f  a B.F.A) offered only "decoration (design), painting, 

and sculpture". All the object making ateliers previously set at the heart o f the 

Cam bodian Arts (mask- making, bronze-casting, jewelery, weaving) had thus fallen to 

the lowest levels o f  art education, while the highest forms o f  training would now 

produce ‘ modern” painters, sculptors and “designers”. The University had thus 

divested itself, in large part, o f  Groslier's heritage. T he production o f the 

Cam bodian Arts" outside o f  the School walls however, took on a life o f its own, 

accelerating far beyond the regulations o f taste by which Groslier had once tried to 

shape all forms o f visual production in  Cambodia.

1,6 Livret de l'Etudiant de l'Universite des Beaux Arts Phnom Penh: Ministry of National 
Education and Culture, 1972 (NMC library).
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C hapter Five: T he Independence o f  Tradition

W hat then happened to the "Cambodian arts", that system o f hand producing 

multiples o f tradition which Groslier had installed? As we have seen, teaching at the 

training site for the workforce (the School) gradually shifted towards forms o f  

representation considered "modern". These forms rejected the multiple and the copy 

in favor o f  the immediate and the seen / scene. A  notion o f the "artist" was also 

promoted in w hich a unique vision would create individual works rather than 

identical objects in  series, based on given plans. Still, the Corporations lingered into 

the period o f independence, although their pre-W W II network of sales was seemingly 

never reconstituted.1 Their system o f oversight unraveled and the model objects 

produced were no longer inspected with the same rigor; increasingly, artisans o f 

traditional products dealt direcdy with independent stores that had become 

established around the National Museum o f  Cam bodia.2 Still, the sales office o f the 

School, which at some point during the 1950s was moved to the School premises and 

thus out o f  the M useum, remained a place where those associated with the School 

(both teachers and increasingly students) could offer their work for sale.3 W ork

' Conversations with Som Samai, Srieng Y, Look Kru Saim, Chet Chan, An Sok and Thong 
Sophan, 1997-2000. See also the "Statut de la Cooperative des Artisans Khmers" (June 11, 
1952) NAC Box 109 (Documents of Cambodia), and the Report of 1973 by the UNDP 
(Mission Exploratoire. Project #KMR/72/020, Khmer Republic) in NAC, Box 182 
(Documents of Cambodia). In 1973, state-organised artisanal guilds of various kinds had 
1461 members according to this report, while the Corporations had only 45 members, 
presumably those still associated with the School.

2 See the individual interviews with artisans in the Report of 1973 by the UNDP (Mission 
Exploratoire. Project #KMR/72/020 (Khmer Republic) in NAC, Box 182 (Documents of 
Cambodia).

3 Conversations with Som Samai, Chan Lay Heng, Look Km Saim, Srieng Y, Chet Chan and 
Thong Sophan 1997-2000.
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displayed at the fifiSftsvr: (the name for the Corporations sales office in the 1950s)

was increasingly exhibited on a consignment basis, and "m odern paintings" were 

displayed alongside objects based on Groslier’s models. In  1958, a separate 

government-sponsored guild for silver makers further splintered the coherence o f the 

Corporations system (figure 115).4

Officially, Sihanouk's Sangkum kept m any o f  the aims w hich Groslier had first 

espoused for the traditional arts. "For the Cambodian," a 1965 article in Kambuja 

tells us, "their craft fills an aesthetic need".5 Objects "fashioned carefully, following 

their tradition" were individually made by hand. Such an "outlook on  things" was the 

opposite o f "mass production", although intensive hand-production would and 

should "permit the manufacture o f easily exportable goods".6 "K hm er crafts" were to 

"achieve a position in the world market" through "the Sangkum Exhibitions, as well 

as the specialised sections attached to Embassies, Consuls, A irports and Tourist 

Agencies".7 As w ith  Groslier's products then, hand-made objects embodying an 

independent "Cam bodia" were to be manufactured and marketed to foreigners.

4 Members of the ftJCUpftltnrtrnnrsr received silver from the State and were paid monthly salaries
for producing certain amounts of work following given models. This guild provided secure 
employment for a generation of silversmiths during the 1960s based on a range of models 
which included those developed by Groslier's School as well as those developed through new 
client commissions in the post-independence period. Conversation with Som Samai, January 
1988.

5 "Khmer Handicraft" Kambuja. #5 August 15, 1965.

6 Webster's Dictionary defines manufactured as : "the process of making wares by hand or by 
machinery, especially when carried on systematically with division o f  labor... to produce 
according to an organised plan”.

7 "Khmer Handicraft" Kambuja. #5 August 15, 1965.
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Figure 115

Som Samai in front of the sales outlet o f the Silver Cooperative, December 23, 1958

Photograph courtesy o f Som Samai
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A certain tension however increasingly pervaded the promotion o f the hand-made 

as a sign for Cambodia. In 1957, the National Exhibit o f  Industrial, Agricultural, and 

Handicraft Products opened in Phnom Penh.8 Artisans from the provinces were 

brought to Phnom Penh to "show their hand work", making objects on site for city 

viewers and foreign visitors to see. Although the exhibition, at first glance, would 

seem to fit into the trajectory o f Groslier's School and the Protectorate exhibitions, 

the industrial products listed first in the Exhibition’s title were no longer exclusively 

foreign. The products o f Cambodia had come to include not only weaving and silver 

work, rice and fish, but also samples o f Cambodian machine-made goods like tiles 

(figure 116). Increasingly, the Sangkum prom oted an identity o f a "developing" 

Cambodia in which machine production and industrialisation were the signs for the 

modern (figure 117). Publicity shots taken for Kambuja in the 1960s proudly show 

the weaving o f a traditionally patterned silk fabric in a factory, a scene which would 

have elicited Groslier's rage but which, in the context o f  the Sangkum, is celebrated as 

one step in the development o f  a modern Cambodia (figure 118)7

Ambassadors and country representatives attending the 1957 National Exhibition 

were said to be "very interested in the kind and quality o f products exhibited here".'° 

Despite this rosy public assessment, US Embassy despatches were considerably less

drrmrrslmsworarrs in rnrmrnrr Free World, volume 7, #4.

’ We can see here a resonance with the local reaction to Say’s silver stamping machine 
described at the end of Chapter Two. To the "young Cambodians", Nagaravatta explained, 
Say’s machine, "furnished... proof that Khmers are capable also of making industrial machines, 
of setting up ateliers, and even of making products like European industry". The machine 
thus was an example of "the clear desire of the Cambodian people to evolve and the proof that 
they will succeed in what they wish".

10 uronrrslmsmrandrrs in rnjmnur Free World, volume 7. #4.n  ■“ 7
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Figure 116 : National Exhibition o f  Industrial,
Agricultural, and Handicraft Products, January 1957 

Top: display o f pottery making; Bottom: production of tiles by machine

US N ational Archives a t College Park, Maryland RG 286top CAM -57-1001; bottom CAM -57-1004
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Figure 118 

Silk-weaving factory, 1960s

RCJFA Photography Collection (uncatalogued)
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complimentary. An examination o f  the exhibits by Embassy officers "led them to the 

conclusion that this is primarily an exhibit o f  the primitive state o f  Cambodian 

enterprise. A few fabricated rubber articles such as poor quality hose and several 

small-size mechanical rice huskers were shown. Few o f the handicraft articles 

displayed are suitable for international trade".1'

It was here that Russel W right could help (figure 119).12 W right was hired by the 

US government to "make a study and develop plans for increasing the production o f 

handicrafts and small industry products" in "Free" Asia.13 His study tour would result 

in an exhibition ("The Southeast Asia Rehabilitation and Trade Development 

Exhibition") as well as a set o f recommendations for putting Southeast Asian 

handicrafts to better use. T he "overall aim" was to "raise the standard o f living o f  the 

people by helping the natives through training and technical assistance to develop 

their handicrafts for American consumption with designs that retain the character o f 

their culture".14 As W right saw it: “Cam bodia is the only country whose products are

" Despatch #137 November 5, 1957 in RG59 US State Department Central Files / 
Indochina: Internal Affairs and Foreign Affairs 1955-1959 / C0008 Microfilm Reel 45

'' Russel Wright was a well-known American designer. As William J. Hennessey put it, by the 
1940s, Wright was “easily the best known designer in America”: “His name was a household 
word. By designing and successfiilly marketing inexpensive mass-produced consumer goods, 
he played a key role in leading middle-class Americans towards an acceptance of modern 
design”. See Russel Wright: American Designer. William Hennessey, MIT Press, 1983.

13 The International Cooperation Administration of the US government sponsored the Russel 
Wright project. The countries involved in his project were Taiwan, Cambodia, South 
Vietnam, Thailand and Hong Kong. See Russel Wright Project, Press Release, June 5, 1956 
in RG59 General Records o f the Department o f State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau 
of Public Affairs 1944-1962 (Lot 59D398) Box 32.

14 Russel Wright Project, Press Release, June 5, 1956 in RG59 General Records o f the 
Department of State: Miscellaneous Records o f the Bureau of Public Affairs 1944-1962 (Lot 
59D398) Box 32.
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Figure 119

The Russel Wright 
Project

Left: Russel Wright 
arriving at the 
Phnom Penh air
port, 1956

Below: “Cambodian 
Art photographed 
for the Russel 
Wright Project”

U S N ational Archives a t 
College Park, M aryland  
RG 286 CAM -56-53 left: 
C A M 5 6 -1 4 0 -1 4 6 below
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completely untouched, by Western Culture. There are possibilities for the 

development o f  their woodcarving, matting, basketware, informal and inexpensive 

lacquerware, cotton specialties, metal tableware in limited production, carving in 

stone, bronze casting and cement garden sculpture”15 "The native flavor o f  the 

design" (as interpreted by Russel Wright) was to be "retained" although such existing 

forms would have to be "styled for the W estern market".'6

US Embassy support o f  the Russel W right project in Phnom Penh was part o f  a 

larger policy to shore up "inherent factors o f  resistance to Communism in 

Cambodia"; factors o f  resistance identified by the US included Cambodian 

nationalism and the "popular devotion [of the people] to traditional ways" (including 

a faithfulness to religion, the Monarchy, and the arts)”.17 The Russel W right Project - 

as well as events such as the exhibition o f Angkorian art at the Asia Society in 1961 - 

were meant to "demonstrate American interest in Cambodian traditions and 

culture".'8 The content o f  what was supported seems to have been fairly irrelevant; it 

was the image o f the US as supportive, helpful, and aiding things recognized as

15 Russel Wright Project, Press Release, June 5, 1956 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department of State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau of Public Affairs 1944-1962 (Lot 
59 D398) Box 32.

16 Russel Wright Project, Press Release, June 5, 1956 in RG59 General Records of the 
Department of State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau of Public Affairs 1944-1962 (Lot 
59D398) Box 32.

17 "Country Assessment Report, 1961", Field Message #9, January 31, 1962 in RG59 General 
Records o f the Department of State, Bureau o f Cultural Affairs Planning and Development, 
Staff and Country Files 1955-64, Box 220.

"* Another USIS sponsored project to publish a brochure on "Iv Touch's vat and its collection 
of Angkorian artifacts" was meant to show that Americans can actually "incelligendy discuss 
Buddhism and the ancient civilisation of the Khmers", a surprising admission of insecurity 
with regards to the French and their scholarship. See the 1961 "Country Assessment Report".
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Cambodian that was crucial. Support for any kind o f  art which could garner the US 

favorable publicity was to be pursued in the battle for Cambodia's hearts and minds. 

We can therefore understand that US policy saw no contradiction (and had none of 

the objections which Groslier would have had) to USIS's promotion o f  "modern 

painting" at the same time that Russel W right was developing markets for the so- 

called “traditional arts”.

The exchange o f  "hand-made goods" among "nations" was particularly important, 

the prospectus for the Russel W right project explained, since "these products reflect 

the ways o f life and the cultures o f  the nations exchanging goods with each other."19 

W hile "modern industrial economies" were exchanging more and more machine- 

made objects, such products were "frequently devoid o f identity with the 

characteristics o f the peoples involved". It was particularly in "the highly 

industrialised nations" that a "growing interest" was found for "handmade products, 

both utilitarian and decorative".20 Such quaint objects "help us to picture something 

o f the character o f another country" as well as providing "some relief from the 

symmetry and uniformity o f mass-produced goods".21 The demand for such hand

made goods in the US was attributable to the "great and growing market for home

19 "Background notes on Russel Wright project", June 8, 1956 in RG59 General Records of 
the Department of State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau of Public Affairs 1944-1962 
(Lot 59D398) Box 32.

‘u "Background notes on Russel Wright project", June 8, 1956 in RG59 General Records of 
the Department of State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau of Public Affairs 1944-1962 
(Lot 59D398) Box 32.

*' "Background notes on Russel Wright project", June 8, 1956 in RG59 General Records of 
the Department of State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau of Public Affairs 1944-1962 
(Lot 59D398) Box 32.
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furnishings" which had  resulted from che more than 28 million Americans who came

to own suburban hom es in the 1950s.22 For these "citizens and consumers", the

Russel W right project w ould provide "something new and valuable for [their] homes,

something graceful o r ingenious which adds to the quality o f  [their] life".23 T he

situation was beneficial to all, the prospectus for W right's project concluded:

For the industrial nations, it will mean new supplies o f  needed and desired 
merchandise, products which do not compete with machine-made 
products and can only be produced as a result o f craftmanship and 
available labor abroad. For the nations producing these handicraft articles, 
it will mean new sources o f  export, the creation o f additional industries, 
increased sources o f  income for small urban and village industries, and 
more balanced economies. For the trading nations as a whole... a better 
understanding will develop among [these] nations as we use more o f each 
others products.24

The position tha t Cam bodia was to take in such a scheme was all too familiar. 

Objects "styled" for foreign consumers would be made by hand in large quantities,

Speech by Henry Cabot Lodge (US Representative to the UN) at the opening of the 
exhibition o f the Russel Wright project at the Coliseum, New York, June 25, 1956 in RG59 
General Records of the Department o f State, Miscellaneous Records o f the Bureau of Public
Affairs 1944-1962 Box 32. A glowing account of the Wright exhibition in rtuifirftjr Free
World elaborated the project's goal. The exhibit had shown the Americans "new things for 
decoradng their houses and themselves" while finding "new markets" for artisans in Asia. The 
US Embassy was dismayed by this article since it apparendy conveyed much more enthusiasm 
than Russel Wright himself had expressed during his stay in Phnom Penh. Wright had 
apparendy "not been favorable or encouraging" regarding the potential o f the Cambodian arts, 
although he remained enthusiastic about his project in general. See wn^.'rsrmsrfWrrftjrtOTfifnfi

rslftJ.r.m inrnnfinw fFree World) vol.5, #8 and Despatch #320 April 10, 1958 in RG59 State
Department Central Files, Indochina: Internal Affairs and Foreign Affairs 1955-1959, C0008 
Microfilm Reel 45-

23 Speech by Henry Cabot Lodge (US Representative to the UN) at the opening of the 
exhibition of the Russel Wright project at the Coliseum, New York, June 25, 1956. See 
reference in Footnote 21.

24 "Background notes on Russel Wright project", June 8, 1956 in RG59 General Records of 
the Department of State: Miscellaneous Records of the Bureau o f Public Affairs 1944-1962 
(Lot 59D398) Box 32.
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thus creating both  "art and contemporary jobs".'5 Sketches which remain from the 

project's sojourn in Cambodia indicate tha t W right's plans considerably altered the 

type o f  silver w ork promoted by Groslier's School (figure 120). Still, through 

W right s initiatives, Cambodian silversmiths would remain at work at their tables and 

thus would "not have to undergo a complete and bewildering change in their whole 

manner o f existence for the sake o f  economic development.'6 In the resulting 

geography, Cam bodia would remain the domain o f the hand, producing objects 

designated as “characteristic” o f  “Cam bodian culture” because they were not machine- 

made. T he “industrial nations” were n o t interested in helping to improve the “poor 

quality hose” o r the “mechanical rice huskers” which the US Embassy despatch, cited 

above, described as “primitive”, since such machine-made Cambodian products could 

conceivably come to “compete” w ith those o f  the already industrialised world. 

Instead, by helping to develop ever m ore markets for hand-made crafts, Cambodians 

would be compelled to continue to produce multiples with their hands. T he Russel 

W right project seems to have floundered and none of his initial sketches were made 

into products. Still, the aim to m arket hand-made Cambodian objects to foreign 

audiences followed in Groslier's footsteps and, it should be added, remains a recurrent 

impulse am ong the "development" and "income generation" projects o f  today.'7

25 tfr(lfinTM(Uj:nunnfl in rn n n rw r (Free World) Volume 7, #9.

26 Speech by Henry Cabor Lodge (US Representative to the UN) at the opening of the 
exhibition of the Russel Wright project at the Coliseum, New York, June 25, 1956. See 
reference in Footnote 21.

27 While these projects are almost exclusively initiated by foreigners, the Cambodian staff (like 
Tuon Keo long ago) quickly become imbued with their logic and can quite successfully take
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Figure 120

“Proposed art objects 
for Cambodian artists 

designed by Mr. 
Kahn, Russel Wrights 
representative”, 1957 
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Rubbings

I want to turn  now to the more local an_d less obedient afterlife o f  Groslier's 

training. Groslier had always wanted the m odels and regulatory control o f his 

administration to extend throughout C am bodia, thus "fixing" the proper national 

forms for objects. Already in 1919, scholarships were offered to provincial students, 

especially those from Siem Reap.'8 Tourists co the temples o f  Angkor were "avid 

about statues and jewelery", Groslier explained, and artisans would find an "always 

renewed clientele" in these visitors.'9 Plans were: made to establish an annex School in 

Siem Reap as well, although the failure o f  simil ar initiatives in Pursat and Kompong 

Chhnang made Protectorate officials reluctamt to try again.30 By 1932, Silice 

requested that T uo n  Keo (the head o f  the ceratmics decoration school in Kompong 

Chhnang whom  we have met in Chapter Two) ibe transferred to Siem Reap "in order 

to direct a small group o f artisans made up o f  former students o f  the School o f 

Cambodian Arts who have returned to their province and for w hom  a director is 

necessary".31 Such an annex school would "expand the means which former students

them over once they have been "trained". See, for exiample, recent initiatives in Phnom Penh 
such as Tabitha Crafts and Rehab Crafts.

'8 Letter from the RSC to the Residents of Pursat, Battambang, Kompong Chhnang, 
Kompong Cham, Kompong Thom, September 3, 19 19 [NAC #11886 (RSC)]. Quotas were 
set with the largest numbers of students coming from the Siem Reap area.

23 Letter from Groslier to the RSC, August 29, 1919 QNAC #11886 (RSC)].

30 See "Rapport sur le fonctionnement de 1'Ecole des Arts Cambodgiens", May 1932, Letter 
from Silice to the local director of the Service de l'emseignement, May 21, 1932, and Letter 
from RSC to Silice, June 13, 1932 [NAC #11886 (RSC)].

31 Silice requested "a director" for the Siem Reap school which was meant to initially train 10 
students in a drawing atelier. These students would la_ter be divided between ateliers of bronze 
casting (3 students), and jewelery (7 students). See Letter from Silice to the local director of 
the Service de 1’enseignement, May 21, 1932 [NAC #31886 (RSC)].
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o f  the School have for making themselves known, under our protection, reaching 

more easily a tourist clientele which escapes us in  Phnom  Penh”.52

It would appear from Silice's description that graduates o f  the School who did not 

remain in Phnom Penh, in close proximity to the Corporations, did not remain 

obedient. A "director", he wrote, was "necessary" for them, as was "protection". At 

the National Exhibit o f  1957, several USIS photographs show a stand o f "leather 

objects from Siem Reap" (figure 121). In addition to an apsara-adorned lamp shade 

and w hat appear to be relief rubbings in the left background, we find a view o f 

Angkor Vat, front and center, over the table. Similarly, in an issue o f ttirm rruf (Free

W orld) from 1955, we find the leather makers o f  Siem Reap pictured with their lamp 

shades in front o f a large scene o f Angkor Vat (figure 122).33 We can now remember 

the "drop-out" in Kompong Chhnang (see my discussion at the end o f Chapter Two), 

who started to paint "scenes" on pottery using "postcards" and "photographs". It 

seems that, left to their own devices, the graduates o f  Groslier’s School began to 

innovate. They did so however within the frame which Groslier's teaching had 

suggested to them: producing products recognizable as Cambodian for foreign 

tourists. Using the same logic that motivated Groslier's system, these newly 

independent artisans rejected the limits o f his plans and models, instead broadening 

the definition o f what could be considered "Cam bodian Arts" by developing an ever-

32 See Letter from Silice to the local director of the Service de I'enseignement, May 21, 1932 
[NAC #11886 (RSC)]. An oudet of the Corporations sales office was established at Angkor in 
1926 (E, p.22).

33 mrU8{tt^9l£!tnuTAJJf) in rcuinrwr (Free World, vol.5 #3).
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Figure 121

Stand o f  objects 
from Siem Reap 

Province 
National Exhibition 
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growing line o f  new products. T he lamp shade is a brilliant example, since it took an 

existing form o f m aking (piercing leather sheets to make shadow puppets) and 

produced a modern object for use by European clients. T he pierced leather could be 

rolled up and thus was easily portable, resilient for the journey hom e. The lamp shade 

was not however adorned w ith one o f the typical characters o f  shadow  puppet theater 

but instead copied the dancing apsaras found on the columns and  walls o f the Bayon. 

Indeed, these independent artisans seem, from the beginning, to have focused on the 

monum ents and their potential for product development. The site o f  the temples was 

after all a forum at which foreigners could be engaged, largely outside the system of 

Groslier's control.34

The 1950s and 1960s seem to have brought to Siem Reap a foretaste o f the kind 

o f cultural tourism found in Cambodia today. C hhit O u  (who is now about fifty) 

says that he has sold souvenirs in Angkor Park since he was seven (figure 123).35 He 

remembers that in the Park o f  the 1950s and 1960s, there were never the hordes o f 

sellers which any tourist to  Angkor encounters today. As C hhit O u  explains it, in the 

1960s, there were too m any other ways to make a better living, either by farming or 

teaching or working in the industries established by Sihanouk's Sangkum.36 Still,

34 As we have seen, the colonial art school never established an annex in Siem Reap and 
although the Corporations opened a sales office at Angkor in the late 1920s, control of local 
artisans remained negligible. Conversations with Him Tour and Chhit Ou, 1998. The only 
prohibition chat Chhit Ou can remember from the 1960s was chat one could not make exact 
copies of Angkorian sculptures since such new copies might confuse those who were 
responsible for policing artefact theft.

35 Conversations with fUTfi Iff) (Chhit Ou) March - May 1998, November 1998.

36 Conversations with Chhit Ou, March - May 1998, November 1998. "People had enough", 
he says of the Sangkum time, noting that in the early 1960s there were about 20 full time 
souvenir vendors in the Park and two stores selling souvenirs in Siem Reap. He estimaces that
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there were villagers who made souvenirs and vendors who sold them in the Park. 

C hhit O u  remembers a kind o f hierarchy in which objects stamped with "Arts 

cambodgiens" - tha t is, the silver boxes and  the figurines o f bronze produced by the 

Corporations and associated with the School in Phnom  Penh - still cornered the 

market for those particular objects. But the increasing number o f tourists who came 

to the Park encouraged local artisans to develop other objects which might catch 

foreign eyes. Their innovations were not, however, subject to Groslier's "filter", and 'if 

the object sold, others soon followed suit.

In the 1960s, a group of recent graduates from the School o f Cambodian Arts 

came to work at the Conservation d'Angkor.37 The Conservation had, o f course, a 

long-standing tradition o f mold-making and inscription rubbing for research 

purposes, something which the students would have been familiar with as well from 

the mold-making team attached to the M useum  and established at the School in 

Phnom Penh. Although today some insist that it was graduates from the School o f 

Cambodian Arts that came to work at the Conservation who hit upon the idea o f  

making rubbings for tourists, rruifitfijf (Free World’) had already published a

at the time the Khmer Rouge came too close for the Park to be viable in the early 1970s, there 
were about 50 sellers in the Park and three souvenir stores in Siem Reap town.

37 Dy Proeung 3 fjrjjfi the first of this group, arriving in Siem Reap in 1961 shortly after his
graduation from the atelier of drawing in Phnom Penh. He was trained in the drawing of 
plans by French members o f the EFEO in Siem Reap and went on to publish temple plans 
with Guy Nafilyan. The late Im Chan rffjtf 018 (1964), Chan Puon 018 fjS (1967), and Et

Somal Off ftifffU (1968), all sculptors trained at the School in Phnom Penh, went to work at the
Conservation d'Angkor in the years in parentheses. These sculptors do not remember good 
working conditions: they were equated with "laborers" and were made to ride in the backs pf 
trucks with the weed clearers. The French personnel were often critical of their work and
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photograph o f  the rubbing process in an article from the late 1950s, urging its readers 

to reuse the temples o f Angkor as an economic resource.38 The "fabulous remains" 

were to be observed, taken, and used anew by the artists o f  Cambodia", the article 

explained. The photograph illustrating the article showed how  rubbings could 

overcome" the "problem" that the famous relief images were immovable. Rubbed 

reproductions, the caption noted, could "go out and be sold in far away markets" 

(figure 124). Rubbing on the walls o f  the temples, as pictured in rnnffffiJT Free World.

was banned by the 1960s.39 It was therefore certainly through the ingenuity o f 

former students like Dy Proeung and others that the idea o f  “fake” reliefs developed 

(figure 125). These wax, and later cement, reliefs could be used as the ground for 

repeated rubbings w ithout depending on the forbidden temple surfaces (figures 126,

127).40 Those making rubbings soon realised that their reliefs did no t only have to

deemed it "insufficient" for Angkor. Conversations with Chan Puon, Et Somol, Dy Proeung, 
and the late Im Chan, October - November 1998, June 2000.

* w r n n a r f 5 n j j : n t i n n n  in r o n n n tr "  (Free World! Volume 7 ,  #9.

3> In the early 1990s, the Park was in such chaotic conditions that people of various 
nationalities again began making rubbings from the actual reliefs found on the walls of Angkor 
Vat again. It is only through the more recenc efforts of APSARA, the Cambodian authority 
charged with the oversight of the temples, that sellers and souvenir stands are being registered 
and regulated. The frictions which such regulation has brought only underscores the role of 
the Park as a meeting place for two very different expectations. Visiting foreigners wish to 
view ancient temples in a secluded jungle, while poor Cambodians from all over the country 
flock to Siem Reap today because they know that they will find tourists there and therefore 
money. How to manage these two expectations and solve the problems of their contradiction 
is the challenge facing those who administer the Park.

40 Dy Proeung remembers that BPGroslier (the son of George Groslier who became 
conservator of Angkor in 1960) saw his first “fake” relief mold and its rubbing, congratulated 
him, and raised his salary for such ingenuity. The wax reliefs which Dy Proeung accumulated 
during the 1960s, many made from Conservation molds in turn taken from the walls of 
Angkor, were taken away by the Khmer Rouge, presumably to make candles. Today, rubbing
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American craft-development expert making rubbings at Angkor Vat, 1956-7

Free World, volume 7  #9
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Figure 125

Rubbing Workshop, Siem Reap, 1998 
Above: pounding an apsara o ff a cement mold; below: adding color to the rubbed relief
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replicate temple walls bu t could, also offer famous views (figure 128). Photographs 

thus became reliefs beaten ou t by hand in a curious reversal o f mechanical 

reproduction. The "Cambodian art" object as portable souvenir, which in Groslier’s 

version had remained tied to a diagram of the surface, now opened itself to the 

forbidden view.

The View

A  1963 article on tourism at Angkor lamented the lack o f "acceptable" views 

offered by the postcards and other images for sale in and around the temples.4' Badly 

framed, badly printed, and falsely labeled, these images were all the more asconishing 

given the "thousands o f excellent photographs that have been taken in Cambodia".4' 

Indeed, it seems that the array o f  images which the temples inspired in the metropole, 

and in  publications targeting foreign audiences, may not have circulated widely 

am ong the general public in Cam bodia until well into the 1960s. Ly Bun Yim 

remembers that after the American Festival photography competition of 1957 in 

which he w on (or was given) a camera, he began to shoot simple pictures o f the 

countryside around his home, selling the resulting prints as "postcards" in the book

molds are almost exclusively made from cement cast from wax-carved reliefs in turn copied 
from photographs. Conversation with Dy Proeung, June 2000.

41 Realites April 5, 1963 (NAC newspaper collection).

42 Realites April 5, 1963 (NAC newspaper collection).
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shop o f the provincial capital. These postcsard images were an instant success since 

there w eren't many pictures" at that time, at least in Kompong C ham  Province.43

The clearing o f a view was a graduafi process by which the temples were 

monumentalised and made into "sights" o rr "wonders o f the w orld". Before the 

Protectorate, the temples were fitted into a dufferent context o f  worship and use, one 

which seems no t to have considered the tercnples as objects to be viewed from afar 

(figure 129). W hile the colonial era saw the c learing  and prom otion o f  the temples of 

Angkor as sights to be viewed, Groslier':s doctrine specifically prohibited the 

representations o f  such a view, insisting insteead that "authentic" C am bodian art was 

largely limited to portable objects with p a tte rn ed  surfaces. W ith in  this colonial 

scenario, it was the visiting French, Englishi and “Annamite” painters who could 

depict the view o f  the temples and represent tzhe Cambodian landscape. Still, already 

in the early 1920s, some of those who "drogpped out" o f  Groslier’s School and the 

larger system o f  cultural engineering it insta lled , became renegades m aking use o f the 

views that were increasingly being produced boy foreigners.44 These renegades did not 

however turn to a premature embrace o f Suztuki’s immediacy o f perception.45 Instead

43 Conversation with Ly Bun Yim, May 2000. Four examples of Angkor images which became 
popular in the metropole, see Bruno Dagens, Angkoor. p. 182-3, Edwards, and Lebovics.

44 See the end o f Chapter Two v/here I describe nthe “dropout” from Groslier’s School who 
began to teach decorative painting on ceramics in Kompong Chhnang. Groslier complained 
that the “dropout” was painting oil paintings on coeramics using “postcards and photographs” 
as models. See Groslier’s letter to the RSC, J a n u a r y v  20, 1922 [NAC #1985 (RSC)].

45 Even the graduates of Suzuki's section later realisoed that it was difficult and time-consuming 
to stand in front of whatever one was painting. A\n increasingly available bank of postcards 
and photographs provided an ever growing number-  of easy views, and the photograph seemed, 
to these students, close enough to life. By the earlyv 1960s, for example, Sam Kem Chang had 
begun to work almost exclusively from photograjphs shortly after his graduation from the 
School of Cambodian Arts. At this time, he was * working in the newly reconstituted Palace 
Workshops. Prime Minister Sihanouk seems to hawe reestablished the Palace Workshop in the
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Figure 129

Two photographs which bookend the monumentalisatioii process 
Above: early view o f the causeway to Angkor Vat w ith a monk, before 1908 

Below: present-day view o f the causeway to Angkor Vat

Above: Les Ruines d ’Angkor. Charles Carpeattx, 1908.
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their views were copies which accessed, their source through the logic o f  Groslier’s 

training. Postcards and photographs were gridded off and then replicated using the 

same two-dimensional map of proportion that instilled Khmer ornaments into several 

generations o f  students at the colonial school (figure 130).46

W ith the breakdown o f Groslier's control, all the foreign images of Cambodia's 

past became "documents" (vJftfifll') for representation. Here we can recognise the

same lure that Palace “masters” felt long ago when they turned to Lamorte’s 

decorative “Khmer style” paintings as models for the “Cambodian arts” (see Chapter 

One). Once commissions for “Khmer style” paintings began to be given almost 

exclusively to foreigners, and once an extensive body o f research on Cambodia’s past 

had been compiled in the French language, the source for “authentic" local identity 

paradoxically seemed to lie abroad.

In April 1960, National Geographic published an article by Robert Moore 

entitled "Angkor, Jewel o f  the Jungle". The article was illustrated by reproductions of 

paintings by Maurice Fievet, a Frenchman whose "remarkable paintings", "re-creating 

the daily life o f  this lost civilisation", had "undergone minute scrutiny for accuracy by 

Bernard Groslier and George Coedes, French scholars who have devoted years to

early 1960s, inviting not only traditional artisans but also "modern painters" to work in the 
Palace, producing the gifts which Sihanouk gave to foreign visitors as well as helping co 
decorate Palace and State buildings. Conversations with Sam Kem Chang, An Sok, Chan 
Puon, Et Somal, and the late Im Chan, 1997-1999.

46 Since 1970, the three towered causeway view of Angkor Vat has been associated with 
Sihanouk, the flag of the Sangkum and thus royalty. During the PRK of the 1980s, the 
official view became the five tower view from the side being painted here. Painters at the 
School remember being ordered not to teach che three tower causeway view during the 1980s. 
Conversation with Pech Song, July 1995.
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Figure 130

Student exam at the 
Departm ent o f Plastic 
Arts. T he student is 
holding his postcard 
m odel in  his left 
hand. T he exam con
sists o f  being able to 
replicate the image o f 
Angkor Vat. Students 
are sequestered in cur
tained enclosures and 
the exam takes place 
over several days. In 
this particular case, 
the fighting o f July 
1997 interrupted the 
exam. A few days 
later, the exam con
tinued w ith students 
continuing their copy 
paintings despite the 
extreme political un
certainties.
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unraveling Angkor's riddles".47 In image after lurid image, "Artist Fievet" (as the 

captions call him) unveiled life at Angkor (figure 131).48 I found these images, not in 

the library in New  York, or in some w orn collection o f National Geographies stored 

in a suburban American garage. Rather, reproductions o f  Fievet's paintings were 

repeatedly presented to me by Cam bodian painters as ilfTfinr, "documents" o f  “real

life at Angkor (figure 132).49 W e see here the familiar structure in which the 

authentic" and the "Cambodian" are accessed through a model proposed by French 

research, this tim e however through the  paintings (rather than the research and 

resulting diagrammed plans) o f  a Frenchman. The way the model was copied 

recapitulated the grid which Groslier had used to inscribe relations o f  proportion in 

his diagrams at the School. The photographs and xeroxes o f Fievet's paintings found 

in Cambodian painters' studios today are almost always scored w ith a pencilled grid 

which turns their pictures into squares o f  proportion, replicable by the same visual 

comparison used to copy Groslier's diagrams (Chapter Two, figures 19-22). Despite 

the opening o f the view, it is transmitted as a model through the armature o f  the two 

dimensional diagram.

"Angkor, Jewel o f the Jungle", by W. Robert Moore, paintings by Maurice Fievet in 
National Geographic. April 1960, p.517. This text serves as a kind of celebratory entrance to 
the article and is printed on its opening page.

4“ The representations were supposedly based on Groslier's and Coedes' research as well as Ta- 
kuan's well known 13th century account. The rather fertile imagination of the parties 
involved is visible in the representations of scantily clad women in variously suggestive poses. 
Illustrated scenes include court ceremonies, fishing excursions, batdes with the Siamese, and a 
visit by the king to Phnom Chiso.

4J Dy Proeung, the Khemera Angkor Drawing store in Siem Reap, as well as painters in the 
stores in Phnom Penh, all have these images in their studios either as photo reproductions or 
as well worn xeroxes.
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Figure 131

The caption reads: “among women o f the noble houses one finds many as light as jade”. 
One o f the loose leaf images from N ational Geographic found in D y Proeungs studio
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Figure 132

Temple construction scene, National Geographic. April 1960 
Above: New York City Public Library copy;

Below: gridded xeroxed copy, “Khmera Angkor Drawing Shop”, Siem Reap, 1995
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But copying here also becomes a  springboard for variation, if  no t for imagination, 

and perhaps this is the only contem porary space which remains for those who today 

are both painters and “Cam bodians” . W ithin their traditional frame, Groslier cold 

us, Cam bodian artists would innovate. Their language was given bu t its details could 

vary.50 T h e  paintings in this sense are perverse embodiments o f  Groslier's notion of 

tradition and permissible change. In  some construction scenes, the towers of Angkor 

Vat transform into those o f the Bayon; temple models, shrines and scaffoldings are 

added, while men and elephants are slighdy shifted in each rendering (figure 133). 

Each painter thus claims "his own" version of the construction despite the similarity 

o f the scenes, and a familiar vocabulary is used to produce never ending variations. 

Scenes which sell well are immediately copied by others in multiples, since painters 

watch the habits o f their clientele with the same care that Groslier once did, 

continually adjusting their products to perceived demand. In  the proliferation o f such 

paintings, we can read a paradoxical fulfillment o f Groslier’s prediction that the 

“richness” o f  Cambodian art w ould allow product developm ent to "proceed to 

infinity".51

There are many examples o f  such variations copied from foreign images 

considered authoritative and true. A n early aerial photograph reproduced in The 

Opening o f  Aerial Tourism in Indochina (1929) is repeated from all angles in the 

various lights o f  sunrises and sunsets (figure 134). Intriguing details taken from 

engravings o f  Delaporte's drawings during his 1860s expeditions to the temples are

50 See R1925, Psyl, p.135-6, and CC#1, p.271-2.

51 "Rapport sur le Fonctionnement du Service des Arts cambodgiens", 1924 [NAC #2017 
(RSC)].
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Figure 133

Five store paintings presenting variations on the temple construction scene, 1995-1998
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Figure 134

Above: aerial view 
of Angkor Vat pho
tographed in the 
late 1920s.

Below and on the 
following page: A 
series of paintings 
of the aerial view of 
Angkor Vat, shop 
paintings Phnom 
Penh, 1995
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painted as large contemporary oil paintings (figures 135-7). Further afield, Fievet's 

notion o f  recreating scenes from an imagined past allows the recomposition o f 

Angkorian landscapes, peopled by "early men" which are however copied from French 

textbook drawings o f  cavemen (figure 138).5~ These primordial scenes cobble 

together elements o f  the Bayon and the silhouette of Angkor Vat, producing 

imaginary landscapes which are copied in turn, producing such minute variations that 

different paintings at first seem identical (figure 138). Painters are anxious to find 

new "documents" o f  Angkorian rime in order to style a variety o f  views for their 

clients. Their base however is never their own imagination or on-site study o f the 

temples; rather their pictures are always grounded in the gridded surface through 

which they replicate a two dimensional photographic or painted view, a picture o f 

Cambodia produced from the outside.

M any o f the painters who paint these scenes are graduates o f the later day version 

of Groslier's School (figure 130).53 Students aspire to make these Angkor views and 

learning consists o f  mastering the replication o f  the photograph via the grid in order 

to thus secure a living by making multiples (figure 139). The painters o f  these scenes 

live in Phnom Penh and often have never been to Angkor. They access the 

m onum ent through the photograph and therefore their paintings replicate the logic o f

5‘ The "source" for the barbecuing men is an illustrated French school primer which shows the 
"first peasants" wearing loin-clothes and rough headdresses. Conversation with Pech Song 
who has a xerox of this primer in his studio, November 1998.

53 In Siem Reap today, the stores which sell paintings buy them from Phnom Penh. The store 
keepers explain that not only are the Phnom Penh paintings cheaper (there are many graduates 
of the School), but chey are also more accurate, “clearer” and "better" because they are painted 
by "artists" from the School. Conversation with stand owners in front of the Grand Hotel, 
November 2000.
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Figure 136 : Engraving after a Delaporte sketch

Louis Delaporte. Voyage an Cambodge Paris: Librairie Dclagrave, 1880
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Figure 138

Various versions of Angkorian pastoral scenes 
Painting stores across from the National Museum of Cambodia, 1995
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print reproduction. The areas o f  light are made up o f  at most three tones, while areas 

o f shadow are composed from two darks (figure 140). This shorthand o f modeling is 

mechanically applied using the same smooth brushstroke to cover the surface as 

efficiently as possible. Despite the seeming detail from afar, the closer one comes to 

these scenes, the more blandly resistant and dead their surface becomes. Paint which 

from afar built the illusion o f  a solid building dissolves into arrays o f  identical marks 

which leave only an empty icon in  its place. For what has the view o f  Angkor become 

for these painters other than an two dimensional object which they can sell in 

repeated multiples? Produced in mass quantities, these are the new versions o f the 

"Cambodian Arts".

Besides the ubiquitous view o f  Angkor, one also finds landscapes and women in 

abundant replication in the painting stores which today line the street to the National 

Museum, across from Groslier’s School (figures 141-144). Here set themes echo : the 

same palm tree and boat are recomposed into curiously similar sequences (figure 142); 

the same two houses are set into repetitive ocean bays (figure 143); while the same 

doll-faced wom an appears in an array o f stereotypes (figure 141).54 In  tourist terms, 

Cambodia today is not only famous for its temples but has also become renown for its 

imagined idyllic tropical landscapes and its growing sex trade. T he  allure o f the 

tropics built from these two stereotypes has quickly caught the attention o f painters 

who precipitate these desires onto their canvases in multiples with slight variations, 

offering such images as ready alternatives to the temples.

54 These representations of women are a topic for another project. The stereotypes present the 
depressing spectrum of roles available to women in Cambodia today: the goddess apsara / 
traditional dancer; the country pure virgin; the soft core porn star; and, in a kind of hangover 
from the 1980s, the pretty communist worker of the fields.
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Figure 141
Painting store interior, across from the National Museum o f Cambodia, 1997
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Figure 142

Landscape paintings 
Painting store across from the 
National Museum o f 
Cambodia, 1999
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Figure 144 

Two landscapes
Painting stores across from the National Museum o f Cambodia, 2000
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There is also, however, a considerable domestic m arket for all three o f  these 

painted subjects (temples, landscapes, women). In the resurgent nationalism o f the 

1990s, paintings of Angkor V at grace almost any office, hotel, and home, a national 

logo if  ever there was one.55 But pictures of idyllic landscapes and perfect women are 

also bought by local Cam bodians to pu t in their homes. These images are considered 

ftHf? (pretty), and thus presumably very different from life as it is lived in local

everyday reality. As one painter told me, "we haven't fixed anything outside, it's all 

broken, so inside we want to  look at pretty things".56 The idyllic countryside scenes, 

untouched by poverty, pollution, or, for that matter, any m ark o f  the 20th century 

(figures 142-4) - the perfectly smooth, coyly smiling women - the ideal un-peopled 

views o f  Angkor - these are all precisely the opposite o f everyday life in Cambodia 

today. It is here that the sadder aspect o f Cambodia’s tourist trade appears.5' For all 

the painters who make such idyllic scenes have lived through the era o f  the Khmer

55 Here see work of Charles Keyes, Benedict Anderson, and Penny Edwards among others. 
The largest clientele for Angkor paintings seems to be the expatriate Cambodians. Interviews 
with painting store owners, 1997-2000. These painting store owners have an extremely 
refined idea o f what styles o f paintings various nationalities appreciate and buy. Whereas 
Japanese and Cambodians from abroad like clear replications from photographs, according to 
these store owners, Westerners dislike such repetitions and instead prefer paintings which show 
individual gesture and brushstroke. When I first visited Cambodia in 1992 and then 1994, 
the only painter whom I saw making such works was Sophannarith. As his paintings began to 
sell, others began to copy them. Today, the tourist entering only one of the painting stores 
will think that such a gestural painting is unique. Upon entering several more of these stores, 
the tourist finds the unique gesture perfectly replicated in any number of copies and variations.

56 Conversation with Asasax, May 1999-

57 Horrific as it may seem, Cambodia is one of the countries now playing host to "war tourists" 
and those who come to see the sites o f “genocide”. The typical tourist itinerary for Phnom 
Penh, as spelled out in almost any guide book, suggests spending a morning at the National 
Museum of Cambodia viewing the splendors of Angkor followed by an afternoon spent at the 
Tuol Sleng Prison Museum viewing the horrors of the Khmer Rouge.
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Rouge. Most o f  them, as urban dwellers, carry a sense o f uneasiness - if  not terror - 

for the countryside where they spent those fearful years. In the picture-perfect 

smoothness o f  the paintings they make in multiples, they refute any sign o f their own 

histories. O ne could call this the blankness o f  trauma.58 O r is it the will of the 

damaged to forget and go on?

58 See the catalogue essay by Ingrid Muan and Ly Daravuth in The Legacy of Absence (Reyum, 
2000).
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Chapter Six: T he Landscape o f  T od ay

In April o f 1975, the Lon Nol regime fell and the Khmer Rouge entered Phnom 

Penh, ushering in the era o f  Democratic Kampuchea (DK). W ithin  a few days, the 

cities were emptied and most Cambodians became field laborers during the subsequent 

years o f terror.1 Perhaps the best known account o f painting during the Khmer Rouge 

era is that o f Vann Nath, a sign painter from Battambang who after his arrest served as 

a painter in the Tuol Sleng Prison (figure 145).2 The sculptor Im  C han worked in the 

same prison workshop but afterwards insisted on a more private settling o f his 

experiences. Vann N ath and Im Chan both subsequendy described making primarily 

portraits o f Pol Pot during their time in the prison; they assumed that these pictures 

were put in public places or given as gifts to visiting leaders.3

Sam Kem Chang objects to their accounts.4 W orking in Phnom  Penh as an 

illustrator for the newspaper UuffiS (The Revolution) throughout the DK years, he

' See among many ocher accounts, Francois Ponchaud, Cambodia Year Zero; Chandler and 
Kiernan, eds. Revolution and Its Aftermath in Kampuchea; Karl Jackson, ed. Cambodia 
1975-1978: Michael Vickery, Cambodia 1975-1982: as well as the more retrospective analysis 
of the cultural ramifications of the tragedy in Ebihara and Ledgerwood, Cambodian Culture 
since 1975: Homeland and Exile. See also The Legacy of Absence, an exhibition and 
catalogue which I co-curated with Ly Daravuth at Reyum, 2000.

‘ Vann Nath, A Cambodian Prison Portrait: One Year in the Khmer Rouge's S21. After the 
January 1979 collapse of die Khmer Rouge regime, Vann Nath helped to refigure the prison 
into a museum, painting a series of pictures which depict life and death as he remembered it 
there. These graphic images of torture, along with the display of photographs taken of 
prisoners at the time of their entry, form the central display of the museum.

3 Conversations with Vann Nath and the late Im Chan 1997-2000. Im Chan was trained as a 
sculptor at the School of Cambodian Arts and later worked at the Conservation in Siem Reap.

4 Conversations with Sam Kem Chang, 1997-2000.
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insists that Pol Pot would never have allowed his picture to embody the revolution, 

noting that he never saw an image o f the leader in  any o f the buildings he entered 

during  those years. It was through his connection to Sam Yuan and the Association o f 

K hm er Artists in the 1960s - as well as from his experience training teachers - that Sam 

Kem  Chang had befriended some o f the Khmer Rouge who came to power in 1975. 

A lthough he walked o u t o f  Phnom  Penh to his family's village along with all the other 

city dwellers in April o f  1975, Sam Kem Chang was soon recalled to Phnom Penh in 

order to work at the M inistry o f Culture under Yun Yat. In addition to making 

descriptive drawings and  cartoons for newspapers and other DK  pamphlets, Sam Kern 

C hang traveled through the provinces "photographing progress" and collecting images 

for use in DK  publications.5 In early 1976, Sam Kem  Chang received permission to 

recall painters and other artists who had been his friends in the Association o f Khmer 

Artists in order to restart some kind o f School o f  Fine Arts that would help with the 

publicity efforts o f the D K  regime. Sitting together in  1997, telling me this story, Sam 

Kem Chang and Pen T ra both laughed.6 Pen T ra  received Sam Kem Chang's 

sum m ons but was too scared to respond and somehow managed to avoid it. Yun Yat 

soon decided that "the tim e wasn't right yet anyway" for establishing such a School 

since there was still "fighting going on".'

5 Sam Kem Chang remembers Chinese film crews traveling in a similar manner, presumably 
producing movies which others remember being occasionally shown at monthly meetings 
(Conversation with Ly Bun Lim, May 2000). All these activities (newspapers, publications, 
film) replicate US tactics o f  the late 1950s and those o f the Sangkum in the 1960s.

6 Conversation with Sam Kem Chang and Pen Tra, November 1997.

Conversation with Sam Kem Chang, June 2000.
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In  Battambang, Pech Song was similarly employed, by DK as a draftsman.8 A 

graduate in "modern painting" from the University in the early 1970s, Pech Song was 

imprisoned by the Khmer Rouge in Siem Reap in 1975 under suspicion o f  being a Lon 

Nol soldier. H e claims to have drawn on the walls o f his prison cell, thus revealing his 

skill to his guards. H e was released and sent to Battambang to work for provincial 

authorities. As one o f  the few survivors who will admit that his life was no t physically 

difficult during DK, Pech Song tells o f  eating normal food and living in a good house 

in a section o f town where other workers (such as mechanics and technical personnel) 

lived with their families. While his wife and small children lived upstairs, Pech Song 

worked in a studio on the ground floor, primarily drafting plans o f the province 

showing planned new roads, canals, and minefields. His work included preparing the 

banners for meetings by carefully following slogans and color instructions sent from 

Phnom  Penh. H e also painted huge roadside posters with messages o f  border 

protection, productivity, childbearing advice, malaria awareness, and anti-Vietnamese 

propaganda. Retrospectively both Pech Song and Sam Kem Chang recall working 

many nights until late under fear that their work would not be acceptable o r would not 

be finished by a deadline.9 Sam Kem Chang describes how the staff o f  his office 

devolved from a committed group o f  revolutionaries into a terrified, intensely 

paranoid, and splintered set o f  individuals who one by one disappeared, never to

8 The following paragraph is drawn from conversations with Pech Song, 1997-2000.

9 Conversations with Sam Kem Chang and Pech Song, 1997-2000. Pech Song's wife today 
says that she has retrospectively understood the goal of the DK regime: they didn't want either 
to develop Cambodia (as DK rhetoric claimed), nor to kill all Cambodians (as some today 
claim). Rather, the goal of DK was simply to get everyone to follow orders, no matter what 
the order was, no matter how terrible it was. Paraphrase of a conversation, June 1998.
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return. By early 1978, Sam Kem C hang himself was ordered to stop drawing and 

therefore feared for his life (although his wife continued to cook for high level leaders). 

In a seeming change o f  heart, he was again folly employed in late 1978 to draw anti- 

Vietnamese cartoons in the face o f  the impending invasion.10

In January o f 1979, as Svay Ken has shown in his brilliant depiction o f partition 

(figure 146), Vietnamese troops "liberated" Cambodia from the D K  regime." As Svay 

Ken describes it, the Vietnamese entered and stood pointing one way, urging people 

(and dogs and cows) into the urban centers; the Khmer Rouge stood and pointed the 

other way, ordering people into the mountains and forests o f the W est.12 Between the 

Khmer Rouge who were fleeing, and the Vietnamese soldiers w ho were entering, the 

people ran back and forth, starving and too stunned to believe the messages o f either 

side.

N one o f the work tha t Pech Song o r Sam Kem Chang com pleted during the DK 

regime has survived, although today they can provide lively descriptions o f both their 

life and their work during that period. Perhaps the clearest and most startling 

remaining visual evidence comes from Pech Song. In 1979, he shifted with apparent 

ease to w ork for the Phnom  Penh arts and  propaganda section o f  the newly established,

10 A similar late reprieve to the internal purges of DK has been noted in political histories of 
the time. See particularly Michael Vickery’s account of the experiences o f intellectuals who 
were lured back to Cambodia by the DK and then kept in what was very close to a prison 
camp for the regime’s duration. Only during the last few months did cheir conditions 
improve. See Vickery, Cambodia 1975-1982. p. 151.

" This event became yet another point of contention within larger Cold War politics. The 
US, for one, insisted that the Vietnamese had "invaded" (rather chan "liberated") and thus 
steadfasdy refused to recognize the PRK throughout the 1980s (while supporting border 
resistance elements which included the reorganised Khmer Rouge).

12 Conversation with Svay Ken, December 1999.
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Figure 146

Svay Ken 
“The Division of 

the Country, 
1979”, 2000

From a series of 
paintings depicting 

the experiences of 
the Svay family 

during the Khmer 
Rouge era

(oil on canvas, 
approx. 2  feet wide)
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Vietnamese-sponsored government (the People's Republic o f  Kampuchea).13 Part of 

his duties included designing the original "models" for the poster paintings to be put 

in public places throughout Cambodia (figure 147). To make these designs, Pech 

Song attended high level meetings and propaganda sessions in order to be imbued with 

the ideology o f  the new government.'4 H e then freely "created" the poster designs 

which, upon approval, would circulate as small scale models throughout Cambodia 

(figures 148, 149). Local sign painters were commissioned by authorities to paint large 

scale copies o f  his designs for placement by provincial roadsides. Pech Song still calls 

these posters some o f  his most "creative" work, contrasting them  to the rote copies of 

photographs o f apsaras and Angkor Vats by which he makes his living today (figure 

150). W ith  their repeated themes o f "protecting and (rebuild ing  the motherland", 

these works are also described by Pech Song as "not very different from what I did for 

the Khmer Rouge". All he had to do for the new regime o f the 1980s, he explains, was 

to "leave out the anti-Vietnamese stuff' (the new regime, the PRK, was supported by 

the Vietnamese while the Khmer Rouge had been rabidly anti-Vietnamese).15

The experiences o f  Pech Song and Sam Kem Chang during the DK are the 

exception. To simply read the names o f the students who entered the School of 

Cambodian Arts (and later the University) during the 1950s and 1960s and then

13 Vietnamese authorities in Phnom Penh had initially thought that Cambodian painters 
would have to be sent to Vietnam to "learn" to paint propaganda. Pech Song laughingly 
explains that Cambodian painters who had been compelled to work for DK soon convinced 
their Vietnamese bosses that they already had sufficient propaganda skills to immediately begin 
working for the new regime. Pech Song explains the ease with which he shifted from regime 
to regime in this way: “I am a painter first and foremost, I painted what they told me to 
paint”. Conversation with Pech Song, August 1997.

H Conversations with Pech Song, 1997-2000.

15 Conversation with Pech Song, August 1997.
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Figure 147 : Pech. Song, Poster designs 
Above: The five year anniversary o f the PRK (January 7, 1979 - January 7, 1984) 

Below: Social unity, production and traditional culture pictured together for the five
year anniversary
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Figure 148

Pech Song, 
Designs for posters 
recruiting soldiers, 

early 1980s

Left: “Volunteer to 
become a soldier”

Right: “Step up to 
ensure the protection 

of the motherland”

(Photographs ofpaintings 
now destroyed, courtesy o f 

Pech Song)
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Figure 149

Pech Song, Poster 
designs, early 1980s

Left: “Commit to 
increase production 

during the dry season 
to 100%”

Right: “The alliance 
of workers, farmers, 

soldiers, and intellec
tuals”

(Photographs o f paintings 
now destroyed, courtesy o f 

Pech Song)
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compare these lists to the  living today is to provoke a haunting liturgy to the dead.'6 

Those who did survive the  years o f hard labor and  fear returned to Phnom  Penh to 

find the grounds o f  the University o f Fine Arts overgrown with chest high grass.1' The 

School had largely been abandoned during the regime (almost four years), although 

some remember that certain rooms had been used by the Khmer Rouge to store 

fertilizer and, more eerily, shoes, while others claim that one room showed signs o f 

being used for a torture chamber. Workers preparing the nearby Ministry o f  Justice 

for the forthcoming trial (in absentia) o f  DK leaders were borrowed to help clear the 

School grounds.18 Descriptions o f the spring o f  1979 recall a slow and almost 

miraculous process in  w hich people who had once lived in the city gradually walked 

back to Phnom  Penh.19 Form er students and teachers who had survived, appeared one 

by one at the School. As that year proceeded and it became more clear who had 

returned and who had died, Som Samai organised the surviving professors and sent

16 Conversations with Tang Hor Yi, Pen Tra, Thong Sophan, Srieng Y, Chet Chan, and the 
late Im Chan and Chhun Pok, 1997-2000. Simply among the few painter's names which I 
have rehearsed from the 1960s, Sam Yuan as we have seen died before the regime came co 
power. Nhek Dim, O uk Yin, and Man Mkot all died during DK as did many of the 
professors at the School whom I have not found room to mention.

17 Conversations with An Sok and Som Samai, 1997-2000. The silversmith, Som Samai 
became the first post-DK dean of the Faculty and was the motivating force for its initial 
reconstruction; it is a tribute to his energy and dedication that he quickly managed to collect 
professors and supplies and restart instruction at the School.

18 Conversation with Som Samai, June 1999

19 Conversations with Som Samai, Svay Ken, An Sok, Prang Som, the late Chhun Pok, and the 
late Im Chan 1997-2000.
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them to look for materials, documents and tools, both along the roads o f  Phnom  Penh, 

and at the homes o f  professors known to have died.20

W hen the school allowed the first class o f students to enter (1980), a flood of 

applicants appealed to authorities for entrance since those studying would be allowed 

to stay at the school with basic meals provided (figure 151). I t seems that many of the 

members o f the first classes admitted to the School had family connections either to 

the University o f  Fine Arts prior to D K  o r to members o f  the newly reconstituted 

Ministry o f  Information, Culture and Propaganda. Both students and professors o f 

the early 1980s remember a rigorous discipline (the flag was saluted at 7:30) which was 

motivated as m uch by what they had gone through as by fear o f  the new authoritarian 

regime.2' Certainly the threat o f being summarily drafted into the army kept many of 

the male students diligendy studying at the School. Descriptions o f the early 1980s-at 

the School also however emphasize the feeling of the time "before there was money" 

(salaries were paid in rice until about 1983). Everyone had nothing, these accounts

20 An Sok, for example, went to the home of his former teacher, Kech Roeun, a well-known 
mask maker who had died during DK An Sok dug up the molds, used to cast the lacquer 
detailing on masks, which Keth Roeun had buried in his garden as the fighting came closer in 
1975- Today, An Sok and his son An Sitha (today head of the lacquer section of the 
Department of Plastic Arts) still use these molds in their mask-making workshop. Asked 
about their return to Phnom Penh after the DK, some of the personnel of the School 
remember supplies and objects as largely untouched until the Vietnamese began to ship the 
good paper and paint back to Vietnam; others describe total devastation by the Khmer Rouge 
and stress the necessity of rebuilding everything.

Training was at the high school level and the School reopened under the name "The School 
of Fine Arts”. University-level training (with Departments of Archaeology and Architecture as 
well as Plastic Arts) only reopened in 1989.
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recall, and so much had been lost: "we were all equal and worked together, trying so 

hard to bring something back".22

W hat then did study consist of, given the huge gaps in the School caused by the 

death o f  so many artists and teachers? Supplies were quickly provided by aid 

organisations, so a basic frame o f paper and pencil was reestablished. As one professor 

explained, the easiest thing to do during the initial period o f  reconstruction was simply 

to take an object, pu t it there, and ask the students to draw it. Some o f the things used 

as models were familiar "traditional" or "modern" sculptures left over from before the 

DK (figure 152). O ther objects used as models were newly introduced, flown in by 

the Vietnamese who came to help the School (figure 153). For the first years o f  the 

1980s, Vietnamese advisors taught subjects such as anatomy and set design at the 

School (figure 154, 155). In contrast to these "modern subjects", "traditional 

painting" was also reborn using the diagrams o f  Groslier (figure 156). Those who had 

survived remember feeling an additional urgency to teach such "Cambodian" subjects 

since many felt that the D K  years had destroyed Khmer culture.23 O ther assignments 

seem more surreal given a traumatized student body and the context o f the times. Fish 

inexplicably became the subject for postage stamp designs for a new Republic

“ Conversations with Som Samai, An Sok, Prang Som, Thong Sophan, Srieng Y, and the late 
Chhun Pok 1997-2000.

23 The mandatory introductory course of drawing using these diagrams had, as we have seen in 
Chapter Four, been abolished at the School during the late 1950s (although the traditional 
painting section continued to train students to follow die canon of representation formalised 
by Groslier). Today the drawing course developed by Groslier has been reinstated at the high 
school level and is considered a foundation course which conveys intrinsically Khmer forms. 
Some say the course was initiated during the early 1980s in order to rebuild culture. Others 
claim that it was only in 1989 that the curriculum was revised and "Khmerized" in the words 
of one professor. Conversations with Som Samai, An Sok, Prang Som, Thong Sophan, Srieng 
Y, and the late Chhun Pok 1997-2000.
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Figure 152

Drawing o f a Khmer sculpture 
Student assignment 

School o f Fine Arts, early 1980s
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I

Figure 153

Above: Busts brought 
by Vietnamese advi
sors to the School o f 
Fine Arts in the early 
1980s. Left to right: 
Ho Chi Minh, Marx, 
Lenin

Left: A student draw
ing o f  the bust o f 
Lenin, early 1980s, 
School o f Fine Arts
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Figure 154 : A natom y  A ssignm ent, School o f  F ine  A rts, 1983 
C orrections are m ade in  th e  V ietnam ese language b y  a  V ietnam ese advisor
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Figure 155 : Set fo r R o m eo  a n d  Ju lie t 
Sam ple design  b y  a  V ietnam ese advisor a t  th e  School o f  Fine A rts, 1980
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Figure 156 : K b ach  A ngkor, a  K hm er o rn am en t 
S tu d en t assignm ent, Schoo l o f  F ine A rts, early  1980s
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presented in Khmer and French (figure 157); skecches were made for propaganda 

posters like those o f  Pech Song (figure 158, 159); and peace poster design flourished 

despite the ongoing civil war (figure 160). It is hard to imagine how students in 1981 

must have felt completing assignments which asked them, for example, to design paper 

w ith logos for "Indochina peace" (figure 161).24 N or can we imagine a way in which 

they m ight have coherently synthesized the various models and representations offered 

to them during those chaotic times. Former students describe a kind o f focus in which 

they tried simply to attend each class and think about what was assigned, cutting out 

the other emotional and personal problems which beset them .25 Retrospectively, some 

agree that the training they received was piecemeal and that they learned less about 

Khmer culture and history than they would have liked to.26

Examples o f  "masterpieces" from these years can still be found in the storeroom of 

the Departm ent o f  Plastic Arts.27 T he topics o f  these paintings were assigned by the 

School administrators and, in the early 1980s at least, seem to have reflected the

"4 Indochina was invoked by the Vietnamese in order to explain the historical connection 
between the two countries, legitimating their coherence as a single whole. This unit is still 
invoked, surprisingly, in things like the SPAFA art curriculum workshop for Indochipa 
(January 1999).

'5 Conversations with So Chenda, Phy Chan Than, Soeung Vannara, An Sitha and Long 
Sophea 1997-2000.

*6 Conversations with Touth Bun Chheng and the late Chhun Pok, 1998. The degree to 
which the Vietnamese-sponsored government suppressed teaching about Khmer culture is still 
a sensitive and difficult topic today. While some told me retrospectively that the "traditional 
drawing" of Groslier was not permitted at the School during the 1980s, this must be an 
exaggeration since several of the current professors received degrees in “traditional painting” 
from the School during the early 1980s

'7 "Masterpieces" are the large paintings which students complete in order to receive their final 
degree from the School. Today the storeroom of the Department of Plastic Arts languishes in 
a state of total despair with bats and termites slowly destroying the more than 1000 paintings
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Figure 158
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Fine Arts, early 1 

1980s ‘

Left: “Protect, 
Build up” j$

Right: “Strength”
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Figure 159

Poster Designs 
Student assignments, 

School o f Fine Arts, 
early 1980s

Left: “Protect, 
Build up”

Right: The alliance 
o f workers, farmers, 

soldiers and intellec
tuals

(charcoal on paper, each 
design approx. 1 foot wide) 

RUFA collection (uncata- 
logued)
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Figure 160

Peace Poster Design, School o f Fine Arts, early 1980s
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Figure 161

Peace Paper”. The paper below reads “Peace Indochina!” 
Student Assignments, School o f  Fine Arts, 1983
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sentiments o f  the Vietnamese "liberators". In one enorm ous canvas, "The Scream o f 

Khmer Blood", Pol Pot smiles eerily o u t o f  a bloody sea ringed w ith a beach o f skulls 

(figure 162). Another huge canvas shows a bicycle factory in action, ode to the 

rebuilding o f  small industries (figure 163). O ther images offer poster-sized rehearsals 

o f  official horror (figure 164). "War. W e don 't need it!" announces one poster, 

ironically echoing the size and gesture o f  a travel poster urging tourists to visit 

Cam bodia (figure 165). The US is represented as well through a painting depicting 

one o f  the 1963-4 demonstrations against American imperialism (figure 166).

Through their new alliance to the "socialist brotherhood", Cam bodian artists were 

drawn into an existing network o f exhibition.*8 In 1981, for example, several sculptors 

were included in the "International Exhibition o f Small-scale Sculpture", a display o f 

sculpture from  socialist countries which was held in Budapest, Hungary.19 Although 

work was picked up by Ministry officials and presumably delivered to Hungary, all 

that the wood sculptor Sin Chan T han has to show from the exhibition is an empty 

catalogue page in which his work - depicted alongside the sculptures o f Cuban, 

Angolan, and Polish sculptors - is represented by a simple blank white box (figure 

167). Artists regarded these 1980s exhibitions with increasing bitterness as their work 

was never returned and rumors circulated that officials who did attend the exhibitions

found there. In the new triumphalism o f the post-Cold War era, there seems to be little
interest in preserving or studying "Communist" paintings.

18 The "socialist brotherhood" is a phrase which young professors repeatedly use today when 
asked to describe the PRK years. It is one of the eerier characteristics of contemporary 
Cambodia that people can still easily use the various rhetorical languages which they learned to 
survive the various regimes they have lived through.

19 Thong Sophan and Sin Chan Than were included in this particular exhibition. I want to 
thank them as well as An Sok for telling me about this rather bitter history during 
conversations 1997-2000.
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Figure 162 : “The Scream o f Khmer Blood”, School o f Fine Arts, early 1980s

(oil on canvas, approx. 10 fe e t high)
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Figure 164

“The Accidents o f  the War”, School o f Fine Arts, 1980s

(oil on canvas, approx. 4  feet high)
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Figure 165

Poster designs, 
School o f  Fine Arts 
1980s - early 1990s

Left: “Visit the State 
o f Cambodia”

Right: “War! We 
don’t  need it”

(oil on canvas, each design 
approx. 4  feet high)
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Figure 167 : Catalogue for the “International Exhibition of Small Sculpture”, Budapest, Hungary, 1981 

Left: cover; Right: page with a blank instead of a photograph of Sin Chan Than’s wood sculpture, “Battle scene during the age of

Angkor”
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not only claimed the works as their own, but subsequently sold the objects for their 

own profit. T he  good will o f the early 1980s easily disintegrated under such policies, 

coupled with the increasingly desperate financial situation in which professors at the 

School found themselves, once m oney was reintroduced and goods began to be sold. 

Unevenness reappeared quickly as government officials became increasingly wealthy 

while civil servants such as the teachers at the School o f Fine Arts remained destitute.30

There was however, another aspect o f  the socialist brotherhood which gave great 

hope, at least to the students at the School in the early 1980s.31 Since many 

intellectuals and artists had died, been killed, or fled during DK, credible higher 

education was extremely difficult to reestablish. The plan was to quickly train a 

generation o f  students at the School o f  Fine Arts in Phnom Penh and then send them 

abroad to study at accredited art schools where they could acquire diplomas that were 

the equivalent o f  MFAs.32 W hen they had completed their studies abroad and 

returned to teach at the School o f  Fine Arts, the Ministry thinking ran, higher

30 Even today, the average salary of a full professor at the University of Fine Arts remains below 
S20 US a month and is often paid months late.

31 Conversations with Phy Chan Than, Soeung Vannara, So Chenda, Long Sophea, Hor Kim 
Srean, An Sitha, Prom Sam An and Touth Bun Chheng, 1997-2000.

32 It has been interesting to teach at the Department of Plastic Arts for the last two years, and 
thus to watch the latest influx of educational aid. Training seminars with foreign "experts" 
focus on the form of "international" higher education. Rarely is the content of what is to be 
taught discussed other than to suggest simply taking the courses offered by a Western college 
curriculum and imposing them. Workshops are held on "the credit", "the A,B,C,D,F grade", 
and "the diploma". Through such workshops, credentials like the "MFA" have become widdly 
known and greatly coveted. The official Ministry stance seems to have been that all students 
returning from these socialist-sponsored study periods have MFAs, although in private, many 
will express doubt over both the degrees and their equivalencies. In one of the more amusing 
results of the push to “get Cambodia up to international standards”, the newly imposed 
A,B,C,D,F grading system has metamorphosed in some current classes to a system in which 
students get A+++, A++, A+, and A, with anything lower than an A considered foiling.
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education o f  an international standard would once again be offered to Cambodians by 

Cambodians. The relationship o f the PRK to Vietnam, and thus to the larger socialist 

brotherhood, allowed this plan to actually come true on a surprisingly large scale. 

Each year, "developed" countries o f  the brotherhood offered specific scholarships in 

painting, interior design, sculpture, and fabric design (as well as many other fields o f 

study outside the visual arts) to students from the "poorer" countries o f  the 

brotherhood. It was through this system o f educational exchange that a whole set o f  

students, educated during the first few years o f  the 1980s at the School o f  Fine Arts in 

Phnom Penh, were sent abroad.33 They were, in the words o f Long Sophea, 

"supposed to go abroad to learn new technologies and then return home to stir these 

new techniques together with our Khmer traditions in order to come up with 

something deliciously new".34 Their study abroad, generally lasted seven to nine years, 

including language training. Thus they left the Cambodia o f the PRK between 1985

33 The present day Department of Plastic Arts at the University level is staffed by these 
returnees who include, by their area of study with the institution granting their M.F.A. in 
parentheses:
Painting: Heng Mony Phal (Academy of Fine Arts, Kiev, Ukraine), Chhoeun Rithy (Academy 
of Fine Arts, Kiev, Ukraine); Soeung Vannara (Academy of Fine Arts, Warsaw, Poland); Phy 
Chan Than (Academy of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary); Sous Sodavy (Academy of Fine Arts, 
Budapest, Hungary); and Turn Saren (University of Fine Arts, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam) 
Sculpture: Touth Bun Chheng (Academy of Fine Arts, Sophia, Bulgaria); and Prom Sam An 
(Academy of Fine Arts, Gdansk, Poland)
Design: So Chenda (Academy of Fine Arts, Budapest, Hungary); Hor Kim Srean (School of 
Industrial and Fine Arts, Moscow, USSR); Long Sophea (School of Industrial and Fine Arts, 
Moscow, USSR); and Pen Daravin (Academy of Fine Arts, Sophia, Bulgaria).
In addition, An Sitha, who today heads the high-school level lacquer and mask making 
section, received an MFA in lacquer painting from the University of Fine Arts, Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam. I would like to thank all of them for their conversations, their support, and 
their interest in my research during the four years I have spent at the Department.

34 Conversation with Long Sophea, May 1998.
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and 1988, and returned to the post-UNTAC "democracy" o f  the newly reborn 

Kingdom o f  Cambodia.35

Ail o f  the graduates granted scholarships admit in retrospect to some degree o f 

shock when they were simply pu t on planes one day and sen t o ff to Moscow, Kiev, 

Sophia, Warsaw, Gdansk, or Budapest (figure 168). They generally spent one year in 

intensive language programs with fellow students from smaller socialist-allied countries 

such as Angola, Cuba, and Czechoslovakia. Some o f their fellow students had no art 

background whatsoever; they simply filled the quota which each o f  the developed 

socialist countries offered annually to smaller poorer countries o f  the socialist alliance. 

Even w ithin the Cambodian group, students like Long Sophea, who had studied 

traditional painting at the School o f  Fine Arts, was designated as a design student, a 

field that she had never heard of. She was eventually offered the choice o f studying 

either car design or fabric design at the School of Industrial and  Fine Arts in Moscow.36 

Given their teenage years under the DK, and the limited education which they 

received at the barely reconstructed School o f Fine Arts in P hnom  Penh, it is hard to 

underestimate the adjustments which each of the Cambodian students had to make in 

order, for example, to successfully study fabric design at a M oscow  art school (figure 

169). O nce released from the language course into the study o f  art, many o f these 

students underwent extremely painful periods o f self-evaluation brought on by the

35 In the brilliandy insightful description o f one of these students, the very different Cambodia 
to which he recurned had acquired "democracy, human rights and anarchy".

36 Although she remembers well the glossy images of automobiles which tempted her to study 
car design, Long Sophea explains that her advisor reminded her that such a vocation would 
not be particularly practical in Cambodia since large-scale industrial production would 
probably not develop in Cambodia during her lifetime. Conversations with Long Sophea 
1997-2000.
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Figure 168 : Heng M ony Phal, “Kiev”

( watercolor sketch, 11x14 inches approx,)
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Figure 169
Page from Long Sophea’s MFA thesis on fabric design and textile production, 

Institute of Industrial and Fine Arts, Moscow 1992
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scathing comments which professors and fellow students made about their "retrograde" 

work.37 The painters Soeung Vannara (studying in Warsaw) and Phy C han Than 

(studying in Budapest) both describe being threatened with a return home if  their 

styles did not change from the simple representational realism they had practiced in 

Phnom Penh to "something more modern".38 Both spent agonized periods in the 

libraries o f  their Academies, looking at "modern" painters and trying to th ink o f  what 

tactics and elements they could use to make "their own style". A particular and 

personal style, they learned, was the signature o f  an "an artist".

The "Artists"

Some o f the students who were able to study abroad returned to Cam bodia 

carrying work from their M FA Exhibitions under their arm. Others left everything 

they had done behind (figure 170). A few others chose not to return at all.39 The 

reception given to the returning graduates was no t what they had expected nor did it

37 As their studies progressed, these students were also exposed to some of the uglier results of 
the end of the Cold War. By the early 1990s, racism against foreigners made some of them 
fearful to live in the countries where they were studying. In addition, their funding was 
threatened and many of them worried how to scrape by until they could finish their diplomas. 
While some of their professors were supportive, others made clear that the foreign students 
should go home and the sooner the better. This was in direct contrast to the rhetoric they 
encountered when they first arrived, when they were repeatedly told that the socialist 
brotherhood embraced Asians and Africans.

38 Both Phy Chan Than and Soeung Vannara worked briefly in a workshop established for 
graduates of the School during the early 1980s. Members of the workshop were required to 
make a set number o f paintings per month for the Ministry. Phy Chan Than remembers that 
it was easiest to fulfill the quota by making representational paintings from postcards rather 
than producing the time-consuming traditional paintings which he had been trained to make 
in the School for his diploma in traditional painting.

33 Ouk Darachan, for example, remained in Kiev, Ukraine where he today paints and teaches. 
In all, about twenty students from the School of Fine Arts studied abroad during the 1980s.
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fit w ith the original inception o f  the plan, as formulated under the former Culture 

M inister, Chheng Pon. Although they were placed a t the Department o f Plastic Arts 

as teachers when they returned, one by one, nothing was done to smooth their 

in tegration/0 Since their diplomas were considered "higher" than those o f the older 

professors, these young returnees were soon charged w ith University-level teaching 

while their former teachers were demoted to teaching at the high school level.4' The 

styles which the students had struggled to learn, and then had proudly taken on as 

their own while abroad, were rejected as strange and foreign. T he response o f the older 

professors to their w ork was eventually distilled into a single accusation: the work o f  

the returning students was "not Khmer".42

Such accusations surprised some of the returnees since their training abroad had, 

especially in its final years, emphasized a return to elements o f  their own culture which

40 The Ministry under the PRK had intended to host seminars and exchanges of ideas when 
these students returned from their studies abroad. Conversation with Chheng Pon, September 
1997. The post-election government was strikingly disinterested in making use of the skills 
which these students brought back with them, at least in the field of visual arts. Long Sophea, 
for example, wrote a thesis on fabric design and had experience as an intern in textile factories. 
Today, the countryside around Phnom Penh is littered with clothing factories belonging to 
foreign interests while almost no attention is paid to developing a national textile industry 
based on Khmer ornamental patterns. In general, the returning students were often asked why 
they had learned such useless languages and histories rather than studying English, the 
currency of development after UNTAC. In this sense, they remain tragedies of the Cold War. 
As Touth Bun Chheng asked me in October of 1998, "what good is it that I know all about 
Bulgarian art history?" Conversations with Phy Chan Than, Long Sophea, Chhouen Rithy, 
Touth Bun Chheng, Chan Lay Heng, Thong Sophan, Chet Chan and Hot Kim Srean, 1997- 
2000 .

41 Given the respect for elderly people still prevalent in Khmer culture, the placement of the 
young ahead of the old immediately fostered bitter feelings within the Department of Plastic 
Arts. In this policy, we can again recognize the structure of thought which made Mey Preap 
clutch a representational bust when asked to pose for a photograph (Chapter 4, figure 88). 
What came from the outside and was sanctioned as “modern” and “developed” was given 
greater value than the local.

42 Conversations with Phy Chan Than, Long Sophea, Chhouen Rithy, Touth Bun Chheng, 
Chan Lay Heng, Thong Sophan, Chet Chan and Hor Kim Srean, 1997-2000.
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they were encouraged to use in order to compose a final examination piece or 

exhibition. Long Sophea, for example, felt that many o f the confusing and often 

conflicting elements o f her trajectory from a traditional painter to a m odern fabric 

designer, were reconciled through her final graduation piece. In a huge silk batik 

hanging, she depicted Sovannamacha, the mythical mermaid o f the Reamker (the 

Khmer version o f  the Ramayana) w ith her child Machanoh, in a swirl o f  bubbles and 

rays which broke the figure into an abstract pattern o f  planes (figure 171).43

This was a tactic by which students negotiated both their studies abroad and their 

rocky return home. Incorporating w hat they called "Khmer subjects" into images 

which, through the mark o f the brush or the fracturing o f the picture plane, formally 

exhibited what they considered "a m odern style", they could come to create "modern 

Khmer art".44 Breaking the smooth surface o f  the ubiquitous Angkor paintings 

discussed in Chapter Five, these "artists" have come to distinguish their work not only 

by this mark o f the hand, but by their comm itm ent to make single works o f  "art" 

rather than serial copies. In "Offerings at the Temple" (figure 172) and "Pounding 

Rice" (figure 173), Soeung Vannara and Phy Chan Than represent what they call 

"traditions" o f  Khmer society (the visit to the vat, the pounding of rice as it was once 

done by shirdess women in the countryside). But these identity scenes are represented 

by building up resolutely painted surfaces scored with the ft/jfi (brushstrokes) that these

43 Designed for a specific wall in the Chatomuk Theater, the piece was never hung because the 
Ministry of Fine Arts and Culture refused to pay for it. As the child of Sovannamacha (the 
mermaid) and Hanuman (the white monkey), Machanoh is depicted as a monkey with a fish 
tail. He appears at the lower right of the hanging while Sovannamacha is shown at the top
center. See figure 171.
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Figure 171 : Long Sophea, Sovannamacha 
Graduation piece, Institute of Industrial and Fine Arts, Moscow

(batik on silk, approx. 12 feet high)
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Figure 173 : Phy Chan Than, “Pounding Rice”

oil on canvas, approx. 4  feet high 1997
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artists” consider the marks o f  the “modern”. Long Sophea's "Study" (figure 174)3 

inserts an ornamental sign for Cambodia into the "new technique" o f collage, just a s  

Asasax relies on the icons o f Angkor (the apsara, the temple facade) to build his richly?- 

surfaced "m odern color reliefs" (figure 175). Forms drawn from W estern modernisrrm 

are thus used to depict local scenes and subjects. As with the “modern Khmerr 

painters” o f  the 1950s and 1960s, the meaning o f  “Cambodian” is seen to lie in the: 

icons o f  its past and in the imagined habits o f  traditional life in the countryside.

There is a melancholy belatedness to the tactics o f  these “artists”. In Phy Cham  

Than's “Banteay Srei”, we find M onet reflected a hundred years after the fact (figure; 

176). This “modern Cambodian painting”, we could say, is new only through its; 

combination o f  two bygone histories. The tactics o f a sanctioned "modern" artist arer  

used to present the authentic "Khmer culture" o f  the past (the Angkorian temple o F  

Banteay Srei). The obviousness o f these references can make the picture read as an 

easy out, a quick synthesis o f what is retrospectively universally recognized as the 

“modern” (M onet), with what is uncontestably “Cambodian” (Angkor). O r perhaps 

the hollowness o f  its re-presentation embodies the painfully inevitable predicament 

faced by those trying to link the two terms o f  “Cam bodian” and “modern”. Groslier 

once described colonial culture as the meeting o f two “personalities” who had jco 

negotiate a suitable relationship (I, p .14-16, Groslier). The French “personality”, for 

Groslier, was that o f continual change and innovation, while the Cam bodian 

“personality” was unchanging and constant. Since such a construction bequeathed the 

“modern”, meaning the always new, to France, the innovation which came to

** Conversations with Phy Chan Than, Soeung Vannara, and Long Sophea, 1997-2000.
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Figure 174 

Long Sophea, Collage study, 1998

paper and  watercolor, 10 inches square
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Figure 175 

Asasax, “Apsara”

o il pa in t and  silk collage, approx. 2  fie t high, 1999
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characterise the adventures o f  the avant-garde was defined as explicitly not-Cambodian 

and thus was banished from forms of training established in the colony. In its place, 

the given model and  its multiple copies was installed as the logic for making 

“authentic” Cam bodian art. It is perhaps then unavoidable that a quest for the 

“Cam bodian m odern” will require a model, copied from  elsewhere, and infused with 

national specificity through reference to recognised stereotypes o f  the past. In another 

recent painting, Phy C han Than depicts an oft-copied scene o f  traditional dance, 

found on postcards throughout Cambodia (figure 177, 178). Through a layer o f 

facetted brushstrokes, the painting lays claim to the position o f  “art”, far removed from 

the sm ooth surfaces and  mechanical repetitions o f the tourist paintings (figure 179). 

But the gesture o f  the brushstrokes as even facets, only tentatively breaking an insistent 

photographic surface, give to their stated expressive purpose a curious in-authenticity. 

The “artist” is after all appealing to a notion o f the gesture as individual which has 

been hollowed ou t by W estern critiques. Thus stranded amongst marks borrowed 

from other pasts, the “m odem ” work o f the “artists” often reads as a belated form that 

cannot stand outside its local context.

Lately, for better and worse, these young “artists” have recognized another subject 

which can identify them  as Cambodian while offering them  entry into the exhibition 

channels o f  "modern art".45 In works such as "Fire and Spirit" and "The Koh Tree",

45 Here I am myself implicated through my involvement with the Legacy of Absence Project. 
Through the invitation of Cliff Chanin, I initiated and co-curated with Ly Daravuth an 
exhibition which asked artists to consider the legacies o f absence created by the DK regime. 
Subsequendy, independendy of our initiative, painters associated with the tourists shops have 
begun to realise that "genocide paintings" have their market too (as Vann Nath, the survivor 
of Tuol Sleng, knows only too well and too painfully). It is too soon to see where this 
recognition will, lead but given that the Tuol Sleng prison is already a major tourist attraction, 
one can certainly imagine a market for images based on events under the DK.
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Figure 177
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Figure 179

Paintings in a p a i n t i n g  store across from the National Museum, o f Cambodia, 1998
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Soeung Vannara and Phy C han T han have made some o f the first images to reconsider 

the legacies o f  the DK regime. These are works o f memory filtered through public 

symbols. Soeung Vannara (whose father, a sculpture professor at the Royal University 

o f Fine Arts during the 1960s, died during the regime) presents us with a screen o f 

signs circling a central figure o f  flesh and flames (figure 180). W here do those go, he 

asks, who have no t been cremated as they should be according to Buddhist belief? The 

fyiC ornam ents (as well as copies o f Sam Yuan's 1960s money bill designs) weave a sea

of souls around his question. Phy C han Than's "The Koh Tree" resurrects the 

ambiguity o f  an oft-cited parable from the DK years (figure 181). "Plant a Koh tree in 

front o f  your house" was a phrase used both as official threat and as whispered advice 

(Koh in K hm er also means m ute). As an order, the saying meant to keep quiet about 

anything tha t one had seen or heard. The unofficial repetition o f  the order among the 

people was simply whispered advice on how to stay alive. In Phy Chan Than's 

painting o f the slogan, the vast trunk o f  the Koh Tree is fractured and scarred ,a  

portrait o f  all those who survived and carry their damage with them today. A river o f  

blood runs across the trunk, adding another, retrospective saying (coined by the 

subsequent Vietnamese-sponsored regime) o f the early 1980s which reminded the 

Khmer people that, during DK, their "blood had run like a river" and their "bones had 

grown into mountains". As painted overlays, these slogans build up a memory bed o f 

the regime and its aftermath.46

46 For more on these young painters and their work on the DK regime, see the catalogue The 
Legacy of Absence (Ingrid Muan and Ly Daravuth) Phnom Penh: Reyum 2000.
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Figure 181 

Phy Chan Than, “Kbh Tree”, 1999

o il on canvas, 2 meters x  1.5 meters
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T he "Masters"

W ith Cambodia’s entry into ASEAN, efforts are being made to include 

Cam bodian artists in both regional and international exhibitions which take as their 

theme "contemporary", "modern a r t" /7 T he young “artists” described above are 

generally considered first, since their work is recognizably “modern” to the curators o f 

various nationalities who make up the international art scene. There is something 

curious in this however since there is also a group o f older "masters" at work in 

Cambodia who are certainly contemporary - if  not “modern” - and who also claim to 

make “Cambodian art".48 The masks o f An Sok (figure 182), the silver work o f  Som 

Samai (figure 183), the paintings o f C het C han (figure 184), all these fall out o f the 

visiting curator's purview since they are not considered "modern art" despite the very 

living presence o f  their makers and the adm itted high quality o f the work.

Trained in the "traditional" sections o f  Groslier's School, before and shortly after 

independence, the work o f  these "masters" continues where the Corporations left off. 

W hat they make on commission are the objects once offered by the sales office 

catalogue o f the Corporations. Som Samai's tea set in fact replicates the set pictured as 

a model object in one o f  Groslier's published examples (Chapter 2, figure 33, top). 

Their work elicits many o f the same claims with which Groslier framed the 

Corporations’ objects. Using ornamental patterns and replicating what are now

47 Recent curatorial missions included those for the Fukuoka Art Trienniale of 1999, the Philip 
Morris Awards Exhibition, the Asian Art Expo (forthcoming in 2001), as well as the Legacy of 
Absence Project described above.

48 "Masters" seems to be the way, in English at least, that those who today wish to "rescue” the 
traditional arts avoid the perjorative connotations o f "artisan" while reserving "artist" for the 
"modern". In Chapter Two, I used “masters” as well, marking its difficulty with the 
photograph of Nosei, one of the female weaving teachers at the School.
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An Sok and An Sitha, “Krong Reap”, 1998

Papermache, lacquer, gold le a f and enam el paint; approx. 2  fie t high
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considered the “authentic Khmer” forms o f model objects, the products o f  these 

masters are instantly labeled as "traditional Cambodian art", and the "masters" 

themselves are collected and  inventoried as "living legends"/9

I thought about the curious nostalgia with which we o f the W est transform an old 

man w ith a skill into a “legend” when I went to visit H im  Tuor, the 66 year-old stone 

sculptor who today carves in  his workshop along the river in Siem Reap (figure 18 5)/° 

H e is old by Cam bodian standards, and thus I assumed that the skill with which he 

carves his stones came from  years o f  repeated practice. But this is no t so. In fact, he 

has only sculpted as a full-tim e "profession" since 1995. Before that he was a farmer. 

H im  T uor's father was one o f  those part-time artisans described in the responses to 

Groslier's 1917 survey. W hen people needed sculptures or paintings, he made them; 

when they didn’t, he worked the rice fields o f rural Siem Reap province. Although 

H im  T u o r learned to m ake things from his father, he has no formal training and it

"t9 The cataloguing of "living legends" was a project initiated by the local UNESCO office in 
the spring of 1998. In their designation as living legends, "masters" are viewed as endangered. 
Indeed, some masters successfully market the idea of being the last traditional master in their 
area o f expertise in order to garner higher prices for their work. The reasons why this might 
perhaps be indeed accurate today, given the situation of contemporary Cambodia, are not 
particularly uplifting. The almost complete breakdown of the educational system, coupled 
with extremely low salaries, has led to a pedagogical situation in which no knowledge is truly 
shared if financial profit can be made by keeping that knowledge for oneself or for one’s 
family. The best trained young silversmiths and mask-makers in Cambodia today are 
therefore the sons of the older masters. Having said that, I must also add another example. 
Chet Chan's encyclopedic knowledge of the Reamker comes not from some age old well 
spring o f knowledge, passed down in the blood, but rather from the years in which he served 
as a research assistant to the Polish restoration team working in the Palace throughout the 
1980s, long after he had completed his studies at the School (where he says he did not learn 
much about the story of the Reamker). In the Palace, Chet Chan studied Tep Nimit Mak's 
Reamker painting, learning all the characters and their forms which he puts to use today in his 
paintings. In other words, his mastery is self-taught through research, implying that other 
masters could, in the future, similarly develop from their own efforts. See our forthcoming 
Reamker manual (Reyum, 2001).

50 Conversations with Him Tuor and his family, October 1998, June 2000. All information 
on Him Tour is from these conversations.
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Figure 185

Him Tuor in his workshop, Siem Reap 2000
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never occurred to him  to "make sculpture for sale" until the 1990s. Before the Khmer 

Rouge regime, he was simply in his village, tending his fields and making things when 

other villagers requested them. It was only with the coming o f UN TA C that he began 

to realise that there might be a greater market for sculpture than he had previously 

envisioned. Relocating his family to Siem Reap, he opened the stone sculpture acelier 

where his entire family today makes replicas o f  Angkcrian sculptures (figure 186). 

Although during the first year that he was sculpting, he "practiced” by using newspaper 

images to make the head of Ranariddh and the figure o f H un Sen (contemporary 

Cambodian political leaders) (figure 187), these pieces were still in his workshop in 

mid-2000 and have found no market when compared to the dem and for the 

Angkorian replicas which grace his sales table in hand-made multitudes (figure 188). 

The replicas are made from photographs gleaned from guide books and coffee-table art 

histories. G ridded o ff with the familiar squares, these images are transferred onto the 

stone as diagrams from which chiseling proceeds (figure 189). In a recent touch of 

inspiration, some o f the photographs which serve as models are transferred by simply 

xerox-enlarging them  to the scale o f the commission (figure 190). Unskilled young 

workers roughly chisel the traced form while H im  Tour "corrects" and finishes the

51piece.

51 Him Tour's clientele is entirely foreign. No Khmer, he says, will buy his work since they 
prefer the cheaper cast concrete replicas of Angkorian models. Still he sees an irony in this for 
although the foreigners eagerly patronize his workshop, the authorities have not yec called him 
to work on replacing the apsaras of Angkor Vat, for example. Instead, he says, Cambodian 
authorities have "hired the Germans" (the official restoration team now working on Angkor 
Vac) so that one day, when they write histories of Cambodia, "they will call today the German 
era, the German style".
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Figure 187

Practice sculptures in Him 
Tuors workshop, 2000

Left: Prime Minister Hun 
Sen and his wife dedicat
ing a school complex

Below. National 
Assembly President 
Ranariddh, central two 
sculptures

I
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Figure 190
Xerox enlargements o f an 
Angkorian apsara that will be 
used to trace the figure onto 
the block before carving.
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Between the w ork o f the “masters” and that o f  the young “artists”, we can sense an 

uneasiness at the heart o f  our terms. Through Groslier’s School, Protectorate art 

policy ensured that the meaning o f  “Cam bodian”, in the visual arts at least, would 

remain firmly secured to the model and the past. To make meant to replicate. To 

borrow from the outside as part o f  a process o f  innovation and creation which is never 

entirely one’s own, was explicidy ruled ou t o f  this regime as not-Cambodian. The 

“Cam bodian master” is thus a master o f  the copy, producing exquisitely detailed 

replicas o f  desired objects which, despite their largely foreign clientele, are considered 

to be authentic signs o f  a living “Cam bodian culture”.

"The Workers"

The same logic o f  the model and its copy is found in a "lower" sphere as well 

where the vast majority o f painters and sculptors working in Cambodia today are 

found.52 W e have already met the painters who work for the tourist trade in Chapter 

Five. They primarily paint repetitive scenes o f  Angkor Vat and repeated versions of 

idyllic country landscapes (figures 140-144). Although these painters are mostly 

trained at the University o f Fine Arts, they readily admit that their everyday practice 

does not qualify them  to the title o f  “artist” (although some make what they consider 

single “art” works - rtJIfw - when they have time). Instead, their daily practice consists

o f replicating the photographs and postcards which they use as their models. These 

painters execute the large scale portraits displayed for official visits (figure 191) as well

5‘ For this section I draw from my "Report" to the Cambodian Shop Sign Project o f the New 
England Folklife Center. I would like to thank Joel Montague and Laurie Kalb for their input 
during the time I was working on the consultancy.
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Figure 191

Roadside paintings for the visit o f the Vietnamese Prime Minister 
Right: HM  King Sihanouk, Left: Vietnamese Prime Minister 

Phnom Penh, 1998
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as the curious images which outside investment increasingly dem ands (figure 192).” 

Entranced by such cheap and precise hand-painted reproduction, foreigners have come 

to commission such things as family portraits, or a complete set o f  the Los Angeles 

Lakers (figures 193, 194). Left w ith the snapshot models for such commissions, 

painters in their free time make new images to display their skill and versatility in the 

hope o f luring more foreign clients to their stores. It is through such a process of 

translation that Santa Claus becomes a painter in one lingering June display (figure 

195). Local business can also be m ade by replicating the photographs o f the dead. 

Creased and faded, often hidden during the DK years, these precious reminders are 

repainted at a larger scale and in m ore durable oil (figure 196).

These “painters” are arrayed along a scale from “artist” (fiJWJftr) to “worker”

(tJlfi).” In large stores (figure 197) and small stands (figure 198) throughout

Cambodia, those who are called "worker painters” (tflvJRSf) make the  images which

” The painters who made the gigantic Shaquille O'Neal billboard knew him only as "the King 
of Ball"; the painter of Cindy Crawford (figure 202) had no idea who she was but thought 
the idea of selling a watch with a woman he considered "beautiful" was so good, that he copied 
it for a jewelery store sign commission. Recently, the newly rich in and around Phnom Penh 
have taken to commissioning life-size portraits of themselves, a practice which provides more 
work for these worker painters. In an oddly belated tranposition of the value which oil 
portraits once had in the West, these paintings are prized for their ability to be “just like” the 
original. What is celebrated is the ability o f the hand to perfecdy render two mechanical 
processes (photography and its enlargement).

54 A brief survey cannot o f course include everyone. The counterpart to the worker painters 
are the sculptors and casters who crank out multiples of ornaments in cast concrete for vats 
and new villas throughout Cambodia. In addition, particularly in the provinces, painters 
specialising in vat painting circulate, painting increasingly garish vat interiors which use 
gridded images from Thai and Indian Buddhist pamphlets as their models. The categories 
sketched here are not at all impermeable either. Soeung Vannara (the “artist” o f "Fire and
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Figure 192
Shaquille O ’Neal in  Chan Rachana’s painting store 

15 foot high enamel on metal painting for a sports club venture that never 
materialised. The matching painted “body” is stored at the painter’s home.
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Figure 194

Paintings drying in the sun outside o f the pa in ting  stores across from the 
National Museum o f  Cambodia, Phnom Penh, 2000  

Front, part o f a complete set o f Laker’s players commissioned by a foreigner; 
Back, the causeway to Angkor Vat painted for the tourist trade.
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Santa Claus the painter, at the “Bayon Modem Painter” Shop 
Phnom Penh, June 2000
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Figure 196

Wall o f Chan. Rachana’s Painting Store, Phnom Penh, 2000 
Top right: an array of lettering; Middle: photographs and their commissioned 
copy paintings commemorating the dead; Bottom: sign in progress for a beau
ty salon offering mud treatments.
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flood the public spaces o f  Cambodia today.55 Their m ost frequent commissions are 

for store fronts and free-standing shop signs which, since the early 1990s, have 

increasingly made use o f  pictures in addition to simple text (figure 199, 200).56 

Individual paintings for hair salons (figure 201), for watch and jewelery stores (figure 

202) and for eye doctor stands (figure 203) also provide income.

All these paintings reproduce a given image through the grid (figure 204), and the 

first lesson of apprenticeship for a “worker painter” is to learn to "put down squares" 

(jJ)ffl'£f'?9jl) (figure 205). T hus these “worker painters” also perversely repeat the

foundations o f  Groslier's curriculum. For the first lesson o f  the School o f  Cambodian 

Arts taught the replication o f  ornaments and figures through the armature o f a diagram 

which allowed easy copying through the study o f the proportional relations thus 

created between forms. Advanced students, Silice told us in 1920, could already 

duplicate any ornament, "constrained only by the dimensions given by their teacher".5' 

So today, given a photograph, the worker painter can duplicate Shaquille O 'Neal as

Spirit", described above) is now busy painting a vat with his relatives in order to make money; 
he also sometimes paints rote copies of Angkor Vat photographs to support his family.

55 As a "worker" painters told me in Siem Reap one day, there are “artists” (like the young 
painters associated with the University, described above) who have the luxury to "imagine". 
Since he was poor and "didn't have the time to think" however, he simply made "copy 
paintings" as a "worker".

5<i Under the SOC regime of the 1980s, signage and advertising were stricdy controlled and 
shops seem to have had simply lettered signs of various colors depending on the services or 
goods offered by them. It was only in the 1990s that signage was deregulated and that the 
free-for-all array of signs which today coat public surfaces in Phnom Penh, began to develop. 
Conversation with the sign painter Tim Thorn, May 2000.

57 "Rapport de la fin d'annee”, 1920 [NAC #8336 (RSC)]. Photographs of ornaments were 
used as substitute diagrams in the classroom of the 1920s as well, with the photograph gridded 
off to display the proper proportional relations.
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Figure 199

Typical Phnom Penh storefront with a handpainted store sign above. 
This particular store sells bridal wear and helps with wedding arrangements.
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Above: airbrushed sign for a  camera store 
Below: sign for a motorcycle repair store 

Examples o f work at the “Bayon M odem Painter”, Phnom Penh, 2000
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Figure 203 

Eye doctor sign, Phnom Penh, 2000

enamel on oil, about 8 feet tall
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Figure 204
Photographs used as models in a Phnom Penh p a in tin g  store, 1999
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Figure 205

Cheng Sayom, owner o f Chouk U p  Painting Store (seated at the desk) 
His younger brother is learning to “put down squares” in the foreground

Phnom Penh, 2000
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large or as small as one desires. These worker painters watch their market as carefully 

as Groslier's Corporations once did. W ith the influx o f  international companies and 

their advertising (Fuji, Kodak, Caltex, Marlboro), the painted surface is slowly 

becoming passe, replaced by the shiny gloss o f machine-made signage. Local clients 

wish to imitate the appearance and finish o f such global advertising. Thus a whole 

host o f  ingenious hand-made ways to imitate plastic surfaces have been created by the 

worker painters (figure 206, 207).58 In doing so, they simply present another instan.ce 

o f  the geography through which Cambodia remains a place o f the hand-made 

multiple.

58 Conversations with Tim Thorn, Suon Mony, and Chourb Sophal, April-May 2000.
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Figure 206

Above: a beauty salon store sign with lettering made o f  sheet plastic glued to styrofoam. The 
painted figures o f Thai soap opera stars are also mounted on styrofoam in order to mimic the 
look o f molded plastic. Bottom: A  “modem” sign o f plexiglass with cut electric tape lettering 
and spray paint which looks from afar like it is machine made.
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Figure 207 : Chourb Sophals Painting Store

Various kinds o f lettering hang on the back wall. These letters are made of pieces 
o f hand-cut plastic glued together to imitate the look o f machine made molded plas
tic letters. Phnom Penh, 2000
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Conclusion.

"It has reached the po in t where, in thirty or so years, those art historians who 
succeed us, w ill be able to add to our two paragraphs, only a third entitled ‘The 
Disappearance o f  Cambodian A rt under Foreign Influence'"

- George Groslier (1930)'

The forms which I have traced here are the results o f various regimes, ambitions, 

and impositions, most o f which have tried to offer a single definition for the 

"Cambodian Arts" during the 20lh century. M y text, in a sense, is simply one more 

version o f such projects in that it details certain objects, emphasizes particular periods, 

and thus builds one possible narrative for what has been a scholarly blank. Still, I 

hope that I have avoided Groslier's dogmatism by refusing to declare disappearances 

and by tracing some o f  the multiple definitions o f  the “Cambodian Arts” which have 

been offered during the 20th century.

W hat I have w ritten then is what could be called a survey of "modern Cambodian 

art". But I hope that my account has also indicated an uneasiness with all three of 

those terms. The 1917 survey of the Cambodian countryside had as much difficulty 

finding "art", as it d id  discerning the coherence implied by the term “Cambodian”.' 

Groslier was looking for famous and full-time makers, producing unique objects 

which could be offered for sale. He thus presupposed the category o f “artist” that had 

developed in the particular context o f 18lh and 19th century France. His search for

1 George Groslier, "Contemporary Cambodian Art studied in the light o f  its past forms", in Eastern Art, 
Philadelphia: College Art Association, 1930, p.127.

" See my discussion o f  the 1917 survey results in Chapter One as well as Penny Edwards’ recent dissertation 
on the colonial construction o f  the nation state o f  Cambodia (Cam bodge: The Cultivation o f  a Nation 
1860-1945.1
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“C am bodian artists” was disappointed however since, in the countryside o f  1917, he 

could only find rice farmers who occasionally wove, painted, or sculpted when 

everyday life, a ceremony, or a tem ple construction required such images or objects. 

In the Palace workshops as well - although high quality work was produced on a full

time basis, often made for decorative purposes which Groslier would have associated 

with the aesthetic role o f “art” - the objects produced remained the purview of the 

King and  did not enter into circulation as products for sale to a general public. It was 

only in a few towns (Battambang, Pailin, and Phnom Penh) that Groslier found 

people akin to the “artists” he was looking for: that is, people know n for their skill 

who m ade things on a full-time basis and lived off the sale o f those objects.

But even among these “artists”, Groslier’s preconceptions for “the art o f  a people” 

were again unsettled.3 The “Cam bodians” o f 1917, particularly in urban areas, were 

becoming interested in the “new”. A nd when they did commission jewelery or other 

objects for their own aesthetic appreciation, they seem to have turned away from 

established local ways o f making in order to embrace outside images and ideas 

brought by the increased contact w ith France introduced through the Protectorate. 

Lists o f  objects, cited by Groslier as examples o f  decadent urban production, show as 

much. Mixtures and imitations abound, and the “Cambodian Arts” had seemingly 

come to include “an impressionist landscape... Lalique jewelery" as well as work in the 

style o f  “the French school, a table made as in San Francisco,... a cloth woven after

3 See Groslier’s speech at the Inauguration o f  the Museum and School, 1920 (Inauguration, p. 13-14) as 
well as the responses to the 1917 survey for descriptions o f  the “new”. [NAC #15200 (RSC)].
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European patterns”/  In their incorporation o f these “new” influences, the pictures 

and objects being produced could be said to accurately embody the colonial state of 

affairs through which a previously somewhat isolated tributary society was threaded 

into larger colonial networks. The possibility for such socially embedded expressions 

o f  change to be deemed "Cambodian" however was withdrawn by the force o f 

Groslier's project. Instead, through the lure o f  markets, an "authentic" Cambodian 

art was constructed ou t o f  the past and produced, at least initially, for a largely foreign 

audience.

Groslier secured his two uncertain terms - "Cambodian" and "Art" - by suturing 

them  together and decreeing that the result would differ irreducibly from  that vast 

body o f (Western) "art" unqualified by ethno-national labels. Whereas "art" o f  the 

recent past in the W est generally meant academic forms based on a system of 

perspectival representation, Western "modern art" was becoming a progression of 

individual expressions grouped into styles which would be retrospectively organised 

into a march towards abstraction. Both o f these definitions o f "art" were purged from 

the colonial construction o f the "Cambodian Arts". Instead o f the view, Groslier 

installed the diagram; in place of individual expression, Groslier insisted upon 

obedient repetition. Distinguished by the exquisite hand-made finish o f  identical 

multiples, the "Cambodian Arts" were marketed through the networks and 

possibilities o f modernity while promising the hand and the style of the past.

4 Inauguration, pg.16, Groslier, R1925, and Letter from Groslier to the RSC, September 26, 1922 
[NAC #2008 (RSC)]. Also see Tardieu's description o f  the situation in Cambodia in his letter to the 
RSC in 1924 NAC #17502 (RSC).
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W hat then o f  that third term in our survey tide, the “modern”? As I have shown, 

the gesture o f turning to the outside by which, for example, “impressionist painrings” 

came to be made in Phnom  Penh, was largely foreclosed through institutions o f art 

training and production installed by the Protectorate. The “Cambodian Arts” were 

thus carefully cordoned off from the tactics o f  French contemporaries who were laying 

claim to the tide o f “modern art”. To say this, however, is to fall into a paradoxical 

trap. For such comparisons take the particular trajectory o f  Western modernism as 

the lens through which the rest is described, measured and understood. As I worked 

on this thesis, it seemed to me that instead o f  engaging in such comparative 

judgements, it was important, at this point, to try to understand the particular 

meaning o f “modern art” in post-independence Cambodia through the careful 

detailed local analysis which I have tried to engage in here.

Still, the relation to Western modernism remains a crucial dilemma at the core o f 

colonial cultural engineering. For the “m odern” — with all its meaning o f the new, the 

advanced, and the developed — had, by the 1950s, already happened once. And by 

the time Cambodian independence removes institutional bans on certain kinds of 

representation and expression, the meaning o f “modern art” has already been 

determined through its certified forms and canonical histories which enshrine a 

particular trajectory from Paris to New York. Thus when another self-consciously 

“modern” aesthetic is constructed within the context o f Cambodia, this other 

“m odern” is already belated, caught inevitably in comparison to the first “modern” of 

the West.

"M odern Cambodian art", taken w ithin its local context, proposed a self- 

conscious break from Groslier's "Cambodian Arts", insisting on the singular instead of
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the copy, opening a view while leaving the patterned surface o f tradition behind. 

W ithin this local context, "modern painting" (and sculpture) dispensed o f  obedience 

and instead asserted an immediacy that supposedly could only be registered by one 

particular set o f  eyes. W hen we view this local formulation through W estern eyes 

however, we recognise that familiar figure o f  the "artist" as individual im bued with a 

unique vision, a model which has only been strengthened by the training o f young 

Cambodians during the 1980s in academies o f the socialist bloc which were 

themselves institutions set on the periphery o f  the first “modern” and thus followed in 

its wake. The brush stroke as a direct expression o f the individual, the surface o f  the 

painting as a record o f an encounter, these familiar tropes o f Abstract Expressionism 

become the base on which to claim a personal style.

An excruciating dilemma presents itself however, since it is increasingly difficult to 

cut the logic o f  the local out o f the meanings which circulate in a global context. 

Whereas in the context o f  Cambodia, this representational and later gestural “modern 

art” breaks w ith  the local past and is decidedly “new” and “different” to what has 

preceded, in the larger international (Western) context, its forms are considered passe, 

even academic. Cambodian formulations o f  the “modern” thus seem almost always to 

be restatements o f  that "developed", "advanced", "abroad" to which Cam bodia so 

often looks for magical promise today. Given such a temporal geography, all that can 

seemingly salvage the claims of innovation required by the assertion o f " m odern art" is 

the fall back onto the ethno-national marker o f  "Cambodian", thus reopening all the
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cliches o f  an identity installed under the Protectorate, that period in which the idea o f 

a coherent “Cambodia” w ith a unified “Cambodian culture” coalesced.5

The images encountered in contemporary Cam bodia embody this predicament. 

They do so however not only by referencing subject m atter gleaned from colonial 

stereotypes o f  Cam bodian identity (Angkor, traditional dancers, tropical landscapes). 

The vast majority o f  forms encountered in Cam bodia today are haunted as well by the 

formal logic o f Groslier’s training. It is as if  the model and its copy — as well as the 

procedure taught for its multiplication — have become a form o f identity, a 

“Cambodian” way o f  making art. Consider a photograph shown to me by the 

painter, Pech Song, for example (figure 208).6 O n  this photograph o f  Suzuki’s 

painting, blue ink scores the young girl's face into a set o f intersecting lines, 

transforming her painted features into easily replicable formal relations o f  shape. It is 

a familiar grid first introduced by the lessons o f  the School o f  Cambodian Axts (figure 

209). The gridded lines are found on all the photographs which fill the studio o f 

Pech Song today (figure 210). The photograph o f Suzuki’s painting is a model, Pech 

Song explains, providing an image to be used whenever the depiction o f  a young girl 

is required. W e can understand in retrospect, the odd irony o f  submitting a painting 

by Suzuki - that proponent o f  the irreducible singularity o f  immediacy - to a 

procedure o f  infinite replication. The view which Suzuki's "modern painting" 

ushered in has retrospectively become entangled w ith the lingering logic o f  Groslier's 

factory. The photograph thus embodies the two major - and conflicting - regimes o f

5 See Edwards, Cambodge as well as my discussion o f die 1917 survey resulcs in Chapter One.

6 See my discussion o f his work in Chapter 6. In the 1960s, Pech Song was trained as a “modern 
painter” at the Royal University o f  Fine Arts, the later day incarnation o f  Groslier's School o f  
Cambodian Arts.
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Photograph of a painting by Suzuki, Pech Songs studio, 1999
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Figure 209
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representation which have laid claim to the title “Cambodian A rt” during the 20* 

century, just as it shows the difficulty o f  freeing oneself from colonial procedures, 

particularly when they have been fused to a persistent notion o f identity. T he singular 

and the immediate o f  the “modern” soon fell back on Groslier’s diagrams for visual 

production, using their grids to replicate a view which in its multiples still embodies 

the aims o f the colonial School (figure 211).

M uch o f what motivated my research for this dissertation from its start was a 

desire to make some kind o f  sense out o f  the chaotic forms o f the present, sketched in 

my last two Chapters. The images and objects found there were very different from 

those that I was familiar w ith from so-called "modern art history". Still I felt that if 

they were taken seriously and set into a historical context, they would offer one o f the 

many accounts o f modernism which must be w ritten before “m odern art history” 

takes on the meaning that I think it should, that is, a consideration o f  all the visual 

objects produced in all regions o f the world during the period o f m odernisation and 

its silent twin, colonialism. It is the task o f  the 21“ century then to perhaps find the 

forms and sentences which will allow three terms joined during the 20* century — 

“Cam bodian”, “m odern”, and “art” — to setde more easily, either together or apart.
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G lossary

Annam - the central section o f present-day Vietnam which under the French colonial 
regime o f Indochina was a separate administrative unit called Annam

apsara - a celestial dancer

Balat — a Cambodian provincial authority under the Chaufaikhet or governor o f the 
province

Chaufaikhet — the top Cambodian authority o f  each province who served under a French 
Resident, or provincial governor during Protectorate Cambodia

Cochinchine — the southern section of present-day Vietnam which under the French 
colonial regime of Indochina was a separate administrative unit called Cochinchine

Conservation d'Angkor — the institution founded by the EFEO in 1908 to clear, restore, 
and preserve the temples o f Angkor

DAC — the Direction des Arts cambodgiens, an umbrella arts administration established 
in the early 1920s to oversee the School o f Cambodian Arts, the Albert Sarraut Museum, 
as well as the work o f  preserving culture throughout Protectorate Cambodia.

devada — a deity

D K — Democratic Kampuchea, the regime established by the Khmer Rouge which ruled 
Cambodia from 1975 to 1979.

Ecole professionnelle — a vocational training school founded in Phnom Penh in 1902 
which aimed to train Cambodians in various industrial trades.

EFEO — the Ecole Fran<;aise d’Exteme-Orient, the French society for research on the Far 
East which was founded in 1899.

GGI — Gouverneur General d’Indochine, the top French administrator for Indochina 
who was direcdy responsible to the Minister o f  the Colonies in France.

garuda — a mythical flying creature

Lon Nol — a general who served Prime Minister Sihanouk’s government throughout the 
Sangkum years before staging a coup in 1970 which brought him to power and 
established the short lived Republic o f Cambodia (1970-1975).

naga (Sanskrit) or neak (Khmer) -  a mythical serpent with many heads
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Preah Ream — the Khmer name for Rama, the hero of the Reamker, the Khmer version of 
the Ramayana.

Prix d ’Indochine — a prize awarded annually at the Salons in Paris which provided its 
winner with a trip to Indochina. The details o f the prize (duration o f  stay, teaching 
requirements) were revised several times.

P R K — the People’s Republic o f  Kampuchea, the Vietnamese sponsored regime which 
ruled Cambodia from 1979 to 1989, following the expulsion o f the Khmer Rouge regime.

Protectorate — the French colonial regime which ruled present-day Cambodia from 1863 
to 1953-

Rahu — a mythological demon who is said to sometimes swallow the moon or the sun, 
causing eclipses

Reamker — the Khmer version o f the Indian epic, the Ramayana.

Resident — the top French provincial authority, or governor, during Protectorate 
Cambodia

RSC — the Resident Superieur du Cambodge, the top French administrator of 
Protectorate Cambodia who was responsible to the GGI.

sampot — a length o f woven cloth wrapped around the waist to form a skirt (women) or 
sometimes a twisted pant (men).

Sangkum — the period of time from 1955 to 1970 when Prime Minister Sihanouk’s 
Sangkum Reastr Niyum party ruled Cambodia

Tonkin — the northern section o f present-day Vietnam which under the French colonial 
regime o f  Indochina was a separate administrative unit called Tonkin

vat — a temple complex which includes living quarters for the monks

yeak — a demon, the evil forces o f the Reamker

USIS — US Information Service

USOM  — US Operations Mission

ZEMP — Zoning and Environmental Management Plan for the Siem Reap / Angkor 
Region, a comprehensive study for the management of the temples and their 
surroundings, published in 1994.
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1860

1863

1904

1918

1920

1927-

1941

1953

1955

1955-

1965

1970

1975

1975

1979

19 79

T im e line

-  1904 Rule o f  Bang N orodom  over the territory o f  present-day Cambodia

Establishment o f  the French Protectorate over Cambodia

—1927 Rule o f  Bang Sisowath during the French Protectorate over Cambodia

Transfer o f  the existing Palace workshops to a French administered 
School o f  Cam bodian Arts

Inauguration o f the Albert Sarraut Museum and the School o f 
Cam bodian Arts buildings

•1941 Rule o f BCing M onivong during the French Protectorate over 
Cambodia

Coronation o f  Bang Sihanouk 

Cambodian independence is granted

Bang Sihanouk abdicates his throne, giving it to his father, in order to 
enter politics

- 1970 Prime M inister Sihanouk’s Sangkum Reastr Niyum party rules
Cambodia for a period often called the “Sangkum”

The School o f  Cambodian Arts becomes the Royal University o f Fine 
Arts

A Lon Nol coup removes Prime M inister Sihanouk from office and 
establishes the Republic o f Cambodia

Lon Nol’s government falls to the BChmer Rouge

-  1979 Democratic Kampuchea, the regime o f the BChmer Rouge

Vietnamese troops enter Cambodia and remove the Khmer Rouge 
from power

-  1989 The People’s Republic o f Kampuchea, a Vietnamese sponsored
government rules over Cambodia and is allied to the larger socialist 
bloc o f the Soviet Union. Fighting continues between the government 
and various opposition armies along the Thai border including the 
regrouped BChmer Rouge
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1989 — 1993 State o f  Cambodia

1991 The Paris Peace Accords arrive at a peace treaty for Cam bodia

1991 — 1993 UNTAC, the U N  Transitional Authority in Cam bodia oversees 
elections in Cambodia which are held in 1993

1993 — present The Kingdom o f Cambodia is reestablished
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